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PREFACE

The Multics project was begun in 1964 by the Computer
Systems Research group of M.I.T. Project MAC. The goal was
In
to create a prototype of a computer utility.
the
1965/
project became a cooperative venture of M.I.T. Project MAC,
the General
Electric Company Computer Department
(now
Honeywell
Information Systems Inc.) and the Bell Telephone
Laboratories.
In 1969, at the end of the research phase
of
Telephone Laboratories ended its active
the project,
Bell
involvement.
Also in
M.I.T.
the
Information
1969,
Processing Center began to offer Multics as a computing
service within the M.I.T.
community.
In
after
1973,
developing a new hardware base for Multics, Honeywell
announced that it would market Multics as a commercial
product.
The Multics system owes its genesis to a small team of
computer scientists who had the vision to lay out a plan
which
for
1965
was startlingly ambitious.
This
team
consisted of the authors of a set of landmark papers
published in the 1965 Fall Joint Computer Conference.
Since
that time literally hundreds of individuals have contributed
the Multics project,
to
but no individual stands out so
clearly
in
contribution as does Professor Fernando J.
Corbato, who took responsibility for guiding the design and
implementation of Multics from its initial proposal
through
to the time when Honeywell began to market the system.
The project would not have been possible without the
considerable commitments of resources and talent made by the
several organizations.
These commitments were made on the
recommendations of Professor Robert M. Fano, then director
of Project MAC, Dr. John W. Weil, then of General
Electric,
and Dr.
Edward E.
David, Jr., then of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories.
The Information Processing Techniques office
Research Projects Agency provided the
the Advanced
of
primary financial support to Project MAC, and the Office of
Naval Research provided contract supervision.

This manual
is
currently
three updateable volumes from
in
Processing
or
a
Center,

i

available
the

in

M.I.T.

five-volume

i

i

two forms:

in

Information
package from

The construction of the users manual was also a
Honeywell.
has
This manual
;eam effort, with dozens of contributors.
by
a
succession
maintained
been
had the good fortune to have
three excellent editors, Michael A. Padl ipsky, Laurie J.
of
in
endless
put
riaron, and Karolyn J. Martin, each of whom
format,
of
style,
and
consistency
general
hours developing a
of
manual
make
usefulness
the
to
the
presentation,
so as
evenly predictable.
1

This preface can acknowledge only a few particular
More detailed acknowledgements for specific
contributions.
papers
contributions will be found among the 29 technical
that
have been published about Multics, some of which are
Unfortunately, in
reproduced in chapter two of this report.
complete and accurate acknowledgement is
a team effort,
impossible,
by thanking all the members of the team
except
for their
to
the business of getting
intense devotion
Multics designed and implemented.

Jerome H. Saltzer, Head
Computer Systems Research Division
M. I.T. Project MAC
September 21, 1973
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September 30, 1973
primary
(MPM)
the
is
Programmers' Manual
The Multlcs
for user and subsystem programming on the
reference manual
It is divided into three major parts:
Multics system.
Part

i:

Part

II:

Part III:

Introduction to Multics

Reference Guide to Multics

Subsystem Writers' Guide to Multics

concepts, and
Part
is an introduction to the properties,
are
designed for
chapters
four
Multics
system.
Its
usage of the
completeness.
or
reference
for
rather
than
continuity
reading
Chapter 2 goes into the
Chapter 1 provides a broad overview.
Chapter 3 is a tutorial guide to
concepts underlying Multics.
the mechanics of using the system, with illustrative examples of
Chapter U provides a series of examples of
terminal sessions.
programming in the Multics environment.
I

Part II is a self-contained comprehensive reference guide to
In contrast to
the Multics system for most users.
the use of
every detail
document
to
Part I, the Reference Guide is intended
and to permit rapid location of desired information, rather than
to facilitate cover-to-cover reading.
the first
is organized into ten sections, of which
II
conventions,
mechanics,
overall
document
the
systematically
eight
The last two sections of the Reference
and usage of the system.
organized
lists of standard Multics
Guide are alphabetically
respectively, giving details of the
commands and subroutines,
calling sequence and the usage of each.

Part

Page v

Page vi

Several cross-reference facil ties help
in the Reference Guide:
.

the manual
the front of
at
The table of contents,
and an
subsection
provides the name of each section and
subroutine
alphabetically ordered list of command and
names.
A comprehensive index (of Part
subject.

.

information

locate

II

only)

lists

items

by

Reference Guide sections 1.1 and 2.1 provide lists of
functional
by
respectively,
commands and subroutines/
category.

is
It
Part 111 is a reference guide for subsystem writers.
interest to compiler writers and writers of sophisticated
of
allow a
It documents user-accessible modules which
subsystems.
user to bypass standard Multics facilities. The interfaces thus
documented are a level deeper into the system than those required
by the casual user.

Examples of specialized subsystems for
would require reference to Part III are:

which

construction

subsystem which precisely imitates the command environment
of some system other than Multics (e.g., an imitation of the
Dartmouth Time-Sharing System);

1)

a

2)

a

3)

a
a

subsystem which is intended to enforce restrictions on the
services available to a set of users (e.g., an APL-only
subsystem for use in an academic class);

subsystem which is protecting some kind of information in
way not easily expressible with ordinary access control
lists (e.g., a proprietary linear programming system, or an
administrative data base system which permits access only to
program-defined aggregated information such as averages and
correlations)
.

Each of the three parts of the MPM has its own table of contents
updated separately, by a dding and replacing individual
and
is
Each section is separate ly dated, both on the section
sections.
The title page
itself, and in the appropriate tabl e of contents.
and table of contents are replaced as part of each update, so one
The
is properly up-to-date.
can quickly determine if his manua
installation
Multics on-line "message of the day" or iocai
bulletins should provide notice o f availability of new updates,
provides on-line
command "help mpm
In addition, the Multics
information about known errors and the latest MPM update level.
1

11

In
addition to this manual, users who will write programs
the
for Multics will need a manual giving specific details of

Page vi

i

language they will use; such manuals are currently available for
to
A separate, specialized supplement
PL/I, FORTRAN, and BASIC.
The
is
also provided for users of graphic displays.
the MPM
bibliography at the end of Part I, Chapter 1, describes these and

other references in more detail.
installation to
Multics provides the ability for a local
library
author-maintained
installation-maintained or
develop an
needs.
to
local
of commands and subroutines which are tailored
same
in
the
facilities
installation may also document these
The
interfile
these
can
then
format as used in the MPM;
the user
locally provided write-ups in the command and subroutine sections
of his MPM.

Finally,
access to Multics requires authorization. The
prospective user must negotiate with the administration of his
The
installation for permission to use the system.
local
installation may find it useful to provide the new user with a
telephone
kit describing available documents,
documentation
and other
numbers, operational schedules, consulting services,
local conventions.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MULTICS SYSTEM
September 20, 1973
Introduction
Mul tics (from Mult iplexed information and Computing Service)
system developed
is the name of a new, general -purpose computer

Project MAC,
the
(formerly
Systems
Information
Honeywell
in cooperation with
Bell
and
the
department)
Electric Company computer
General
a
designed to be
is
This system
Telephone Laboratories.
philosophy
and
concepts
basic
"computer utility", extending the
Multics was
of earlier time-sharing systems in many directions.
system, an
computer
the Honeywell Skb
initially on
implemented
currently
It
computer,
enhanced relative of the Honeywell 635
uses a Honeywell 6180 computer system.
by

the Computer Systems Research Division of M.I.T.

JJl£ Goals

The goals of the Multics system were set out in 1965 in a
While those goals have been met
paper by Corbat6 and Vyssotsky.
most of the original plans have
in some cases,
only partially
The 1965 paper described those goals as follows:*
been realized.

"One of the overall design goals of Multics is to create a
computing system which is capable of meeting almost all of the
present and near future requirements of a large computer utility,
Such systems must run continuously an d reliably 7 days a week, 2k
and
hours a day, in a way similar to tele phone or power systems,
multiple
from
demands:
must be capable of meeting wide se rvice
man-machine interaction to the sequen tlal processing of absentee
from the use of the sys tern with dedicated languages
user jobs;
and subsystems to the programming of the system itself; and from

1

and Vyssotsky,
F.J.,
Corbato ,
From a modified version of:
System", MIPS
Multics
the
of
Overview
"Introduction and
V.A.,
D.C.,
Washington,
Books,
Spartan
FJCC),
Proc
Conf
21 (1965
by
reprinted
Press,
AF
PS
by
1965
Copyright
185-196.
pp.
1965,
*

.

.

I

permi ss ion.
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centralized bulk card/ tape/ and printer facilities to remotely
Such information processing and communication
located terminals.
systems are believed to be essential for the future growth of
in
government and
industry,
in
in
computer use in business,
well
stimulating
applications
as
as
scientific laboratories/
which would otherwise be untried.
"Because the system must ultimately be comprehensive and
able to adapt to unknown future requirements, its framework must
As brought out in
be general/ and capable of evolving with time.
influences
the sequel/ this need for an evolutionary framework
of
the
to much
system design and is a major
and contributes
reason why most of the programming of the system has been done in
is
Because the PL/
language
language.
a subset of the PL/
data descriptions refer to
(e.g./
largely machine- independent
logical items, not physical words)/ the system should also be.
it is hoped that future hardware Improvements will
Specifically/
that
programs
obsolete
and
and
user
not make system
implementation of the entire system on other suitable computers
will require only a moderate amount of additional programming....
I

I

from
"As computers have matured during the last two decades
curiosities to calculating machines to information processors/
of
In
the case
access to them by users has not improved, and/
Principally for economic
most large machines/ has retrogressed.
reasons, batch processing of computer jobs has been developed and
and
is currently practiced by most large computer installations,
of
user from elementary
isolation
the
concomitant
the
reluctantly
either
cause-and-effect relationships has been
endured or rationalized. For several years a solution has been
proposed to the access problem. This solution/ usually called
basically the rapid time-division multiplexing
time-sharing,
Is
of a central processor unit among the jobs of several users, each
rapid switching of
The
on-line at a typewriter-like terminal.
the processor unit among user programs is, of course, nothing but
a particular form of multiprogramming....
impetus for time-sharing first arose from professional
in
debugging
programmers because of their constant frustration
Thus, the original
programs at batch processing installations.
by
goal was to time-share computers to allow simultaneous access
several
persons while giving to each of them the illusion of
having the whole machine at his disposal. This goal led to the
development of the Compatible Time-Sharing System (CTSS) at
turned out
However, at Project MAC it has
M.I.T. Project MAC.
while obviously
to
that
access
the machine,
simultaneous
hac
nr\tr-»A<-ae c a r-u ¥ r\ i-k>A
nhierf! uo
hapn f*hp fflalfir PnSU in?
benefit.
it is the availability at one's fingertips of
Rather,
running
facilities for editing, compiling, debugging,
and
programs
in
one continuous interactive session that has had the
programmers are
Professional
greatest effect on programming.
their work and to
in
more
imaginative
encouraged
be
to
investigate new programming techniques and new problem approaches
"The

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MULTICS SYSTEM
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the most
But/
because of the much smaller penalty for failure.
significant effect that CTSS has had on the M.I.T. community is
seen in the achievements of persons for whom computers are tools
The availability of CTSS not only has
for other objectives.
changed the way problems are attacked, but has caused important
research to be undertaken that otherwise would not have been
future
As a consequence/ the objective of the current and
done.
development of time-sharing extends beyond the improvement of
computer
traditional
to
computational facilities with respect
Rather, it is the on-line use of computers for new
applications.
in new fields which provides the challenge and the
purposes and
the major
In
other words,
motivation to the system designer.
being
currently
is
to provide suitable tools for what is
goal
called machine-aided cognition.

importance of a multiple-access
"More specifically/
the
utility is that it allows a vast
computer
system operated as a
enlargement of the scope of computer-based activities/ which can,
many areas of
in turn/ stimulate a corresponding enrichment of
indicates that
experience
Over ten years of
society.
our
with flexible
manner,
continuous operation in a utility-like
remote access/ encourages users to view the system as a thinking
the
Mechanistically,
work.
intellectual
daily
tool in their
results from the drastic
qualitative change from the past
the
Objectively,
improvement in access time and convenience.
and affect
user's ability to control
the
in
lies
change
it
involves
interactively the course of a process whether
Thus,
manipulation of symbols.
or
computation
numerical
new
guided;
more
intelligently
are
studies
parameter
languages and subsystems are developed to
problem-oriented
interactive capability; many complex analytical
exploit the
magnetohydrodynamics/ which have been too
as
in
problems/
cumbersome to be tackled in the past/ are now being successfully
pursued; even more/ new/ imaginative approaches to basic research
in the decoding of protein structures.
have been developed as
the
These are examples taken from an academic environment;
effect of multiple-access systems on business and industrial
with such new
It
is
organizations can be equally dramatic.
applications
in mind that the Multics system has been developed.
Not that the traditional uses of computers are being disregarded:
subset of the
rather, these traditional needs are viewed as
a
broader/ more demanding/ new requirements.
"To meet the above objectives/ issues such as response time,
ease of
manipulating
convenience
of
data
and programs/
all,
above
and/
controlling processes during
execution,
information and isolation of independent
protection of private
issues demand
processes, become of critical importance.
These
While^ these
departures
from traditional
computer systems.
traditional
to
departures are deemed to be desirable with respect
man-machine
rapid
for
they
are
essential
computer applications/
interaction.
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System Reaui rements
"In the early days of computer design, there was the concept
of a single program on which a single processor computed for long
interaction with the outside
periods of time with almost no
considered
incomplete. The effective
view
is
Today such a
world.
system
extend beyond the
processing
boundaries of an information
processor beyond the card reader and printer, and even beyond
In
fact,
they
the typing of input and the printing of output.
encompass the goals of many people. To better understand the
to examine
effect of this broadened design scope, it is helpful
service-oriented
several
phenomena characteristic of large,

computer installations.
"First, there are incentives for any organization to have
biggest possible computer system that it can afford.
It is
usually only on the biggest computers that there are elaborate
compilers,
programming
systems,
and features which make a
computer "powerful". This results partly because it is more
difficult to prepare system programs for smaller computers when
limited by speed or memory size, and partly because large systems
involve more persons and, hence, permit more attention to be
given to system programs. Moreover, by combining resources in a
single computer system rather than in several, bulk economies and
therefore lower computing costs can be achieved.
Finally,
as
a
considerations of floor space, management
practical matter,
incentive
efficiency, and operating personnel provide a strong
facilities
single large
computer
in
a
for
centralizing
the

instal lation.

computer
of
contemporary
"Second,
capacity
the
a
installation, regardless of the sector of applications it serves,
must be capable of growing to meet continuously increasing
is
not uncommon.
demand.
A doubling of demand every two years
Multiple-access computers promise to accelerate this growth
is
further since they allow a man-machine interaction rate which
faster by at least two orders of magnitude than other types of
computing systems.
Present indications are that multiple-access
systems for only a few hundred users can generate a demand for
computation exceeding the capacity of the fastest existing single
processor system.
Since the speed of light, the physical
sizes
of computer components, and the speeds of memories are intrinsic
limitations on the speed of any single processor,
is
it
clear
systems with multiple processors and multiple memory units
that
that
are needed to provide greater capacity.
This is not to say
fast
processor units are undesirable, but that extreme system
complexity to enhance this single parameter among many appears
neither wise nor economic.
"Third,
computers are no longer a luxury used when and if
available, but are primary working tools in business, government,
The more reliable computers become,
and research laboratories.
A system structure
the more their availability is depended upon.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
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units (processors,
identical
including pools of " functional y
can provide
etc.)
controllers,
input/output
memory modules,
equipment
for
interruption
significant
without
continuous service
through
the
capability
provide
growth
as
well
as
maintenance,
units.
addition of appropriate
1

"Fourth, user programs, especially in a time-sharing system,
interact frequently with secondary storage devices and terminals.
This communication traffic produces a need for multiprogramming
processor time while an input/output
to avoid wasting main
important to note that an
It is
request is being completed.
individual user is ordinarily not in a position to do an adequate
job of multiprogramming since his program lacks proper balance,
information,
dynamic
the necessary
and he probably lacks
ingenuity, or patience.

value of a time-sharing
the
"Finally,
as noted earlier,
system lies not only in providing, in effect, a private computer
number of people simultaneously, but, above all, in the
a
to
services that the system places at the fingertips of the users.
system
increases as
of
effectiveness
a
the
Moreover,
This
user-developed facilities are shared by other users.
increased effectiveness because of sharing is due not only to the
reduced demands
for core and secondary memory, but also to the
of
the
cross-fertilization of user ideas. Thus, a major goal
provide multiple access to a growing and
is
to
present effort
potentially vast structure of shared data and shared program
procedures.
In
fact, the achievement of multiple access to the
computer processors should be viewed as but a necessary subgoal
primary and secondaryThus,
this
broader objective.
the
of
the
in
role
reside play a central
memories where programs
independent
of
organization,
and
the
presence
hardware
communication paths between memories, processors, and terminals
is of critical importance.

"From the above it can be seen that the system requirements
of a computer installation are not for a single program on a
large system of many
but,
rather,
for a
single computer,
Moreover, each user of
components serving a community of users.
initiates jobs of arbitrary and
system asynchronously
the
of
sequences
which
subdivide
into
duration
indeterminate
It is out of this seemingly
input/output tasks.
processor and
utility-like
at
chaotic, random environment that one arrives
a
view of a computing system.
For
instead of chaos, one can
high
achieve
average over the different user requests
to
multiprogramming
utilization of all
resources.
The
task of
required to do this need only be organized once in a central
benefit of
supervisor program.
Each user
the
thus enjoys
efficiency without having to average the demands of his own
particular program.
"With
the above view of computer use, where tasks start and
stop every few milliseconds, and where the memory requirements of
tasks grow and shrink, it is apparent that one of the major jobs

1-6
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of the supervisor program (i.e./ monitor, executive, etc.) is the
allocation and scheduling of computer resources. The general
subdivided into tasks,
Each user's job
is
strategy is clear.
usually as the job proceeds,
each of which is placed in an
for
processor or an
input/output
appropriate queue (i.e.,
a
Processors or
input/output controllers are, in
controller).
turn, assigned new tasks as they either complete or are
removed
All processors are treated equivalently in an
from old tasks.
anonymous pool
and are assigned to
In
tasks as needed.
particular,
supervisor does not have a special processor.
the
Further, processors can be added or deleted without significant
change
in
Similarly,
either the user or system programs.
input/output controllers are directed from queues
independently
of any particular processor.
Again, as with the processors, one
can add or delete input/output capacity according to system load
without significant reprogramming required.

The Mul tics System
"The overall design goal of the Mul tics syste m is to create
iputing system which is capable of
comprehens ively meeting

wh
„
requirements.
PL/I language will allow major
The use of the
system software changes to be developed on a schedule separate
Since most organizations can no
from that of hardware changes.
longer afford to overlap old and new equipment during changes,
and since software development is at best difficult to schedule,
this relative machine-independence should be a major asset."
.

.

.

_

.

.

Qyeryiew of Multtcs
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An ability to share data contained within the framework of a
general purpose time-sharing system
unique feature of
is
a
Multics,
and
is directly applicable to administrative problems,
research requiring a multi-user accessible data base, and general
application of the computer to very
research
complicated
problems.
The attention paid to mechanisms
to
provide and
of the same
control privacy is of direct interest for several
applications as well as, for example, medical data. Multics can
for
be
thus
a
valuable tool which provides opportunities
important new research in these areas.

Multics offers a number of additional capabilities which go
well beyond those provided by many other
Those which
systems.
are most significant from the user's point of view are described
is
that^ a
here.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of all
capabilities
single
these
encompasses
all
of
system
simul taneously.
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

1.

The ability to be a small user of Multics.
the
Multics design
An underlying consideration throughout
should
not
pay
a noticeable
user
simple
the
has been
that
the
accomodates
also
which
system
extra price for a
can
handed
a
student
be
example,
a
For
user.
sophisticated
(perhaps
debugging
work
do
limited
tools,
can
limited set of
and running small BASIC programs), and expect to receive a
bill for resource usage which is proportional to the limited
If all users are small, of course, the number of
work done.
users can be increased in proportion to their smallness. As
an administrative aid, facilities are provided so that one
tools
can restrict any particular user to a specific set of
and thereby limit his ability to use up resources.

2.

The ability to control sharing of information.

There are a variety of appl icat ions for a computer system
which Involve building up a base of information which is to
Multics provides
individuals.
shared among several
be
facilities in two directions.
Sharing:
Links to other users

1

programs and data.

Ability to move one's base of operation into another
user's directory (with his permission).
Direct access with uniform conventions
information stored in the system.

Ability for two or more users to share
of a program or data in core memory.

a

to

any

single copy

Control

Ability to specify precisely to whom, and with what
and execute
mode
write,
read,
(e.g.,
access
permissions are separate and per-user) a piece of
data or the entire contents of a subdirectory are
avai lable.

Ability to revoke access at any time.
ring
protection
Multics
using
Ability,
the
only
structure, to force access to a data base to be
This
via a program supplied by the data base owner.
facility may be used to allow access to aggregate
or
counts,
or
such as averages
information,
without simultaneously
entries,
data
specified
giving access to the entire file of raw data, which
There are a large number of
may be confidential.

1-8
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applications
of
this
administrative
potential
feature/ and as far as is known, Multics Is the only
general -purpose system which provides it.
3.

The virtual memory approach.
In
the opposite direction of the little user is the person
with a difficult research problem requiring a very large
addressable memory.
The Multics storage system, with the
aid of a high-performance paging system,
provides this
what is often called a virtual memory of an
facility
in
extent limited only by the total of secondary storage
disks,
etc.) attached to the system. An
devices
(drums,
interesting property of the Multics implementation is that a
procedure may be written to operate in a very large virtual
memory, but primary memory resources are used only for those
parts of the virtual memory actually touched by the program
on that execution, and disk and drum resources are used only
for those parts of the memory which actually contain data.
Another very useful
property from a programmer's point of
view is that information stored in the storage system is
directly accessible to his program by a virtual memory
address.
This property eliminates the need for explicitly
programmed overlays, chain links, or memory loads, and also
reduces the number of explicitly programmed input and output
The Multics storage system takes on
operations.
the
responsibility for safekeeping of all information placed
therefore automatically maintains
there by the user.
It
which has remained in the
information
copies
of
all
tape
system for more than an hour.
These tapes can be used to
reload any user information lost or damaged as a result of
hardware or software failures, and may also be used to
retrieve individual items damaged by a user's own blunder.

Each user has an administratively set quota of space which
limits the amount of storage he can use, 'although he may
purchase as large an amount of space as he would like.
Additional disk storage can be added to the system in large
quantities if necessary.
k.

The option of dynamic linking.
In constructing a program
or system of programs,
it
is
frequently convenient to begin testing certain features of
one program before having written another program which
is
needed for some cases.
Dynamic linking allows the execution
of the
first program to begin, and a search for the second
program is undertaken only
if
is
it
actually
and when
called by the first one. This feature also allows a user to
freely include
in
his program a conditional call out to a
in
large and sophisticated error diagnostic program, secure
in all those executions of his program
the
that
knowledge
which do not encounter the error, he will not pay the cost

OVERVIEW OF MULTICS CAPABILITIES
and mapping
linking,
of
locating,
It
the
error diagnosis package.

1-9

into his virtual memory

user
also allows a
program to provide a substitute for any
borrowing
a
subroutine called by that program when he uses it, since he
the
system looks to find missing
over where
has control
those cases where subroutine A calls
In
subroutines.
subroutine B every time, there is, of course, no need to use
so
library search),
implied
linking (and the
dynamic
facilities are provided to bind A and B together prior to
execution.
5.

Configuration flexibility.
important aspect of the Multics design is that It is
actually difficult for a user to write a program which will
hardware configuration is
if
the
stop working correctly
the
changing system-wide needs,
In response to
changed.
amount of primary memory, the number of central processors,
drums,
(disks,
the amount and nature of secondary storage
and the type of interactive typewriter terminals may
etc.),
change with time over a range of 2 or 3 to 1, but users do
not normally need to change their programs to keep up with
In
the
The system itself adapts to changes
the hardware.
number of processor or memory boxes dynamically, that is,
while users are logged in. Most other configuration changes
the
(e.g./ the addition of disk storage units) require that
system be reinitialized, an operation which takes a few
minutes.

An

6.

The human interface.

Experience has proven that ease of use of a time-sharing
system is considerably more sensitive to human engineering
than
is a
batch processing system. The Multics command
Features such
language has been designed with this in mind.
upper and
as universal use of a character set with both
lower case
letters in it, and allowing names of objects to
of
little things
the
be 32 characters long, are examples
which allow the nonspecial st to feel that he does not have
effective user
to discover a secret code in order to be an
of
In
the system.
a similar vein, a hierarchial storage
system provides a very useful organization and bookkeeping
aid, so that a user need keep immediately at hand only those
Such a facility is
things he is working with at the moment.
complicated or
of
assistance
attacking
great
when
intricately structured problems.
i

Languages
and
PL/I
Multics provides two primary user languages:
is
it
standard.
IV.
FORTRAN compiler
is fairly
FORTRAN
The
formatted
and
routines
supported by the usual library of math
Its primary use is for translation of
input/output facilities.
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already written programs which
computer systems.

have

been

imported

from

other

is quite interesting because it
The Multics PL/ compiler
over 300
offers a very full selection of language facilities,
helpful error diagnostics, and the ability to get at the advanced
For these reasons,
features of Multics, all at reasonable cost.
of
PL/
availability
on
other
computer
systems, it
as
the
as well
recommended language for subsystem
is
the
implementers and
general
research users needing an expressive language.
If is
worth noting that the system itself is written mostly in the PL/I
language.
I

I

Other languages available on Multics are:
BASIC - A translator and editor subsystem for the BASIC
A
developed at Dartmouth College.
language,
limited Multics service
which
is
available
restricts the user to just this subsystem, if
desired. The BASIC subsystem is also available to
regular Multics users.

language
interpretive
powerful
and popular
by
The Multics
Kenneth
Iverson.
developed
imitates
Iverson's,
implementation very closely
with the exception that an effectively unlimited
workspace size is available.

APL - A

LISP

ALM

QEDX

-

Both an interpreter and a compiler are available
list processing language often used in
for this
artificial intelligence applications. The Multics
Implementation of the MACLISP dialect of LISP
sophisticated features not
and
contains useful
Among
available in most other dialects of LISP.
tools
these are debugging
and the ability to
The
interpreter.
modify or program parts of the
it an
latter makes
easily extensible language.
Multics
Another interesting feature
of
the
implementation
is
structure
the very large
space
provided by the virtual memory.

machine language assembler for the Honeywell
(It is not recommended for general
6180 computer.
is
slow
and the machine language Is very
it
use;
difficult.)

- A

-

A programmable editor which qualifies as

a

minor

interpretive language.
All
of the above languages translate a source program which
Input
and
storage system.
has been previously placed in
the
editing of source text
is done with one of the available text
Although interactive, line-by-llne syntax
editors, edm or qedx.
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implemented
are easily
languages
checking
environment/ none are currently available.

in

the

Multics

named debug, provides
A source language debugging system,
the ability to inspect variables and set break points in terms of
It also has a
or FORTRAN program being debugged.
the PL/I
aspects of the
variety of features to allow inspection of all

Multics execution environment.

A Multics
A.
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terminal
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subroutines/
and
Multics
commands
standard
of
respectively/ giving details of the calling sequence
Volume V provides reference
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'

I

i
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Language
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Manuals which may be examined in the M.I.T. Project MAC or
Information Processing Center Document Rooms. These manuals
are not otherwise available.
!•

2.

principle, a
In
Multics System Programmers' Manual.
how
the system
describing
complete reference manual
this document contains many
In fact,
works inside.
inaccurate, or
inconsistent,
are
which
sections
However,
upgrading.
obsolete; it is In need of much
overview sections are generally accurate and
its
valuable if insight into the internal organization is
desired.

±o
Supplement
Multics
Programmers'
XhS.
System
This updateable reference manual,
Programmers' Manual
in
the same format as the Multics Programmers' Manual,
provides calling sequences of every system module.
.

3.

Graphic Users' Supplement to the Multics Programmers'
Manual
In the same format as the Multics Programmers*
in
one place
gathers
supplement
this
Manual,
and the
descriptions of the Multics Graphics System,
commands and subroutines needed to use it.
.

k.

C.

A
document which
io_ Multics FORTRAN
provides the prospective Multics FORTRAN user with
sufficient information to enable him to create and
It contains a
execute FORTRAN programs on Multics.
complete definition of the Multics FORTRAN language as
well
as a description of the FORTRAN command and error
communicate with
to
It also describes how
messages.
programs,
and discusses some of the
non-FORTRAN
fundamental characteristics of Multics which affect the
FORTRAN user.

A User's Guide

.

5.

by
Handbook,
Reference
Programmer's
describing the assembly
A
manual
D. J. Riesenberg.
The
(machine) language for the Honeywell 6U5 computer.
of
publication
language has been renamed ALM since the
some
with
(Needed only by programmers
this manual.
special reason to use 6^5 machine language.)

6.

A hardware description
Honevwel 1 6U5 Processor Manual
Of
addressing modifiers, etc.
including opcodes,
language
machine
dedicated
to
only
interest
programmers.

EPLBSA

.

Books about Multics.
1-

An Examination of lis. Structure, by
some
in
hard cover book describing
the
from
is
description
The
works.
detail
how Multics
large
a
developing
programmer
of
a
point of view

IhS. Multics System :
E. I. Organick.
A
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Hill,
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INTRODUCTION TO THE CONCEPTS OF MULTICS

September 20, 1973
reprints of seven technical
The following pages contain
Although these papers were written
about Multics.
papers
individually for conferences and technical journals/ as a group
introduction to most of the major
in-depth
they provide an
concepts of the Multics system. The reader should be warned that
six years before the
the earliest of these papers was written
notice minor differences in
he will
result,
As
a
latest.
reflecting the gradually increasing
terminology and emphasis,
using and explaining ideas which were first
in
experience both
In addition, these papers should be taken
introduced by Multics.
it
as background explanations of why Multics is designed the way
rather than as a reference to the way It currently works.
is,
been
yet
suggested in these papers have not
ideas
Some
implemented
in the actual system, or having been implemented and
III
of
the
II
Parts
and
found wanting, have been discarded.
Multics Programmers' Manual provide current descriptions of the
and
in
Multics,
user interfaces which are actually implemented
On
other
the
programming.
all
for
reference
should be used as
without
tells how,
hand, much of that reference guide merely
explaining why, which is the purpose of this chapter.
is interested in a greater depth of detail
The
reader who
about Multics may wish to consult the book The Mul tics System:
Examination of its Structure
by Elliott I. Organick (MIT
An
That book provides a deep and authoritative look
Press, 1972).
at the implementation of many of the parts of the Multics system.
bibliography at the end of MPM Introduction
addition,
the
In
Chapter One provides a list of other specialized technical papers
and academic theses related to Multics.
,

Finally, the reader who wishes only to use the Multics
probably want to only skim this chapter to see what
system will
not
necessary to
It
is
kinds of ideas are discussed here.
The
comprehend Chapter Two in order to begin using Multics.
probably
are
and
in
nature,
concepts provided here are background
application of
most useful to a reader contemplating an unusual
and program for
use
the
For an introduction on how to
system.
the
Four of
and
Multics, one should move on to Chapters Three
manual
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—

Ihg. First Seven Years

by F.J. Corbat6/ J.H. Saltzer, and C.T. CI Ingen.

Reprinted from AFIPS Conference Proceedings kO ,
AFIPS press, 1972, pp. 571-583, with permission.
Copyright 1972 by AFIPS Press.
This overview chapter
is
one of the most recent, and is
therefore quite up-to-date in terminology
and
method" of
description.
Although it does not explore any single technical
topic in depth, it includes a wide range of facts about the
Multics system, and provides a perspective as to what aspects of
the system are especially significant.
The appendix to this
paper provides a snapshot of the stage of development which
Multics had attained as of Spring, 1972.
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INTRODUCTION

feel to

be of special

interest.

We do not attempt detailed

discussion of the organization of Multics; that

In 1964, following implementation of the Compatible
Time-Sharing System (CTSS) 2 serious planning began

is

the

purpose of specialized technical books and papers.*

1'

on the development

of a

new computer system

cally organized as a prototype of a

specifi-

GOALS

computer utility. The

plans and aspirations for this system, called Multics
(for Multiplexed Information and Computing Service),

The goals of the computer utility, although stated at
length in the 1965 papers, deserve a brief review. By a

were described in a set of six papers presented at the
1965 Fall Joint Computer Conference. 3-8 The development of the system was undertaken as a cooperative ef-

computer utility
munity computer

it

was meant that one had a com-

facility

with

fort involving the Bell

Telephone Laboratories (from
1965 to 1969), the computer department of the General
Electric Company,* and Project
of M.I.T.
Implicit in the 1965 papers was the expectation that
there should be a later examination of the development

(2)

Convenient remote terminal access as the normal
mode of system usage;
A view of continuous operation analogous to that

(3)

A

(4)

An

(1)

MAC

effort.

From

the present vantage point, however,

of the electric

it is

clear that a definitive examination cannot

in a single paper.

As a

only some of the

many

result,

be presented
the present paper discusses

possible topics. First

organization;

we review

in it;

various classes

(5)

which represent
the research insights which have come out of

(6)

its

of users. Finally several topics are given

some

of

file system so reliable that users trust
copy of programs and data to be stored

internal

their only

the goals, history and current status of the Multics project. This review is followed by a brief description of the

appearance of the Multics system to

power and telephone companies;
wide range of capacity to allow growth or
contraction without either system or user re-

Sufficient

control of access to allow selective
sharing of information;

The

ability to structure hierarchically

both the

logical storage of information as well as the ad-

the development activities. This organization has been
chosen in order to emphasize those aspects of software

ministration of the system;

systems having the goals of a computer utility which we

(7)

The

capability of serving large

and small users

without inefficiency to either;
*

Work

reported herein was sponsored

(in

part)

by Project

(8)

MAC,

an M.I.T. research program sponsored by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency, Department of Defense, under office of Naval
Research Contract Number N00014-70-A-0362-0001. Reproduction is permitted for any purpose of the United States
Government.
* Subsequently acquired by Honeywell Information
Systems Inc.

The

ability to support different programming
environments and human interfaces within a
single system;

* For example, the essential mechanisms
for much of the Multics
system are given in books by Organick 9 and Watson. 10

571

Spring Joint Computer Conference, 1972
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(9)

of system organiza-

gradually became apparent as the module integration

tion required for evolution through successive

continued was that there were gross discrepancies between actual and expected performance of the various
logical execution paths throughout the software. The
result was that an unanticipated phase of design iterations was necessary. These design iterations did not
mean that major portions of the system were scrapped

The

flexibility

waves

and generality

of technological

improvements and the

inevitable growth of user expectations.

In an absolute sense the above goals are extremely
difficult to achieve. Nevertheless, it is our belief that
Multies, as

it

now

exists,

has

made

substantial progress

On the contrary, until their replacements could be implemented, often months later,
they were crucially necessary to allow the testing and
evaluation of the other portions of the system. The
cause of the required redesigns was rarely "bad coding"
since most of the system programmers were well above

without being used.

toward achieving each of the nine goals.* Most importantly, none of these goals had to be compromised
in any important way.

HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT

average

As

three recurrent

under way in the Fall of 1964. The computer equipment
to be used was a modified General Electric 635 which
was later named the 645. The most significant changes
made were in the processor addressing and access control
logic where paging and segmentation were introduced.
A completely new Generalized Input/Output Controller
was designed and implemented to accommodate the
varied needs of devices such as disks, tapes and teletypewriters without presenting an excessive interrupt

burden to the

processors.

To handle the expected

ware development

The

large software projects

any

k-ite

And

yet

the

we

large scale system which attempts to break

new con-

ceptual ground such that individual programmers can-

language wherever possible to maximize lucidity and
1415 This policy also inmaintainability of the system.
creased the effectiveness of system programmers by allowing each one to keep more of the system within his

not comprehend the entire system in detail. For when
new ground is broken, it is usually impossible to deduce the consequent system behavior except by experi-

mental operation. Simulation is not particularly effective when the system concepts and user behavior are
new. Unfortunately, one does not understand the system
well enough to simplify it correctly and thereby obtain
a manageable model which requires less effort to implement than the system itself. Instead one must develop
a different view:
(1)

grasp.

The second major phase of software development,
way by early 1967, was that of module im-

(2)

well under

—

»l
nn,,«,+«+;.ro OlIU
nr,A mnJ+
Kv mpririno
om/wi»w«« fnllnwjvl
* v »*v.-~«. «j
UU1V »kos>W>tif
UlClllCllUIUUll

Up

initial program version of a module should
be viewed only as the first complete specification
of the module and should be subject to design
review before being debugged or checked out.
Module design and implementation should be
based upon an assumption of periodic evaluation,

The

-

redesign,

arm

evoiution.

to then

In retrospect, the design iteration effect was apparent

most software and hardware difficulties had been anticipated on the basis of previous experience. But what
*
is

the best of our knowledge, the only other attempt to
comprehensively attack all of these goals simultaneously is the

IBM.""' 13

does not properly

believe that design iterations are a required activity on

ming. Furthermore, the software designers were expected to implement their own designs. As a general
policy PL/I was used as the system programming

project at

still

need for continuing iteration into account.

major ideas, followed by the writing of detailed program
module specifications. The resulting 3,000 typewritten
pages formed the Multies System Programmers' Manual and served as the starting point for all program-

TSS/360

reason for bringing out in detail the above design

iteration experience is that frequently the planning of

paging

in early 1967.

To

were

for unusual cases.*

Software preparation underwent several phases. The
first phase was the development and blocking out of

*

(1) typically,

modules was sometimes awkward and (3) it was rediscovered that the most important property of algorithms is simplicity rather than special mechanisms

available for soft-

into larger aggregates for integrated testing.

phenomena were observed:

found to be introducing much of the complexity, (2)
the initial choice of modularity and interfacing between

a 4-million word (36-bit) high-performance drum
system with hardware queueing was developed. The
design specifications for these items were completed by

became

Moreover the redesigns did not mean

specifications representing less-important features

traffic,

Fall 1965, and the equipment

ability.

that the goals of the project were compromised. Rather

previously mentioned, the Multies project got

"In anything at all, perfection is finally attained not when there
no longer anything to add, but when there is no longer anything

to take

away ..."

— Antoine

de Saint-Exupery, Wind, Sand and Stars Quoted
with permission of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

Multics

even in the development of the earlier Compatible TimeSharing System (CTSS) when a second file system with
many functional improvements turned out to have poor

performance when

initially installed.

iteration succeeded in rectifying the

episode at the time

was viewed

as

I

—A

comparison of the system development and use
CTSS and Multics. The Multics development period is not significantly longer than that, for
CTSS despite the development of about 10 times as
much code for Multics as for CTSS and a geographiperiods of

hasty design

matter but the

Although reasons

cally distributed staff.

for this

similarity in time span include the use of a higher-

an anomaly perhaps

due to inadequate technical review

gramming

A

TABLE
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programming language and a somewhat larger
the use of CTSS as a develoDment tool for
Multics was of pivitol importance.
level

of individual pro-

staff,

efforts.

CURRENT STATUS

Development

System

Development

+

Only

Use

Use Only

In spite of the unexpected design iteration phase, the
Multics system became sufficiently effective by late 1968

CTSS

1960-1963

1963-1965

to allow system programmers to use the system while

Multics

1964-1969

1969-present

still

developing

made

it.

By

October 1969, the system was

available for general use on a "cost-recovery"

charging basis similar to that used for other major

two crashes per 24 hour day. These

computation facilities at M.I.T. Multics is now the
most widely used time-sharing system at M.I.T. supporting a user community of some 500 registered subscribers. The system is currently operated for, users 22

single cause.

,

hours per day, 7 days per week. For at least eight hours

each day the system operates with two processors and
three

1965-present

memory modules

containing a total of 384k (k

1024) 36-bit words. This configuration currently
at a capacity of about 55 fairly

is

=

rated

demanding users such

Some

crashes have

no

are due to hardware failures, others

to operator error and

still

others to software bugs intro-

duced during the course of development. At the two
other sites where Multics is operated, but where active
system development does not take place, there have
been almost no system failures traced to software.

Currently the Multics system, including compilers,

commands, and subroutine

libraries, consists of about
1500 modules, averaging roughly 200 lines of PL/I

and software changes which cannot be done under normal service operation.
The reliability of the round-the-clock system operation described above has been a matter of great concern, for in any on-line real-time system the impact of
mishaps is usually far more severe than in batch processing systems. In an on-line system especially im-

These compile to produce some 1,000,000 words
Another measure of the system is the
size of the resident supervisor which is about 30k words
of procedure and, for a 55 user load, about 36k words of
data and buffer areas.
Because the system is so large, the most powerful
maintenance tool available was chosen the system itself. With all of the system modules stored on-line, it is
easy to manipulate the many components of different
versions of the system. Thus it has been possible to
maintain steadily for the last year or so a pace of installing 5 or 10 new or modified system modules a day.
Some three-quarters of these changes can be installed
while the system is in operation. The remainder, per-

portant considerations are:

taining to the central supervisor, are installed in batches

that most trivial requests obtain response in one to five
seconds. (Future design iterations are expected to increase the capacity rating.) Several times a

the off-peak usage hours the system
configured into

is

day during

dynamically

two systems: a reduced capacity

re-

service

system and an independent development system. The
development system is used for testing those hardware

(1)

the time required before the system

(2)

the extra precautions required for restoring pos-

is

usable

of procedure code.

—

once or twice a week. This on-line maintenance capahas proven indispensable to the rapid development and maintenance of Multics since it permits conbility

again following a mishap,
sibly lost
(3)

apiece.

files,

and

the psychological stress of breaking the interactive dialogue with users

system

who were counting on

availability.

kept of

all

Multics "crashes"

(i.e.,

system

service disruption for all active users) at M.I.T. in

order that analysis can reveal their causes. These analyses indicate currently

We are just beginning to see instances of

user-written applications which require this
bility so that

same capa-

the application users need not be inter-

rupted while the software they are using

Because of the importance of these considerations, careful logs are

stant upgrading of the user interface without interrupt-

ing the service.

an average of between one and

is

being

modified.

The

software effort which has been spent on Multics

to estimate. Approximately 150 man-years
were applied directly to design and system programming
during the "development-only" period of Table I.
is difficult
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Since then

we

estimate that another 50 man-years have

been devoted to improving and extending the system.
cost of a single successful system

But the actual

is

mis-

mechanism which determines what on-line information
can l>e referenced; therefore, what are apparently two
groups of users can be discussed as one.

Major

starts afresh to build a similar system,

if one
one must compensate

leading, for

for the non-zero probability of

programmers on the

interfaces presented to

Multics system can be

classified as

the program prepara-

and documentation facilities and the program exeand debugging environment. They will be
touched upon briefly, in the order used for program
tion

failure.

cution

THE APPEARANCE OF MULTICS TO

preparation.

ITS USERS
Having reviewed the background

may now

ask

who

and what do the

of the project,

are the users of the Multics system

facilities

that Multics provides

to these users. Before answering,

it is

worth describing

general characteristics and interface with
single

chine.

human

it

uniformly,

interface represents the Multics

That machine

is

The

mean

the generic user as "viewed" by Multics. Although
from the system's point of view all users have the same

no

Program preparation and documentation

we

ma-

determined by each user's

procedure coupled with those functions accessible
to him. Thus there exists the potential to present each
Multics user with a unique external interface.
However, Multics does provide a native internal

facilities for

with some shifts in emphasis (see the Appendix). For
example, programmers consider the file system sufficiently invulnerable to physical loss that it is used
casually

and routinely to save

—

—

of users:
•

•

of Multics

•

programmers and access to one's programs
work on them are provided by the

closest terminal.

As another example, the
employed
tion,

in preparing

privileges.

ultimate users of applications systems.
Operations and hardware maintenance personnel

The

responsible, respectively, for running the

machine

room and maintaining the hardware.

Multics as viewed by system and subsystem programmers

The machine

presented to both the Multics system

programmer and the application system programmer is
the one with which we have the most experience; it is
the raw material from which one constructs other environments. It is worth reemphasizing that the only
differentiation between Multics system programmers
and user programmers is embodied in the access control

character set

is

thereby eliminating the need for multiple text

editors, several varieties of text formatting

and com-

parison programs, and multiple facilities for printing

information both on-line and

off-line.

This generaliza-

and sub-

tion of user interfaces facilitates the learning

sequent use of the system by reducing the number of
conventions which must be mastered.
Finally, because the PL/I compiler is a large set of
programs, considerable attention was given to shielding
the user from the size of the compiler and to aiding

invoked by issuing a simple

system resources and

ASCII

full

programs, data, and documenta-

software.

of

information. Thus,

ability to

him

agement
•

and the

System programmers and user application programmers responsible for writing system and user
Administrative personnel responsible for the man-

all

the punched card has vanished from the work routine

initial

program environment consisting of a stack-oriented,
pure-procedure, collection of PL/I procedures imbedded
in a segmented virtual memory containing all procedures and data stored on-line. The extent to which
some, all, or none of this internal environment is visible
to the various users is an administrative choice.
The implications of these two views both the external interface and the internal programming environment are discussed in terms of the following categories

program preparation on Multics are

typical of those found on other time-sharing systems,

in mastering the complexities of the language.

many

in

other time-sharing systems, the compiler

command

terminal exactly as for the less

No

knowledge

is

is

from a
ambitious commands.
line

required of the user regarding the

various phases of compilation, temporary

and optional

As

files

required,

capabilities for the specialist; explanatory

"sermons" diagnosing syntactic errors are delivered to
the terminal to effect a self-teaching session during each
compilation. To the programmer, the PL/I compiler is
just another

command.

Program execution environment
Another

set of interfaces is

embodied

in the imple-

mentation environment seen by PL/I programmers.
This environment consists of a directly addressable
virtual
line

memory

containing the entire hierarchy of on-

information,

a

dynamic linking

facility

which

Multics

searches this hierarchy to bind procedure references, a
16
system,* and prodevice-independent input/output

gram debugging and metering

facilities.

These

facilities

enjoy a symbiotic relationship with the PL/I procedure
environment used both to implement them and to implement user facilities co-existing with them. Of major
significance is that the natural internal

environment

provided and required by the system

exactly that

is

environment expected by PL/I procedures. For example,
call and return statements,
and automatic storage all correspond directly to mechanisms provided in the internal
environment. Consequently, the system supports PL/I

PL/I pointer
conditions,

variables,

and

static

code as a matter of course.
The main effect of the combination of these features
is to permit the implementer to spend his time concentrating on the logic of his problem; for the

he

is

most part

freed from the usual mechanical problems of

storage
quirks,

management and overlays, input/output device
and machine-dependent features.

Some implementation

experience

to be much more productive
useful for software
became
Multics
system
once the
citing to illustrate
worth
few
cases
are
A
development.

The Multics team began

the effectiveness of the implementation environment.
good example is the current PL/I compiler, which is

A

the third one to be implemented for the project, and
which consists of some 250 procedures and about 125k

words of object code. Four people implemented this
compiler in two years, from start to first general use.
The first version of the Multics program debugging
system, composed of over 3,000 lines of source code,
was usable after one person spent some six months of
nights and weekends "bootlegging" its implementation.
As a last example, a facility consisting of 50 procedures
with a total of nearly 4,000 PL/I statements permitting
execution of Honeywell 635 programs under Multics

became operational
learning about the

after

one person spent eight months
operating system for the 635,

GCOS

PL/I, and Multics, and then implemented the environment. In each of these examples the implementation
was accomplished from remote terminals using PL/I.
Multics users have discovered that it is possible to
get their programs running very quickly in this environment. They frequently prepare "rough drafts" of programs, execute them, and then improve their overall

tics,
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the early designs and implementations of the pro-

grams supporting the virtual memory18 made overoptimistic

use

techniques.

The

of

variable-sized

result

storage

was a functionally

allocation

correct but

inadequately performing set of programs. Nevertheless,
these modules were used as the foundation for subse-

quent work for many months. When they were finally
replaced with modules using simplified fixed-size storage
techniques, performance improvements of over an order
of magnitude were realized. This technique emphasizes
two points: first, it is frequently possible to provide a
practical, usable facility containing

temporary versions

of programs; second, often the insight required to sig-

nificantly

improve the behavior of a program comes

only after

it is

studied in operation.

As implied

in the

earlier discussion of design iteration, our experience has

been that structural and strategic changes rather than
"polishing" (or recoding in assembly language) produce
the most significant performance improvements.
In general, we have noticed a significant "amplifier"
or "leverage" effect with the use of an effective on-line

environment as a system programming facility. Major
implementation projects on the Multics system seldom
involve more than a few programmers, thereby easing
the management and communications problems usually
entailed by complex system implementations. As would
be expected, the amplification effect is most apparent
with the best project personnel.

Administration of Mvlties facilities and resources

The problem of managing the capabilities of a computer utility with geographically dispersed subscribers
leads to a requirement of decentralized administration.
At the apex of an administrative pyramid resides a sys-

tem administrator with the

ability to register

new users,

confer resource quotas, and generate periodic bills for

The system administrator deals with
Each group can in turn
designate a project administrator who is delegated the
authority to manage a budget of system resources on
behalf of the project. The project administrator is then
free to deal directly with project members without furservices rendered.

user groups called projects.

intervention from the system administrator,
thereby greatly reducing the bottlenecks inherent in a-

ther

completely centralized administrative structure.

design and operating strategy using the results of ex-

Environment shaping

As an example, again drawn from the implementation of Mul-

In addition to having immediate control of such re-

perience obtained during actual operation.

* The Michigan Terminal System 17 has a similar device-independent input/output system.

sources as secondary storage, port access, and rate of
processor usage, the project administrator is also able
to define or shape the environment seen

by the members

Spring Joint Computer Conference, 1972
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of his project

when they

log into the system.

He

does

by defining those procedures that can be accessed
by members of his project and by specifying the initial
procedure executed by each member of his project when

this

he logs in. This environment shaping facility has led to
the notion of a private project subsystem on Multics.

use to the designers of other systems. Having a bright
idea which clearly solves a problem is not sufficient
cause to claim a contribution if the idea is to be part of

a complex system. In order to establish the real feasibility of an idea, all of its implications and consequences

must be followed

out.

Much

of the

work on Multics

combines the administrative and programming faciliMultics so that a project administrator and a
few project implementers can build, maintain, and
evolve environments entirely on their own. Thus, some

since 1965 has involved following out implications and
consequences of the many ideas then proposed for the

subsystems bear no internal resemblance to the standard Multics procedure environment.
19
For example, the Dartmouth BASIC compiler executes in a closed subsystem implemented by an M.I.T.
student group for use by undergraduate students. The
compiler, its object code, and all support routines execute in a simulation of the native environment provided
at Dartmouth. The users of this subsystem need little,
if any, knowledge of Multics and are able to behave as
if logged into the Dartmouth system proper. Other

culties

It

ties of

examples of controlled environment subsystems include
one to permit many programs which normally run
under the GCOS operating system to also run unmodiM subsystem allows the
fied in Multics. Finally, an APL
part
as if he were logged
user to behave for the most
into an

APL

machine.

The

significance of these sub-

prototype computer

utility.

That following out is an
is attested by the diffi-

essential part of proof of ideas

which have been encountered in other engineer-

ing efforts such as the development of nuclear fusion
power plants and the electric automobile. Not all pro-

work

posals

engineer

an

out; for example, extended attempts to
atomic powered airplane suggest in-

feasibility.

Perhaps Multics' most significant single contribution
to the state of the art of computer system construction
the demonstration of a large set of fully implemented
ideas in a working system. Further, most of these ideas
have been integrated without straining the overall de-

is

sign;

most additional proposals would not topple the

structure. Ideas such as virtual

memory

access to on-

line storage, parallel process organization, routine

but

information sharing, dynamic linking of
procedures, and high-level language implementacontrolled

svstems is that their implementers did not need to
interact with the system administrator or to modify
already existing Multics capabilities. The administrative faculties permit each such subsystem to be offered
by its supporters as a private service with its own group
of users, each effectively having

its

own

private com-

puter system.

Other Multics users

Finally,

we observe

that the roles of the application

system operators and the hardware maintainers as seen by the system are simply those of ordinary Multics users with specialized access to the
on-line procedures and data. The effect of this uniuser, the

formity of treatment is to reduce greatly the maintenance burden of the system control software. One
example, of great practical importance, has been the
ease
tools

with which system performance measurement
have been prepared for use by the operating

Virtuol

entire storage hierarchy may be mapped into
address spaces (see arrows) as if contained
process
individual user
supervisor
in primary memory. Illustrated are the sharing of a
a
segment
to
access
private
2
and
user
1
and
by user

Figure

INSIGHTS
and appearance
is what has
question
further
system.
A
Multics
of the
which is of
of
Multics
construction
learned
in
the
been
So

far,

we have

memory storage system

discussed the status

1—The

segment
and segment

b. The necessary primary storage is simulated by a
technique which moves information between
paging
demand
the real primary memory and secondary storage

Multics

compatible

remarkably

proven
have
complementary.

tion

and
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functional modularity was achieved was in the area of
scheduling, multiprogramming,

and processor manage-

To illustrate some of the areas of progress in understanding of system organization and construction which

ment. Because harnessing of multiple processors was an
objective from the beginning, a careful and methodical

we consider here the

approach to multiplexing processors, handling interrupts, and providing interprocess synchronizing primi-

in Multics,

have been achieved
following five topics

tives

division of responsibility

L Modular
2.

Dynamic

reconfiguration

4.

Automatically managed multilevel
Protection of programs and data

5.

System programming language

3.

Modular

was developed. The

Multics

resulting design,

known

as the

absorbed into a

single,

simple

traffic controller,

module a set of responsibilities often diffused among a
scheduling algorithm, the input/output controlling system, the on-line file management system, and special

memory

21
purpose inter-user communication mechanisms.
Finally, with processor management and on-line
storage management uncoupled into well-isolated
modules, the Multics input/output system was left

division of responsibility

Early in the design of Multics a decision had to be
made whether or not to treat the segmented virtual
memory as a separately usable "feature," independent

with the similarly isolatable function of managing
streams of data flowing from and to source and sink
type devices. 16 Thus, this section of the system concen-

of a traditionally organized read/write type file system.
The alternative, to use the segmented virtual memory

trates only

as the

file

system

"in-core" access to all
less conservative

providing the illusion of direct
on-line storage, was certainly the

itself,

approach

approach, which was

(see Figure 1).

The second

the one chosen, led to a strong

a computing system to support an
apparent one-level memory for an arbitrarily large in-

test of the ability of

formation base. It

is

interesting that the resulting

al-

most total decoupling between physical storage allocation and data movement on the one hand and directory
structure, naming, and file organization on the other led
to a remarkably simple and functionally modular struc18
ture for that part of the system (see Figure 2).
Another area of Multics in which a high degree of

User programs and

command /subroutine

library

on switching of the streams, allocation of
data buffering areas, and device control strategies.
Each of the divisions of labor described above represents an interesting result primarily because it is so
difficult to discover

appropriate divisions of complex

systems.* Establishing that a certain proposed division
results in simplicity, creates an uncluttered interface,

and does not interfere with performance,
cause for a minor celebration.

Dynamic
If

reality as the electric

.

address space

User I/O device
control and

management

buffering

Directory

T

Virtual

ever to become as much a
utility or the telephone

dynamically added to the
is

removed

utility's

generating

for maintenance, all

without any disruption of service to customers. A similar scenario has long been proposed for multiprocessor,
multimemory computer systems, in which one would
dynamically switch processsors and memory boxes in

and out

of the operating configuration as needed.

Un-

fortunately, though there have been demonstrated a
few "special purpose" designs,* it has not been apparent

memory/

multi- process
interface

to provide for such operations in a general purpose
recent thesis24 proposed a general model for
system.

how
Dram, disk, core
demand paging

Processor multi plexing ond process

controller

synchronization

A

the dynamic binding and unbinding of computation
and memory structures to and from ongoing computa-

— Major lines of modular division in Multics. Solid lines

*

indicate calls for services. Dotted lines indicate implicit use of

*

Figure 2

is

power

communication service, its continued operation must
not be dependent upon any single physical component,
since individual components will eventually require
maintenance. This observation leads an electric power
utility to provide procedures whereby an idle generator
capacity, while another

interface

generally

reconfiguration

the computer utility

may be
General user

is

the virtual

memory

See Dijkstra22 for a further discussion of this point.
An outstanding example is the American Airlines

system. 23
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Automatically managed multilevel memory

f

By now
system

Central
processor

Central
processor

has become accepted lore in the computer

it

field

that the use of automatic

algorithms for

memory systems

management

constructed of several

levels with different access times can provide a signifi-

cant reduction of user programming

Memory

Memory

Memory

effort.

Examples

of

such automatic management strategies include the
buffer memories of the IBM system 370 models 1")">,
165, and 19"> 2i and the demand paging virtual memories

IBM's CP-67** and the Michigan Terminal
System. 17 Unfortunately, behind the mask of acceptance hides a worrisome lack of knowledge about how to
of Multics,

Service system

engineer a multilevel

-

l

Central

processor

r

I

I

I

I

memory system with

appropriate

strategy algorithms which are matched to the load and

hardware

Central

processor

!!

characteristics.

One

of

project has been to instrument

the goals of the Multics

and experiment with the

memory system of Multics, in order to learn
how to predict in advance the performance of
proposed new automatically managed multilevel memmultilevel

I

f^j

better

Memory

Memory

Memory

ory systems. Several specific aspects of this goal have

been explored:
Development
system

Service

•

~i

Off-

line

for

maintenance

system.

•

a three-level system has been proposed, including
a "least-recently-used" algorithm for moving information from drum to disk. Such an algorithm

r
i

A strategy to treat core memory, drum, and disk as

has been used for some time to determine which

r
Central
processor

Central
processor

pages should be removed from core memory. 27

I

r-

The

dynamics of interaction among two such algorithms
operating at different levels are weakly understood,
and some experimental work should provide much

The proposed strategy will be implemented, and then compared with the simpler present strategy which never moves things from drum
to disk, but instead makes educated "guesses" as
to which device is most appropriate for the permanent residence of a given page. If the automatic
insight.

i

Memory

Memory

Memory
Service system

—

is at least as good as the older, static one,
would represent an improvement in overall design by itself, since it would automatically track

Figure 3 Dynamic reconfiguration permits switching among
the three typical operating configurations shown here, without
currently logged-in users being aware that a change has taken

algorithm

it

place

changes in user behavior, while the static algorithm
requires attention to the validity of its guesses.
•

Using this model as a basis, the thesis also proposed a specific implementation for a typical multiprocessor, multimemory computing system. One of the
results of this work was the addition to the operating
Multics system of the capability of dynamically adding
and removing central processors and memory modules
as in Figure 3. The usefulness of the idea may be gauged
by observing that at M.I.T. five to ten such reconfigurations are performed in a typical 24-hour operating day.
Most of the reconfigurations are used to provide a
secondary system for Multics development.

tions.

A

scheme to permit experimentation with predicwas devised. The scheme
provides for each process a list of pages to be preloaded whenever the process is run, and a second
list to be immediately purged whenever the process
stops. The updating of these lists is controlled by a
tive paging algorithms

decision table exercised every time the process

stops running. Since every page of the Multics
virtual

memory

is

potentially shared, the decision

table represents a set of heuristics designed to

separate out those which axe probably not being

shared at the moment.

Multics

•

A

series of

measurements was made to establish

the effectiveness of a small hardware associative
memory used to hold recently accessed page de-

is

of

•

memory) versus

associative

memory size which
of virtual memory

should be useful to the designers
systems. 28

a virtual memory. So

obtained.

One

is

far,

two

results

mean execution time

characteristic (the

before en-

countering a "missing" page in the virtual memory
as a function of memory size) suffices to provide a
quite accurate prediction of paging and idle overheads.

The second

is

be given

have been

the finding that a single program

direct calculation of the dis-

tribution of response times under multiprogram-

ming. Having available the entire response time
distribution, rather than just averages, permits

a multi-

which required protection, but not all supervisor
were moved into a ring of protection
intermediate between the users and the main
supervisor. The success of this experiment established that such layering is a practical way to reduce the quantity of supervisor code which must

models, both analytic and simulation, was
constructed to try to understand program behavior

in

in the feasibility of

privileges,

associative

A set of

•

As an experiment

layered supervisor, several supervisor procedures

These measurements established a profile
hit ratio (probability of finding a page descriptor
the

included in the specifications for the next genera

tion of hardware to be used for Multics.

scriptors.

in
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all privileges.

Both of these results are viewed as steps toward first, a
more complete exploitation and understanding of rings
of protection, and later, a less constrained organization
of the type suggested by Evans and LeClerc" and by
Lampson. 32 But more importantly, rings of protection
appear applicable to any computer system using a segmented virtual memory. Two doctoral theses are under

way in

this area.

estimation of the variance and 90-percentile points
of the distribution,

which

on

be more meaningful

A doctoral thesis

than just the average.
ress

may

is

in prog-

this topic.

Although the immediate

effect of

each of these in-

formance of the current version of Multics, the longrange payoff in methodical engineering using betterunderstood memory structures is also evident.

A

and data

long-standing objective of the public computer

utility

Another technique of system engineering methodology being explored within the Multics project

vestigations is to improve the understanding or per-

Protection of programs

System programming language

has been to provide

facilities for

the protection

programs from one another, so that users
may with confidence place appropriate control on the
release of their private information. In 1967, a mechanism was proposed29 and implemented in software
of executing

of higher level

mentation.

A

mechanism was proposed.

One

experience have
•

is

from one protection ring to another use
same mechanisms as do subroutine
among procedures within a protection area.

The proposal appears

sufficiently

promising that

it

completed:

from an early PL/I subset coma newer compiler which handles almost the
entire language was completed. This transition
was carried out with performance improvement in
practically every module converted in spite of the

The

transition

The

significance of the

transition is the demonstration that

it is

not neces-

sary to narrow one's sights to a "simple" subset

language for system programming. If the language
is thoroughly understood, even a language as complex as the full PL/I can be effectively used. As a
result, the

same language and compiler provided

for users can also be used for
tion,

and

tine calls

calls

now been

larger language involved.

that subrou-

exactly the

initial step in this

piler 14 to

of the chief fea-

tures of the proposed architecture

that

ideas as well as user needs. Three specific aspects of this

hardware architecture which implements the
30

The

is

system impledirection (which

for

proved to be a very big step) was the choice of the PL/I
language for the implementation of Multics. By now,
Multics offers an extensive case study in the viability
of this strategy. Not only has the cost of using a higher
level language been acceptable, but increased maintainability of the software has permitted more rapid
evolution of the system in response to development

which generalized the usual supervisor-user protection
relationship. This mechanism, named "rings of protection," provides user- written subsystems with the same
protection from other users that the supervisor has, yet
does not require that the user-written subsystem be incorporated into the supervisor. Recently, this approach
was brought under intense review, with two results:
•

programming language

•

system implementa-

thereby minimizing maintenance, confusion,
specialization.

Notwithstanding the observation just made the
time required to implement a full PL I compiler
is still too great for many situations in which the

12

Spring Joint Computer Conference, 1972

compiler implementation cannot be started

enough

in

reason, there

is

far

system coding. For this
considerable interest in defining a

advance

of

smaller language which
retains the features

is easily

compilable, yet

most important

for

but significant architectural extensions to the current
hardware. The circuit technology used will be that of
the Honeywell 6080 computer.

it
•

A

census of Multics system modules reveals

drum
able,

how

of the

modules represent data bases or small subroutines
which execute a single privileged instruction. (No
attempt was made to provide either a data base
compiler or PL/I built-in functions for specialized
hardware needs.) Significantly, only a half dozen
areas (primarily in the traffic controller, the central page fault path, and interrupt handlers) which

were originally written in PL/I have been receded
machine language for reasons of squeezing out
the utmost in performance. Several programs,
originally in machine language, have been recoded
in

PL/I to

increase their maintainability.

As with the earlier topics, the implications of this
work with PL/I should be felt far beyond the Multics
system. Most implementers, when faced with the economic uncertainties of a higher-level language, have
chosen machine language for their central operating
The experience of PL/I in Multics when added

systems.

34
to the expanding collection of experience elsewhere
should help reduce the uncertainty.

In a research project as large, long, and complex as
Multics, any paper such as this must necessarily omit
many equally significant ideas, and touch only a few

which may happen to have wide current interest. It is
the purpose of individual and detailed technical papers
to explain these and other ideas more fully. The bibliography found in Reference 35 contains over twenty
such technical papers.

Immediate future plans

the high-performance paging
with bulk core and, when avail-

of

initially

LSI memory, and

implementation of rings of protection as part of
the paging and segmentation hardware.

(2)

system was actually coded in PL/I,
and reasons for use of other languages. Roughly,
of the 1500 system modules, about 250 were written
in machine language. Most of the machine language

in

replacement

(1)

was not needed. 33

much

substantial changes

system im-

On

the basis of the experience of
programming Multics in a subset of PL/I, such a
language was defined but not implemented, since

plementation.

The

include:

Wherever possible the strategy of using off-the-shelf
standard equipment rather than specially engineered
units for Multics has been followed. This strategy

is

intended to simplify maintenance.

CONCLUSIONS
There are many conclusions which could possibly be
drawn from the experience of the Multies project. Of
these, we consider four to be major and worthy of note.
First,

we

feel it is clear

that

it is

possible to achieve the

goals of a prototype computer utility. The current implementation of Multics provides a measure of the

mechanisms required. Moreover, the

specific

imple-

has been written
in PL/I, forms a model fo- other system designers to

mentation of the system, because

draw upon when constructing

it

similar systems.

Second, the question of whether or not the specific
software features and mechanisms which were postulated for effective computer utility operation are desir-

now been tested with specific user experience.
Although the specific mechanisms implemented subsequently may be superseded by better ones, it is certainly
clear that the improvement of the user environment
which was wanted has been achieved.
Third, systems of the computer utility class must
able has

evolve indefinitely since the cost of starting over is
usually prohibitive and the many-year lead time required
of

may be

The requirement
demands on design,

equally unacceptable.

evolvability places stringent

and implementation techniques.
Fourth and finally, the very act of creating a system
which solves many of the problems posed in 1965 has
opened up many new directions of research and development. It would appear almost a certainty that increased
maintainability,

user aspirations will continue to require intensive work

The Multics software is continuing to evolve in response to user needs and improved understanding of its
organization. In 1972 a new hardware base for Multics

techniques.

be installed by the Information Processing Center
by the M.I.T. computing community.
This program compatible hardware base contains small

In closing, perhaps we should take note that in the
seven years since Multics was proposed, a great many
other systems have also been proposed and constructed;

will

at M.I.T. for use

in

the

areas

of

computer

system

principles

and

Multics

many

of these

have developed similar ideas.* In most
have developed effective imple-

4

and probably necessary, to accommany individually commeet
a future which holds
thereby
to
plex ideas, and
which embrace the
systems
for
increasing demand
requirements.
utility
totality of computer
versity

5

plish a thorough exploration of

I) C 1965 pp 197-202
V A VYSSOTSKY et

AFIPS Conf Proc 27
6

As would be expected

of

personnel involved. As the individual contributors now
number in the hundreds, proper recognition cannot be

given here. Instead, since the development of significant features and designs of Multics has occurred in
areas and disciplines such as input/output,
design, languages, and resource multi-

specific

virtual

memory

of achievements
So in the end we
must defer to the authors of individual papers, past and
future, to acknowledge the efforts of some of the many

plexing, a

should be

DC
8

contributors

who have made the

9

J

*

21 Spartan Books 1962

pp 335-344

overview of the Multics system

1965
1965 pp 185-196

A

New York

1970

T COMFORT
computing system design for user service
1965 FJCC Spartan Books Washington
C 1965 pp 619-626

AFIPS Conf Proc 27
12

14

D
A

W

L KONIGSFORD
S LETT
TSS/S60: A lime-shared operating system
AFIPS Conf Proc 33 1968 FJCC Thompson Books pp 15-28

R E SCHWEMM

F

J

CORBATO

PL/ 1

as a tool for system programming

Datamation 15 6
15

May

1969

pp 68-76

R A FREIBURGHOUSE
The Multics PL/ 1 compiler
AFIPS Conf Proc 35 1969 FJCC AFIPS

Press

1969

pp 187-199
16

FJCC Spartan Books Washington

Some examples which have not

J FEIERTAG E I ORGANICK
The Multics input-output system
ACM Third Symposium on Operating Systems Principles

R

October 18-20 1971 pp 35-41
already been mentioned include

the TENEX system of Bolt, Beranek and Newman, the VENUS
system of Mitre Corp., the MU5 at Manchester University,
RC-4000 of Regnecentralen, 5020 TSS of Hitachi Corp., DIPS-1
of Nippon Telephone, the Japanese National Computer Project,

PDP-10/50 TSS of Digital Equipment Corp., the BCC-500
of Berkeley Computer Corp., I.T.S. of the M.I.T. Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory, Exec-8 of Univac, System 3 and 7 and
the SPECTRA 70/46 of RCA, Star-100 of CDC, UTS of Xerox
Data Systems, the 6700 system of Burroughs, and the Dartmouth

17

MT

ALEXANDER

Organization and features of the Michigan terminal system
AFIPS Conf Proc 40 1972 SJCC AFIPS Press (This

volume)
18

A BENSOUSSAN C T CLINGEN R C DALEY
The Multics

the

Time-Sharing System.

W

volume)

AFIPS Conf Proc 27

DC

WATSON

McGraw-Hill Book Company
11

CORBATO V A VYSSOTSKY
and

W

Experience gained in the development and use of TSS/360
AFIPS Conf Proc 40 1972 SJCC AFIPS Press (This

P A CRISMAN Ed

Introduction

R

Timesharing system design concepts

evolution of Multics

F J CORBATO M M DAGGETT R C DALEY
An experimental time-sharing system

F

1965 FJCC Spartan Books Washington

D C 1965 pp 243-247
E I ORGANICK
England

10

The compatible time-sharing system: A programmer's guide
2nd ed MIT Press Cambridge Massachusetts 1965
3

FANO
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MIT Press (in press) Cambridge Massachusetts and London
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2

M

thoughts about the social implications of accessible
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computing
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computing system
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any multi-organization project

spanning several years there has been a turnover in the

1965
1965 pp 213-229

DC

acknowledge accurately the contri-

the individuals or even the several organizations which have given various forms of support to
the development of Multics over the past seven years.
all

FJCC Spartan Books Washington

file,
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virtual

memory
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Second Symposium on Operating System Principles
October 20-22 1969 Princeton University pp 30-42
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BASIC
Fifth

Edition

Kiewit Computation Center Dartmouth

College September 1970

Spring Joint Computer Conference, 1972
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APPENDIX: A CHECKLIST OF MULTICS
FEATURES

user's manual
form number GH20-0683-1 March 1970

APL/360

IBM

H SALTZER

21 J

a multiplexed computer system

Traffic control in

ScD

MIT

Thesis

Department

of Electrical Engineering

1966 Also available as Project

MAC

report

technical

Following

and

a checklist of currently available features
of Multics. Although many of the features

is

facilities

and untranslated

local jargon,

TR-30

are described in cryptic

22

E

one can at least obtain a feel for the range of facilities

23

Comm ACM 11 5 May
R W PARKER

W DIJKSTRA

The

structure of the

'THE' -Multiprogramming system
1968 pp 341-346

Manual.

PhD
1971

a modular computer system
Department of Electrical Engineering

Also

MIT

MAC

Project

as

available

technical

report

C

J

27

virtual
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system

BASIC*

M

MD

APL
LISP

SCHROEDER

Performance
is in operation

of the

or program

FORTRAN

the Multics

Morse MIT Press Cambridge
In Honor of P
Massachusetts 1969 pp 217-228
28

command

Programming Languages
PL/I

machine lime-sharing system
1970 pp 199-218

paging experiment with

call tracer

can stop any running

IBM Systems Journal 9 3
F J CORBATO
A

command abbreviations
command language

subroutine

IEEE Computer Group News March 1969 pp
R A MEYER L H SEAWRIGHT

A

manipulation (rename/move/delete)

personal

source language debugging with breakpoints

CONTI

Concepts for buffer storage

26

editors

file

recursive

TR-86
25

file

reconfiguration in

Thesis

the Multics Programmers'

in

35

Interactive Time-Sharing Facilities

R R SCHELL
Dynamic

may be found

features

The Sabre system
Datamation 11 9 September 1965 pp 49-52
24

provided. Further information on most of these

now

GK-645

associative

memory

while Multics

BCPL

ALM

(assembly language/Multics)

aOM Workshop on System Performance Evaluation April
1971

29

R

Protection in

30

Information Storage System
configuration independent

pp 227-245

M GRAHAM
on information processing

utility

Comm ACM 11 5 May 1968 pp 365-369
M D SCHROEDER J H SALTZER
A hardware architecture for implementing protection

accessed through virtual
access control
rings

ACM

Third Symposium on Operating Systems Principles
October 18-20 1971 pp 42-54
31

D C EVANS

J

Y LeCLERC

(segments)

project

segments of other users

hierarchical directory (catalog) arrangement

public library facilities

sharing at

all levels

names (synonyms)

multiple segment

computer

separate control of read, write, and execute
1967

SJCC Thompson Books

1967

pp 23-30

Programming Environment

B W LAMPSON
An overview of the CAL time-sharing system
Computer

Center
September 5 1969
33

memory

by user and

Address mapping and the control of access in an interactive

AFIPS Conf Proc 30
32

links to

lists

University

California

of

D D CLARK R M GRAHAM
M D SCHROEDER

J

segmented virtual memory
Berkeley

dynamic linking of procedures and data, or prelinking
interprocess communication
independent of configuration
uniform error handling mechanism

H SALTZER

Classroom information and computing service
Technical Report TR-80 January 11
MIT Project

user definable protection rings
microsecond calendar clock with interrupt

1971

program interrupt

MAC

34 J

signal

from console

E SAMMET

Brief survey of languages used for systems implementation
SIGPLAN Notices 6 9 October 1971 pp 1-19

35 The multiplexed information and computing service:
Programmers' manual
Rev 10 1972 (Available from the
MIT Project

MAC

Information Processing Center)

MIT

Input and Output
standard typewriter interface for device independence
ASCII character set used throughout
input characters converted to canonical form
erase

and

kill

editing on typed input

Multics

I/O streams switchable during execution
magnetic tape, printer, card punch, card reader
typewriter terminals: IBM 2741, 1050
Teletype 37, 33, 35
Dura, Datel, Execuport,

Terminet-300
•graphic support library (devices:

on-line library change,

bit

stream control

full

device control
Facilities

passwords required for login
interpose authentication procedure

decentralized projects

typewriter

traffic

cpu time and paging load on each command
page trace always operating

probing and account adjustment

operator or system initiated logout of users
unlisted

of current users

user performance feedback:

accounting, billing, and quotas
on-line

no disruption

system source on-line, maintenance too is
system checkout on small hardware configuration
on-line performance monitoring of
multiprogramming
paging traffic
drum/disk usage
entire

formatted data conversion

may

weekly file copies onto tape
daily disk/drum copy onto tape
l
hour behind use
incremental file copies onto tape, /%
salvager to clean up files after system crash
emergency shutdown entry to system

Maintenance Features

interfaces at three levels:

project

Reliability Measures

ARDS, IMLAC,

DEC 338)
ARPA network

Management
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subroutine

call

counters

and anonymous users
Private Project Subsystems

limited service system

dynamic reconfiguration
performance
system
adjustment

memories and processors
parameter
metering
for
of

project providable

command interface

Dartmouth environment*
student environment

project-imposed starting procedure

Miscellaneous Facilities

Communication

Facilities

desk calculators

interuser mail

command; help
message of the day

help

on-line error reporting

on-line user graffiti

command
memorandum formatting and typing subsystem

sort

files

and consultation

service

board

operations message broadcast to logged-in users

Absentee Facilities
priority /defer queues for printer, card punch

queued translator

facility

general absentee job faculty

user-provided

list of

programs to be automatically

executed when user logs in
GCOS environment

The

BASIC system and the Dartmouth environment were
developed at Dartmouth College. They are used at M.I.T. by
permission of Dartmouth College.
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The Multics Virtual Memory
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Concepts and Design

Bensoussan, C.T. Clingen, and R.C. Daley.
Reprinted from Commun cat ions of the ACM UL, 5,
Copyright
May, 1972, pp. 308-318, with permission.
Machinery.
for
Computing
1972 by the Association
by A.

i

After four sections of relatively elementary introduction,
this paper delves deeply into the mechanisms required to support
a virtual memory system in which all on-line storage is addressed
memory system is
This virtual
directly by the processor.
important conceptual departure introduced by
probably the most
complex
interest
to writers of
of
special
It
is
Multics.
application subsystems which manipulate data bases shared by
The power of the Multics virtual memory as a tool
several users.
MPM Introduction
to reduce programming effort is illustrated in
Chapter Four.
Since this paper is a recent one, the terminology is quite
up-to-date, although the description given here Is abstracted
implementation to avoid cluttering
somewhat from the actual
Large copies of figures four and five, which did not
details.
in the original publ teat ion, wi 1 1 be found after
reproduce well
the last page of the paper.
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Operating

B. Randell

Systems

Editor

A. Bensoussan, C.T. Clingen

Virtual

Memory:

Honeywell Information Systems, Inc.*
and
R.C. Daley
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Concepts and
Design
As experience

with use of on-line operating

1.

Introduction

systems has grown, the need to share information

among system

users has

become increasingly apparent.

Many contemporary systems permit some degree of
sharing. Usually, sharing

is

accomplished by allowing

several users to share data via input and output of

information stored in

Through

files

kept in secondary storage.

the use of segmentation, however, Multics

In the past few years several well-known systems
have implemented large virtual memories which permit
the execution of programs exceeding the size of available
core memory. These implementations have been

achieved by

demand paging

in the Atlas

computer

[11],

allowing a program to be divided physically into pages

provides direct hardware addressing by user and system
programs of all information, independent of its physical

only some of which need reside in core storage at any

stored in segments each

allowing a program to be divided logically into seg-

storage location. Information

of which

is

is

potentially sharable and carries its

own

independent attributes of size and access privilege.
Here, the design and implementation considerations

of segmentation and sharing

in

Multics are

discussed under the assumption that
resides in a large, segmented main

all

first

information

memory. Since

the

main memory on contemporary systems is rather
it is then shown how the Multics software
achieves the effect of a large segmented main memory
through the use of the Honeywell 645 segmentation and
size of

one time, by segmentation

in the

B5000 computer

[15],

ments, only some of which need be in core, and by a
combination of both segmentation and paging in the
Honeywell 645 [3, 12] and the ibm 360/67 [2] for which
only a few pages of a few segments need be available in
core while a program

is

running.

As experience has been gained with remote-access,
multiprogrammed systems, however, it has become

limited,

apparent that, in addition to being able to take advantage of the direct addressibility of large amounts of
information made possible by large virtual memories,

paging hardware.
Key Words and Phrases: operating system, Multics,
virtual memory, segmentation, information sharing,
paging, memory management, memory hierarchy

many

CR

Categories: 4.30, 4.31, 4.32

applications also require the rapid but controlled

sharing of information stored on-line at the central
In

Multics

Computing

Service)

facility.

(Mu//iplexed

/nformation

and

segmentation provides a gener-

alized basis for the direct accessing

and sharing of on-

information by satisfying two design goals: (1) it
must be possible for all on-line information stored in

line
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and
computation;
any
(2) it
hence referenced directly by
reference,
to
each
must be possible to control access, at

the system to be addressed directly by a processor

all

on-line information in the system.

data is unnecessary. This means, for example, that core
images of programs need not be prepared by loading
and binding together copies of procedures before
execution; instead, the original procedures may be used

computation. Also, partial copies of data
need not be read, via requests to an i/o system,
into core buffers for subsequent use and then returned,
by means of another i/o request, to their original
directly in a

riles

instead the central processor executing a

computation can directly address just those required
data items in the original version of the file. This kind
of access to information promises a very attractive
reduction in program complexity for the programmer.
If all on-line information in the system may be
addressed directly by any computation, it becomes
imperative to be able to limit or control access to this
information both for the self-protection of a computa-

from its own mishaps, and for the mutual protection of computations using the same system hardware
facilities. Thus it becomes desirable to compartmentalize

tion

or package

memory and

all

information in a directly-addressiblc

to attach access attributes to these in-

formation packages describing the fashion in which
each user may reference the contained data and proSince

cedures.

addressible,

user must be enforced
to

information

such

all

is

upon each processor reference

any information package.
Given the ability to directly address

information in the system,

thereby

all

on-line

eliminating the

need for copying data and procedures, and given the
ability to control access to this information, controlled

sharing

among

several computations then follows as a

In Multics, segments are packages of information

and which are accessed
a controlled fashion. Associated with each segment
directly addressed

in
is

a set of access attributes for each user who may access
the segment. These attributes are checked by hardware

upon each segment
all on-line

reference by any user. Furthermore,

information in a Multics installation can be

directly referenced as

6,

consecutive

at the conceptual

7]

implementation pre-

mechanism

implementations

from
an

resulting

leading

to

effective realization of the design goals.

2.

Segmentation

A

motivation

basic

behind segmentation

desire to permit information sharing in a

is

the

more auto-

manner than provided by nonsegmented systems. Sharing must be accomplished
without duplication of information and access to the
shared information must be controlled not only in
secondary memory but also in main memory.
In most existing systems that provide for information sharing, the two requirements mentioned above are
matic and general

informa-

not met. For example, in the ctss system

[5],

tion to be shared

In order for

is

contained in

files.

several users to access the information recorded in a
is placed in a
This
requires an
user's
core
image.
each
buffer
explicit, programmer-controlled i/o request to the file
system, at which time the file system checks whether

a copy of the desired information

file,

in

During
copy and
not the file. Any modification or updating is done on
the copy and can be reflected in the original file only by
an explicit i/o request to the file system, at which time
the user has appropriate access to the
execution, the user

the

file

program manipulates

file.

this

system determines whether the user has the

change the file.
In nonsegmented systems, the use of core images

right to

makes it nearly impossible to control access to shared
information in core. Each program in execution is
assigned a logically contiguous, bounded portion of
core

or paged virtual memory. Even if the
problem of addressing the shared information

memory

nontrivial

were solved, access to this information could
not be controlled without additional hardware assistance. Each core image consists of a succession of

in core

that cannot be decomposed into the
elementary
parts from which the core image,
original

anonymous words

natural consequence.

which are

here represents a

sented

processor-

the access attributes of the referencing

[3,

level or in its earlier forms, the

several

The fundamental advantage of direct addressibility
is that information copying is* no longer mandatory.
Since all instructions and data items in the system are
processor-addressible, duplication of procedures and

locations;

been discussed elsewhere

segments while in other systems

most on-line information

is

referenced as

was

synthetized.

different parts are indistinguish-

mented hardware is inadequate for controlled sharing
in core memory. Although attempts to share information in core

mented

files.

These

able in the core image; they have lost their identity and
thereby have lost all their attributes, such as length,
access rights, and name. As a consequence, nonseg-

memory have been made

with nonseg-

hardware, they have resulted in each instance

This paper discusses the properties of an "idealized"
Multics memory comprised entirely of segments

being a special case which must be preplanned at the
supervisory level. For example, if all users are to share

referenced by symbolic name, and describes the simula-

a compiler

tion of this idealized
specialized
this

memory through

hardware and system software. The

simulation

is

result of

referred to as the Multics virtual

memory. Although the Multics
309

the use of both

virtual

memory

has

in

main memory,

it is

imperative that none

of them be able to alter the part of main memory where
the compiler resides. The hardware "privileged" mode

used by the supervisor is often the only means of protecting shared information in main memory. In order
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to

protect the shared compiler,

only

in

this

privileged

it

is

made

accessible

mode. The compiler can no

longer be regarded as a user procedure;

it

has to be

descriptors eliminates the need for buffering, allowing
the user

program

on the

to operate directly

original

information rather than on a copy of the information.

accesseu turougu a supervisor call nice any otuer part

in liuS way, an nuui inanuii icianis

of the supervisor, and must be coded to respect any

independent attributes of length and access privilege

conventions which

may have been

established for the

regardless of

its

In segmented systems, hardware segmentation can

longer uses

files;

iuciiuiv

auu

main memory or on

physical location in

secondary storage. As a

supervisor.

1L3

the Multics user no

result,

instead he references

all

information

be used to divide a core image into several parts, or

as segments, which are directly accessible to his pro-

segments [10]. Each segment is accessed by the hardware
through a segment descriptor containing the segment's

grams.

the hardware interprets on each program reference to

To Multics users, all memory appears to be composed of a large number of independent linear core
memories, each associated with a descriptor. A user

the segment for a specific user. The absolute core loca-

program can create a segment by

tion of the beginning of a segment and

supervisor,

attributes.

Among these

attributes are access rights that

its

length are

also attributes interpreted by the hardware at each

issuing a call to the

arguments,

as

giving,

the

appropriate

name, name of each

attributes such as symbolic segment

reference, allowing the segment to be relocated any-

user allowed to access the segment with his respective

and to grow and shrink independently of
other segments. As a result of hardware checking of
access rights, protection of a shared compiler, for
example, becomes trivial since the compiler can reside
in a segment with only the "execute" attribute, thus

access rights, etc.

where

in core

descriptor where

The supervisor then
it

stores the

segment

an unused

finds

attributes.

The

the user program must reference exceeds the

segment having been created, the user program can
now address any word of the corresponding linear
memory by the pair (name, /) where "name" is the
symbolic name of the segment and "i" is the word
number in the linear memory. Furthermore, any
other user can reference word number i of this segment
also by the pair (name, /) but he can access it only
according to the access rights he was given by the
creator and which are recorded in the descriptor.
Combinations of the "read," "write," "execute" and

of segment descriptors available to the user, the user

"append" access

permitting users to execute the compiler but not to

change it.
In most segmented systems, a user program must
first call the supervisor to associate a segment descriptor
with a specific file before the program can directly
access the information in the

program

is

file.

If the

number of files
number

A

forced to call the supervisor again to free

segment descriptors currently in use so that they can
be reused to access other information. Furthermore,
if the number of segment descriptors is insufficient to
provide simultaneous direct access to each distinct file
required by this program, the user must then provide
for some means of buffering this information. Buffering,
of course, requires that information from more than one

rights [6] are available in Multics.

simple representation of this memory, referred to

memory,

as the Multics idealized

3.

is

shown

in Figure

1.

Paging
In a system in which the

maximum

size

of any seg-

other user programs. In addition, this form of user-

ment was very small compared to the size of the entire
core memory, the "swapping" of complete segments
into and out of core would be feasible. Even in such a
system, if all segments did not have the same maximum
size, or had the same maximum size but were allowed to
grow from initially smaller sizes, there remains the
difficult core management problem of providing space

controlled segment descriptor allocation and buffering

for

of information requires a significant amount of pre-

provides for segments of sufficient

planning by the user.

that only a few can be entirely core-resident at any one

file

be copied and coalesced with other distinctly

differ-

ent information having potentially different attributes.

Once

the

information

is

copied

identity of the original information
it

and merged, the
thus making

is lost,

impossible for the information to be shared with

In

Multics,

the

number of segment

available to each computation

is

descriptors

sufficiently large to

provide a segment descriptor for each

file

that the user

most applications. The
number of segment descriptors to
each computation makes it practical for the Multics

program needs

to reference in

availability of a large

first

however,

maximum

size

grow from any

maximum

permissible size.

size smaller than the

so

initial

By breaking segments into equal-size parts called
pages and providing for the transportation of individual pages to and from core as demand dictates,
the disadvantages of fragmentation are incurred, as

explained by Denning

[9].

reference to the information by a user pro-

problems encountered

in

gram, relieving the user from the responsibility of
and deallocating segment descriptors. In
addition, the relatively large number of segment

Multics,

sizes.

time. Also, these segments can

segmented

virtual

First, since

allocating

310

of different

files

supervisor to associate segment descriptors with

upon

segments

tion

is

memory

pages are

immensely

However, several
the

all

of equal size, space allocaThe problems of "com-

simplified.
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features of the 645 processor

The

memory

which are of

in-

of the Multics virtual

the implementation

terest for
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The Honeywell 645 Processor

5.

and paging.

are segmentation

Multics idealized memory.

1.

Norn* 4

Nam* 5

Attribute*

Attributes

Attribute*

Attribute*

Attribute*

1

!

1

!

Nam*

1

Nam*

Nome

2

3

__

_L

5.1
Not used

Segmentation
address in the 645 processor consists of a

Any

pair of integers

1

[s,

"s"

i].

called the segment number;

is

The range of "s" and

"i" the index within the segment.

"i"

-

to 2 18

is

hardware

Word

1.

which

register

is

a descriptor segment (ds).

memory and

core

processor

its

register

(dbr). Each

[s,

/]

word

the sth

The

accessed through a

is

absolute address

called

word (sdw); the sth sdw

will

is

descriptor

a

word of the ds is

in a table called

descriptor segment

is

in

recorded in a
base

register

called a segment descriptor

be referred to as sdw(».

1

See Figure

2.

The dbr contains the values
dbr core which is the absolute core address of the ds.
dbr l which is the length of the ds.
Segment descriptor word number "s" contains the
•

pacting" information in core and on secondary storage,
characteristic of systems dealing with variable-sized

segments or pages, are thereby eliminated.
Second, since only the referenced page of a segment
need be in core at any one instant, segments need not be
small

•

values:

SD\v(i)-core which
the segment

associated with

demand paging should* of course be

weighed against the alternative inefficiencies associated
with dedicating core to entire segments which must be

swapped into core but which may be only partly

demand paging

s.

the segment.

sdw(s)-f whicn

A

the "missing segment" switch.

is

simplified version of the algorithm used

processor to access the

word whose address

by the
is

[s,

i\

follows (see Figure 2):
If

<

dbr-l

s,

generate a trap, or "fault" to the

ref-

supervisor.

+

erenced.
Finally,

the absolute core address of

sdw(s) -l which is the length of the segment s.
SDw(s)acc which describes the access rights for

compared to core memory.

Third, "demand paging" permits advantage to be
taken of any locality of reference peculiar to a program
by transporting to core only those pages of segments
which are currently needed. Any additional overhead

is

s.
Access sdw(s) at absolute location dbr core
segment
=
fault.
missing
a
generate
on,
f
sdw(s)
If
If sdw(s)-l < /, generate a fault.
If SD\v(s)-acc is incompatible with the requested

allows the user a greater

•

degree of machine independence in that a large program designed to run well in a large core memory configuration will continue to run at reduced performance

operation, generate a fault.

on smaller configurations.

Access the word whose absolute address
core

4.

The Multics

Virtual

The result of the simulation is referred to as the "Multics
Virtual Memory." The user can keep a large number of
segments in this memory and reference them by symbolic
name; upon first reference to a segment, the supervisor
automatically transforms the symbolic name into the
appropriate hardware address which is directly used
by the processor for subsequent references.
The remainder of this paper explains the addressing

645 and describes how the Multics supervisor simulates the Multics idealized memory.
311

•

/.

Paging

5.2

in the

sdw(s)

Memory

Multics simulates the idealized memory, represented
in Figure 1, using the segmentation and paging features
of the 645 assisted by the appropriate software features.

mechanism

+

is

The above
not

paged;

645

hardware.

in

description assumes that segments

paging

fact,

In

the

is

implemented

Multics

segments are paged and the page

in

implementation,
size is

are

the
all

always 1,024

words.

p

th

th
Element "/" of a segment is the w word of the
u p"
being defined by
page of the segment, "w" and

w = /mod 1,024
p = (/ - M -)/l,024
Each segment is referenced by a processor through a
page table (pt). The pt of a segment is an array of
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Fig. 2.

Hardware segmentation

in the

Honeywell 645.

Hardware segmentation and paging

Fig. 3.

DBR
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Honeywell 645.

SEGMENT

SOW IS)

SEGMENT "S"

PTWfSpl

PAGE "S."of DS

L

PT
j

in the

DT Arnc

"i

p

J

Ccr*|Llocc[f

" of

SEGMENT

F

V
C0fl|F

1
t
1

WORD

[«,i]

1
1

WORD

F»,i
]

i

physically contiguous words in core

element of this array

is

called a

page

memory. Each
word (ptw).

table

Page table word number p contains:
PTw(p)-core which is the absolute core address of
page number p.
ptw(/?)f which is the "missing page" switch.
The meaning of dbr core and SDW(j)core is now:
dbr core = Absolute core address of the pt of the
•

=

segment number

A

Absolute core address of the pt of

s.

simplified version of the algorithm used by the

processor to access the word whose address

is [s, i] is

as follows (see Figure 3):
If

<

dbr L
•

generate a fault.

s,

Split s into the page

number sT and word number s„

.

Access ptw(sj,) at absolute location

+

dbr core

If PTw(Sp) f
•

sp

=

•

If

sdw(j) f

If

sdw(j) l

If

+

sw

/

into the page

process

fault.

number

i

p

and word number

ip

/„

.

said to be in the address space of the process. There

spaces.

Each process

private descriptor segment which

is

provided with a

memory addresses and with a private
maps symbolic segment names into seg-

ment numbers. This

table

is

called the

Known Segment

The Multics

supervisor could have been written so

ing the supervisor into procedures and data segments

fault.

[7]

For

made

instance, the

for

user

refer-

also used extensively in the supervisor.

A

less visible

advantage of segmentation of the supervisor

each

some supervisory

memory

has

a

small,

[12] automatically

high-speed

associative

maintained so as to always

contain the ptw's and sdw's most recently used by the
processor.
312

The

associative

memory

pro-

grams can be used by the supervisor; the standard way
to manufacture pure procedures in a user program is

is

number of processor

call-save-return conventions

ences to core storage while performing this algorithm,
processor

a

permits one to use, in the supervisor, the same conven-

iu,

In order to reduce the

is

maps segment num-

tions that are used in user programs.

.

PTW(/P ) -f = on, generate a missing page
Access the word whose absolute location

+

the set of processor addresses that the process

Table (kst).

absolute location

at

+

is

can use to reference information in memory. In Multics,
any information that a process can reference by an
address of the form (segment number, word number) is

as not to use segment addressing of course; but organiz-

If

PTw(j'p )-core

defining, at any given instant, the history resulting
from the execution of the program. It is also characterized by its address space. The address space of a

incompatible with the requested

is

Access ptw(/p )
SDw(s)-core

A process is generally understood as being a program
A process is characterized by its state-

in execution.

bers into core

operation, generate a fault.
Split

requests required

Multics Processes and the Multics Supervisor

table which

.

/,

SDw(s)-acc

6.

and address

.

on, generate a missing page fault.

= on, generate a missing segment
< generate a fault.

•

memory

additional

one-to-one correspondence between Multics processes

Access sdw(s) at absolute location
PTw(jp) core

number of

word

descriptor segment.

SD\v(s)core

the

during address preparations.

significantly reduces

facilities

is

that

provided for the management

of user segments can also be applied to supervisor
segments; for example, the demand paging facility
designed to automatically load pages of user segments
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another directory entry.

A

more

detailed description of

can also be used to load pages of supervisor segments.
As a result, a large portion of the supervisor need not

the directory hierarchy and of the use of links

reside permanently in core.

by Daley and Neumann

Unlike most supervisors, the Multics.supervisor does
not operate in a dedicated process or address space.
Instead, the supervisor procedure and data segments

7.2 Operations on

are shared

among

new process

is

all

Multics processes. Whenever a

created,

its

descriptor segment

tialized with descriptors for

all

supervisor

is

ini-

segments

allowing the process to perform all of the basic supervisory functions for itself. The execution of the supervisor in the address space of each process facilitates
communication between user procedures and supervisor

attributes.

to the user

Creating

>

a

>

b

>

a

c

the directory

visory functions, just as the sharing of user procedures
facilitates the simultaneous execution of functions

>

Check

A

several sets with different access privileges. The Multics
supervisor takes advantage of the existence of this

mechanism and uses it, rather than some other
mechanism to protect itself.

special

on

>

whose pathname

segment

is

root

that entryname c does not already exist in

root

>

a

>

b.

new branch

in directory

root

B.

Store in the branch the following items:

The entry name c.
The segment length, initialized to zero.
The access list, given by the creator.
The segment map, consisting of an array of second-

Since supervisor segments are in the address space
of each process, they must be protected against unauthorized references by user programs. Multics pro-

which segregates the segments

operations

(see Figure 4) consists basically of the fol-

Allocate space for a

written by users.

[13]

all

a set of primitives available

the segment attributes contained in a directory, etc.

list

Also, the sharing of the Multics supervisor facilitates
simultaneous execution, by several processes, of super-

mechanism

is

which allow him, for example, to create a

lowing steps:

in his address space into

There

segment, delete a segment, change the entryname of a
directory entry, change the access rights of a segment,

procedures. For example, the user can call a supervisor
procedure as if he were calling a normal user procedure.

vides the user with a ring protection

given

Segment Attributes

Supervisor primitives perform

segment

is

[6].

ary

memory addresses, one for each page of the segment.

The maximum

length of a segment in Multics being 64

pages, the segment
entries.

map

for

any segment contains 64
is still zero, each

Since the segment length

entry of the segment

map

address, showing that

no secondary memory has been

is

initialized with

a "null"

assigned to any potential page of the segment.
The segment status "inactive," meaning that there
7.

no page table for this segment. The segment status,
which may be either "active" or "inactive" is indicated

is

Segment Attributes

7.1

by the active switch.

Directory Hierarchy

The name of a segment and

its

attributes are asso-

ciated in a catalogue. Conceptually this catalogue consists of a table with one entry for each segment in the

system.

An

Fig. 4. Directory hierarchy.

name of the segment and
memory address, list of users

entry contains the

all its attributes: length,

allowed to use the segment with their respective access

and time the segment was created, etc.
In Multics, this catalogue is implemented as several
segments, called directories, organized into a tree
structure. A segment name is a list of subnames reflect-

rights, date

ing the position of the entry in the tree structure, with
respect to the beginning, or root directory (root) of

By convention, subnames are separated by the
character ">". Each subname is called an entryname
the tree.

and the list of entrynames is called a pathname. An
entryname is unique in a given directory and a pathunique in the entire directory hierarchy. Because of its property of uniquely identifying a segment
in the directory hierarchy, the pathname has been

name

is

chosen as the symbolic name by which the Multics user
must reference a segment. There are two types of directory entries, branches and links. A branch is a directory
entry which contains all attributes of a segment while a
link

313

is

a directory entry which contains the

Squares ore d"-*c'o«» s*qn»e"*

pathname of
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8.

Segment Accessing
Although the creation of a segment

attributes, additional supervisor

make

support

initializes its
is

required to

the segment accessible to the processor

when a

user program references the segment by symbolic name.
Fig. 5. Basic tables used to

implement the Multics

virtual

memory.

Symbolic Addressing Conventions
The pathname is the only symbolic name by which

8.1

a segment can be uniquely identified in the directory
hierarchy. However, for user convenience, the system

whereby a user can reference a segprogram using only the last entryname of
the segment's pathname and supplying the rest of the
pathname according to system conventions. This last
provides a

facility

ment from

his

name

entry

When

is

a

called the reference name.

executes

process

an instruction which

attempts to access a segment by means of its reference
name, the Multics dynamic linking facility [7] is automatically invoked. The dynamic linker determines the
missing part of the pathname according to the abovementioned system conventions. These conventions are

and may be regarded as a list of
directories to be searched for an entryname matching
the specified reference name. When this entryname is
found in a directory, the directory pathname is prefixed

called search rules

to the reference

The dynamic

name

yielding the required pathname.

linker, using the

"Make Known" module

(Section 8.2), then obtains a segment

number by which

the referenced segment will be accessed. Finally

forms the reference name into
that

all

this

trans-

it

segment number so

subsequent executions of the instruction in this

process access the segment directly by segment number.

Further details are given by Daley and Dennis

[7].

name and a

pointer to the corresponding branch

entered in kste(s-) for later use (Section

The per-process association of pathname and segment number is used in the Multics system because it
is impossible to assign a unique segment number to
each segment. The reason is that the number of segments
the

in the system will

Each time a segment
pathname,

is

referenced in a process by

its

name by

dynamic linking

facility,

the pathname must be translated into a segment

number

the

segment
done by the super-

in order to permit the processor to address the

for this process. This translation

is

visor using the kst associated with the process.

kst

is

The

an array organized such that entry number "s",
pathname associated with segment

kste(s), contains the

number 'V. See Figure
found

known

in the

*

c

.j :« *u„
ill

it: n

,,.**

111C JPW3I

,

:„
tills 13

+u~

8.3

The Segment

When

segment attributes in the appropriate sdw and
missing segment switch off in the sdw.

is

attributes, as

shown

in

Figure

3,

set the

consist of

the page table address, the length of the segment,

and

The information initially available to the supervisor
upon occurrence of a missing segment fault is the segment number "s."

is

*u
IV/ U1W
lbiuv.11^ +^

Tlio
1 UV»

known

also searched for this path-

/>nlt*
x^lllV

ntqpo
r.nviV tK*»
HIV
piuvV n/liai-A

nt*l*At*fl
i.\.wvivx*

QttriKllf#»C ron
«*u.»
u»iiwwtv>i

w

Vw»

branch of the segment. Using the segment
number "s", the supervisor can locate the kst entry
associated with the faulting segment; it can then find the
required branch since a pointer to the branch has been

The
314

Fault Handler

a missing segment fault occurs, control

passed to the segment fault handler to store the proper

found

is

called a

number can be

in the process

directory hierarchy

is

supervisor module called the segment fault handler.

and the segment must be made
known. A segment is made known by assigning an
unused segment number "s" in the process and by
recording the pathname in kste(.s) to establish the pair
(pathname, segment number) in the kst of the process.
segment

cause the processor

"missing segment fault" and transfers control to a

c.-,* ,.~f~„.«.** rt ,*

lilt 1113b

will

the access rights of the user with respect to the segment.

is

used to reference the segment.
If the association (pathname, segment number)
IJUl 1UU1IU

reference in this process to that

said to be

kst of the process, the segment

to the process and the segment

first

to generate a trap. In Multics this trap

These
is

the

in

When a segment is made known to a process by
segment number "s," its attributes are not placed in
sdw(s) of the descriptor segment of that process.
sdw(s) having been initialized with the missing segment

5.

(pathname, segment number)

If the association

available

processor.

segment by segment number "s"

to a Process

either explicitly or as the result of the evalua-

tion of a reference

nearly always be larger than

number of segment numbers

switch on, the

Making a Segment Known

8.2

is

8.3.).

is

in the

stored in the kst entry

when

the segment was

to this process (Section 8.2).
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Using the active switch (Figure

5) in the

supervisor determines whether there

is

for this segment. Recall that this switch

branch, the

a page table

was

initialized

branch at segment creation time. If there is no
table,
one must be constructed. A portion of core
page
memory is permanently reserved for page tables. All
in the

page tables are of the same length and the number of
page tables is determined at system initialization.
The supervisor divides page tables into two lists:
the used list and the free list. Manufacturing a page
table (pt) for a segment could consist only of selecting

a pt from the free
the branch

putting

list,

and moving

it

absolute address in

its

from the

free to the

used

connect the

addresses

is

kept there (Figure

Since

5).

impractical

permanently reside in core, page
fault handling could thereby require a secondary
storage access in addition to the read request required
for

all

directories to

Although this
have led
to the "activation" convention between the segment
fault handler and the page fault handler.
to transport the page itself into core.

mechanism works,

Activation.

efficiency considerations

branch

Note

that

the

switch and the

active

antee segment sharing in core since

table (ast).

shared by

There
all

only one ast in the system

is

processes.

The ast contains one

A pt is always associated

with

an aste, the address of one implying the address of the
other. They may be regarded as a single entity and will
be referred to as the (pt, aste) of a segment. The used,

mentioned above are referred to
(pt, aste) free list and the (pt, aste) used list.
A segment which has a (pt, aste) is said
active. Being active or not active is an attribute
segment and is recorded in the branch using the
free

list

Once the segment and
word.

its

sdw have

If the

page

is

not in core, a missing page fault

the active switch

is

The Page Fault Handler

When

a page fault occurs the page fault handler

and the segment length are no longer

in the

of the faulting page. The information needed to bring
the page into core memory is the address of a free block
of core

memory

into which the page can be

memory which

A

free block

holds a page of information

of core (the size of

map

whose

all

blocks

1,024 words).

is

map into two
map free list.

are core-resident,

permitting more efficient page fault servicing.

sdw must

is

active, the corre-

be "connected" to the segment.

list

and the core

The

the core

The job of the page fault handler consists of the
following steps:

Find a free block of core and remove its core map
entry from the free list. (Assume temporarily that the
list is not empty.)
Access the aste associated with the pt and find the
address in secondary memory of the missing page.

If this

address

is

a "null" address, initialize the

block of core with zeros and update the segment length
in the aste; this action

Record the pointer to (pt, aste) in the branch.
By pairing an aste with a pt in core, the segment
fault handler has guaranteed that all segment attributes

Connection. Once the segment

used

lists;

free

in the branch.

handler

map

branch but

activate a segment, the supervisor must:

fault

is

active

Find a free (pt, aste). (Assume temporarily that at
least one is available).
Move the segment map and the segment length from
the branch into the aste.

needed by the page

[9].

done by
The core map is

of core must be found. This

of the

of the segment.

on

moved and

the address of the page in secondary memory. The
term page frame is also used to denote a block of core

an array of elements called core map entries (cme).
The n th entry contains information about the « th block

to be

address was recorded in the branch during "activation"

Set the active switch

is

and the page number

using a data base called the core map.

on, both the segment

are to be found in the segment's (pt, aste)

sponding

module

called the page fault handler.

supervisor divides this core

When
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been connected,

occurs, transferring control to the supervisor

as the

switch.

To

sdw's describ-

A portion of core memory is permanently

entry (aste) for each pt.

and

all

the hardware can access the appropriate page table

length. This portion of core is referred to as the active

list

aste)

ing a given segment will point to the same pt.

given control with the pt address

it is

(pt,

pointer in the segment branch "automatically" guar-

8.4

and

off, activate the

Connect the sdw.

reserved for recording attributes needed by the page
fault handler, i.e. the segment map and the segment

segment

is

segment.

missing page fault would require access to a branch
since the segment map containing secondary storage
it is

to the segment the supervisor must:

If the active switch in the

list.

If this were actually done, however, the servicing of each

sdw

Get the absolute address of the pt, using the (pt,
aste) pointer kept in the branch, and store it in sdw.
Get the segment length from the aste and store it
in the sdw.
Get the access rights for the user from the branch
and store them in the sdw.
Turn off the missing segment switch in the sdw.
Having defined activation and connection, segment
fault handling can now be summarized as:
Use the segment number s to access the kst entry.
Use the kst entry to locate the branch.

To

page

is

is

only taken the

first

time the

referenced since the segment was created

and

provides for the automatic growing of segments. Otherwise issue an i/o request to move the page from secondary memory into the free block of core and wait for

completion of the request via a call to the "traffic
controller" [14] which is responsible for processor
multiplexing.
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Store the core address in the ptw, remove the fault
from the ptw, and place the core map entry in the used list.

8.5

Page Multiplexing
There are many more pages

in virtual

must be multiplexed among

these blocks

memory than

memory;

there are blocks of core in the real

the description of page fault handling

it

all

therefore,

pages. In

'

i

is

bases.

was assumed

that a free block of core was always available. In order

to insure that this

modules and data

Fig. 6. Supervisor functional

nearly always true, the page fault

upon removing a free block from the core map
examines the number of remaining free list
entries; if this number is less than a preset minimum
value, a page removal mechanism is invoked a sufficient
number of times to ensure a nonempty core map free
list in all but the most unusual cases. A nonempty core

^

Directory

I
I

Control

Scgnwnt I__A*T. **ti\_ J
*»r*
Control T

r

~\

Pa*
Con n

\

handler,
free

list,

map

free list eliminates waiting for

the handling of a missing page

page removal during

fault.

segments

limited to the

is

number of

(pt, aste) pairs,

which is, by far, smaller than the total number of
segments in the virtual memory. Therefore (pt, aste)
pairs must be multiplexed among all segments in the

memory.

To get a free block of core, the page removal mechanism may have to move a page from core to secondary
memory. This requires: (a) an algorithm to select a
page to be removed; (b) the address of the ptw which

virtual

holds the address of the selected page, in order to set a
fault in it; and (c) a place to put the page in secondary

active

memory.
The selection algorithm

(pt, aste). Since all processes sharing the

is

based upon page usage.
[4] of the

a particularly easy-to-implement version

It is

"least-recently-used" algorithm

[I,

8].

The hardware

provides, valuable assistance by, each time a page

on a bit, called the used bit, in the
corresponding ptw. The selection algorithm will not be
described in detail here. However, it should be noted
that candidates for removal are those pages described

map

in the core

used

list;

therefore, each core

pointer to the associated

ptw

permit examination of the used
the

ptw

to the

pointer in the core

list

map

The action

of storing

entry must be added

of actions taken by the page fault handler

list

it

to be

on in the ptw.
no secondary memory has been assigned yet

this page,

i.e.

the segment

map

imply making another segment inactive,

segment from its
same segment
will have the address of the pt in an sdw, it is essential to
invalidate this address in all sdw's containing it before

thereby

disassociating

removing the page

for

entry for this page holds

another process upon noticing the completion

and

ASTE)

Multiplexing

(d)
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(c)

moving

changing the status of the segment from active

The

selection algorithm for deactivation, like the

algorithm

selection

usage.

When

core, the

for

i.e.

page removal,

the last page of a segment

is

is based on
removed from

segment becomes a candidate for deactivation.
for deactivation the segment

The algorithm selects
which has had no pages

in core for the longest period

of

the segment which has been least recently used.

number of

(pt,

aste)

pairs

substantially

exceeds the number of pageable blocks of core,

it

is

always possible to find an active segment with no pages

The aste must provide

all

the information needed

means that during
and connection, this information must be
made available. During activation, a pointer to the
branch must be placed in the aste; during connection,
a pointer to the sdw must be placed in the aste. Since
more than one sdw is connected to the same pt when
for deactivating a segment. This

the segment

is

shared by several processes, the superlist of pointers to all connected

must maintain a

sdw's. This

list is

called a connection

list.

See Figure

5.

After the selection algorithm chooses a (pt, aste)

Core blocks can be multiplexed only among pages
of active segments. The number of concurrently active

sdw's that

to inactive in the branch.

visor

8.6 (PT,

all

the attributes contained in the aste back to the branch;

activation

in

knowing

segment, in order to invalidate this address;

storage.

of the i/o request.

table.

contain the address of the page table of the selected

in core.

done

other

a segment to be deactivated; (b)

a "null" address, assign a block of secondary memory
and store its address in the segment map entry.
Issue an i/o request to move the page to secondary

Upon completion of the i/o request, move the core
map entry describing the freed block of core from the
core map used list to the core map free list. This may be

this

This operation requires: (a) an algorithm to select

Since the

Set the missing page switch
If

not always the case. Making one segment

may

time,

takes the following steps:

(pt,

fact, this is

(Figure 5) in order to
bit.

when a page is moved into core (Section 8.4.).
Once the supervisor has selected the page
removed,

map

must contain a

segment activation was described, a

aste) pair was assumed available for assignment. In

is

referenced, setting

entry which appears in the, used

When

to be freed, the disassociation of the segment from
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aste)

(pt,

is

done

two

in

steps:

disconnection

in

Disconnection consists of storing a segment fault
sdw whose address appears in the connection
in the aste. Deactivation consists of moving the

each

list

the segment length from the aste
resetting the active switch in the
branch,
back to the
(pt, aste) in the free list.
putting
the
branch, and

map and

segment

The number of directory segments

and

deactivation.

system

may

would have to be permanently assigned to them.
would be desirable to use sc to activate and connect

pairs
It

directory segments only as needed.

A

necessary condition for handling a segment fault

for segment

x

in a process is that

to that process.

to
9. Structure of the Supervisor

in the

be very large and keeping them always active is not a
realistic approach, since a large number of (pt, aste)

all

Assuming

that

all

segment x be known
directories are

known

processes, but not necessarily active, reference to

may cause a segment fault. When

handling
segment fault handler must reference the
parent directory of segment x, where the branch for x

a directory x

this fault, the

Up to now supervisor functions have been described,
but not the supervisor structure. In this section, the
different components of the supervisor are presented

and the

ability of portions

the virtual

of the supervisor to

utilize

memory is discussed.

Modules
Three functional modules can be identified

in the

are

called

described in

supervisor
directory

page

control

(dc),

Section

8;

segment

control

(sc),

and

the kst of the process (Figure 6).
sc performs segment fault handling.

Data bases used

a process executing sc procedures are directories,

the kst of the process, descriptor segments

and

(pt,

in

a segment fault for any directory can be handled.
The first assumption can be replaced by the following

more

satisfactory assumption (again temporary).

Assumption 2
(a) All segments used in pc are always in core and are
connected to the descriptor segment of each process.
nondirectory segments used in sc and dc are
always active and are connected to the descriptor seg(b) All

ment of each process.
(c) The root directory

pc performs page fault handling. Data bases used by
a process executing PC procedures are (pt, aste) pairs
and the core map.

9.4

PC

in the Supervisor

always

to

all

to each process.

processes because of the space that

be required in each kst.

One can observe that the page fault handler need not
know if a missing page belongs to a user segment or to

known

Use of the Make Known Facility in the Supervisor
However, it is unsatisfactory to keep all directories

known
Use of

always active and connected

is

to each process.
(d) All directories are

aste) pairs.

9.2

x could,

segment fault
handler. These recursive invocations can propagate

control (pc).

dc performs all operations on segment attributes;
it also maps pathnames into segment numbers in the
kst of the executing process. Data bases used by a
process executing dc procedures are the directories and

by

located. This reference to the parent of

from directory to parent directory up to the root. If the
root directory is always active and connected to each
process, then the recursion is guaranteed to be finite and

9.1 Functional

they

is

turn, cause a recursive invocation of the

It

would be more

would

attractive if

sc and dc are always active, then their
pages need not be in core since pc can load them when

made known to a process only
when needed by the process.
Making a segment x known implies searching for its
pathname in the kst. If not found, the parent of x must
first be made known and so on up to the root. If the
root directory is always known to all processes, then
any directory can be made known to a process by calling

they are referenced.

recursively the

only expects to find the information it requires in the (pt, aste) of the segment
to which the missing page belongs. Therefore, if all

a supervisor segment;

segments used

In order to

it

in

make

a directory could be

use of PC in the rest of the super-

visor the following (temporary) assumption

must be

Make Known facility of the supervisor.
will now be replaced by the final

Assumption 2
assumption:

made.
Final Assumption

Assumption 1
(a) All segments used in pc are always in core and are
connected to the descriptor segment of each process.
(b) All segments used in sc and dc are always active
and are connected to the descriptor segment of each
process.

segments used in pc are always in core and are
connected to the descriptor segment of each process.
(b) All nondirectory segments used in sc and dc are
(a) All

always active and are connected to the descriptor seg-

ment of each process.
(c) The root directory

is

always active and connected

to each process.
9.3

Use of SC in the Supervisor
Assumption 1 is satisfactory

(d)
in the

The root

directory

is

always

known

to each process.

Multics imple-

mentation except for directories.

Given the above assumption, supervisor segments, as
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can be stored

well as user segments,

memory

in

Acknowledgments. This paper would be incomplete

the virtual

without acknowledgment of the people

that the supervisor provides.

so hard to build the virtual

memory

who worked

supervisor portion

of Multics. Special mention goes to G.F. Clancy, M.R.
10.

Thompson, and S.H. Webber who, under

Summary

the design

leadership of R.C. Daley, have been involved in a major

points discussed in this paper

The most important

are summarized below. They are grouped
classes: the point of

memory, and

two

into

of the user of the virtual

view

the point of view of the supervisor

itself.

User Point of View

The Multics virtual memory can contain a very
large number of segments that are referenced by
symbolic names.

Segment
called

attributes are stored in special segments

which are organized into a

directories,

portion of the design and implementation effort. They
earlier designs

were aided in

and implementations by

C.A. Cushing, S.M. Jones, G.B. Krekeler, N.I. Morris,
P.G. Neumann, R.K. Rathbun, J.D. Van Hausan, M.R.
Wagner, and L.D. Whitehead. Recent implementations
have also benefited from the contributions of S.D.

Dunten and M.C. Turnquist. Contributions in the form
of analyses and discussions have been made by F.J.
Corbato, E.L. Glaser, J.H. Saltzer, and V.A. Vyssotsky.

tree

Finally,

our thanks go to P.A. Belmont, M.A. Meer,

naming convention known to the user,
the symbolic name of a segment must be the pathname

and D.L. Stone, who participated

of the segment

memory.

structure; by a

Any
by

in the directory tree structure.

on

operation

directory segments

formalized

this

in studies leading to

of the

Multics

virtual

must be done

calling the supervisor.

Any
done

on a nondirectory segment can be

operation

which

resides in the virtual

with a pair (pathname,

i)

word of any segment

memory can be

by the

referenced

user.

The

supervisor

A study of replacement algorithms for a virtual-

2.

must simulate a

large segmented

memory which is directly addressable by symbolic
name and such that any access to the memory is submitted to access rights checking.
The supervisor maintains a directory tree where
stores

all

segment

attributes. It

can retrieve the

it

attri-

butes of a segment, given the pathname of that segment.
The supervisor itself is organized into segments

each user process.
Any segment, be it a directory or a nondirectory
segment, is identified by its pathname but can be ac-

and runs

in the address space of

cessed only using a segment number. For each segment
name the supervisor must assign a segment number by

which the processor

will

address the segment in the

word of a segment through
the appropriate sdw and ptw, subject to the access
rights recorded in the sdw.

The processor

segment

accesses a

fault is

generated by the processor when-

ever the page table address or access rights are missing
in the sdw. The supervisor then, using the kst entry as

a stepping stone, accesses the branch where it finds the
needed information. If a pt is to be assigned, the supervisor may have to deactivate another segment.
A page fault is generated by the processor whenever
not contain a core address. The supervisor

then, using the aste associated with the pt,

moves the

missing page from secondary storage to core. This
require the removal of another page.
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memory
This early paper introduced the concept of a virtual
hardware
the
explains
and
which contains all on-line storage,
addressing structure which is used to support it. The remainder
and mechanisms
the properties
of
the paper then explores
The
and
data.
procedures
of
necessary to permit dynamic linking
feature.
this
of
user
the
value
to
paper does not emphasize the
together
Briefly, dynamic linking eliminates the need to collect
is
especially
it
execution;
before
program
of
a
the parts
all
extensive
A more
helpful during debugging of a new program.
in MPM
is
found
feature
of
this
discussion of the usefulness
Introduction Chapter Four.
may help, when reading the discussion of dynamic linking,
is
a
of every pure procedure
to realize that stored as part
procedure
When
the
prototype linkage section for that procedure.
the dynamic linker copies this prototype
linked to,
first
is
linkage section into the linkage area for the process, and this
Note that
is the linkage section referred to in the paper.
copy
which
has a
jargon,
piece of
local
the word "linking" is a
recent
in
most
"binding"
meaning approximately the same as
literature on languages and linguistics.
It

The cal 1-save-return mechanism described in the paper was
first one used^in Multics, and -is quite different from the
the
current Honeywell
the
one implemented with special hardware in
the mechanism described is functionally
However,
6180 system.
to
instructive
quite
is
equivalent to the current one, and it
Subsystem
the
in
compare the description here with that provided
intrinsic operations
into the
Writers' Guide, to^gain insight
Probably the most important difference between
being performed.
the two mechanisms is that the older one described In this paper
required that the linkage section contain instructions to be
newer
In the
executed as part of the subroutine entry sequence.
addresses.
technique the 1 inkage section contains only indirect
As a result, the segment containing the linkage section no longer
requires "execute" permission, and wild transfers to that segment
are thus trapped immediately as errors.
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Memory,

Processes,

and Sharing

Robert C. Daley and Jack
Massachusetts

Some

basic concepts involved

operating

system

are

use

of

paging

the design of the

introduced.

and

processes, address space,

the

in

and

Institute

virtual

is

MULTICS

explained. The

share procedures and data

is
means by which users may
are
references
symbolic
which
mechanism
by
discussed and the

dynamically transformed

into virtual

Dennis

of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts

MULTICS concepts of
memory are defined and

segmentation

B.

MULTICS

in

machine addresses

is

de-

Introduction
(Multiplexed /nformation and Comfundamental design decisions were made
so the system would effectively serve the computing needs
of a large community of users with diverse interests,
operating principally from remote terminals. Among the

In multics

puting

[1]

<Service),

objectives were these three:

procedures, data sharing, dynamic linking, segmentation, paging, multi-

(1) To provide the user with a large machine-independent virtual memory, thus placing the responsibility
for the management of physical storage with the system

programming, storage management, storage hierarchies, Ale maintenance

software.

scribed

KEY

Clt

in detail.

WORDS AND

CATEGORIES!

PHRASESt

virtual

memory,

information sharing, shared

3.73, 4.32
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By

this

means the user

is

provided with an

address space large enough to eliminate the need for complicated buffering and overlay techniques. Users, therefore,

ACM

are relieved of the burden of preplanning the transfer
of information between storage levels, and user programs
become independent of the nature of the various storage
devices in the system.
(2) To permit a degree of programming generality not
previously practical. This includes the ability of one procedure to use another procedure knowing only its name,

and without knowledge of

its

requirements for storage, or

the additional procedures upon which it may in turn call.
For example, a user should be able to initiate a computa-

Volume

11 /

Number

5 /
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tion merely

by

specifying the symbolic

name

of a proce-

dure at which the computation is to start and by allowing
additional procedures and data to be provided automatically

when and if they

modifying or pure procedures. Instruction fetches from
data segments are invalid, and any data segment may be
write protected. The overall design of multics protection mechanisms

are needed.

discussed

is

by Graham

[7].

permit sharing of procedures and data among
users subject only to proper authorization. Sharing of
procedures in core memory is extremely valuable in a
(3)

To

multiplexed system so that the cluttering of auxiliary
storage with myriad copies of routines is avoided, and so
unnecessary information transfers are eliminated. The
sharing of data objects in core

memory

is

necessary to

between processes.
These objectives led to the design of a computer system
con[6] (the General Electric Model 645) embodying the
cepts of paging [8] and segmentation [3] on which the
permit

efficient

and

close interaction

implementation of multics will run.
In this paper we explain some of the more fundamental
aspects of the multics design. The concepts of "process"
and "address space" are denned, some details of the ad-

initial

dressing

tegmenta

mechanism are given, and the mechanism by

which "dynamic linking"

is

accomplished

is

virtual

memory

explained.
Fig.

1.

Virtual

memory

in a

MULTICS

process

Concepts of Process and Address Space
Several interpretations of the term "process" have come
into recent use. The most common usage applies the term

The size

feasible to dispense

concept of process is intimately connected with the concept of address space. Processes stand in one-to-one correspondence with virtual memories. Each process runs in

distinction need

its own address space, which is established independently
of other address spaces. Processes are run on a processor
at the discretion of the traffic controller module of the

supervisor.

memory

a multics
process is an ordered set of as many as 2 segments each
consisting of as many as 2 18 36-bit words. The arguments
for providing a generous address space having this structure have been given by Dennis [3]. Briefly, the motiva-

The

virtual

(or address space) of

makes it
mechanism for

of address space provided to processes

to the activity of a processor in carrying out the computation specified by a program [4, 5]. In multics, the

with

files

as a separate

addressing information held in the computer system.

No

be drawn between files and segments!
The directory structure [2] is a hierarchical arrangement
of directories that associates at least one symbolic name
(but perhaps many) with each segment. These names
have meaning that is invariant over all processes in existence. Figure 1 portrays the concept of a process as a
virtual memory made up of segments selected from the
directory structure.

14

to avoid the necessity of procedure overlays or the
movement of data within the address space, which gention

is

erally lead to

naming

sharing information

Each segment

is

conflicts

and

among many

severe difficulties in

processes.

a logically distinct unit of information

having attributes of length and access privilege and may
grow or shrink independently of other segments in the
system. For present purposes, we consider two segment
types: (1) data,
as procedure

and

if it is

(2)

procedure.

A

segment

is

by a

—

segment

number

Fig. 2.

The

word

number

processor.

by another procedure may also be prohibited while execution is allowed.) Thus procedure segments are nonself11 /

is identified

treated

normally considered invalid and is prohibited by the
system. (In certain cases, reading of a procedure segment

Volume

Each word in the address
by a generalized address. As
shown in Figure 2, a generalized address consists of two
parts a segment number and a word number. The addressing mechanisms of the processor are designed so that a
process may make effective reference to a word by means
of its generalized address when the word has an assigned
location in main memory. Together with supervisor software, these mechanisms make reference by generalized
The Generalized Address.

space of a process

intended to be accessed for instruction

Other segments (including, e.g., a
source program file) are considered to be data. Instruction
fetch references to procedure segments are allowed, as are
internal data reads. Writing into a procedure segment is

fetch

Addressing

Number 5

/

May,

1968

generalized address

word might
it in main
memory when needed. Thus the generalized address is a
location-independent means of identifying information. In
address, effective regardless of where the

reside in the storage hierarchy

by

placing
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the

following

how

paragraphs we explain

generalized

addresses are formed in the processor and give a

how they

discussion of

are

made

brief

effective.

called the segment tag selects one of the base registers

if

the external flag is on. The effective address computed
from the address field of the instruction by the usual

indexing procedure

added to the word number portion

is

of the selected base to obtain the desired generalized
IPC

IPBR

1

Ixo

1

IAP

1

1

IX.

1

|BP

1

1

lkP_

1

1

'

1

IOBR

1

(X?

ISP

1

address. This operation is illustrated by Figure 6 and is
used to reference all information outside the current procedure segment. If the external flag is off, then the generalized address is the segment number taken from the procedure base register coupled with an effective word num-

1

IA

J

10

Fig.

3.

ber computed as before. This mechanism is used for internal
reference by a procedure to fetch constants or for trans-

Processor registers for address formation

fer of control.

Address Formation. Each processor of the computer
system (Figure 3) has an accumulator A, a multiplier/
X7, and a
quotient Q, eight index registers XO, XI,
program counter PC, which serve conventional functions.
For the implementation of generalized addressing and
intersegment linking, a descriptor base register, a procedure
base register, and four base pair registers- are included in
each processor. The function of the descriptor base register
will be discussed in a later paragraph since it does not
-

participate in generalized address formation.

generalized address

segment number

The

pair)

and

is

named according

to

Address formation for instruction fetch

Fig. 5.

procegeneralized oddress

its specific

|

func-

segment number

|

argument pointer

word

number

|

number

word

|

|

|

1

bp

2

IP

linkage pointer

3

sp

stack pointer

tog

base pointer

oddress

functions of these pointers will become clear

the linkage mechanism

is

±

segment

Fig.

The

number

function

designation

ap

The

segment

base register

tion in multics:
base pair

1

IPflW

IPC

dure base register always contains the segment number of
the procedure being executed. Each of the four base pair
registers (called simply base registers in the sequel) holds
a complete generalized address (segment number/ word

number

word number

I

,

|

OPR

~j

|l|

Address formation for data access

6.

when

explained.

instruction format of the processor

is

given in

As

Indirect Addressing.

discussed, a

will

be seen when the linkage

method

Figure 4. Instructions are executed sequentially except

mechanism

where a transfer of control occurs. Hence, the program
counter is normally advanced by one during the execution
of each instruction.

in terms of generalized addresses

is

processor the addressing

mode

of indirect addressing

very valuable. In the

may

field of instructions

indicate that indirect addressing
case, the generalized address,

is

is

to be used. In this

formed as explained above
a pair of 36-bit words

for data references, is used to fetch
address

segment tag

I

external flag

operation

which

code laddressing mode

mode

Fig. 4.

is

the

field

in the
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¥

generalized

When the processor requires an instruction word from
memory, the corresponding generalized address is the
segment number in the procedure base register coupled
with the word number in the program counter (Figure 5).

308

first

Instruction format
|

For data references, a

shown in Figure 7. If the address
word contains the code its (indirect

interpreted as

field of

format

segment number

segment

address

word

numbe

word number

Fig. 7.

|

number

its

mode

Interpretation of word pair as indirect address
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to segment), the segment number and word number
fields are combined to produce a new generalized address.
This address is augmented by indexing according to the

mode

the second word of the pair. Further indirect

field of

the same segment will, in general, be identified by different
segment numbers in different processes.
Paging. Both information segments and descriptor
segments may become sufficiently large enough to make

also be specified.
The Descriptor Segment. Implementation of a memory
access specified by a generalized address calls for an

paging desirable in order to simplify storage allocation
problems in main memory. Paging allows noncontiguous

mechanism that will yield the main memory
location of any word within main memory when a segment number/word number combination is supplied. A
direct use of associative hardware was impossible to

contiguous set of generalized addresses.

addressing

may

associative

view of the other possibilities available.
to implement the generalized address
essentially
a two-step hardware table
process
is
for a
illustrated
by Figure 8. The segment
procedure
as
look-up
address is used as an
generalized
of
the
portion
number

justify in

The means chosen

index to perform a table look-up in an array called the
descriptor segment of the associated process. This descriptor
segment contains a descriptor for each segment that the

may

process

by

reference

generalized

address.

Each

descriptor contains information that enables the address-

ing mechanism to locate the segment and information
that establishes the appropriate mode ot protection of the

segment for

this process.

|

word

x

tDBR—

number

—

y

descriptor

information

segment

segment

U
Addressing by generalized address

for use

The

by storage

memory

The

ability of

The

(and procedure) segments occurring within a shared procedure segment can be correctly interpreted for each of
possibly many processes running concurrently.

In practice this implementation requires that segment
numbers be assigned starting from zero and continuing
successively for the segments of procedure and data required by each process. An immediate consequence is that
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Necessary properties of a satisfactory

intersegment addressing arrangement include the following

Procedure segments must be pure; that is, their
execution must not cause a single word of their content to be modified.
is

a recognized requirement for general

sharing of procedure information.

its

must be
symbolic

ments

bookkeeping required by the system in carry-

descriptor base.

users to share access to procedure

potential value of these features to the

(2) It

new

many

advancement of computer applications should not be
underestimated. The design of a system around the notion
of a generalized, location-independent address is an essential ingredient in meeting these objectives. It remains to
show how the sharing of data and procedure segments
and the building of programs out of component procedure
segments can be implemented within the framework of
the multics addressing mechanisms just described. In
particular we must show how references to external data

in the descriptor base register. This fact greatly

from one process to another involves little more than
swapping processor register status and substituting a

associa-

and data information and the power of being able to
construct complex procedures by building on the work of
others are two prime desiderata of multiprocess computer

information contained in the processor registers shown in

ing out reallocation activity. In fact, switching a processor

A small

Intersegment Linking and Addressing

Pure procedure

simplifies the

allocation procedures.

built into

is

is used by the processor to
segment of the process in execution.
Note that since segment numbers and word numbers are
nonlocation dependent data, the only location dependent

is

is

bypassed.

descriptor base register

Figure 3

of

each processor so that most
references to page tables or descriptor segments may be
tive

(1)

locate the descriptor

The mapping
memory locations

done by the system and is transparent to the user.
Paging is implemented by means of page tables in main
memory which provide for trapping in case a page is not
present in main memory. The page tables also contain
control bits that record access and modification of pages

Requirements.
Fig. S.

to be referenced as a logically

generalized addresses into absolute

systems.

segment number

memory

blocks of main

possible for

a process to

call

name without having made

a routine

by

prior arrange-

for its use.

This means that the subroutine (which could invoke in
turn an arbitrarily large collection of other procedures)

must be able to provide space for its data, must be able
to reference any needed data object, and must be able to
call on further routines that may be unknown to its caller.
(3)

Segments of procedure must be invariant

to

the

recompilation of other segments.
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This requirement has the following implication: The
values of identifiers that denote addresses within a segment which may change with reeompilation must not
appear in the content of any other segment.
Making a Segment Known. Meeting condition (1)
requires that a segment be callable by a process even if
no position in the descriptor segment of the process has
been reserved for the segment. Hence a mechanism is
provided in the system for assigning a position in the
descriptor segment (a segment number) when the process
first makes reference to the segment by means of its symbolic name. We call this operation making the segment
known to the process. Once a segment is known, the
process may reference it by its segment number.
The pattern of descriptor segment assignment will be
different for each process. Therefore it

is

ments stated above.
It is worth emphasizing that this discussion has nothing
to do with the memory management problem that the
supervisor faces in deciding where in the storage hierarchy
information should reside. All information involved in the

be seen, referenced by generalized addresses which are made effective by the mechanisms described earlier. The fact that pages of the segments referred to in the following discussion may be in or
out of main memory at the time a process requires access
to them is irrelevant.
Linkage Data. Before a segment becomes known to a
process the segment may only be referenced by means of
a symbolic path name [2] which permanently identifies
the segment within the directory structure. Since the
segment number used to reference a particular segment is
process dependent, segment numbers may not appear
internally in pure procedure code. For this reason, a segis,

is

identified within

bolic segment reference

to the process, we wish to substitute the efficient
addressing mechanism based on the generalized address
for the time-consuming operation of searching the direc-

known

tory structure.

Consider a procedure segment P that makes reference
word at location x within data segment D, as illus-

to a

trated in Figure 9. In assembly language this would be

written as:

OPR <D>

not possible, in

general, for the system to assign a unique segment number
to a shared routine or data object. This fact is a major
consideration in the design of the linking mechanism. In
the following paragraphs we describe a scheme for implementing the linkage of segments that meets the require-

linkage mechanism

a procedure segment by a symname. Before a procedure can complete an external segment reference, the reference name
must be translated into a path name by means of a directory searching algorithm and the desired segment made
known to the process. Once the segment has become

ment

as will

The

[x]

|

angle brackets indicate that the enclosed character

string is the reference

name

of

some segment. This name

be used to search the directory structure the first
time segment P is referenced by a process. The square
brackets indicate that the enclosed character string is a
symbolic address within an external segment. Since by
will

requirement

(3)

we wish segment P

to be invariant to

reeompilation of D, only the symbolic address [x] may
appear in P. Furthermore, we wish to delay the evaluation
of

[x]

until a reference to it

is

actually

made in

the running

of a process.

The

following problem arises: Initially process

executing procedure

P may

reference (D)

[xj
|

a

in

only by

name and symbolic external address.
After segment D has been made known to process a, and
a first reference has been effected, we wish to make further
references by the generalized address d # „|x. The question
is: How can we make the transition from symbolic refersymbolic segment

ence to generalized addressing without altering the content of segment P?
It should

be clear that a change must be made some

place that can effect the change in addressing mechanism.

Further, the data that

is

changed must participate in

every reference to the information.

tion that

is

altered

in

We

P

the link data for linking segment

call

make

value to

the informa-

this transition

to symbolic address

1

Fig.
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intersegment reference by procedure
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(D)

in process a.

[x]

The

collection of link data for all

be made known to the process

a segment number has

if

J

external references originating in segment

P

is

called the

linkage section of procedure P.

Link data

P

is

is

private data of

its

linked to D|x for process a

process because whether

is

entirely independent of

whether the same is true for any other process. Therefore,
whenever a procedure segment is made known to a process,
a copy of the procedure's linkage section is made as a
segment within that process. In certain cases the linkage
sections of several procedures are

combined into a

single

linkage segment private to the process.

D

not already been assigned.

The word number corresponding to the symbolic word
name x must also be determined. The set of associations
between symbolic word names and word numbers for a
segment is its symbol table and is part of the segment. Thus,
in our example, a list of word numbers corresponding to
symbolic word names that

D
D

segment
segment
This list

is

may

appear in references to

from other segments

included as part of

is

known

at a standard position

to the system.

searched by a system routine to find the

word

and the
linkage section L a for P in process a. To implement reference to D|x from within segment P will require two references by generalized address one to access the pertinent
link data in L„, and one to fetch the word addressed in
segment D. Realization of this minimum number of

number required

references implies use of the indirect addressing feature of

the set of segments required by each process that might

Figure 10 shows segments P,

Linking.

—

Thus the

the processor.
will

link data for

an established link

be an indirect word pair containing the generalized

to establish a link.

A

The Link Pointer.

to access the link data?

address

w

is: How does
L# a |w required

remaining question

a process produce the generalized address

One might suppose that word

could be fixed permanently at the time proce-

dure segment

P was

created. This

share use of procedure

P

not possible because

is

will in general

be unrelated: If

the linkage sections of several procedures were placed in

a single segment, assigning a fixed position to a link for

would produce intolerable conflicts. On the
by which an intersegment reference is
represented in segment P must be fixed and identical for
all computations to meet the pure procedure constraint.
Any data that allow different addresses to be formed from
fixed code must reside in processor registers. By this
argument we see the necessity of associating a linkage
all

processes

other hand, the code

...»

ft

(a)

/

.

mode

V

i- pointer to <D>|[x]

»a

(b)

its

pointer with each process.

mode

X

The

alized address that resides in

(designated lp).

States of the link data

Fig. 11.

L $ „|s

As shown

is a genera dedicated base register

linkage pointer

in Figure 12,

it is

the origin

of the portion of a linkage segment that contains

made from the

the links for intersegment references

seg-

ment being executed.

D#„|x

estab-

References to external segments are coded relative to

lished,

an attempt by a process of computation a to
D|x through the link must lead to a trap of the
process and transfer of control to the system routines
that will establish the link and continue operation of the
process. For this purpose a special form of indirect word
pair is used which causes the desired trap. In Figure lib

the link pointer and have the form shown in Figure 12.

reference

The displacement k

address

(Figure 11a). Before the link

is

by the code ft in the addressing mode
The segment number and word number
indirect word can then be used to inform

this is indicated
field of

the pair.

fields of

the

supervisory routines of the place to look to find the symbolic

address

(D)

|

associated with

[xj

the link.

This

address must be translated into a generalized address to
establish the link.

The

data to establish a link
It

is

operation of changing the link
is

segment P selfConsequently the symbolic

contained

at all possible.

if

|

[x]

pointed to by the unestablished link

should be part of the procedure segment P.

Two

look-up

operations are required on the part of supervisory routines
to establish the link.

The symbolic

must be associated with a

specific

reference

name

D

segment through a

search in the directory structure, and this segment must
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is

determined by the coding of

P and

invariant with respect to the process using P.

Procedure Call and Return.
fer control to

of control
generality.

The coding used

to trans-

a subprocedure and the subsequent return

must meet the requirements of programming
In particular, no assumptions may be made

regarding the detailed coding of either the calling or
called procedure other than those aspects uniformly es-

tablished

by convention. Conventions

for four aspects of

subroutine calling are relatively familiar:
(1)

Transmission of arguments.

(2)

Arranging for return of control.

(3)

Saving and restoring processor

called linking.

desirable to keep the procedure

address (D)

is

state.

(4) Allocating private storage for the called procedure^

Item

(4)

is

necessary in multics because of the pure

procedure requirement, and the generality requirement

which forbids prior arrangement of a called procedure's
storage needs. This private storage

is

supplied by asso-

ciating the stack segment with each process in

frame of private storage

is

which a

reserved at each procedure
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The frame

is released upon return of control. This mechanism is implemented by the stack pointer (designated
sp) which is the generalized address of the stack frame

The

origin for the procedure in operation.

stack

segment

makes

every

automatically recursive by

procedure

associating

use of the
in

multics

separate

ized address of the

list

the process

is

now

executing in the desired linkage seg-

ment.

stack

frames with successive entries into the same procedure.
Due to the pure procedure requirement, only fixed arguments that do not depend on segment numbers may appear in procedure segments. Pointers and variable arguments must be placed in the stack segment, the linkage
segment, or elsewhere. So that the language designer
may have his choice of implementation, the argument
pointer (designated ap)

linkage segment during an external procedure call, the
segment number portion of the desired linkage pointer is
easily obtained from the procedure base register, since

p

section

ImfcCHje

-

linkage

lection

I*,-

'Th
coll

>liu

«»|[.r
\ IgUTftA*
TRA

Fig. 13.

y,

*

Linkage mechanism

for procedure entry

at procedure entry the general-

is

of arguments for the called proce-

Figure 13 depicts the linkage mechanism required for

dure.

an external procedure

In addition to these conventional requirements, the
method of dynamic linking just described introduces one
new problem: When process a, in executing procedure P,

Q

transfers control to procedure Q, the value of linkage

—*

at entry point e.

call

The

from procedure

P

to segment

solid lines indicate the individual

steps taken through indirect addresses, while the dashed
lines indicate resulting flow of control.

In executing a call to an external procedure, the caller's
machine conditions, including the procedure base register
and program counter, are saved in the stack segment by
the caller. Return from the called procedure can thus be
effected by simply restoring the caller's machine conditions from the stack segment.

±E
t
k

^

±
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PROTECTION AND CONTROL
OF
INFORMATION SHARING IN MULTICS

by
Jerome H. Saltzer

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Electrical Engineering and Project MAC

ABSTRACT
the Multics system.
This paper describes the design of mechanisms to control sharing of information in
designs. The key
Seven design principles help provide insight into the tradeoffs among different possible
mechanisms described include access control lists, hierarchical control of access specifications, identification and authentication of users, and primary memory protection. The paper ends with a discussion of
several known weaknesses in the current protection mechanism design.

An essential part of a general -purpose computer
utility system is a set of protection mechanisms
which control the transfer of information among the
users of the utility. The Multics system*, a prototype computer utility, serves as a useful case
study of the protection mechanisms needed to permit
controlled sharing of information in an on-line,
general-purpose, information-storing system. This
paper provides a survey of the various techniques
currently used in Multics to provide controlled
sharing, user authentication, inter-user isolation,
supervisor-user protection, user-written proprietary programs, and control of special privileges.
Controlled sharing of information was a goal
in the initial specifications of Multics [8, 11] ,
and thus has influenced every stage of the system
design, starting with the hardware modifications to
the General Electric 635 computer which produced
the original GE 645 base for Multics. As a result,
information protection is more thoroughly integrated into the basic design of Multics than is the
case for those commercial systems whose original
specifications did not include comprehensive consideration of information protection.

Multics is an evolving system, so any case
study must be a snapshot taken at some specific
time.
The time chosen for this snapshot is
summer, 1973, at which time Multics is operating
at M.I.T. using the Honeywell 6180 computer system.
Rather than trying to document every detail of a
changing environment, this paper concentrates on
the protection strategy of Multics, with the goal
of communicating those ideas which can be applied
or adapted to other operating systems.

This research was supported by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency of the Department of Defense under
ARPA Order No. 2095 which was monitored by ONR
Contract No. NO0O14-70-A-0362-O006.
* A brief description of Multics, and a more complete bibliography, are given in the paper by
Corbato, Saltzer, and Clingen[6].

What is new ?
In trying to identify the ideas related to
protection which were first introduced by Multics,
The design
a certain amount of confusion occurs.
was initially laid out in 1964-1967, and ideas
were borrowed from many sources and embellished,
Since then, the system
and new ideas were added.
has been available for study to many other system
designers, who have in turn borrowed and embellished
upon the ideas they found in Multics while construcThus some of the ideas
ting their own systems.
reported here have already appeared in the literaOf the ideas reported here, the following
ture.
seem to be both novel and previously unreported:
-

The notion of designing a comprehensive computer utility with information protection as
a fundamental objective.

-

Operation of the supervisor under the same
hardware constraints as user programs, under
descriptor control and in the same address
space as the user.

-

Facilities for user-constructed protected
subsystems.
An access control system applicable to batch
as well as on-line jobs.

-

-

Extensive human engineering of the user authentication (password) interface.

-

Decentralization of administrative control of
the protection mechanisms.

-

Ability to allow or revoke access with
immediate effect.

Multics is unique in the extent to which information protection has been permitted to influence
By describing the range
the entire system design.
of protection ideas embedded in Multics, the extent of this influence should become apparent.

Design Principles
Before proceeding, it is useful to review
several design principles which were used in the
development of facilities for information protecThese design principles provided
tion in Multics.
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guidance in many decisions, although admittedly
some of the principles were articulated only
during the design, rather than in advance.
1.

2.

3.

Every designer should know and understand 'the
protection objectives of the system. At the
present rather shaky stage of understanding of
operating system engineering, there are many
points at which an apparently "don't care"
decision actually has a bearing on protection.
Although these decisions will eventually come
to light as the system design is integrated, a
system design cannot withstand very many reversals of early design decisions if it is to be
completed on a reasonable schedule and within
a budget.
By keeping all designers aware of
the protection objectives, the early decisions
are more likely to be made correctly.

Keep the design as simple and small as possible.
This principle is stated so often that it becomes tiresome to hear. However, it bears
repeating with respect to protection mechanisms,
since there is a special problem: design and
implementation errors which result in unwanted
access paths will not be immediately noticed
during routine use, since routine use usually
does not include attempts to utilize improper
access paths. Therefore, techniques such as
complete, line-by-line auditing of the protection mechanisms are necessary; for such
techniques to be successful, a small and simple
design is essential.

Protection mechanisms should be based on permission rather than exclusion. This principle
means that the default situation is lack of
access, and the protection scheme provides
selective permission for specific purposes.
The alternative, in which mechanisms attempt
to screen off sections of an otherwise open
system, seems to present the wrong psychological base for secure system design. A conservative design must be based on arguments on
why objects should be accessible, rather than
on why they should not; in a large system some
objects will be inadequately considered and a
default of lack of access is more fail-safe.
Along the same line of reasoning, a design or
implementation mistake in a mechanism which
gives explicit permission tends to fail by refusing permission, a safe situation, since it
will be quickly detected. On the other hand
a design or implementation mistake in a
mechanism which explicitly excludes access
tends to fail by not excluding access, a failure which may go unnoticed.

4. Every access to every object must be checked

for authority.
This principle, when applied
methodically, is the primary underpinning of
the protection system.
It forces a systemwide view of access control which includes
initialization, recovery, shutdown, and maintenance.
It also implies that a foolproof
method of identifying the source of every request must be devised.
In a system designed
to operate continuously, this principle requires that when access decisions are remembered for future use, careful consideration
be given to how changes in authority are propagated into such local memories.

5. The design is not secret.

The mechanisms do
not depend on the ignorance of potential
attackers, but rather on possession of specific, more easily protected, protection keys or
passwords. This strong decoupling between protection mechanisms and protection keys permits
the mechanisms to be reviewed and examined by
as many competent authorities as possible,
without concern that such review may itself
compromise the safeguards. Peters [19] and
Baran[2] discuss this point further.

6.

The principle of least privilege. Every program and every privileged user of the system
should operate using the least amount of privilege necessary to complete the job.
If this
principle is followed, the effect of accidents
is reduced.
Also, if a question related to
misuse of a privilege occurs, the number of
programs which must be audited is minimized.
Put another way, if one has a mechanism available which can provide "firewalls", the principle of least privilege provides a rationale
for where to install the firewalls.

7.

Make sure that the design encourages correct
behavior in the users, operators, and administrators of the system. Experience with
systems which did not follow this principle
revealed numerous examples in which users ignored or bypassed protection mechanisms for
the sake of convenience.
It is essential that
the human interface be designed for naturalness, ease of use, and simplicity, so that
users will routinely and automatically apply
the protection mechanisms.

The application of these seven design principles
will be evident in many of the specific mechanisms
described in this paper.

Finally, in the design of Multics there were
two additional functional objectives worth dwelling
upon.
The first of these was to provide the option
of complete decentralization of the administration
of protection specifications.
If the system design
forces all administrative decisions (e.g., protection specifications) to be set by a single administrator, that administrator quickly becomes a bottleneck and an impediment to effective use of the
system, with the result that users begin adopting
habits which bypass the administrator, often compromising protection in the bargain. Even if responsibility can be distributed among several administrators, the same effects may occur. Only by
permitting the individual user some control of his
own administrative environment can one insist that
he take responsibility for his work. Of course,
centralization of authority should be available as
an option.
It is easy to limit decentralization;
it seems harder to adapt a centralized design to
an environment in which decentralization is needed.

The second additional functional objective
was to assume that some users will require protection schemes not anticipated in the original design.
This objective re n uires that the svstem provide a
complete set of handholds so that the user, without
exercising special privileges, may construct a protection environment which can interpret access requests however he desires. The method used is to
permit any user to construct a protected subsystem
which is a collection of programs and data with
the property that the data may be accessed
,
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only by programs in the subsystem, and the programs
may be entered only at designated entry points. A
protected subsystem can thus be used to program
any desired access control scheme.
The Storage System and Access Control Lists
The central fixture of Multics is an organized
information storage system. [8] Since the Storage
system provides both reliability and protection
from unauthorized information release, the user is
thereby encouraged to make it the repository of all
of his programs and data files. All use of information in the storage system is implemented by
mapping the information into the virtual memory of
some Multics process.
Physical storage location is
automatically determined by activity. As a result,
the storage system is also used for all system data
bases and tables, including those related to protection.
The consequence of these observations is that
one access control mechanism, that of the storage
system, handles almost all of the protection
responsibility in Multics.

Storage is logically organized in separately
named data storage segments, each of which contains
up to 262,144 36-bit words.
A segment is the cataloguing unit of the storage system, and it is also
the unit of separate protection. Associated with
each segment is an access control list an openended list of names of users who are permitted to
reference the segment*. To understand the structure of the access control list, first consider
that every access to a stored segment is actually
made by a Multics process. Associated with each
process is an unforgeable character string identifier, assigned to the process when it was created.
In its simplest form, this identifier might consist
of the personal name of the individual responsible
for the actions of the process.
(This responsible
person is commonly called the principal and the
identifier the principal identifier ) Whenever
the process attempts to access a segment or other
object catalogued by the storage system, the principal identifier of the process is compared with
those appearing on the access control list of the
object; if any match is found access is granted.
,

inventory file. One person may be a member of
several projects, although at the beginning of
any instance of his use of Multics he must decide under which project he is operating.
3.

The third partition allows an individual user
to create his own, named protection compartments. Private compartments are chiefly useful for the user who has borrowed a program
which he has not audited, and wishes to insure
that the borrowed program does not access certain of his own files.
The user may designate
which of his own partitions he wishes to use
at the time he authenticates his identity*.

Although the precise description in terms of
exhaustive partitions sounds formidable, in practice
a relatively easy-to-use mechanism results.
For
example, the user named "Jones" working' on the project named "Inventory" and designating the personal
compartment named "a" would be assigned the principal identifier:
Jones . Inventory

.

Whenever his process attempts to access 'an object
catalogued by the storage system, this three part
principal identifier is first compared with successive entries of the access control list for the
object. An access control list entry similarly has
three parts, but with the additional convention
that any or all of the parts may carry a special
flag to indicate "don't care" for that particular
partition.
(We represent the special flag with an
asterisk in the following examples.) Thus, the
access control list entry
Jones Inventory
.

.

would permit access to exactly the principal of our
earlier example.
The access control list entry

Jones.*.*

,

.

Actually, Multics uses a more flexible scheme
which facilitates granting access to groups of
users, not all of whose members are known, and
which may have dynamically varying membership. A
principal identifier in Multics consists of several
parts; each part of the identifier corresponds to
an independent, exhaustive partition of all users
into named groups.
At present, the standard
Multics principal identifier contains three parts,
corresponding to three partitions:
1.

The first partition places every individual
user of the installation in a separate access
control group by himself, and names the group
with his personal name.
(This partition is
identical to the simple mechanism of the
previous paragraph.)

2.

The second partition places users in groups
called projects which are basically sets of
users who cooperate in some activity such as
constructing a compiler or updating an
,

*

The Multics access control list corresponds
roughly to a column of Lampson's protection
matrix. [16]

would permit access to Jones no matter what project
he is operating under, and independent of his personally designated compartment. Finally, the access
control list entry
* Inventory .
.

would permit access to all users of the "Inventory"
project. Matching is on a part by part basis, so
there is no confusion if there happens to be a
project named "Jones".
Using multi-component principal identifiers it
is straightforward to implement a variety of stan-

'

dard security mechanisms. For example, the military
"need-to-know" list corresponds to a series of
access control list entries with explicit user names
but (possibly) asterisks in the remaining fields.
The standard government security compartments are
examples of additional partitions, and would be
implemented by extending the principal identifier
to four or more parts, each additional part corresponding to one compartment in use at a particular
installation.
(Every person would be either _in or
out of each such compartment.) A restriction of
access to users who are simultaneously in two or
more compartments is then easily expressed.

* The third partition has not yet been completely
implemented.
The current system uses the third

partition only to distinguish between interactive
and absentee use of the system.
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He have used Che term "object" to describe the
entities catalogued by the storage system with the
intent of implying that segments are not the only
Currently, four kinds of objects
kinds of objects.
are implemented or envisioned:

the principal identifier of the requesting process
Thus, the pair of access
is the one which applies.
control list entries:

Smith. Inventory.*
*.

1.

Segments

2.

Message queues (experimental implementation)

3.

Directories (called catalogues in some systems)

4.

Removable media descriptors (not yet implemented)

For each object, there are several separately
controllable modes of access to the object. For
example, a segment may be read, written, or executed as a procedure. If we use the letters r, w,
and e for these three modes of access, an access
control list entry for a segment may specify any of
the combinations of access in table I. Certain
access mode combinations are prohibited either because they make no sense (e.g., write only) or correct implementation requires more sophisticated
machinery than implied by the simple mode settings.
(For example, an execute-only mode, while appealing
as a method for obtaining proprietary procedures,
leaves unsolved certain problems of general proprietary procedures, such as protection of return
points of calls to other procedures. The protection ring mechanism described later is used in
Multics to implement proprietary procedures. The
execute-only mode, while probably useful for less
general cases, has not been pursued.)

Mode

Typical use

(none)

access denied

r

read-only data

re

pure procedure

rw

writeable data

rew

impure procedure

Inventory.*

(none)

rw

would deny access to Smith, while permitting all
other members of the "Inventory" project to read
and write the segment*. To insure that such control is effective, when an entry is added to an
access control list, it is sorted into the .list
according to how specific the entry is by the folall entries containing specific names
lowing rule:
in the first part are placed before those with
"don't cares" in the first part. Each 'of those;
subgroups is then similarly ordered according to
The purpose of this
the second part, and so on.
sorting is to allow very specific additions to an
access control list to tend to take precedence over
previously existing (perhaps by default) less
specific entries, without requiring that the user
master a language which permits him arbitrary
ordering of entries. The result is that most common access control intentions are handled correctly
automatically, and only unusually sophisticated
intentions require careful analysis by the user to
get them to come out right.
To minimize the explicit attention which a
user must give to setting access control lists,
every directory contains an "initial access control
list". Whenever a new object is created in that
directory, the contents of the initial access control list are copied into the access control list
of the newly created object**. Only if the user
wishes access to be handled differently than this
does he have to take explicit action. Permission
to modify a directory's contents implies also
permission to modify its initial access control
list.

Table

I:

Acceptable combinations of access
modes for a segment.

In a similar way, message queues permit separate control of enqueueing and dequeueing of
messages, tape reel media descriptors permit
separate control of reading, writing, and appending
to the end of a tape reel, and directories permit
separate control of listing of contents, modifying
existing entries, and adding new entries. Control
of these various forms of access to objects is provided by extending each access control list entry
Thus, the access
to include access mode indicators.
control list entry

Smith.*.*

rw

permits Smith to read and write the data segment
associated with the entry.
It would have been simpler to associate an
access mode with the object itself, rather than
with each individual access control list entry, but
the flexibility of allowing different users to have
It also makes
different access modes seems useful.
possible exceptions to the granting of access to
In the case where more
all members of a group.
than one access control list entry applies, with
different access modes, the convention is made that
the first access control list entry which matches

The access control list mechanism illustrates
an interesting subtlety. One might consider providing, as a convenience, checking of new access
control list entries at the time they are made, for
example to warn a user that he has just created an
access control list entry for a non-existent person.
Such checks were initially implemented in Multics,

* This feature violates design principle three,
which proscribes selective exclusion from an otherwise open environment because of the risk of undetected errors. The feature has been provided
nevertheless, because the alternative of listing
every user except the few excluded seems clumsy.
** An earlier version of Multics did not copy the
initial access control list, but instead considered
it to be a common appendix to every access control
That strategy made autolist in that directory.
matic sorting of access control list entries ineffective, so sorting was left to the user. As a
result, the net effect of a single change to the
common appendix could be different for every object
in the directory, leading to frequent mistakes and
confusion, in violation of the seventh design principle.
Since in the protection area, it is essential that a user be able to easily understand the
consequences of an action, this apparently more
flexible design was abandoned in favor of the less
flexible but more understandable one.
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but it was quickly noticed that they represented a
kind of compromise of privacy: by creating an
access control list entry naming an individual, the
presence or absence of an error message would tell
whether or not that individual was a registered
user of the system, thereby possibly compromising
For this reason, a name-encoding
his privacy.
scheme which required checking of access control
entry names at the time they were created was
'

abandoned
It is also interesting to compare the Multics
access control scheme with that of the earlier CTSS
In CTSS, each file had a set of access
system[6].
restriction bits, applying to all users. Sharing
of files was accomplished by permitting other users
to place in their directories special entries
called links which named the original file, and
typically contained further restrictions on allowable access modes. The CTSS scheme had several defects not present in the Multics arrangement:
,

1.

2.

3.

Once a link was in place there was no way to
remove it without modifying the borrower's
Thus, revocation of access was
directory.
awkward

A single user, using the same file via different links, could have different access privileges, depending on which link he used.
Allowing access rights to depend on the name
which happens to be used for an object certainly introduced an extra degree of flexibility, but this flexibility more often resulted in mistakes than in usefulness.
As part of a protection audit, one would like
to be able to obtain a list of all users who
can access a file. To construct that list,
on CTSS, one had to search every directory in
the system to make a list of links. Thus such
an audit was expensive and also compromised
other users' privacy.

Multics retains the concept of a link as a naming
convenience, but the Multics link confers no access
privileges -- it is only an indirect address.
Early in the design of Multics[8] an additional
extension was proposed for an access control list
the "trap" extension, consisting of a oneentry:
bit flag and the name of a procedure. The idea
was that for all users whose principal identifier
matched with that entry, if the trap flag were on
the procedure named in the trap extension should
be called before access be granted. The procedure,
supplied by the setter of the access control list
entry, could supply arbitrary access constraints,
such as permitting access only during certain hours
or only after asking another logged in user for an
This idea, like that of the execute-only proOK.
cedure, is appealing but requires an astonishing
amount of supporting mechanism. The trap procedure cannot be run in the requesting user's addressing and protection environment, since he is in control of the environment and could easily subvert
Since the trap procedure is
the trap procedure.
supplied by another user, it cannot be run in the
supervisor's protection environment, either, so a
separate, protected subsystem environment is called
Since the current Multics protected subsystem
for.
scheme allows a subsystem to have access to all of
its user's files, implementation of the trap extension could expose a user to unexpected threats from
trap procedures on any data segment he touches.

Therefore, at the least, a user should be able to
request that he be denied access to objects protected by trap extensions, rather than be subject
to unexpected threats from trap procedures. Finally,
if such a trap occurs on every read or write reference to the segment, the cost would seem to be high.
On the other hand, if the trap occurs only at the
time the segment is mapped into a user's address
space*, then design principle four, that every
reference be validated, is violated; revocation of
access becomes difficult especially if the system
The sum
is operated continuously for long periods.
total of these considerations led to temporarily
abandoning the idea of the trap extension, perhaps
until such time as a more general domain scheme,
such as that suggested by Schroeder [21] is
available.

Both backup copying of segments (for reliabiland bulk input and output to printers, etc.
are carried out by operator-controlled processes
which are subject to access control just as are
ordinary users. Thus a user can insure that printed copies of a segment are not accidentally made,
by failing to provide an access control list entry
which permits the printer process to read the
segment**. Access control list entries permitting
backup and bulk I/O are usually part of the default
initial access control list. Bulk input of cards
is accomplished by an operator process which reads
them into a system directory, and leaves a note for
the user in question to move them to his own
directory. This strategy guarantees that there is
no way in which one user can overwrite another
user's segment by submitting a spurious card input
request. These mechanisms are examples of the
every access to every
fourth design principle:
object is checked for authority.
ity),

An administrative consequence of the access
control list organization is that personal and project names, once assigned, cannot easily be reused,
since the names may appear in access control lists.
In principle, a system administrator could, when a
user departs, unregister him and then examine every
access control list of the storage system for instances of that name, and delete them. The system
has been deliberately designed to discourage such
a strategy, on the basis that a system administrator
should not routinely paw through all the directories
of all system users. Thus, the alternative scheme
was adopted, requiring all user names, once registered, to be permanent.
Finally, the one most apparent limitation of
the scheme as presently implemented is its "oneway" control of access. With the described access
control list organization, the owner of a segment

There
has complete control over who may access it.
are some cases in which users other than the owner
may wish to see access restricted to an object
which the owner has declared public. For example,
an instructor of a class may for pedagogical purposes wish to require his students to write a
Or, in traditional file systems, at the time the
file is "opened".

*

** Of course, another user who has permission to
read the segment could make a copy and then have
Methods of constraining even
the copy printed.
users who have permission are the subject of continuing research [ 20 ]
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particular program rather than make use of an equivalent one already publicly available in the system.
Alternatively, a project administrator concerned
about security may wish to insure that his project
members cannot copy sensitive information into storage areas belonging to other users and which are
not under his control. He may also want to prevent
his project members from setting access control
lists to permit access by users outside the project.
This kind of control can be expressed in Multics
currently only by going to the trouble of constructing a protected subsystem which examines all supervisor calls, thereby permitting complete control
over which objects are mapped into the address space
and what terms are added to access control lists.
Fortunately, there have so far appeared only a few
examples in which such control is required, and the
escape suggested has proven adequate for those cases.
A more general, yet quite simple, solution would be
to associate with the user's process two constraining lists:
a list of pathnames of directories
whose contents he may access, and a list of access
control list terms which he is permitted to place on
access control lists. These two constraining lists
would be set only by the project administrator or
security officer. The constraining lists would be
especially useful in the military security environment, since they would help in the construction of
a list of items a defector might have had access to.

As is evident, the Multics access control list
mechanism represents an engineering tradeoff among
three conflicting goals:
flexibility of expression,
ease of understanding and use, and economy of
implementation. Additional flexibility of expression was tried (e.g., the common access control
list mechanism previously footnoted) with the conclusion that the additional confusion which results
from accidental misuse of the generality can outweigh the benefits; apparently the correct direction
is the opposite, toward simpler,

less general, and

more easily understandable protection structures.
Hierarchical Control of Access Specifications
Since in Multics every object, including a
directory, must be catalogued in some directory, all
objects are arranged into a single hierarchical tree
of directories. This naming hierarchy also provides
a hierarchy of control of access, through the
ability to modify the contents of a directory.
Since a directory entry consists of the name of some
object and its access control list, having access to
modify directory entries is interpreted to include
the ability to modify the access control lists of
all the objects catalogued in that directory. No
further hierarchical control is provided; for
example, there is no ability to say "Allow read access to Jones for all segments below this node in
the naming tree". Such specifications are similar
in nature to the "common access control list" mentioned before; they make it difficult for a user to
be sure of all the consequences of a change to the
access specification. For example, removing a
specification such as that quoted above, which permits only reading, might render effective a forgotten
access control term lower in the naming hierarchy
which permits both reading and writing*.

*

Early versions of Multics provided a limited
form of higher-level specification in the form of
ability to deny all use of a directory, and

Although it would appear that the hierarchical
scheme provides an inordinate amount of power to a
project administrator and, above him, to a system
administrator, in practice it forces a careful
consideration of the lines of authority over protected information, and explicit recognition of an
authority hierarchy which already existed.
In some
environments, it would probably be appropriate to
publicly log all modifications of directory access
above some level, so as to provide a measure of
control of the use of hierarchical authority. More
elaborate controls might include requiring cooperative consent of some quasi-judicial committee of
users for modification of high-level directory
access.
Such controls are relatively easy for an
installation or a project to implement, using protected subsystems.
It is possible, by choosing access modes
correctly, to use the hierarchical access control
scheme in combination with the initial access control list to accomplish a totally centralized control of all access decisions.
If, for example, a
project administrator creates a directory for a
user, places an initial access control list in that
directory, and then grants to the new user permission only to add new entries to the directory,
all such new entries would automatically receive a
copy of the initial access control list determined
by the administrator
the user would have no control over who may use the objects he creates. By
policy, a system administrator could run an entire
installation under this tight control, and retain
for himself complete authority to determine what
access control list is placed on every object, as
in IBM's Resource Security System[14].
Alternatively, any smaller portion of the naming hierarchy can be kept under absolute control by the
person having authority to modify access control
lists at the top node of the portion.

—

The other obvious alternative to a hierarchical control of modification of access control lists
would be some form of self-control. That is, the
ability to modify an access control list would be
one of the modes of access controlled by the list
itself.
A very general version of this alternative
has been explored by Rotenberg [20]
This alternative has not been tried out in the Multics context,
partly because the implications of the hierarchical
method were easier to understand in the first implementation. Probably the chief advantage of selfcontrol of access modification would be that one
could provide an individual a fully private work
area in which no one
manager, security officer,
or system administrator -- could intrude.
On the
other hand, the implementation of a "locksmith"
while easy to do may require introducing hidden
access paths which are then subject to misuse*.
.

—

therefore of the objects contained within it.
the reasons suggested, this feature has been
disabled.

For

* A locksmith would be an administrator who can
nrmriHe
arrnnnfahla— intonTOnfinn
uhan itiittt-sirae
ara
— --—
-—
—_w
r
made.
For example, if an organization's key data
base is under the exclusive control of a manager
who has been disabled in an automobile accident,
the locksmith could then provide another manager
with access to the file.
It seems appropriate to
formalize the concept of a locksmith so that appropriate audit trails and authority to be a locksmith

—

•

—
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Also, one wonders how a self-control scheme would
fit smoothly into an organization which does not
usually give an individual the privilege of choosClearly, the social
ing his own office door lock.
and organizational consequences of the choice between these two design alternatives deserve further study.

Authentication of users
All of the machinery of access control lists,
access modes, protected subsystems, and hierarchical control depend on an accurate principal identifier being associated with every process.
Accuracy of identif icatioti depends on authentication of the user's claimed identity. A variety of
mechanisms are used to help insure the security of
The general strategy chosen
this authentication.
by Multics is to maintain individual accountability
Every user of a given instalon a personal basis.
lation (with one class of exception, noted later)
is registered at the installation, which means that
a unique name, usually his last name plus one or
two initials, is permanently entered in a system
registry. Associated with his name at the time he
is registered is a password of up to eight ASCII
characters. Whenever any person proposes to use
the system, he supplies his unique name, at which
point the system demands also that he provide his
password
Thus far, the authentication mechanism of
Multics is essentially the same as for most other
remote-accessed systems. However, Multics uses
several extra measures related to user authentication, which are not often found in other systems.
For one, all use of the system, whether interactive
or absentee (batch) is authenticated interactively.
That is, initiation of a batch job is not done on
the basis of information found in a card reader.
Arriving card decks are read in and held in on-line
storage by a system process, for which an operator
All absentee jobs, whether they
is responsible.
are to be controlled by files created from cards
or files constructed interactively or files constructed by another program, must be initiated by
some job already on the system, and whose legitimacy has been previously authenticated. Although
a chain of absentee job requests can be developed,
the chain must have begun with an interactive job,
which requires interactive authentication. In
the simplest case, the individual responsible goes
to an interactive console, identifies and authenticates himself, and requests execution of the job
If necesrepresented by the incoming card deck.
sary, the request will automatically wait until
the card deck arrives, so that the user need not
wait for the operator or for a card reader queue
Thus, no job is every run without prior positive
identification of the responsible party. Note
that for installations in which responsibility for
card controlled jobs is considered unimportant, it
is rather trivial to construct a Multics program,
run under the responsibility of the card reader
.

can be well-defined. The alternative of sending
a system programmer into the computer room with
instructions to directly patch the system or its
data may leave no audit trail and almost certainly
encourages sloppy practice.
*

The automatic wait is not yet implemented.

operator, which accepts and runs as a job anything
found in the card reader. All such jobs would be
run in processes bearing the principal identifier of
the card reader operator, and are thus constrained
in the range of on-line information which they can
access.
The inviolate principle of access control
remains that on-line authentication of identity, by
presenting a password, is required in order to start
a process labeled with a particular desired principal
identifier. Note also that the fact that a job
happens to be operated without an interactive terminal has no bearing on its privileges, except as
explicitly controlled by its principal identifier.
Finally, to handle the situation where a busy
researcher asks a friend to submit the batch job,
a proxy login scheme permits the friend to identify
himself, under his own password, and then request
that the job be run under the principal identifier
of the original researcher. The system will permit
proxy logins only if the person responsible for the
principal identifier to be used has previously
authorized such logins by giving a list of proxies
.

As to protection of passwords, several facilities are provided. The user may, after authenticating himself, change his password at any time he
feels that the old one may have been compromised.
A program is available which will generate a new
random eight-character password with English digraph
statistics, thereby making it pronounceable and easy
to memorize, and minimizing the need for written
copies of the password. Users are encouraged to
obtain their passwords from this program, rather
than choosing passwords themselves, since humanchosen passwords are often surprisingly easy to
Passwords are stored in the file system in
guess.
mildly encrypted form, using a one-way encryption
scheme along the lines suggested by Wilkes[29].
As a result, passwords are not routinely known by
any system administrator or project administrators,
and there is never any occasion for which it is even
If,
appropriate to print out lists of passwords.
through some accident, a stored password is exposed,
its usefulness is reduced by its encrypted form.

When the user is requested to give his password,
at login time, the printer on his terminal is turned
off, if possible, or else a background of garbling
characters is first printed in the area where he is
Although the user could be
to type his password.
indoctrinated to tear off and destroy the piece of
paper containing his password, by routinely protecting it for him the system encourages a concern for
In addition, if
security on the part of the user.
the user's boss (or Someone from four levels of
management higher) happens to be looking over his
shoulder as he logs in, the user is not faced with
the awkward social problem of scrambling to conceal
his password from a superior who could potentially
take offense at an implication that he is not to be
trusted with the information.
A time-out is provided to help protect the
user who leaves his terminal, is distracted, and
If no activity occurs for a
forgets to log out.
The
period, a logout is automatically generated.
length of the time-out period can be adjusted to
suit the needs of a particular installation.
Similarly, whenever service is interrupted by a
system failure for more than a moment, a new login

*

The proxy login is not yet implemented.
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is required of all interactive users, since some
users may have given up and left their terminals.

Finally, several logging and penetration
detection techniques help prevent attacks via the
password routine.
If a user provides an incorrect
password, the event of an incorrect login attempt
is noted in a threat-monitoring log, and the user is
permitted to try again, up to a limit of ten times
at which point the telephone (or network) connection is forcibly broken by the system, introducing
delay to frustrate systematic penetration attempts*.
Whenever a user logs in, the time and physical location (terminal identification) of his previous
login are printed out in his greeting message,
thus giving him an opportunity to notice if his
password has been used by someone else in his
absence. Similarly, monthly accounting reports
break down usage by shift and services used, and
may be reviewed on-line at any time, thereby providing an opportunity for the individual to compare
his pattern of use with that observed by the
system, and perhaps to thereby detect unauthorized
use.
If either of these mechanisms suggests unauthorized use, the individual involved may ask
the system administrator to check the system log,
which contains an entry for every login and logout
giving date and time, terminal type used, and terminal identification, if any.

For a project which maintains especially sensitive information, the project administrator may
designate the initial procedure to be executed by
some or all processes created using the name of
that project as part of its principal identifier.
This initial procedure, supplied by the project
administrator, has complete control of the process,
and can demand further authentication (e.g., a
one-time password or a challenge-response scheme,
perform project logging of the result, constrain
the user to a subset of the available facilities,
or initiate a logout sequence, thereby refusing
access to the user. In the other direction, some
projects may wish to allow unlimited public access
to their files.
If so, the project administrator
may indicate that his project will accept login of
unauthenticated users. In such a case, the system

* With ASCII passwords chosen to match English
digraph frequency, a little less than four bits of
information are represented by each character
(despite the eight or nine bits required to store
the characters.) An eight character password thus
carries about 30 bits of information, which would
require about 109 guesses using an information
theoretic optimum guessing strategy.
If one mounted a simultaneous attack from 100 computer-driven
terminals, and the system- imposed delays average
only 10 milliseconds per attempt, about 10^ seconds,
or one full day of systematic attack would be required to guess a password. Although use of a
uniformly random password generator would increase
this work factor by several orders of magnitude,
resistance to use of hard-to-remember passwords and
the need to make written copies might act to wipe
out the gain. Of course, this work factor calculation presumes that the attacker has no further
basis on which to narrow the range of password
possibilities, for example, by knowing that the
user in question may have chosen his own password,
or by wiretapping a previous login.

does not demand a password, instead assigning the
personal name "anonymous" to the principal identifier of the process involved, using the name of the
responsible project for the second part of the
principal identifier. The principal identifier
"anonymous" is the one exception to the registration
scheme mentioned earlier. Allowing anonymous users
does not compromise the security of the storage
system, since the principal identifier is constrained, and all storage system access is based on the
principal identifier. The primary use of anonymous
users has been for educational purposes, in which
all students in a class are to perform some assignment.
Sometimes, this feature is coupled with the
project-designated initial procedure, so that the
project may implement its own password scheme, or
control what" facilities are made available, so as
to limit its financial liability.
Some statistical
analysis and data-base development projects also
permit anonymous use of data-retrieval programs.

The objective of many of these mechanisms, such
as simple registration of every user, the proxy
login, the anonymous user, concealment of printed
passwords, and user changeable passwords, together
with a storage system which permits all authorized
sharing of information, is to provide an environment in which there is never any need for anyone
to know a password other than his own.
Experience
with the earlier CTSS system demonstrated that by
omitting any of these features, the system itself
may encourage borrowing of passwords, with an
attendent reduction in overall security.

Primary Memory Protection

We may consider the access control list to be
the first level of mechanism providing protection
for stored information.
Most of the burden of
keeping users' programs from interfering with one
another, with protected subsystems, and with the
supervisor is actually carried by a second level of
mechanism, which is descriptor-based. This second
level is introduced essentially for speed, so that
arbitration of access may occur on every reference
to memory.
As a result, the second level is implemented mostly in hardware in the central processing
unit of the Honeywell 6180. Of course, this
strategy requires that the second level of mechanism
be operated in such a way as to carry out the intent
expressed in the first level access control lists.
As described by Bensoussan et al.[4] the
Multics virtual memory is segmented to permit sharing of objects in the virtual memory, and to simplify address space management for the programmer.
The implementation of segmentation uses addressing
descriptors, a technique used, for example, in the
Burroughs B5000 computer systems [9]. The Burroughs
implementation of a descriptor is exclusively as an
addressing and type- labeling mechanism, with protection provided on the basis that a process may access
only those objects for which it has names.
In
Multics, the function of the descriptor* is extended
to include modes of access (read, write, and execute) and to provide for protected subsystems which
share object names with their users. Evans and
LeClerc[10] were among the first to describe the
usefulness of such an extension.

* With the exception of type identification,
which is not provided in Multics.
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As shown in figure one, there are three
classes of descriptor extensions for protection
purposes: mode control, protected subsystem entry
control, and control on which protected subsystems
may use the descriptor at all. Every reference of
the processor to the segment described by this
descriptor is thus checked for validity.

extension for protection

basic descriptor

Call

®

The virtual address space of a Multics process is implemented with an array of descriptors,
called a descriptor segment as in figure two.
Every reference to the virtual memory specifies
both a segment number (which is interpreted as an
index into the descriptor segment) and a word number within the segment.

(§)
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Protected
Subsystem

®

©

Physical address and size of the segment
based on this descriptor.
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Figure two also helps illustrate why the protection information is associated with the addressing descriptor rather than with the data itself*.
Each computation is carried out in its own address
space, so each computation has its own private
descriptor segment. Using this mechanism, a single
physical segment may appear in different address
spaces with different access privileges for different users, even though they are referring to the
Since in a multiprocessor
same physical data.
system such as Multics two such processes may be
executing simultaneously, a single protection
specification associated with the data is not

*

The alternate option is chosen, for example, in
the IBM 360/67 and the IBM 370 "Advanced Function"
virtual memory sys terns [24].
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sufficient. Having the protection specification
associated with the descriptor allows for such
controlled sharing to be handled easily.

An unusual feature of the descriptors used in
Multics. is embodied in the second and third extenTogether, they allow hardsions of figure one.
ware enforcement of protected subsystems. A protected subsystem is a collection of procedures and
data bases which are intended to be used only by
calls to designated entry points, known in Multics
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Descriptor management in Multics.

The Multics supervisor is treated as a protected subsystem.
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If this intention is hardware enforced,
possible to construct proprietary programs
which cannot be read, data base managers which
return only statistics rather than raw data to some
callers, and debugging tools which cannot be accidentally disabled. The descriptor extensions are
used to authenticate subroutine calls to protected
Two important advantages flow from
subsystems
using a hardware checked call:

as gates
it

.

is

.

1.

Calls to protected subsystems use the same
structural mechanisms as do calls to unprotected subroutines, with the same cost in
execution time. Thus a programmer does not
need to take the fact that he is calling a
protected subsystem into account when he tries
to estimate the performance of a new program
design.

2

It is quite easy to extend to the user the
ability to write protected subsystems of his
Without any special privileges, any user
own.
may develop his own proprietary program, datascreening system, or extra authentication
system, and be assured that even though he permits others to use his protected subsystem,
the information he is protecting receives the
same kind of security as does the supervisor

itself.

In support of call protection, hardware is also
provided to automatically check the addresses of
all arguments as they are used, to be sure that
the caller has access to them. Checking the range
of the argument values is left to the protected
subsystem.

Protected subsystems are formed by using the
third field of the descriptor extension of figure
To simplify protected subsystem implementaone.
tion, Multics imposes a hierarchical constraint
on all subsystems which operate within a single
process: each subsystem is assigned a number, beand 7, and it is permitted to use all of
tween
those descriptors containing protected subsystem
numbers greater than or equal to its own. Among
the descriptors available to a subsystem may be
some permitting it to call to the entry points of
other protected subsystems. This scheme goes by
the name rings of protection, and is more completely described by Graham[12] and by Schroeder
and Saltzer[22].* As far as is known, the only
previously existing systems to permit general,
user-constructed protected subsystems are the
M. I.T. PDP-1 time-sharing system! 1] and the CAL
operating system[15).
The descriptor-based strategy permits two further simplifying steps to be taken:
1.

All information in the storage system is read
and written by mapping it into the virtual
memory, and then using load and store instructions whose validity is checked by the
descriptor mechanism.

2.

The supervisor itself is treated as an example
of a protected subsystem, which operates in a
virtual memory arbitrated by descriptors,

* A more general approach, not yet implemented,
but which removes the restriction that the protected
subsystem be hierarchical, is described by Schroeder
in his doctoral thesis [21].

exactly the same as do the user programs
which it supports.
The reasons why the first step provides simplification for the user have been discussed extensively
The second step deserves
in the literature [4, 13]
By placing the supervisor itsome more comment.
self under the control of the descriptors, as in
figure two, a rather substantial benefit is
the supervisor then operates with the
achieved:
same addressing and machine language code generation environment as the user, which means that
supervisor programs may be constructed using the
same compilers and debugging tools available to a
The effect on protection is non-trivial:
user.
programs constructed and checked out with more
powerful tools tend to have fewer errors, and
errors in the supervisor which compromise protection often escape notice.
.

Perhaps equally important is that the determination of whether one is _in or out of the supervisor is not based on some processor mode bit which
can be accidentally left in the wrong state when
Instead, the
control is passed to a user program.
addressing privileges of the current protected subsystem are governed by the subsystem identification,
located in the descriptor of the segment which
supplied the most recent instruction. Every transfer of control to a different program is thus
guaranteed to automatically produce addressing
If a
privileges appropriate to the new program.
supervisor procedure should accidentally transfer
to a location in a user procedure, that procedure
will find that the protection environment has automatically returned to the state appropriate for
running user procedures.
Finally, the descriptors are adjusted to provide only the amount of access required by the
supervisor, in consonance with design principle six.
For example, procedures are not writeable, and data
bases are not executable. As a result, programming
errors related to using incorrect addresses tend
to be immediately detected as protection violations,
If one
and do not persist into delivered systems.
reviews the operation of Multics starting with the
initial loading of the system on an empty machine,
he will find that only the first hundred or so
instructions do not use descriptors. Once a
descriptor segment has been fashioned, all memory
references by the processor from that point on are
arbitrated by descriptors.

These mechanisms do not prohibit the supervisor from making full use of the hardware when
Rather, they protect against accidenappropriate.
Clearly, the
tal overuse of supervisor privileges.
supervisor must be able to write into the descriptor segment, in order to initially set it up, and
also to honor requests to map additional objects
of the storage system into segments of the virtual
memory. This adjustment of descriptors is done
with great care, using a single procedure whose
only function is to construct descriptors which
correspond to access control list entries. A call
*-—
adiiiefmftnf
...— HMAA
......(-Am i.iliiM)
..*..*..-. ta
*.« in
—— _
—j——
o kdu .ii.vii i>Aenl
Lu .L.
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In
of a descriptor is illustrated in figure two.
this figure, it is worth noting that even the
writing of the descriptor is done with use of a
descriptor for the descriptor itself. Thus there
is little danger of accidentally modifying a descriptor segment belonging to some other user,
jr
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since the only descriptor segment routinelyappearing in the virtual memory of this process
is its own.

Entries to the supervisor which implement
"special privileges" (e.g., the operator may have
the privilege of shutting the system down) are
generally controlled by ordinary access control
lists, either on the gates of supervisor entries,
or in some cases by having the supervisor procedure access some data segment before proceeding
with the privileged operation.
If the user
attempting to invoke the privilege does not appear
on the access control list of the data segment, an
access violation fault will occur, rather than an
unauthorized use of the privilege.
The final step of "locking up" the supervisor
lies in management of source-sink input-output.
Recall first that all access to on-line catalogued
information of the storage system is handled by
direct mapping into the virtual memory. Thus, input and output operations in Multics consist only
of true source-sink operations, that is of streams
of information which enter or leave the system.
Such operations are performed by hardware I/O channels, following channel programs constructed by the
I/O system in response to I/O requests of the calling program.
These I/O channel programs are placed
in a part of the virtual memory accessible only to
the supervisor*.
Similarly, all input data is read
into a protected buffer area, accessible only to
the supervisor.
Only after the input has arrived
and the supervisor has had a chance to check it is
it turned over to the user, either by copying it,
or by modifying a descriptor to make it accessible
to the user.
A similar, inverse pattern is used
on output. Since during I/O neither the data nor
the channel program is accessible to the user,
there is no hesitation about permitting him to continue his computation in parallel with the I/O
operation. Thus, fully asynchronous operations are
possible.
The system is initialized from a magnetic tape
which contains copies of every program residing in
the most protected area.
In this way, the integrity
of the protection mechanisms depends on protecting
only one magnetic tape, and is independent of the
contents of the secondary storage system (disk and
drums) which are more exposed to compromise by
maintenance staff. On the other hand, since the
system is designed for continuous operation, there

* And to the I/O channels, which use absolute
addresses.
If separate I/O channels were available
to each physical device and the I/O channels used
the addressing descriptors, protected supervisor
procedures would not be required for I/O operations
after device assignment (which requires a descriptor to be constructed.)

Here is an example of a place where building a new
system, rather than modifying an old one, has simplified matters. On some computer systems, the
user constructs his own channel programs, and may
even expect to modify them dynamically during
channel operation.
It is quite hard to invent a
satisfactory scheme for protecting other users
against such I/O operations without placing restrictions on their scope, or inhibiting parallel
operation of the user with his I/O channel programs.

appears to be no need for a separate package consisting of passwords and clearance information as
suggested by Weissman [28
]

To round out the discussion of primary and
virtual memory protection, we should consider storage residues. A storage residue is the data copy
left in a physical storage device after the previous
user has finished with it.
Storage residues must
be carefully controlled to avoid accidental release
of information.
In a virtual memory system, the
only way a storage residue could be examined would
be to read from a previously unused part of the
virtual memory. By convention, in Multics, the
supervisor provides pages of zeros in response to
such attempts.
Since all access to on-line storage
is via the virtual memory, no additional mechanism
is required to insure that a user never sees a
residue from the storage system.

Weaknesses of the Multics Protection Mechanisms
One is always hesitant to list the weaknesses
in his system, for a variety of reasons.
Often,
they represent mistakes or errors of judgement,
which are embarrassing to admit. Such a list provides an easy target for detractors of a design,
and in the protection area provides an invitation
for potential attackers at production installations
which happen to be using the system. In the case
of a system still evolving, such as Multics, known
weaknesses are being corrected as rapidly as
feasible, so any list of weaknesses is rapidly
obsolete. And finally, any list of weaknesses is
almost certainly incomplete, being subject to all
of the built-in blindnesses of its authors. Nevertheless, such a list is quite useful, both to look
for specific interesting unsolved problems, and
also to establish what level of considerations are
still considered relevant by the designers of the
system.
The weaknesses described here begin with
two major areas, followed by several smaller
problems.

Probably the most important weakness in the
current Multics design lies in the large number of
different program modules which have the ability,
in principle, to compromise the protection system.
Of the 2000 program modules which comprise Multics,
some 400, or 207=, are in the "most protected area",
consisting of system initialization, the storage
system, miscellaneous supervisor functions, and
system shutdown. Although all of these 400 modules
operate using the descriptor-based virtual memory
described earlier, the descriptors serve for them
only as protection against accidentally generated
illegal address references; these modules are not
constrained by the inability to construct suitable
descriptors in the same way as the remaining 1600
modules and user programs. Thus any of these 400
modules (averaging perhaps 200 lines of source
code each) might contain an error which compromises
the security mechanisms, or even a security violation intentionally inserted by a system programmer.
The large number of programs and the very high
internal intricacy level frustrates line by line
auditing for errors, misimplementation, or intentially planted trapdoors. This weakness is not
surprising for the first implementation of a sophisticated system, and upon review it is now apparent
that with mild software restructuring plus help from
specialized hardware the number of lines of code in
the most protected area can be greatly reduced --
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In
perhaps by as much as an order of magnitude.
examining many specific examples, there seem to have
been three common, interrelated reasons for the
extra bulk currently found in the protected area:
at the time of design, a function
economics:
could be implemented more cheaply in the most
protected region. Since the protection ring
mechanism was originally simulated by software,
there were design decisions based on the
assumption that calls across ring boundaries
were expensive.
.

.

in the hurry to get
rush to get on the air:
an initial version of the system going, a
shortcut was found, which required unnecessarily placing a module in the most protected
region.

a complex subsystem
lack of understanding:
was not carefully enough analyzed to separate
the parts requiring protection; the entire
subsystem was therefore protected.

control lists, accessibility modes, and rings of
protection perhaps should be viewed as a problem of
programming in which, as usual, the structures
available in initial designs do not correspond
directly with the user's way of thinking, even
though there may be some way of programming the
In the area of
structure to accomplish any intent.
protection, the problem has a special edge, since
if a user, through confusion, devises an overly permissive protection specification, he may not discover his mistake until too late.
At a level of significance well below the two
major points of system size and' user interface complexity are several other kinds of problems. These
problems are felt to be less significant not because
they cannot be exploited as easily, but rather because the changes required to strengthen these areas
are straightforward and relatively easy to implement.
These problems include:
1,

With hardware-supported protection rings,
hindsight, and the experience of a complete working
implementation, it is apparent that a smaller "most
protected area" can be constructed. It now appears
possible to make complete auditing a feasible task.
A project is now underway to test this hypothesis
by attempting to develop an auditable version of
the most protected region of Multics.
The second serious weakness in the current
Multics design is in the complexity of the user
In creating a new segment, a user should
interface.
specify permitted lists of users and projects,
specify allowed modes of access for each, decide
whether or not backup copies should be allowed and
whether or not bulk I/O should be permitted for the
segment, and whether or not the segment should be
part of a protected subsystem. He should check
that permissions he has given to modify higherlevel directories interact in the desired way with
his current intent. A variety of defaults have
been devised to reduce the number of explicit
choices which need be made in common cases: as
already mentioned, a per-directory "initial access
control list" is by default assigned to any new
segment created in that directory. The defaults
merely hide the complex underlying structure, however, and do not help the user with an unusual
protection requirement, who must figure out for
himself how to accomplish his intentions amid a
myriad of possiblities, not all of which he underThe situation for a project administrator,
stands.
who can control the initial program his users get,
and may perhaps force all of his users to interact
via a limited, protected subsystem is similar, but
with fewer defaults and more possibilities
available.

The solution to this problem lies in better
understanding the nature of the typical user's
mental description of protection intent, and then
devising interfaces which permit more direct specification of that protection intent. As an example,
a graduate student devised a simple Multics program
which prints a list of all users who may force
access to a segment (by virtue of having modify
access to some higher level directory.) This list
does not correspond to any single access control
list found anywhere in the system, yet it is clearly
relevant to one's image of how the segment is
protected.
Setting up the mechanisms of access

Communication links are weak. Of course, any
use of switched telephone lines leads to vulnerability, but provision for integration of
a Lucifer-like system[23] for end-to-end
encryption of messages sent over public lines
or through a communication network would probably be a desirable (and simple) addition.
As an example of a typical problem in this
area, the Bell System 202C6 DATAPHONE dataset,
which is used for 1200 bps terminals, does not
include provision for reporting telephone line
disconnection to the computer system during
If a user accidendata output transmission.
tally hangs up his telephone line during output, another user dialing to the same port on
the computer may receive the output, and capture control of the process. Although remedial
measures such as requiring reauthentication
every few minutes could be used, automatic
detection of the line disconnection would be
(Note that for the more
far more reassuring.
commonly used 103A DATAPHONE dataset, which'
does report telephone line disconnections,
this problem does not exist; upon observing
the dropping of the carrier detect line from
the dataset, Multics immediately logs the user
out.)

2.

The operator interface is weak. The primary
interface of the operator is as a logged- in
user, where his interactions can be logged,
verified, and suitably restricted. However,
the switches
he has a secondary interface:
It would
and lights of the hardware itself.
appear that the potential for error or sabotage via this route is far higher than
If every hardware switch in the
necessary.
system were both readable and settable by
(protected supervisor) programs, then all such
switches could be declared off limits to the
operator, and perhaps placed behind locked
Since all operator interaction would
panels.
then be forced to take place via his terminal,
his requests can be checked for plausibility
by a program. What has really gone wrong here
is a failure to completely reconsider t*£ rc.e
of the operator in a computer system operating
Functions such as operation of
as a utility.
card readers and printers do not require access
or
to switches on the side of the processor
even physical presence in the same room as the
The decision that
computer, for that matter.
a system failure has occurred and the

—
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appropriate level of recovery action to take
are probably the operator functions which are
hardest to automate or decouple from the physical machine room, but certainly much movement in this direction would be easy to
accomplish.
3.

_

4.

5.

storage area are destroyed, and the area is
marked as reusable. No further descriptors
for the storage area will ever be constructed
without first clearing the storage area, but
meanwhile the residue remains intact.
In
principle, there is no way to exploit these
residues using the system itself, but automatic overwriting of the residues at the time
of deletion would provide an additional safeguard against accidents, and guarantee that a
segment, once deleted, is not accessible even
to a hardware maintenance engineer.
A similar
problem exists for the magnetic tapes containing backup copies of segments.
In at least
one case on another time-sharing system, the
persistence of backup copies has proved
embarrassing:
a government agency requested
that a file containing a list of special telephone access codes be completely deleted; the
installation administrator found himself with
no convenient way to purge the residues on the
backup tapes. These tapes should probably be
encrypted, using per-segment keys known only
by the operating system.
It is an interesting
problem to construct a strategy for safely encrypting backup copy tapes, while ensuring
that encrypting keys do not get destroyed upon
system failure, making the backup copies
worthless.

Users are permitted to specify their own
passwords, leading to easy-to-guess passwords.
The resulting loss of security has already
been well documented in the literature[25],
and this method has been used at least once to
improperly obtain access to Multics at M.T.T.,
when a programmer chose as his Multics password the same password he used on another, unsecured time-sharing system. A better strategy
here would be to force the use of system-generated randomly chosen passwords, and also to
place an expiration date on them, to force
periodic password changes. For sensitive
applications, or situations where the password
must be exposed to unknown observers (as in
using a system via the ARPA network), the
system should provide lists of one-time
passwords.
The supervisor interface is vulnerable to misimplementation. Although this difficulty
could be described as a specific example of a
supervisor too large and complex to audit, it
is worth identifying in its own rightThe
problem has to do with checking the range of
arguments passed to the supervisor. The hardware automatically checks that argument
addresses are legitimately accessible to the
caller, and completely checks all use of
pointer variables as indirect addresses. However, it provides no help in determining
whether the ultimate argument values are
"reasonable" for the supervisor entry in
question. Each entry must be prepared to
operate correctly (or at least safely) no matter what combination of argument values is
supplied by the caller. Certain kinds of
interfaces make for difficulty in auditing a
program to see if it properly checks range of
arguments. For example, if the allowed range
of one argument depends on the result of computation which is based in part on another
argument, then it may be hard to enforce a
programming standard which requires that all
supervisor entries check the range of all their
arguments before performing any other computation.
The current Multics interface has
examples of situations in which, to verify that
a supervisor entry is correctly programmed so
that it does not blow up when presented with
an illegal argument, one must trace hundreds
of lines of code and many subroutine calls.
Such interfaces discourage routine auditing
of the supervisor interface, and probably result in some undetected implementation errors.
It would be interesting to explore the design
of argument range-checking hardware, which
would force the system programmer to declare
the allowed range of arguments for his entries,
and thereby force out into the open the existence of arguments whose range is not trivially
testable, for interface design revision.

Secondary storage residues are not cleared until they are reassigned.
When a segment is
deleted, all descriptors for the physical

6.

Over-privileged system administrator. Some
system functions have been organized in such a
way that the administrators of the system require more privilege than really necessary.
For example, measures of secondary storage
usage are stored in the using directory rather
than in an account file. As a result, the
administrative accounting programs which prepare bills for secondary storage use must have
access to read every directory in the storage
system. For another example, the "locksmith"
function, mentioned earlier, is currently
implemented by giving the locksmith permission
to modify the root directory of the storage
system directory hierarchy. Thus the locksmith has the unaudited ability to grant himself access to every file in the storage
system. Such a design means that one of the
easiest ways to attack is to attempt to influence the system administrator, possibly by
surreptitiously inserting traps in some program he is likely to use* while running a
process whose principal identifier needlessly
permits extensive privileges. The counter
measure, currently partially implemented, is
to provide administrators with protected subsystems from which they cannot escape, which
are certified to exercise a minimum of privilege, and which maintain audit trails.

7.

Ponderous backup copy and retrieval scheme.
It has been noticed that the general method
currently used for indexing the contents of
storage system backup copy tapes is weak, so
that the only effective way to identify a desired copy of a damaged segment is to permit
the user to manually scan printed journals of
the names of the segments copied onto each
tape.
These journals contain the names of

* This technique has been described as the "Trojan
Horse" at tack [5].
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other users' segments and directories, and
were intended for use only for emergency situations and with proper clearance. Unfortunately, the number of retrieval requests which
can be handled on other than an emergency basis
is a sensitive function of the quality of the
tools available for searching the journals
automatically while maintaining privacy. A
simple scheme based on a protected subsystem
for searching journals has recently been proposed, but is not yet implemented.
8.

9.

Counter-intelligence techniques have not been
exploited. Although logs of suspicious events
(such as incorrectly supplied passwords) are
maintained no true counter-intelligence strategies are employed. For example, Turn, et al.
[26] have suggested inserting carefully monitored apparent flaws in the system. These
flaws would be intended to attract a would-be
attacker; any attempt to exploit them would
result in an early warning of attack and an
opportunity to apprehend the attacker.
Some areas of potentially vulnerability have
not been examined. These include vulnerability
to undetected failures of the hardware protection apparatus[17],* electromagnetic radiation
from the physical hardware machine [3], and
traffic analysis possibilities, using performance measurement tools available to any user.

It is interesting to note that none of these
nine specific weaknesses represent intrinsic diffi-culties of full-scale computer utility systems
relatively straightforward modification can easily
strengthen any of these areas. In fact, neither
the two major weaknesses nor the nine specific ones
represent "holes" in the sense of being immediately
exploitable by an attacker. Rather, they are areas
in which an attacker is more likely to discover a
method of entry caused by misimplementation, misunderstanding, or mismanagement of an otherwise
securable system. Thus we might describe the protection system as usable, though with known areas

of weakness.

Conclusions
This paper has surveyed the complete range of
information protection techniques which have been
applied to a specific example of a system designed
for production use as a computer utility. Over
three years of experience in a production environment at M.I.T. has demonstrated that the mechanisms
are generally use-ful. A commonly asked question
(especially in the light of recent experiences
with attempts to add security to other commercially
available computer systems) is "how much performance is lost?" This question is difficult to
answer since, as is evident, the protection structure is deeply integrated into the system and

Although the 6180 hardware is less vulnerable
than some. An asynchronous processor-memory interface tends to stop when an error occurs rat*«sr t..at)
proceeding with wrong data; complete instruction
decoding explicitly traps all but legal operation
codes and addressing modifiers; and the multiprocessor organization helps obviate the need for
pipelines and other accident-prone highly-tuned
*

logic tricks.

cannot be simply "turned off" for an experiment.
However, one significant observation may be made.
In general, the protection mechanisms are closely
related to naming mechanisms, and can be implemented
with a minimum of extra fuss in a system which provides a highly structured naming environment. Thus,
the users of Multics apparently have found that the
overall package of a structured virtual memory with
protection comes at an acceptable price.
The Multics protection mechanisms were designed
to be basic and extendable, rather than a complete

implementation of some specialized security model.
Thus there are mechanisms which may be used to provide the multilevel security classification (top
secret, secret, confidential, unclassified) and the
access compartments of the U.S. governmental securIf one wished to precisely imitate
ity system[27].
the government security system, he could do so withIn this sense,
out altering the operating system.
Multics differs with, say, SDC's ADEPT[28] and
IBM's Resource Security System[14], both of which
specifically implement models of the government
security system, but which do not permit, for
example, user-written program-protected data bases.

We should also note that the Multics system
was designed to be securable which is different
than stating that any particular site is actually
operated in a completely secured fashion. Such
matters as machine room security, certification of
of hardware maintenance engineers and system operators, and telephone wire tapping are largely outIn
side of the scope of operating system design.
addition, correct administration can be encouraged
by the design of an operating system, but not
enforced. Further we have reported the design of
the system, realizing that its implementation has
not yet been completely audited and therefore may
contain trivial programming errors which affect
protection.
,
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Protection of computations and information

important aspect of a computer

which uses segmentation as a

utility.

is

an

Introduction

In a system

memory addressing

The

topic of this paper

is

the control of access to

scheme, protection can be achieved in part by

stored information in a computer

associating concentric rings of decreasing access

describes a set of processor access control

privilege with a computation. This paper describes

that were devised as part of the second iteration of the

hardware processor mechanisms for implementing

hardware base for the Multics system. These mechanisms provide a hardware implementation of protection
rings which limit the access privileges of an executing
program.

these rings of protection.

The mechanisms allow

cross-ring calls and subsequent returns to occur

without trapping to the supervisor. Automatic
hardware validation of references across ring

boundaries

is

also performed. Thus, a call

by a user

procedure to a protected subsystem (including the
the supervisor)

is

identical to

a

call to

a companion

The mechanisms of passing and
referencing arguments are the same in both cases as
user procedure.

well.
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protection, protection

rings, protection hardware, access control,

hardware

Multics

memory, Multics
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The paper
mechanisms

a general purpose, multiple user, inter-

computer system developed at Project mac of
mit in a joint effort with the Cambridge Information
active

Systems Laboratory of Honeywell Information Systems
Inc. and, until 1969, the Bell Telephone Laboratories. It
was built and is being run as an experiment in designing,
implementing, operating, and evaluating a prototype
computer utility. (Reference [14] contains a bibliography of publications on Multics.)

access control, computer utility, time-sharing, shared
information, segmentation, virtual

is

utility.

Multics

is

currently implemented

on a Honeywell

645 computer system. The 645 represents a

first

attempt

to define a suitable hardware base for a computer utility.

While containing special logic to support a segmented
virtual memory, the 645 processor [10] provides only a
limited set of access control mechanisms, forcing software intervention to implement protection rings. In the
course of Multics development a second iteration of the
design of the hardware base has been undertaken. The
resulting new hardware system is being built as a re-
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placement for the 645 using the technology of the

cation. In addition, cost should be proportional to the

computer systems. The new processor includes an improved set of access control mechanisms, described here, which implement rings almost
completely in hardware. These mechanisms were developed from a scheme described in [16]. Although specifically designed for Multics, the mechanisms are applicable to any computer system which uses segmentation

The existence of
mechanisms with sophisticated capabilities should cost no extra to those with unsophisticated
needs. Cost includes the subsystem complexity and user
inconvenience that result from use of the access control
mechanisms, as well as any associated extra storage

Honeywell 6000

memory

as a

series

and by presenting

access control

space and execution time.
Simplicity

addressing scheme.

This paper begins by establishing the general need
to control access to stored information in a computer
utility

functional capability actually used.

several criteria for

comparing

is

the third criterion. While

it is

true that

economy, something more is at
stake. For a set of access control mechanisms to be accepted there must be confidence that no way exists to
simplicity often leads to

The

way

to achieve confidence

to

different sets of access control mechanisms. Relevant

circumvent

aspects of the organization of segmented memories are
then sketched, and the processor mechanisms for imple-

keep the mechanisms so simple that they may be com-

menting protection rings are described. The paper concludes by illustrating how rings can be used and by
evaluating the impact of a hardware system design.

mechanisms, lack of simplicity often implies lack of

it.

best

With

understood.

pletely

The fourth

criterion,

means

may be combined easily
in

to

access

control

security.

often neglected. It

Access Control

respect

is

programming

generality,

is

that individual procedures

into larger units without under-

standing or altering their internal organizations. Pro-

a Computer Utility

generality allows sharing to be effective in
encouraging users to build upon one another's work.
An implication of programming generality of relevance

gramming
Protection of computations and information

is

an

important aspect of a computer utility. The multiple
users of a computer utility have different goals and are
responsible to different authorities. Such a diverse group
will use the same system only if it is possible for them to
achieve independence from one another. On the other
hand, a great potential benefit of a computer utility is
its ability to allow users to easily communicate, cooperate, and build upon one another's work. The role of
protection in a computer

action

—guaranteeing
allowing

sired,

utility is to

control user inter-

total user separation

unrestricted

user

when dewhen

cooperation

mechanisms is that it should be poschange the protection environment of procedures and collections of procedures without altering

to access control
sible to

their internal structure.
It clearly is difficult

nisms which satisfy

all

to design access control mecha-

four of these criteria simultane-

ously. Increases in functional capability

come

at the

expense of economy, simplicity, and programming generality. The challenge in designing a set of access control

mechanisms

is

to maximize functional capability within

control as will be useful.

the constraints of the other three criteria. In the following sections a set of hardware access control mecha-

While there are many manifestations of protection
in a computer utility, most may be related to controlling
access to stored information. Because stored information represents both data and executable procedure,

nisms that was devised in the course of Multics development is described. These mechanisms appear to provide
a significant improvement in the simultaneous satisfaction of the four criteria as compared with the mecha-

control of access to stored information serves to regulate

nisms in the

desired,

and providing as many intermediate degrees of

initial

Multics implementation.

information processing as well.

Four criteria can be applied to a set of access control
mechanisms to judge its usefulness in a computer utility:
functional capability, economy, simplicity, and programming generality. The first means that a set of access
control mechanisms should be able to meet an interesting set of user protection needs in a natural way. The
ability to meet interesting protection needs must be a
quality of the basic mechanisms, while the ability to do
so in a natural way is a quality of their user interface.
An obvious goal in designing new protection mechanisms

is

to maximize functional capability.

The second criterion, economy, means that the cost
of specifying and enforcing a particular kind of access
constraint with a set of mechanisms should be so low
that

it is

not an important consideration in determining

Segmented Virtual Memory Environment

The processor access control mechanisms described
here regulate the ability of an executing program to
reference information in a segmented virtual

memory.

As a basis for understanding these access control mechanisms this section briefly reviews the structure of a typsegmented virtual memory. (See [1-3] for detailed
descriptions of several segmented virtual memories.)
A machine language program for a segmented enviical

ronment does not reference memory by absolute adments

identified

array of words.

memory

consists of independent segnumber.
Each segment is a separate
by

dress. Rather, its

A

two-part address

the type of access control to be used in a particular appli-

word w of the segment numbered

1S8
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w) identifies
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The

collection of segments in the virtual

memory

is

defined by a descriptor segment containing an array of
segment descriptor words (sdw's). Each sow can de-

segment in the virtual memory. The numis just the index of the corresponding
in the descriptor segment. Among other things, an

scribe a single

on-line.

the virtual

user associated with a process

memory of the

Once a segment

ber of a segment

sdw
sdw

The name of the

must match some entry on the access control list of a segment before the supervisor will add that segment to the
is

process.

included in the virtual memory,

however, finer control on access

is

required. (If a process

could, say, write in any segment to which

contains the absolute address of the beginning of
the corresponding segment in memory. The absolute
address of the beginning of the descriptor segment is

little

contained in the descriptor base register (dbr) of a processor. Each processor contains logic for automatically

machine language programs constructed by users, it
must be implemented as hardware access validation on

translating two-part addresses into the corresponding

each reference. The structure of the virtual

absolute addresses. Address translation, done with an
indexed retrieval of the appropriate sdw from the de-

makes

sharing of information

If this finer control is to

sdw

it

among

users

it had access,
would occur.)

be effective against arbitrary

memory

natural to record these finer constraints in the

associated with each segment. Since the processor

machine language program. Paging, if appropriately
implemented, need not affect access control; it will be
ignored in the remainder of this paper.
Changing the absolute address in the dbr of a proc-

must examine the sdw for a segment each time that segment is referenced by two-part address anyway, there is
little effort added to validate the intended access against
constraints recorded there. With this structure it is also
possible to change the allowed access to a segment by
changing the finer constraints recorded in the sdw, and
to expect the change to be immediately effective, although the need for such dynamic changes is rare.
Flags which enable a segment to be read, written,
and executed are natural constraints to record in each
sdw. The value for each flag comes from the access control list entry which matched the name of the user asso-

essor will cause the address translation logic to interpret

ciated with the process.

scriptor segment, occurs each time a

memory

is

referenced,

i.e.

word

in the virtual

each time an instruction,

in-

direct word, or instruction operand reference is made by
an executing program.
Storage for segments is usually allocated with a

paging scheme in scattered fixed-length blocks. If used,
paging is also taken into account by the address translation logic, but is totally transparent to an executing

two-part addresses relative to a different descriptor segment. This facility can be used to provide each user of
the system with a separate virtual

memory.

A

single

segment may be part of several virtual memories at the
same time, allowing straightforward sharing of segments

among

users.

An attempt by a process to
change the contents of a word of a segment, for example,
would be allowed by the processor only if the write flag
were on in the sdw for the segment. This mechanism
provides individual control on the ability of each user's
process to read, write, and execute the words in each
segment stored on-line. It also makes a segment the
smallest unit of information that can be separately protected.

Controlling Access in a Segmented Virtual

Memory

To provide a framework for discussion, three specific
assumptions true of Multics are introduced. First, a
process with a new virtual memory is created for each
user

when he logs

user

is

in to the system,

and the name of the
The process is the
only means of refer-

associated with the process.

active agent of the user,

and

is

his

encing and manipulating information stored on-line.
Second, on-line storage is organized as a collection of

segments of information. A process can reference a segment of on-line storage only if the segment is first added
to the virtual

memory of

need in many computations for

cution point passes through the various programs that
direct the computation.

The most obvious examples of

need are explicit invocations of supervisor programs
during the course of a computation. The execution point

this

may

pass from a user program to a supervisor

program

to initiate an input/output operation or change the access control

list

of a segment, and then pass back to the

named by

gram can access information in some way that the user
program cannot. In a system that allows and encourages

application of the rest of the discussion

to other systems with segmented virtual

memories

is

sharing of information

among users,
A may wish

appear. For instance, user

other examples
to allow user

to access a sensitive data segment, but only

B

through

a special program, provided by A, that audits references
to the segment. During the course of a computation in

straightforward.
to a virtual

memory, an operation

performed by supervisor programs, provides the initial
opportunity for controlling access to information stored
159

intrinsic

user program. Presumably the executing supervisor pro-

an access control list associated with each segment. As
will be seen, any system providing access control of the
type under discussion will probably have analogous as-

Adding a segment

seems to be an

the access capabilities of a process to vary as the exe-

the process. Third, the users

that are permitted to access each segment are

sumptions. The

With the access control mechanisms described so far,
all programs executed as part of some process have the
same information accessing capabilities. However, there

a process of user B, access to the sensitive data segment
should be allowed only when the execution point is in
the special program provided by A.
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1 tie

word "domain"

is

frequently associated with a

must be extended to indicate which rings include

flags

The examples above point to
need for multiple domains to be associated
with a process and for the domain in which the process
is executing to occasionally change as the execution

each access capability. Because of the nested subset
property of rings, the capability, say, to write a particular segment, if available to a process at all, is included in

point passes from one program to another. A descriptor
segment with read, write, and execute flags in the sdw's

write permission

set of access capabilities.

an

intrinsic

defines a single domain. Additional

mechanisms are

rings numbered less than or equal
The range of rings over which this
all

applies

Read and execute

some value

brackets for each segment

the same way.

A

process

required to allow multiple domains to be associated

can be established

with a single process.

mitted to read, write, or execute a segment in

A

very general set of access control mechanisms
would place no restriction on the number of domains

which could be associated with a
force no restrictive relationships to

process,
exist

and would

among the

sets

memory

only

if

sdw

of the segment, along with the read, write,

(See [5, 7, 8, 12, 13, 17] for several approaches that have
been explored.) In Multics the strategy was adopted of
limiting the number of domains which may be associated
with a process, and of forcing certain relationships to
the sets of access capabilities included in
is

of the supervisor/user modes that provided protection
many computers. This path of development was
chosen because it solved the most pressing problems of
access control involved in the prototype computer
in

due to the inherent simplicity of the

was a path that

the Multics designers

felt

and execute
ifies

a flag

flags. If

is

on, then the

number

spec-

the extent of the corresponding bracket. Turning a

flag cy^indicates that the

corresponding access capability

any ring of the process. For example,
a data segment might have its execute flag turned off or
a pure procedure segment might have its write flag
turned off A register is added to the processor to record
the current ring of execution of the process.

The proc-

essor can then validate each reference to a segment by

protection rings.

The characterization of rings as a restricted implementation of domains is the result of hindsight. When
developed, rings were viewed as a natural generalization

utility and,

is

A partial hardware implementation of rings places
numbers indicating the top of each bracket of a segment

is not included in

among

per-

is

virtual

the ring of execution of the process

in the

the domains. The result

its

within the proper bracket.

of access capabilities included in the domains. Unfortunately, devising such a set of access control mechanisms
that also meets the criteria of economy, simplicity, and
programming generality is a difficult research problem.

exist

in

w.

segment for the

called the write bracket of the

is

process.

to

idea,

it

making the obvious comparisons when the sdw for the
segment is examined for address translation.
Figure 1 illustrates the flags and brackets that might
be associated with a writable data segment for some
process. (In Multics, eight was chosen as the appropriate
number of rings. Eight rings are shown in the examples,
although more or fewer rings might be appropriate in
another system.)

confident they

could successfully complete. Even today rings appear to
provide an effective trade-off among the criteria men-

Fig.

Example access

1.

2

1

1

1

4

3.
1

indicators for a writable data segment.

1

5
1

I

tioned above.

write bracket

6

1—

7

ring

1

1

read flag
write flag
execute flog

read bracket

on
oa
•

off

Protection Rings

Associated with each process are a fixed number of
domains called protection rings. These r rings are named
by the integers through r — 1. The access capabilities
included in ring
in ring n

m are constrained to be a subset of those
m > n. Put another way, the sets of

whenever

The association of multiple domains of protection
with a process generates the need for a new kind of access capability

—the capability to change the domain of

execution of a process. Since changing the domain of

make

access capabilities represented by the various rings of a

execution has the potential to

process form a collection of nested subsets, with ring

capabilities available to a process,

the largest set and ring r

—

1

the smallest set in the collec-

must be

carefully controlled.

it is

An

additional access

an operation that

understanding of the

Thus, a process has the greatest access privilege

sort of control required can be gained by reviewing the

when executing in ring 0, and the least access privilege
when executing in ring r — 1. The total ordering of the

A domain provides the means to
and data segments from other procedures that are part of the same computation. Using

tion.

sets of access capabilities defined

numbered

rings of a process

is

by the consecutively

the property which allows

a straightforward implementation of rings in hardware.

As described
segment

earlier, the

in the virtual

permission flags for each

memory

of a process simply indi-

purpose of domains.
protect procedure

domains,

it

should be possible to

make certain access
when particular

capabilities available to a process only

programs are being executed. Restricting the

cate that the segment can or cannot be read, written, or

locations, called gates, provides this ability, for

executed by the process. With the addition of rings, the

the

160

start

of

execution in a particular domain to certain program

program sections that begin
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plete control over the use

made of the

access capabilities

ring

—the ring

which the procedure is intended to exeProcedure segments with wider execute brackets
in

included in the domain. Thus, changing the domain of
execution must be restricted to occur only as the result

cute.

of a transfer of control to one of these gate locations of

tines that are certified as acceptable for execution in

another domain.
With a completely general implementation of domains, each domain could provide protection against

of several rings.

the procedures executing in all other domains of a process. The corresponding property of rings is that the

protection provided by a given ring of a process is effective against procedures executing in higher numbered
rings. Switching the ring of execution to a lower number
makes additional access capabilities available to a process, while switching the ring to

a higher number reduces

downward

the available access capabilities. Thus, the

must be coupled to a transfer
the lower numbered ring. Gates

ring switching capability

of control to a gate into

are specified by associating a (possibly empty)

is

transferred to a segment while the ring of execution

is

ify

any

the bottom of the execute bracket as well.

The double

esting functional capability. In fact,

it eliminates an
unwanted degree of freedom in access specification,
thereby removing the potential to make certain types of
errors, such as allowing both writing and execution of a
segment in more than one ring of a process.
Figure 2 shows example access indicators for a pure
procedure segment containing gates, and illustrates how

Fig. 2. Example access indicators for a pure procedure segment
which contains gates.
2

l

4

3
1

1

1

6

5
J

1

1

7
1

ring
1

read brocket

then the transfer must be directed to one of the gate
locations in the segment. If the transfer is to a gate, then

down

library subrou-

use of this field does not appear to remove any inter-

the top of the execute bracket for the segment,

the ring of execution of the process will switch

commonly used

The arbitrary lower limit on the execute bracket of a
segment can be implemented by using the field of an
sdw which specifies the top of the write bracket to spec-

I

above

contain

will

of

list

memory

gate locations with each segment
of a process. If the execution point of the process
in the virtual

normally

write bracket if
wri te flag on

to

0,1,2

the top of the execute bracket of the segment as the
transfer occurs. If the transfer is not directed to one of
the gate locations, then the transfer

To

provide control of this

capability which

is

is

not allowed.

downward

ring switching

consistent with the subset property

of rings, a gate extension to the execute bracket of a
segment is defined. The gate extension specifies the con-

numbered

above the execute bracket of
the segment that include the "transfer to a gate and
change ring" capability for the segment. The gate list
and the gate extension to the execute bracket can both
be specified with additional fields in each sdw.
secutively

In contrast to

rings

downward

the execute and write brackets specified in an

sdw must

be related.

The

gate list and the numbers specifying the read,
and execute brackets and gate extension in each
sdw all come from the access control list entry which
write,

permitted the process to include the corresponding seg-

ment

memory, as did the values
and execute flags.

in its virtual

read, write,

for the

ring changes, switching the

ring of execution to a higher-numbered ring can only

decrease the available access capabilities of a process.
Thus, an upward ring switch is an unrestricted operation
that can be performed by any executing procedure. (The
instruction to be executed immediately following an

Call and Return

must come from a segment that is
executable in the new, higher-numbered ring.) For
programming convenience, the upward ring switch may

procedure transfers control to a gate of another domain.
In the context of most programming languages, an inter-

be coupled to a special transfer instruction.

following a

upward

The

ring switch

last step

the executing

procedure transfer represents a subroutine
call,

call,

a return

or a nonlocal goto. Linguistically,

all

comes from the observa-

of the execution point; this change affects the binding of

mem-

a lowest-numbered ring in

variable

names to

virtual storage locations.

The

call

operation has the additional function of transmitting

intended to execute. In order

arguments and recording a return point. Performing

provide the means for preventing the accidental

these functions generally requires the cooperation of

which that procedure
to

is

when

three operations produce a change in the environment

is

tion that for each procedure segment in the virtual

ory of each process there

above, a change in the domain of execu-

step

abstract description of rings

from completion. The

now one

As argued

tion of a process can occur only

is

a ring lower

both the procedure initiating the operation and the

than intended, the requirement that execute brackets

procedure receiving control. If a call, return, or goto
changes the domain of execution because it happens to
be directed to a gate location of another domain, then

transfer to

and execution of a procedure

in

is relaxed and instead an
have a lower limit at ring
arbitrary lower limit is allowed. For many procedure

segments the execute bracket
161

will include exactly

one

the situation becomes
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procedure can depend upon the other to cooperate. An
important simplification introduced by restricting domains to a ring structure is that a procedure may assume
the cooperation of procedures in lower-numbered rings.

stack segment for a ring to the ring number. Using this

processor automatically calculates the segment

rule, the

number of the proper stack segment for the called procedure's ring of execution. By convention, a fixed word of

domains, the addressing environ-

each stack segment can point to the beginning of the
next available stack area. Thus, the stack segment num-

usuaily defined via processor registers, for the

ber alone can provide the called procedure with enough

procedures must be pure and it is not convenient to
embed addresses within them. Part of the function of the
call, return, and goto operations is to properly update

information from which to construct its own stack
pointer. Because the processor provides the stack seg-

When
cesses

ment

this

procedures are shared

and
is

different

among

different pro-

environment pointer. In Multics, pure procedures

are used with a per process stack, and a stack pointer
register provides the required

environment

stack of a process

is

end at ring n. Thus, stack areas for these procedures are not accessible to procedures executing in any

ets that

ring

m>

register

n.

is

bered ring,

In the following discussion the stack pointer

used as a typical example of the required

environment pointer.
The most common ways of changing the ring of execution of a process are a call to a gate of a lower-num-

e.g.

in a

higher-num-

the calling procedure, can affect the value

of the stack pointer for the called procedure.

The second problem,

definition.

implemented with a separate
segment for each ring being used. The stack segment for
procedures executing in ring n has read and write brack-

The

ment number, no procedure executing

is

validating

argument

references,

solved by providing processor mechanisms which

al-

low a procedure to assume the more restricted access
capabilities of any higher-numbered ring for particular
operand references. Using these mechanisms, the called
procedure can validate access when referencing argu-

ments as though execution were occurring in the (highernumbered) ring of the calling procedure. Thus, the
called procedure, even though it is executing in a ring
with more access capabilities than the ring of the calling
procedure, can prevent itself from reading or writing

bered ring and the subsequent upward return. A downward call represents the invocation of a user-provided
protected subsystem or a supervisor procedure. Because

any argument that the

the Honeywell 645 was designed around the usual supervisor/user protection method, the version of Multics for

solved by having the processor leave in a program acces-

machine implements rings by trapping to a supervisor procedure when downward calls and upward returns are performed. The hardware mechanisms detailed
in the next section eliminate the need to trap in these
cases. Using these improved hardware access control
mechanisms, downward calls and upward returns occur
without the intervention of a supervisor procedure and
are performed by the same object code sequences that
perform all calls and returns.
It is the nested subset property of rings that makes a

this

straightforward hardware implementation of downward
and upward returns possible. Because of this prop-

calls

erty, the called

procedure automatically has all access
any arguments that

capabilities required to reference

the calling procedure can legitimately specify and to
return to the calling procedure in the ring from which it
called.

However, three problems remain.

First, the called

calling procedure could not also

read or write.

The

final

problem, knowing the ring of the

caller, is

number of the ring in which execution
was occurring before the downward call was made. The
subsequent return is made to that ring. Thus the calling
procedure has no opportunity to lower the number of
the ring to which the return is made.
The next two sections describe in more detail how
downward calls, argument referencing and validation,
and upward returns are implemented. Before proceeding
to that description, however, there are two other possibilities to consider: a call and return that do not change
the ring of execution, and an upward call and the subsequent downward return. The first presents no protection
problem, as both the calling and the called procedures
have available the same set of access capabilities. The
hardware mechanisms for downward calls and upward
returns also work when no change of ring is needed.
The last possibility is more difficult to handle. An
upward call occurs when a procedure executing in ring

sible register the

procedure must have a way of finding a new stack area
without depending upon information provided by the
calling procedure. Second, the called procedure must
have a way of validating references to arguments, so that

n calls an entry point in another procedure segment

it cannot be tricked into reading or writing an argument
that the caller could not also read or write. Finally, the
called procedure must have a way of knowing for certain

tion to n.

which the calling procedure was executing,
so that the called procedure cannot be tricked into returning control to a ring not as high as that of the calling

that the calling procedure may specify
cannot
be referenced from the ring of the
arguments that

the ring in

procedure.

The key
stack area,
162

whose execute bracket bottom
sequent return

istics

to solving the

first

problem, finding a new

a rule relating the segment number of the

m >

n.

When

is

downward,

the call

The sub-

resetting the ring of execu-

These cases exhibit two unpleasant characterof a general cross-domain call and return that were

not present in the other cases.

The

first is

called procedure. (For a

downward

property of rings guaranteed

set

is

is

occurs, the ring of execution will change to m.

call,

the nested sub-

that this

could not

happen.) There are at least three possible solutions to
this

problem.

One is to
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into a ring are allowed, then this gate

must behave as

though it were stored in a push-down stack, so that only
the gate at the top of the stack can be used. The gates
specified in sdw's seem poorly suited to this sort of dynamic behavior. Processor mechanisms to provide dy-

Fig.

Schematic description of relevant storage formats and

3.

processor registers.

scribed in the next section does not implement

upward
and downward returns without software intervention. Although the same object code sequences that
perform all calls and returns are used in these cases as
well, the hardware responds to each attempted upward
call or downward return by generating a trap to a supervisor procedure which performs the necessary environment adjustments.
The manner in which the stack pointer register value
calls

Descriptor base register

DBR

ADDRESS

LENGTH

|

|

Segment descriptor word

SDW

ADDRESS

LENGTH

|

j

(stored

in

Instruction poin er

RING

|

SEGNO

PRNLW

|

WORDNO
(stored In

OFFSET

|

|gATe|

ndicotor

register

|

Instruction word

INST

memory)

|w|e

|r2|r3 |r

Rl

access

IPS

OPCODE

memo ry)
1

|

of the calling procedure

Program accessible pointer registers

restored

PRI

—
SEGNO

ndlrect word

IND

RING

|

j

RING

|

SEGNO

|

occurs and

in

left in

memory)

WORDNO

|

1

and then restore it before the subsequent return, since in
these cases the called procedure has access capabilities
which allow it to cause the calling procedure to malfunction in other ways anyway. For an upward call and the

|

emporary pointer register

TPR

call

reasonable to trust the called procedure to save the value
the stack pointer register by the calling procedure

WORDNO

(stored

SEGNO

saved when a

1

'

RING

is

when

the subsequent return occurs has not yet
been discussed. For a same-ring or downward call, it is

PRO

•

namic, stacked return gates are not obvious at this time.
Because of these two problems, the hardware de-

WORDNO

subsequent downward return, the same convention can
be used without violating the protection provided by the
lower ring if the intervening software verifies the restored stack pointer register value

downward

when performing the

return.

specify only arguments that are accessible in the higher-

numbered ring of the called procedure. This solution
compromises programming generality by forcing the

Hardware Implementation of Rings

calling procedure to take special precautions in the case

of an upward call. Another possible solution is to dynamically include in the ring of the called procedure the
capabilities to reference the arguments. Because a segment is the smallest unit of information for which access
can be individually controlled, this forces segments

which contain arguments to contain no other information that should be protected differently, again compro-

In this section the ideas presented in the previous sections are gathered into a description of a design for

processor hardware to implement rings. The description

touches upon only those aspects of the processor organization that are relevant to access control.

mented addressing hardware described

discussion which follows.

sive to dynamically include and remove the argument
referencing capabilities from the called ring. The third
possible solution is copying arguments into segments

write,

them back to

their original locations

and then copying
on return. This so-

lution restricts the possibility of sharing arguments with
parallel processes. None of the three solutions lends
itself to

a straightforward hardware implementation.

The second unpleasant characteristic is that a gate
must be provided for the downward return. (For an
upward return the nested subset property of rings made
a return gate unnecessary.)
created at the time of the

when
163

The
upward

return gate
call

must be
and be destroyed

the subsequent return occurs. If recursive calls

seg-

the foundation of the ring implementation mechanisms.
Figure 3 presents a schematic description of storage

mising programming generality, unless segments are inexpensive enough that, as a matter of course, every data
item is placed in its own segment. It may also be expen-

that are accessible in the called ring,

The

earlier serves as

formats and processor registers that are relevant to the
The dbr and sdw's have already been mentioned. The three 3-bit ring numbers in

an sdw (sdw.rI, sdw.r2, and sdw.r3) delimit the read,
and execute brackets and the gate extension. The

write bracket

is rings
through sdw.rI,- the execute
bracket sdw.rI through sdw.r2, and the gate extension

sdw.r2+1 through sdw.r3. Rather than providing a
fourth number to specify the top of the read bracket,
sdw.r2 is reused for this purpose. Thus the read bracket
is

rings

through sdw.r2. Forcing the top of the read

and execute brackets to coincide in this manner does not
seem to preclude any important cases, and saves one
ring number in the sdw. Supervisor code for constructing sdw's must guarantee that sdw.rI < sdw.r2
< sdw.r3 is true. The single-bit read, write, and execute
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(sdw.r, sdw.w, and sdw.e) also appear. Finally,

flags

the

list

of gate locations of a segment

is

compressed to

a single fixed-length field (sdw.gate) by requiring

all

gate locations to be gathered together, beginning at

of a segment, sdw.gate contains the number

location

of gate locations present.

The

instruction pointer register (ipr) specifies the

Fig. 4. Retrieval of next instruction to

be executed.

current ring of execution and the two-part address of

the next instruction to be executed.

of an instruction word in

memory

The

general format

(inst) is also

shown

for later reference.

The program

accessible pointer registers (prO, prI,

each contain a two-part address and a ring number.
Because segment numbers are not generally known at
the time a procedure segment is compiled, machine
...)

instructions

specify

giving an offset (in

operand addresses by
inst.offset) relative to one of the

Fetch SOW for segment
containing next instruc(Segment number is
t ion.
TPfl.SEGNO)
[Access

/sOW.Ris TPR.RING SSOW.R2N

no

"jnol

in

v jo[0

fkm

execute

two-part

Access uiolofian

PR's (specified by inst.prnum) or ipr.

The

ring

number

execute flog not

in a pointer register (prh.ring) is used to specify a vali-

dation level for the address, and is part of the mechanism that allows an executing procedure to assume the

Finish instruction fetch

number

fvttard

i

s

TPR.WORDNO)

access capabilities of a higher-numbered ring for refer-

encing arguments.

One of

the PR's

is

intended to serve

as the stack pointer register mentioned earlier.
Indirect addressing

by

may be specified in an instruction

setting the indirect flag (inst.i). Indirect

words (ind)

may

contain the same information as PR's, and

The

final

item in Figure 3

is

The next phase of

also

indicate further indirection with an indirect flag (ind.i).

the temporary pointer

the instruction cycle, calculating

effective address of the instruction's operand,

in

tpr the

is

described in Figure

5.

This phase occurs only

The tpr is an internal processor register
that is not program accessible. It is used to form the
two-part address of each virtual memory reference
made. The ring number (tpr.ring) provides the value

instruction has an operand in

with respect to which permission to reference the virtual

which

memory

operand.

register (tpr).

location

validated.

is

There are two aspects to the implementation of rings
in hardware.

The first is access checking logic,

integrated

with the segmented addressing hardware, that validates
each virtual memory reference. The second is special
instructions for changing the ring of execution.

way

to describe the

instruction cycle,

first

aspect

is

The

best

to trace the processor

The second

aspect will be discussed

when the

de-

scription of the instruction cycle reaches the point where

the instruction

The

is

actually performed.

translation that the

sdw

for

the segment containing the instruction becomes available, the ring of execution

(now tpr.ring)

is

matched

sdw and the
segment may be executed

against the execute bracket defined in the

execute flag

is

checked. If the

if

the

effective

the final two-part address of the operand

and indirections have

taken place) together with an effective ring number
is

used to validate the actual reference to the

The formation of a two-part address in tpr.segno
and tpr.wordno is very straightforward and is described by Figure 5. The calculation of the ring number
portion of the effective address in tpr.ring and the access validation performed before retrieving indirect
words, also shown in Figure 5, need further comment.
The

effective ring portion of the effective address

provides a procedure with the means of voluntarily as-

suming the access capabilities of a higher-numbered
ring when making an instruction operand reference. The
effective ring

phase of the instruction cycle, retrieving the
next instruction to be executed, is described in Figure 4.
first

At the point during address

is

(after all address modifications

paying particular attention to the

places where operations related to access validation occur.

address

memory. The

number

also records the highest-numbered

ring from which a procedure (in the

same

process) pos-

could have influenced the effective address calculation. The first opportunity for the value of tpr.ring to
change during effective address calculation occurs if the
sibly

instruction contains an address that

to

some

pr/i.

In this case tpr.ring

larger of its current values

and the

number

(still

an offset relative
updated with the

is

is

the current ring of execu-

in the specified pointer regis-

from the current ring of execution the instruction fetch
is completed. The access violations and other conditions
requiring software intervention shown in this and fol-

tion)

lowing figures generate traps, derailing the instruction

the operand reference will be as though execution were

cycle.

164

A

traps action

is

described later in this section.

ring

ter (pr«.ring).

Thus,

if

prh.ring contains a value that

is

greater than the current ring of execution, validation of

occurring in this higher-numbered ring.
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The remaining opportunities

to change the value of

tpr.ring occur in conjunction with the processing of
indirect words involved in the effective address calcula-

Each time an indirect word is retrieved, tpr.ring
updated with the larger of its current values, the ring

tion.
is

Fig. 5.

Formation

TPR

in

of effective address of instruction

operand.

number in the indirect word (ind.ring), and the top of
the write bracket for the segment containing the indirect
word (sdw.rI). The ring number in the indirect word
has the same purpose as the ring number in a pointer
register— forcing validation of the operand reference

In =

relative to some higher-numbered ring. Including in the
calculation the top of the write bracket of the segment

INST.PRNUM)

TPR.SEGNO<3=PRn. SEGNO
TPR.WORDNO<*PRn.VIORDNO + INST.OFFSET
TPR. RING* man (TPR. RUG. PRn. RING I

containing the indirect word, however, has another purpose. The top of the write bracket represents the highest-

Does instruction
specify operand address
indirectly?

numbered

4

Fetch SOW for segment
containing indirect
word. (Segment number
lis TPR. SEGNO}

influenced the result of the effective address calculation.

}

(SOW.R = *T>

<
I

with respect to the highest-numbered ring which could
have influenced the effective address.

*no—(TPR.fmdsSOVLR2>
yes

yes

—

The capability

Access violation

[read flag off and
ndirect word not
n same segment as
nst ruction

from which a procedure in the same
word and thereby

Taking into account sdw.rI when updating tpr.ring
guarantees that the operand reference will be validated

L*S^*LS _vi°.i.a.L' £?_
effective ring not
within read bracket
of segment containing indirect word

ring

process could have altered the indirect

yes

IE

tive address

-no-^TPR.SEGNO-IPR.SEGNo)>

to read an indirect word during effecformation must be validated before the

word is retrieved. Validation is with respect to
the value in tpr.ring at the time the indirect word is
encountered. At the conclusion of the effective address
calculation described in Figure 5, tpr contains the effecindirect

Finish indirect word fetch.
(Weed number is TPR.WORDNO)

TPR.SEGNO<£ IND. SEGNO

TPR.WORDNO <3= IND.WORDNO
TPR.RHGO= mo»(TPR.RING,SDW.RI,

IND. RING)

^Further indirection

of the instruction operand, including the
number with respect to which the reference
to the operand will be validated.

tive address

?)-yes —

effective ring
(At this point TPR
contains effect ive
address of instruc
t ion
operand.

The next phase of the instruction cycle is to perform
For the purpose of access validation,

the instruction.

the possible instructions

may be broken into three
made to the

groups, according to the type of reference

operand. Figure 6 shows the access validation for the
straightforward cases of instructions which read their
Fig. 6. Access validation for instructions

Fetch SOW

which read or write their

for segment
containing operand.
(Segment number

Fetch SOW for segment
containing operand.
(Segment number in

TPR. SEGNO)

TPR.SEGNO)

m

Access violation
effective ring
not in write

bracket

Access violation
write flag not

read flag not on
and operand not in
same segment as
instruction
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operands and instructions which write their operands.
The third group, instructions which do not reference
their operands,

is

One

illustrated in Figure 7.

set in this

the "Effective Address to Pointer Register"type (EAP-type) instructions which load the ring, segno,
and wordno fields of pr/i with the corresponding fields

group

is

not referenced, so no access validation is required. Instructions of this type are important, as will be seen later, for they are the only way to

of tpr. The operand

is

load PR's.
The remaining instructions illustrated
transfer

instructions.

To

provide

in

Figure 7 are

some

protection

Fig. 7. Access validation for instructions

which do not reference

their operands.

against changing the ring of execution by accident, all
transfer instructions except two, call and return, are

\

/

CALL

instruction

RETURN
instruction

other

transfer
instruction

\

EAP-type

instruction

constrained from doing so. Since a transfer instruction
does not reference its operand, but just loads the address

operand into the instruction counter, no access
validation is really required. However, an advance check
on whether reloading ipr from tpr will result in an acof

its

when the next

cess violation

instruction

is

Fetch SOW for segment containing
operand. (Segment
number in TPR.SEGMO
Access v io lot ion

retrieved is

effective ring not
in execute brocket

very useful from the standpoint of debugging, for it
catches the access violation while it is still possible to
identify the instruction which

made

The two

s

TPR.RINC<SQW.R2>
yes

Access viola_tjon_
execute flag off

«-no—(SOW.E

-=

Q^y

the illegal transfer.
[Access

Figure 7 describes the advance check for transfer instructions other than call

-no-<SDW.Rt

M

and return.

instructions that remain to be considered

I

fl

v iololiof)

g^!t™£

^o^TP*,^

tPB .R,NG>

instruction other
than CALL or RETURN

are the instructions which can change the ring of execution: call and return. They are intended to be used to

implement the same-named

1
linguistic operations.

call

will automatically switch the ring of execution to a
lower number and return to a higher number if the oc-

These instructions also function
returns within the same ring.
and
properly for calls
upward call or a downward
an
When used to perform
return, the instructions cause traps which allow software

casion requires

it.

performance

and

validation

Fig. 8. Access

of

instruction.

intervention.
Fetch SOW for segment
containing operand
(Segment number in

Figure 8 describes the access validation and perform-

ance of the call instruction. Several points require
further explanation. The first concerns gates. From Figapparent that a call must be directed at a
gate location even when the called procedure will execute in the same ring as the calling procedure. The ra-

ure 8

TPR -SEGNO)
Access_v_i_ojol_ion_

execute flag off

it is

tionale for this use of the gate

list

is

that

can provide protection against accidental calls to
locations that are not entry points, even when the call
comes from within the same ring. Thus, sdw.gate for a
procedure segment usually specifies the number of ex-

]

Upward

intervention

of the gate extension of the segment

is

effective ring above 1«

'

ity is that if

>

may

i

sdw.rQ>

n

^TPR.RING

i

SDW.R3 )

(

sdw.r2 for

L** c

TPR .RtNG ,S0W.R2)| "*-\
(Calculate new
ring of execution)

i:*?

I

|

_

"j? ,0_, i on-

i

attempt to make an
upward call resulting from effective
being higher
r mg

any externally defined entry point in a prois a gate for a higher-numbered ring,

RETURN

TPR. RING

;

TPR. RING C= min

^ TPR.RING

slPR.RfNG^
yes

slack
base pointer

(creole

cedure segment

1

SDW.GATE>

the top

rl*»frw*tirm allil.

.

.

<

gate extension

in the

above the top of

the execute bracket, i.e. only if sdw.r3
+V»a canmt>n* XVi<» r»rir*#» r*oir4 fnr tViic prrnr

1

(TPR.WQRDNO

[^Access ^iololio_n_

ternally defined entry points in the procedure segment.

if

—™

cat}

software
required

i

sense described in the previous sections only

o*y
>«»

<Ttpr-segno»ipb.segmo
Access _vjo la f_io_n
ol tempt to can a
non-gate tocat ion

!

it

These become gates for higher-numbered rings

< SOW.E =
j

I

of a segment

3~

also be used to implement the nonlocal goto

operation.
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ment

is

new

the same as the

transfer of control

ring number.

2

The

final

achieved by reloading ipr.ring,

is

ipr.segno, and ipr.wordno from the corresponding

of tpr.

fields

Fig. 9. Access

validation

and performance of the

RETURN

The return instruction is described by Figure 9.
The access validation is the same as for other transfer
instructions. The ring to which the return is made is
by the effective ring portion of the effective

specified

instruction.

address generated by the return instruction. In the case
that the return

<

—

TPR.RING SSCW.R2~>

no

effective ring not

3

Te«ciire flog t>tJ

1

Downward return

^-

soft wore intervention required

IPS.RINrr)

an upward return to the proper

PRn.RING 0=

=0,1,

ring. (See the next sec-

tion for details.)

Two

(PRn.RlNG. TPR.RING)
for n

ring of execution. This re-

ring can never contain a value that is less than iPR.RrNG,
a fact which proves very useful when passing arguments
on a downward call and which makes it easy to perform

_

<

(upward return]

In

new

loaded with EAP-type instructions, guarantees that prm.-

[Access violation"]

i

fields in all

placement, together with the fact that PR's can only be

Access violation
in execute bracket

p^TPR.RING

upward, the ring number

current values and the

TPR. SEGNO)
<SOW.RI

is

pointer registers are replaced with the larger of their

Fetch SDW for segment
containing operand.
(Segment number in

-^^_

items remain to be considered to complete the

description of the processor hardware for implementing
rings.

One is the action

of a trap. Traps are generated by

a variety of conditions in Figures 4-9, as well as by
missing segments and pages, I/O completions,
the processor detects such a condition,
ring of execution to zero

and

location in the supervisor.

A

it

etc.

When

changes the

transfers control to a fixed
special instruction allows

the state of the processor at the time of the trap to be
restored later

if

appropriate, resuming the disrupted

instruction.

The other item concerns
then

all are.

On intersegment transfers of control

within

same ring, the gate restriction can be bypassed by
using a normal transfer instruction rather than a call.
The only exception to having the call instruction rethe

spect the gate

list

of the operand segment occurs

if

the

operand is in the same segment as the instruction. Allowing a call instruction to ignore the gate list of the
segment containing the instruction permits it to be used
to implement calls to internal procedures.
The access validation for the call instruction is

made

relative to the ring

number computed

as part of

Certain instructions,

if

privileged

executable by

all

instructions.

procedure seg-

ments, could invalidate the protection provided by the
ring mechanisms.

Among

these are the instructions to

load the dbr, start I/O, and restore the processor state
after a trap.

Such instructions are designated as

privi-

leged and will be executed by the processor only in ring
0.

This convention restricts their use to supervisor pro-

cedures.

Call and Return Revisited

the effective address. Since, as a result of PR-relative

addressing and indirection,

the

effective

ring

(tpr.ring) can be higher than the current

value

ring

of

The intended use of
described

is

illustrated

the hardware mechanisms just
by considering again two key

execution (ipr.ring), what would appear to be a call

aspects of the linguistic meaning of the operations call

within the same ring or to a lower ring with respect to

and

tpr.ring can in fact be an upward call with respect
to ipr.ring. Because in normal circumstances this
situation represents an error, the decision

generate an access violation when
current ring of execution

is

it

is

made

to

occurs, even if the

within the execute bracket

of the called procedure segment.
of the
call generates in prO a pointer to word
stack segment for the new ring of execution. (The PR to
use as this stack base pointer is chosen arbitrarily.) The
stack segment selection rule illustrated in Figure 8 is
that the segment number of the appropriate stack seg167

return.

Two

subtle features may be included at this point by using a
insophisticated stack segment selection rule. If the
struction does not change the ring of execution, then the segment
2

CALL

more

for the stack base pointer is taken directly from the stack
pointer register, allowing the continued use of a nonstandard stack

number

segment for procedures executing in the same ring. If the CALL instruction does change the ring of execution then the new stack segment number is calculated by adding the new ring number to an
additional

DBR field that

specifies the eight consecutively

numbered

segments that are the standard stack segments of the process. The
use of the additional DBR field allows more flexibility in stack segment assignment, facilitating the preservation of stack history following an error and the implementation of forked stacks.
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The

first

aspect to be reconsidered

is

way argu-

the

ments are passed and referenced. A procedure making a
call constructs an array of indirect words containing the
addresses of the various arguments to be passed with
the call. To inform the called procedure of the location
of this argument list, the calling procedure loads a specific PR designated by software convention (call it PRa)
with the address of the beginning of the argument

An

list.

instruction of the called procedure can reference the

nth argument as

The

dress.

its

operand by using an indirect ad-

location of the indirect

word

is

specified in

and return

way

which a return to the proper
earlier, the hardware
guarantees that the ring fields in all pr's always contain
values greater than or equal to the current ring of execution. Thus, after a call all pr's except prO, which is
altered by the call instruction, initially contain the ring
call

ring

is

is

the

in

accomplished. As described

of the caller (or some higher number) in their ring
follows that any scheme for returning which

fields. It

depends upon one of these values is secure. For example,
the convention described earlier for restoring the stack
pointer register value of the caller before a return

the instruction as PRa offset by n. If this operand refer-

it

ence constitutes an upward cross-ring argument reference then the proper validation is automatic, for PRa.-

tion via this restored pr. (For this

natural to address the operand of the

curred.)

the ring in which the calling procedure was executing

generate an effective ring

the call was made. Thus, validation of

all

argu-

references by the called procedure will be with

respect to an effective ring that

is

makes

instruc-

scheme to work, the

return point must have been saved by the caller at a

ring, as set by the calling procedure, must contain a
number that is greater than or equal to the number of

when
ment

return

standard position in

The return

its

stack area before the call oc-

instruction

is

thus guaranteed to

number no lower than the ring
of the calling procedure and therefore will return control
to the ring of the caller or some higher-numbered ring.

at least as high as the

ring of the caller.

The

ring

number

in PRa, then, allows the called pro-

Use of Rings

cedure to automatically assume the fewer access capabilities of the calling procedure in the case of an upward
cross-ring argument reference via

Not

pro and the argument

argument references, however, will be made
in this way. For example, if an argument is an array,
then the corresponding argument list indirect word will
address the first element. The called procedure may find
list.

all

convenient to load some free PR, say prI, with the
actual two-part address of the beginning of that array
it

argument so that array indexing can be more easily accomplished. If prI is loaded with an EAP-type instruction
whose operand address is specified via PRa and the argument list, then the proper effective ring number will
automatically be put in prI.ring, and subsequent references to the argument via prI will also be validated
with respect to an effective ring that is at least as high as
the ring of the caller. If prI

word,

this effective ring is

is

then stored as an indirect

put into the ring

field

of the

Some

insight into the functional capabilities of rings

can be gained by considering

briefly the

way

in Multics.

The

ring protection scheme allows a layered super-

visor to be included in the virtual

memory

cedures,

such as those implementing the primitive

operations of access control, I/O,

memory

and processor multiplexing, execute

multiplexing,

remaining supervisor procedures execute in ring 1 Examples of ring 1 supervisor procedures are those
performing accounting, input/output stream management, and file system search direction. (Deciding how
.

many layers to
in

each layer

use and which procedures should execute
is

an interesting engineering design

problem.) Supervisor data segments have read and write
brackets that end at ring

layer of the supervisor needs to access each.

with an argument address,

e.g. by
of an indirect word, then all manipulations of the argument address are safe, and all
argument references will be validated with respect to an

ring

associated

zeroing the ring

field

effective ring that is at least as high as the ring

of the

caller. 3

The second aspect to be reconsidered with

The

in ring 0.

does not make an

lower the effective

of each

process. In Multics, the lowest-level supervisor pro-

indirect word. In fact, as long as the called procedure
explicit effort to

the basic

mechanisms described in the previous sections are used

Implicit

invocation

or ring

1,

depending on which

of certain ring

supervisor

procedures occurs as a result of a trap. Explicit invoca-

and ring 1 supervisor procedures
by procedures executing in rings 2-5 of a process is by

tion of selected ring

standard subroutine calls to gates. Procedures executing
in rings 6

and 7 are not given access to supervisor

gates.

respect to

Because separate access control lists for each segment and separate descriptor segments for each process

This property allows the correct argument validation to occur
when an argument is passed along a chain of downward
calls. The RING field of an argument list indirect word will specify
the ring which originally provided the argument. If this vaiue is
higher than the value of PRa.RING, then the indirect word ring
number will become the effective ring for validation of references to
the corresponding argument.

provide the means to control separately the use of each

3

naturally

segment by each user's process, not

and not

gates into super-

all

gates need have the

same gate extension
some gates into

associated with them. For example,
ring

are accessible to the processes of all users, but only

to procedures executing in ring
internal interfaces between the
168
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visor.

Some gates into ring

1

evaluted by a grading program executing in ring

are accessible to procedures

executing in rings 2-5 in the processes of selected users,

but are not accessible at

all

users.

An

new users that is available only from the processes

latter

kind

is

a gate for regis-

paper.

of system administrators.

As pointed out by

ware

Dijkstra

[6],

making the supervisor

easier to

a layered supervisor

modify correctly and

increasing the level of confidence that the supervisor

For example, changes can be made
without having to recertify the correct operation of the procedures in ring 0.
functions correctly.

in ring

1

4.

software

A

fundamental constraint enforced by

this soft-

a program executing in ring n cannot
specify r1, r2, or r3 values of less than n in an access

has several advantages. Constructing the supervisor in
layers enforced by ring protection reinforces these advantages. It limits the propagation of errors, thereby

of a

description

access
control facility based on rings that allows them to be
used in the manner just outlined would require another

from the processes of other

tering

example of the

The complete

facility is that

list entry of any segment. Although a given ring
simultaneously protect different subsystems in different processes, each ring of each process can protect

control

may
•

A

only one subsystem at a time.
usable software access
control facility must constrain each user's ability to
set and modify access control specifications
so that this sole occupant property can be verified and
enforced when necessary.

dynamically

By arranging for standard user procedures to execute
and 3 become available for the protec-

in ring 4, rings 2

tion

of

user-constructed

subsystems.

Subsystems

Conclusions

executing in rings 2 and 3 of a process can be protected

from procedures executing in rings 4-7 in the same way
is protected from procedures executing in rings 2-7. All comments made about a supervisor implemented in rings
and 1 of each process apply
to protected subsystems implemented in rings 2 and 3.
Different protected subsystems may be operated simultaneously in rings 2 and 3 of different processes and
that the supervisor

processes

several

may

share

the use

protected subsystem simultaneously.

of the

The ring protection
them

allows

scheme that

is

compatible with a shared virtual memory based on segmentation. This generalization solves three significant
kinds of problems of a general purpose system to be
used as a computer

utility:

users can create arbitrary, but protected, subsystems

•

for use

users to freely provide ring 3 protected sub-

systems for one another, is not discussed here.)
Examples of protected subsystems that might be
provided by various users are a proprietary compiler or

a subsystem to provide interpretive access to some sensitive data base and safely log each request for information.

by others;

the supervisor can be implemented in layers which

for inclusion

supervisor.

all

traditional supervisor/user protection

•

(The software facility that forces
standard user procedures to execute in ring 4, and yet

in the

in

paper implement a methodical generalization of the

same

scheme allows the operation of user-constructed protected subsystems without auditing

The hardware mechanisms derived and described
this

are enforced;

the user can protect himself while debugging his

•

The subset

access property of rings of protection does
not provide for what may be called "mutually suspicious
programs" operating under the control of a single proc-

ess.

On

the other hand,

it

is

just that subset property

which imposes an organization which is easy to understand and thus allows a system or subsystem designer

With most user procedures executing in ring 4, rings
5, 6, and 7 are available for user self-protection. For
example, a user may debug a program by executing it
in ring 5, where only procedure and data segments intended to be referenced by the program would be made
accessible. The ring protection mechanisms would detect

to convince himself that his implementation

many of

anisms which permit

the addressing errors that could be made by
program and would prevent the untested program
from accidently damaging other segments accessible
from ring 4. In the same way ring 5 can be used for the
execution of an untrusted program borrowed from anthe

own

(or borrowed) programs.

Also,

it is

just the subset property which

is

is

complete.

the basis for

a hardware implementation that is integrated with segmentation mechanisms, requiring very small additional
costs in hardware logic

The long-range

and processor speed.
of hardware protection mech-

effect

calls to protected subsystems that
use the same mechanisms as calls to other procedures

bound

to be significant. In the interface to the super-

visor of

most systems there are many examples of
whose interface design is biased by the assump-

is

facilities

other user.

tion that a call to the supervisor

Because supervisor gates are not accessible from
rings 6 and 7 of any process in Multics, procedures executed in these rings have no explicit access to supervisor

the usual

result

to

place

is

relatively expensive;

several

closely related
functions together in the supervisor, even though only
one of the group really needs protection. For example,
is

functions; they may, however, be given permission to

in the Multics typewriter

user-provided gates into rings 4 or 5. Ring 6 of a
process might be used, for example, to provide a suitably isolated environment for student programs being

tions of copying data in and out of shared buffer areas
and of executing the privileged instruction to initiate

169
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two functions

are deeply tangled with typewriter

uses a version of the software implementation of rings.

operation strategy and code conversion, the typewriter

The complete automation of downward calls and up
ward returns was proposed in a thesis in 1969 [16]; the

these

O control package is currently implemented as a set
of procedures all located in the lowest-numbered ring of
I

the system, thus increasing the quantity of code which

maximum

has

A

designs, where complex

the addition of ring

numbers to

indirect

words and the

processor pointer registers, as suggested by Daley.

privilege.

similar example

description in this paper extends that thesis slightly with

is
file

found

many

in

system

file

search operations are carried

out entirely by protected supervisor routines rather than
by unprotected library packages, primarily because a

many

call and return

The

instructions proposed there have also

been simplified.

The hardware implemented call and return, and
managed stacks, were at least partly in-

automatically

access

spired by similar mechanisms which have long been used

operations, each of which would require transfer to a

on computer systems of the Burroughs Corporation

complex

file

search requires

individual

protected service routine, which transfer

is

file

presumed

[4, 11].

In addition to those

costly.

The
mented

initial

version of Multics used software imple-

rings of protection.

The

result

was a very

conservative use of the rings: originally just two supervisor rings and one user ring were employed, and the

named above, D.D.

Clark, C.T.

Grochow, N.I. Morris,
M.A. Padlipsky, M.R. Thompson, V.L. Voydock, and
Clingen, R.J. Feiertag, J.M.

V.A. Vyssotsky contributed significant help in understanding and implementing rings of protection.

two supervisor rings were temporarily collapsed into
one (thus exploiting the programming generality objective referred to before) while the software ring crossing

mechanisms were tuned up. Today, although there

many

obvious applications waiting, the ability to use
more than two rings in a computation is just beginning
to be exploited. The availability with the new Multics
processor of hardware implemented rings which make
downward calls and upward returns no more complex
than calls and returns in the same ring should significantly increase such exploitation.

idea

of

generalizing

the

supervisor/user

relationship to a multiple ring structure was suggested

by R.M. Graham, E.L. Glaser and
initial
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Multics PL/I Compiler

Fre! burghouse.
Reprinted from AFIPS Conference
Proceedings 55, AFIPS Press, 1969 / pp. 187-199, with
permission. Copyright 1969 by AFIPS Press.
by R.A.

This paper describes -the second PL/I
compiler successfully
constructed for Multics,
and used for the compilation of the
operating system itself. Although today a third and better PL/
compiler
is
now in use,
the basic organization of the second
compiler was
preserved.
Probably
the
most
significant
observation about these two compilers is that even though they
implement the full language, they generate object code of high
enough quality (often better than an average machine language
programmer) to be used in the operating system itself.
Since the
concept of writing the system in PL/I, to make
its
description
smaller, more maintainable, and easier to learn, was considered
pivotal in
the goals of Multics,
this paper
is
especially
significant.
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The multics PL/1 compiler
by R. A.

FREIBURGHOUSE

General Electric

Company

Cambridge, Massachusetts

INTRODUCTION
The Multics PL/1 compiler is in many respects a
"second generation" PL/1 compiler. It was built at a
time when the language was considerably more stable
and well defined than it had been when the first
compilers were built- 1 ,2 It has benefited from the
experience of the first compilers and avoids some of the
difficulties which they encountered. The Multics compiler is the only

the program. Each program operating in this
environment consists of two segments: a text segment
containing a pure re-entrant procedure, and a linkage
segment containing out-references (links), definitions
(entry names), and static storage local to the program.
The text segment of each program is sharable by all
other users on the system. Linking to a called program is
normally done dynamically during program execution.
to

PL/1 compiler written in PL/1 and is
first PL/1 compiler to produce high

Implementation techniques

believed to be the

The entire compiler and the Multics operating system

speed object code.

The language
The Multics PL/1 language is the language defined
IBM "PL/1 Language Specifications" dated
March, 1968 1 At the time this paper was written most
by the

language features were implemented by the compiler

but the run time library did not include support for
input and output, as well as several lesser features.
Since the multi-tasking primitives provided by the

Multics operating system were not well suited to PL/1
tasking,

PL/1 tasking was not implemented.

Inter-

communication (Multics tasking) may be
performed through calls to operating system facilities.
process

The system environment
The compiler and

its

object programs operate within

The environment
provided by this system includes a virtual two dimensional address space consisting of a large number of
segments. Each segment is a linear address space whose
the Multics operating system. 3

addresses range from
is

to

4 6

-

'

64K. The entire virtual store

supported by a paging mechanism. which

is

invisible

were written in EPL, a large subset of PL/1 containing
most of the complex features of the language. The EFL
compiler was built by a team headed by M. D. Mcllroy
and R. Morris of Bell Telephone Laboratories. Several

members
original

of the Multics

EPL

PL/1

project modified the

its object code
knowledge acquired from

compiler to improve

performance, and

utilized the

PL/1
sufficiently
are
PL/1
compiler. EPL and Multics
compatible to allow the Multics PL/1 compiler to
this experience in the design of the Multics

compile itself and the operating system.
The Multics PL/1 compiler was built and de-bugged
by four experienced system programmers in 18 months.

program preparation was done on-line using the
CTSS time-sharing system at MIT. Most de-bugging
was done in a batch mode on the GE645, but final
de-bugging was done on-line using Multics.
The extremely short development time of 18 months
was made possible by these powerful tools. The same
All

design programmed in a macro-assembly language using
card input and batched runs would have required twice
as much time, and the result would have been extremely

unmanageable.
187
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The

Design objectives

The project's design decisions and choice of techniques
were influenced by the following objectives:

A

2.

complete PL/1 language.
A compiler which produced relatively fast object
code for all language constructs. For similar

correct

implementation

of

reasonably

a

language constructs, the object code was expected to equal or exceed that produced by most
Fortran or

COBOL

compilers.

Object program compatibility with EPL object
programs and other Multics languages.

4.

An extensive compile

5.

A

time diagnostic

facility.

machine independent compiler capable of

bootstrapping

The

program being
phases of the
between
compiled serves as the interface

The

internal representation of the

The

compiler.

1.

3.

internal representation

itself

onto other hardware.

compiler's size and speed were considered less

internal representation

is

organized into

a modified tree structure (the program tree) consisting
of nodes which represent the component parts of the

program, such as blocks, groups, statements, operators,
operands, and declarations. Each node may be logically
connected to any number of other nodes by the use of
pointers.

Each source program block is represented in the
program tree by a block node which has two lists
connected to

it:

The elements

a statement

list

and a declaration list.
symbol table

of the declaration list are

nodes representing declarations of identifiers within that
block. The elements of the statement list are nodes
representing the source statements of that block.

Each

important than the above mentioned objectives. Each
phase of the original compiler occupies approximately
32K, but after the compiler has compiled itself that
figure will be about 24K. The original compiler was
about twice as slow as the Multics Fortran compiler.
The bootstrapped version of the PL/1 compiler is
expected to be considerably faster than the original
version but it will probably not equal the speed of

statement node contains the root of a computation tree
which represents the operations to be performed by that

Fortran.

generally refer to a declaration of

statement. This computation tree consists of operator

nodes and operand nodes.

The operators of the internal representation are
n-operand operators whose meaning closely parallels
that of the PL/1 source operators. The form of an
operand is changed by certain phases, but operands
constant.

An

overview of the compiler

The Multics PL/1 compiler
does

is

designed

along

not an interactive compiler nor
perform partial compilations. The compiler

traditional lines. It
it

is

PL/1 external procedures into relocatable
binary machine code which may be executed directly or
which may be bound together with other procedures
compiled by any Multics language processor.

translates

The notion
compiler.

of a phase

the

discussing

is

organization

particularly useful
of

the

Multics

A phase is a set of procedures which

when
PL/1

performs

a major logical function of compilation, such as syntactic analysis.

A phase is not necessarily a memory load or

a pass over some data base although

it

may,

in

some

be either or both of these things.
The dynamic linking and paging facilities of the
Multics environment have the effect of making available in virtual storage only those specific pages of those
particular procedures which are referenced during an

cases,

execution of the compiler.

compiler

is

may

call

each other.

The PL/1 compiler

organized into five phases: Syntactic Translation,

Declaration Processing, Semantic Translation, Optimization,

some variable or

also serves as the root of a

computation tree which describes the computations
necessary to locate the item at run time.
This internal representation is machine independent
in that it does not reflect the instruction set,

the

addressing properties, or the register arrangement of
the GE645. The first four phases of the compiler are also

machine independent since they deal only with this
machine independent internal representation. Figure 1
shows the internal representation of a simple program.

Syntactic translation

Syntactic analysis of PL/1 programs is slightly more
difficult than syntactic analysis of other languages such

a larger language containing more
constructs, but it does not present any

as Fortran.

syntactic

significantly

consists of

PL/1

is

new problems. The

two modules

syntactic translator

called the lexical analyzer

and

the parse.

Lexical analysis

therefore only a logical grouping of pro-

cedures which
is

A phase of the Multics PL/1

Each operand

and Code Generation.

The lexical analyzer organizes the input text into
groups of tokens which represent a statement. It also
creates the source listing file and builds a token table
which contains the source representation of all tokens in

The Multics PL/1 Compiler

PROC;
OCL I FIXED.PRINT ENTRY, F ENTRY RETURNS(FIXED) INT;

FACT:

PRINT:

1

-

,

END;

END F;
END FACT;

FACT

/

statement nod*
for THEN clous*

CALL

DO

end

The token table produced by
the lexical analyzer for
this

program

is:

vector of painters is the
representation of the coll
statement, it is created by
the lexical analyzer and serves
OS input to the parse.
This

r.

stat*mont nod*

for

tabl*

j

symbol tabl*

statement nod*
for IF clous*

DO

statement nod*

r

-block nod*

statement nod*

for

f

^for N

block nod*

for

symbol

^f^ J

symbol tab!*
^,for PRINT

symbol tobl*
,for F

PROCIMESSAGE, VALUE);

DCL MESSAGE CHAR (*), VALUE FIXED;
CALL DISPLAYfMESSAGE II VALUE)
END:

TO 10;
00 I
CALL PRINTfFactoriol is.FU));

PROC (N) FIXED;
DCL N FIXED;
THEN RETURNH);
IF N «
RETURN (N«F(N -1)h

2-75

*jump,n*.

i

N

>stot*m*nt nod*
•

stot*m*nt nod*
for FACT end

for

RETURN

stat*m*nt nod*
for F *nd

1—The internal represertation of a program.
The example is greatly simplified. Only the state-

Figure

ments of procedure

F are shown

in detail.

Figure 2

the source program.

lexical analyzer.

A token is an identifier, a constant,

The lexical analyzer is called
by the parse each time the parse wants a new statement.
The lexical analyzer is an approximation to a finite
state machine. Since the lexical analyzer must produce
an operator or a

—The output of the

delimiter.

output as well as recognize tokens, action codes are
attached to the state transitions of the finite state
machine. These action codes result in the concatenation
individual characters from the output until a
recognized token is formed. Constants are not converted
of

to their internal format by the lexical analyzer.

They are

converted by the semantic translator to a format which
depends on the context in which the constant appears.
The token table produced by the lexical analyzer
contains a single entry for each unique token in the
source program. Searching of the token table is done

a hash coded scheme which provides quick
Each token table entry contains a
pointer which may eventually point to a declaration of
utilizing

access to the table.

the token. For each statement, the lexical analyzer

The parse
The

parse consists of a set of possibly recursive
procedures, each of which corresponds to a syntactic
unit of the language. These procedures are organized to

perform a top down analysis of the source program. As
each component of the program is recognized, it is
transformed into an appropriate internal representation.
The completed internal representation is a program tree
which reflects the relationships between all of the
components of the original source program. Figure 3
shows the results of the parse of a simple program.
Syntactic contexts which yield declarative information are recognized by the parse, and this information is

passed to a module called the context recorder which
constructs a data base containing this information.
Declare statements are parsed into partial symbol table
nodes which represent declarations.

The problem of backup

builds a vector of pointers to the tokens which were

found in the statement. This vector serves as the input
to the parse. Figure 2 shows a simple example of lexical

because of its simplicity

analysis.

simple statement recognition

The top down method

of syntactic analysis

is

used

The use of a
algorithm made it possible

and

flexibility.
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00

'1 TON;

I

S * X( "''

"

same format

as

those derived from declare statements. This activity
creates contextual

and implicit declarations.

»*"*" «»'

Ino

RETURN* Sh

ENDSUM;

**£'%'

J™

declarations having the

new

creates
PROC(X N) FLOAT;
FLOAT;
DCL (s'lNITIAUOI.XCiOOOl)
DCL (I.N) FIXED;

SUM:

.yrnbo.
fjr X

J?'
.owT

'

The

declaration processor

The declaration processor develops sufficient informa-

ytnbol labia
for S

tion about the varialhs of the program so that they
may be allocated storage, initialized and accessed by the
Tha tokan tobla

program's operators. It is organized to perform three
major functions the preparation of accessing code, the
:

computation of each variable's storage requirements,
initialization code.

and the creation of
A
*

The

»tot»m«it iwda
for

OMlgnmant

declaration

processor

is

relatively

machine

independent. All mae'iine dependent characteristics,
such as the number of bits per word and the alignment
requirements of data types, are contained in a table.

computations or statements produced by the
declaration processor have the same internal representation as source language expressions or statements. Later

All

phases of the compiler do not distinguish between them.
stotainant noda
for SUM and

The

use

of

based references by the declaration

pro essor

The concept
statement recognizer
to eliminate all backup. The
before the parse of
identifies the type of each statement
used by
algorithm
that statement is attempted. The
assignment
recognize
this procedure first attempts to
looks for
statements using a left to right scan which
= or
to
token patterns which are roughly analogous

X

=. If a statement is not recognized as an
)
(
against a
assignment, its leading token is matched
This
type.
list to determine the statement

X

keyword

algorithm
identify all

able to positively

very efficient and is
legal statements without requiring keywords

is

of a based reference

is

useful to the

understanding of PL/1 data accessing and the implementation of a number of language features. A based
declaration of the form DCL A BASED is referenced
by a based reference of the form P —» A, where P is a
pointer to the storage occupied by a value whose
description is given by the declaration of A. Multiple
instances of data having the characteristics of A can be
referenced through the use of unique pointers,
A, R -> A, etc.
Q

i.e.,

—

declaration processor implements a number of
language features by transforming them into suitable

The

to be reserved.

based declarations. Automatic data whose size
variable is transformed into a based declaration.

Declaration processing

For example the

PL/1 declaration processing is complicated by the
context
great variety of data attributes and by the
Two
derived.
are
they
sensitive manner in which

becomes

DCL A(N) BASED (P);

the parse.
where:

processor

context processor scans the data base containing
contextually derived attributes produced during the

The

parse by the context recorder. It either augments the
partial symbol table created from declare statements or

declaration:

DCL A(N) AUTO;

modules, the context processor and the declaration
by
processor, process declarative information gathered

The context

is

UUUU

P

is

CUbl (Y

a compiler produced pointer which
v\i vixv <-»\y\j*«j»i«*e> —— V--

Based declarations are
parameters. For example.

X:

PROC

also

(C);

used

DCL

C;

to

is

set

implement

The Multics PL/1 Compiler

Given a declaration of the form:

becomes

PROC

X:

P

DCL C BASED (P);

(P);

DCL

a pointer which points to the argument
corresponding to the parameter C.
where:

2-7 7

is

Data accessing

The address of an item of PL/1 data consists

of three

some storage location, a word
offset from that location and a bit offset from the word
offset. Either or both offsets may be zero. The term
"word" is understood to refer to the addressable unit

A BIT QI.,.
B BlT(o).
C FLOAT;

2

offset of

nearest

A

is zero,

the offset of

is

M

5

of

C

+

M

B is
bits, and the
rounded upward to the

bits

word boundary.

In general, the offset of the nth item in a structure

+

bn(Cn _l(s„_l)

of a computer's storage.

Example

S.

2

The offset

basic parts: a pointer to

1

2

b»_l(C„_2(Sn_2.)

is:

+

b„_2

(•••b 3 (c 2 (s2» +b,(ci(si))) ••)))

1

is a rounding function which expresses the
boundary requirement of the kth item.

where: b k

DCL A AUTO;

s k is the size of the kth item.

The address

of

A

consists of a pointer to the declaring

block's automatic storage, a

word

Ck is the conversion factor necessary to

offset within that

Sk to

some common

convert

units such as bits.

automatic storage and a zero bit offset

The
Example 2

word

1

S BASED (P),

2

A

2

B BIT(N)

BIT(5),

by P —» B, the address of B is a
P, a zero word offset and a bit offset of 5. The

offset

may

include the distance from the origin of

the item's storage class, as was the case with the

example, or

it

may be

first

only the distance from the

level-one containing structure, as

it

was

example. The term "level-one" refers to

in the last
all

variables

object program.

element

references,

references,

SUBSTR(X, K,

A(K,
J),

J),

may

or

also

The

DCL

sub-string

be expressed

as offsets.
Offset expressions

The

declaration processor constructs offset expres-

which represent the distance between an element
of a structure and the data origin of its level-one
containing structure. If an offset expression contains

following example demonstrates

the improvement gained by this technique,

which are not contained within structures. Subscripted
array

(c*)

functions (bt) by keeping track of the current units

referenced

pointer

and boundary
and
the
As
result
a
boundary as it builds the expression.
contain
offset expressions of the previous example do not
conversion functions and boundary functions for yi
*
and B.
the
During the construction of the offset expression,
declaration processor separates the constant and variable terms so that the addition of constant terms is done
by the compiler rather than by accessing code in the
unnecessary conversion functions

DCL

When

declaration processor suppresses the creation of

The

offset of

D

is

1 S,

2

A BIT (5),

2
2

B BIT(K).
C BIT{6),

2

D

K+ll

BIT(IO):

instead of

5+K+6.

sions

the

and

offset

expression

and the

bit

separately. Within each offset,

offset

are developed

the constant and varia-

ble parts are separated. These separations result in the

results in a constant addressing offset. If

the

minimization of additions and unit conversions. If the
declaration contains only constant sizes, the resulting

accessing

offsets are constant. If the declaration contains expres-

it is

expression
results

in

contains

the

variable

generation

instructions in the object program.

terms,
of

The discussion which

follows describes the efficient creation of these offset
expressions.

offset

evaluated by the declaration

only constant terms,
processor

The word

sions,

then the offsets are expressions containing the

minimum number of terms and conversion factors.
The development of size and offset expressions

at
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compile time enables the object program to access data
without the use of data descriptors or "dope vectors.""
Most existing PL 1 implementations make extensive
use of such descriptors to access data whose size or
offsets

are

variable.

Unless

implemented by hardware,

these

descriptors .are

their use results in rather

The Multics PL, 1 strategy of
developing offset expressions from the declarations
results in accessing code similar to that produced for

inefficient object code.

array references. This code

subs

ri ">ted

more

efficient

is

generally

Semantic translation

The semantic

translator

representation so that
tics)

it

transforms

the

reflects the attributes

internal

(seman-

of the declared variables without reflecting the

properties of the object machine. It

makes a

single scan

over the internal representation of the program. A compiler, which had no equivalent of the optimizer phase
and which did not separate the machine dependencies
into a separate phase, could conceivably produce object

code during this scan.

than code which uses descriptors.

In general, the offset expressions constructed by the
declaration processor remain unchanged until code
generation. Two cases are exceptions to this rule:

Organization of the semantic translator

The semantic

translator consists of a set of recursive

subscripted array references, A(K,J), and sub-string
Each subscripted
references, SUBSTR(X,K,J).

procedures which walk through the program tree. The
actions taken by these procedures are described by the

a reference to a

general terms: operator transformation and operand
processing. Operator transformation includes the crea-

reference or sub-string reference

is

unique sub-datum within the declared datum and,
therefore, requires a unique offset. The semantic
translator constructs these unique offsets using the
subscripts from the reference and the offset prepared by
the declaration processor.

an explicit representation of each operator's
result and the generation of conversion operators for
those operands which require conversion. Operand
processing determines the attributes, size and offsets of

tion of

each operator's operands.

Allocation

Operator transformation

The
for

declaration processor does not allocate storage

most

amount

classes of data,

of storage needed

but

it

does determine the

by each

variable. Variables

are allocated within some segment of storage by the code
generator. Storage allocation is delayed because, during

semantic translation and optimization, additional dec1.

rations of constants

and compiler created variables

are made.

prologue of the declaring block which will initialize
automatic data. It generates DO statements, IF
statements and assignment statements to accomplish
initialization.

The expansion
controlled data

qualification

of

the

original

operator.

For

example, an add operator whose result is fixed-point is a
is
distinct operation from an add operator whose result
with
associated
storage
no
is
floating-point. There

declaration processor creates statements in the

the required

decides the attributes of the operator's result.
An operator's result is represented in the program
tree by a temporary' node. Temporary nodes are a
further

Initialization

The

of an operator is determined by the
This meaning specifies which
operands.
attributes of its
on the operands, and it
performed
conversions must be

The meaning

of the initial attribute for based

is

and

identical to that for automatic data

except that the required statements are inserted into
the program at the point of allocation rather than in the

temporaries—they are allocated either core or register
storage by the code generator. A temporary's size is a
function of the operator's meaning and the sizes of the
operator's operands.

A

temporary, representing the

intermediate result of a string operation, requires an
expression to represent its length if any of the string
operator's operands have variable lengths.

Operand processing

prologue.

Since array bounds and string sizes of static data are
required by the language to be constant, and since

values of the

initial attribute of static

constant, the compiler
at compile time.

The

generator at the time

is

data must be

able to initialize the static data

initialization
it

all

is

done by the code

allocates the static data.

Operands consist of sub-expressions, references to
variables, constants,

and

references to procedure

names

operands are
or built-in
transformation
operator
of
use
processed by recursive
functions.

Sub-expression

and operand processing. Operand processing converts
constants to a binary format which depends on the

The Multics PL/1 Compiler 2-79

context in which the constant was used. References to
variables or procedure names are associated with their
appropriate declaration by the search function. After
the search function has found the appropriate declaration, the reference

may be

DEM]

PROC;

DCL

I

S,

2 A(N) FLOAT.
2 B(M) FIXED;

S.B(I)

further processed by the

•

0;

ENO;

subscriptor or function processor.

The Search

\

function

symbol toble
for B

block node
for

DEM

During the parse, it is not possible for references to
source program variables to know the dec! ared attributes

\refe rence
node for B

N

processor.

declarations to follow their use. Therefore, references to

^

statement node
for assignment ^*—-»»_^

source program variables are parsed into a form which
contains a pointer to a token table entry rather than to

\

a declaration of the variable. Figure 3 shows the output
of the parse. The search function finds the proper

/

The effectiveness of the search depends heavily

on the structure of the token table and the symbol

table.

/\

After declaration processing, the token table entry
representing an identifier contains a

list

of all the

declarations of that identifier. See Figure 4.

The

search function

first tries

N

/.

refer ence
node for B

declaration for each reference to a source program
variable.

the word offset
expression bui It
by the declaration

\

\

PL/1 language allows

of the variable because the

-

Figure 5

to find a declaration

1

1

the word offset
expression built
by the semantic
translator.

»

—A simplified diagram showing the

effects of

subscripting

belonging to the block in which the reference occurred.
If it fails to find one, it looks for a declaration in the next
containing block. This process

is

repeated until a

declaration

on the

found. Since the

number

usually one, the search

is

of declarations

quite fast. In its

attempt to find the appropriate declaration, the search
function obeys the language rules regarding structure
qualification. It also <x>llects any subscripts used in the

PROC;

TOP'

is

list is

OCL B POINTER

reference

BEGIN;

and places them into a subscript

list.

Depend-

ing on the attributes of the referenced item, the
subscript list serves as input to the function processor or

OCL B FLOAT;
BEGIN;

subscriptor.

OCL B FIXED;

The

END;

and

END;

ENO;

declaration processor creates offset expressions

size expressions for all variables.

known as accessing expressions,
Token Table

These expressions,

are rooted in a reference

node which is attached to a s3rmbol table node. The
reference node contains all information necessary to
access the data at run time. The search function
translates a source reference into a pointer to this

reference node. See Figure 5.
block node for

TOP

Subscripting
Since each subscripted reference
expression
symbol table for
B as fixed-point

block node for
tecond BEGIN

Figure 4

•

—The relationship between the token table and
the symbol table

is

unique.

To

reflect

is

unique,

its offset

this in the internal

representation, the subscriptor creates a unique refer-

ence node for each subscripted reference. See Figure 6.
The following discussion shows the relationship between
the declared array bounds, the element size, the array
offset

and subscripts.
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and the multipliers are
constructed by the
are
they
common to
used by the
repeatedly
are
and
processor
declaration

compiler. Since the virtual origin

Let us consider the case of an array declared:

all references,

a(U:ui, h'.Ut,Its
'1

element

and

size is s

,

•

l

n :u„)

subscriptor.

its offset is b.

he multipliers for the array are defined

Arrays of PL/1 structures which contain arrays

as:

result in a set of multipliers

m»
m,_i
n_ 2

m

=
=
=

s

whose units

may

differ.

The

The

first

declaration:

-U +

(u»

(u»_i

l)s

— ln-i +

DCL

l)m*_i

1 S(10),

A PTR,

2

2 B(10) BIT(2);

The

(U2 —1-2

a reference

offset of

a(ii,

+

l)m2

i2 .

•

•

,

the size of an element of S in words, while
is the size of an element of B
multiplier
second
the

multiplier

in) is

computed

as:

of different units.

two multipliers

yields

=

mi

is

in bits.

+
where:

v is

z

Array parameters which
ijm.

the virtual origin.

The

argument must receive their multipliers
from an argument descriptor. Since the arrangement
virtual origin

is

the

by setting the subscripts equal to zero.
It serves as a convenient base from which to compute
the offset of any array element.
During the construction of all expressions, the
constant terms are separated from the variable terms
and all constant operations are performed by the

of the cross section elements in storage

x

allows any array parameter to receive a cross section

argument.
function processor

a reference to a procedure is
expanded by the function processor into a call operator
possible conversion operators. Built-in function

*'

is

and

y+z;

operators or are translated into
expressions consisting of operators and operands.
references result in

END;

symbol
for Z

tot Y

symbol tool*

-"" X

^

Generic procedure

\

roforonco
nod* for Y

A

references

name
whose members

generic entry

cedures

\

DCL ALPHA GENERIC (BETA
ENTRY (FIXED)),

GAMMA

Toko* Toblo
fiEoeb

Woo

statomont nod*,

ENTRY(FLOAT));

m*'1 P»"»»»\
symbol

t

obloj

for ossionmort

\

?

represents a family of prorequire different types of

arguments.

roforonco
nod* for X

nod*
FIG

new

tobU
rsforsnca
nod* for Z

symbol labia

\
block

known to
own multi-

not

the called program, it cannot construct
calling
pliers and must use multipliers prepared by the
PL/1
of
definition
program. Note that the current

An operand which

proc;

F">*T

is

its

The

0CHX.XZ)

correspond to an array

cross section

offset obtained

FIGs

may

^

—-

A

reference to

BETA

or

ALPHA

CAMMA

(X) will result in a call to
depending on the attributes of X.

The declaration processor chains together all members
and the function processor selects the
the
appropriate member of the family by matching

of a generic family

—

The internal representation of a statement
before and after the execution of the search function.
The broken lines show the statement's

Figure 6

operands before the search

arguments used in the reference with the declared
the
argument requirements of each member. When
appropriate

member

is

found, the original reference

replaced by a reference to the selected member.

is
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Argument processing

for these optimizations are constructed b\

and the semantic

The

function processor matches arguments to user-

declared procedures against the argument types required
for the procedure. It inserts conversion operators into

the program tree where appropriate, and
diagnostics

The

when

it

return value of a function

n+

were the

it

issues

detects illegal cases.
is

processed as

if it

1th argument to the procedure, eliminating

the distinction between subroutines and functions.

The

may

function processor determines which arguments

possibly correspond to a parameter

whose

given later in the discussion of object

code strategies.

The

built-in function processor

The

built-in function processor is basically a table

driven device.

The

driving table describes the

number

and kind of arguments required by each function and is
used to force the necessary conversions and diagnostics
for each argument.

which

is

Most

The

functions require processing

unique to that function, but the table driven

device minimizes the

SUBSTR

amount

built-in

of this processing.

function

is

of particular

importance since it is a basic PL/1 string operator. It is
a three argument function which allows a reference to
be made to a portion of a string variable, i.e.,

SUBSTR (X, I, J) is a reference to the ith through
— 1th character (or bit) in the string X.
i +
j

This function

is

similar to

an array element reference

in the sense that they both determine the offsets of the
reference.

The

processing of the

SUBSTR

translator.

by the optimizer are constructed by previous
phases of the compiler and the abnormality of all
required

variables

is

properly determined.

size or

the missing size information. A more detailed description
is

the parse

These data bases consist of
a cross-reference structure of statement labels and a
tree structure representing the DO groups of each
block. Both optimizations are done on a block basis
using these two data bases.
Although the optimizer phase was not implemented
at the time this paper was written, all data bases

array bounds are not specified in the called procedure.
In this case, the argument list is augmented to include
of this issue
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Optimization of PL/I programs

The on-condition mechanism of the PL/1 language
makes the optimization of PL/1 programs considerably
more difficult than the optimization of Fortran programs. Assuming that an optimized version of a
program should yield results identical to those produced
by the un-optimized version, then if any on-conditions
are enabled in a given region of the program, the

compiler cannot remove or reorder the computations
performed in that region. (Consider the case of a divide

by zero on unit which counts the number

of times that

the condition occurs.)
Since some on-conditions are enabled by default,
most PL/1 programs cannot be optimized. Because of

the difficulty of determining the abnormality of a
program's variables, the optimization of those programs
which maj' be optimized requires a rather intelligent
compiler.

A

variable is abnormal in

some block

if its

value can be altered without an explicit indication of
that fact present in that block. An optimizing PL/1
compiler must consider all based variables,
to the

A DDR

function,

all

arguments

defined variables,

all

and

all

involves adjusting the offset and length expressions

base items of defined variables to be abnormal. If the
compiler expects values of variables to be retained

contained in the reference node of X. As is the case in
all compiler operations on the offset expressions, the

throughout the execution of a

constant and variable terms are separated to minimize
the object code necessary to access the data.

all

parameters,

all

of irreducible functions to

Because of the

The compiler

is

designed to produce relatively fast

object code without the aid of an optimizing phase.
Normal execution of the compiler will by-pass the
optimizer, but

if

desired, the user

which

extensively optimized object code

may

set a compiler

will execute the optimizer.

common

of computations from loops.

The data

probably not attempt to perform general optimizations
but should concentrate on special case optimizations

which are unique to each implementation. Future
revisions to the language definition

may

help solve the

optimization problem.

option

two major optimiand remova

sub-expression removal

of optimizing programs

PL/1 language1 compilers should

is

The optimizer consists

of a set of procedures which perform
zations:

command

must also consider
all arguments

be abnormal.

difficulty

written in the current

The optimizer

call, it

external variables, and

1

bases necessary

The code generator

The code generator

is

the machine dependent portion

of the compiler. It performs

allocates data into Multics

two major functions:

segments and

it

it

generates
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machine instructions from the internal repre-

645

necessity to minimize the

The
Storage allocation

out-of-line

A

module of the code generator called the storage
allocator scans the symbol table allocating stack
storage for constant size automatic data, and linkage
segment storage for internal static data. For each

name the

storage allocator creates a link (an

out-reference) or a definition (an entry point) in the
linkage segment. All internal static data is initialized as
its

storage

Due

page faults caused

allocated.

is

to the

dynamic

linking and loading characteris-

the Multics environment, the allocation and
initialization of external static storage is rather unusual.

which causes
The
create and
system
to
the linker module of the operating
Therereference.
imtialize the external data upon first
compiler creates a special type of link

two programs contain

item of external data, the first

and

will allocate

which

is

use

of out-of-line

is

minimized by the

code sequences. These

code sequences represent invariant code
to all Multics PL/1 object programs.

common

Although the compiled code makes heavy use of out-oflinc code sequences, the compiled code is rot in any
respect interpretive. The object code produce for each
operator is veiy highly tailored to the specific attributes
of that operator.
All out-of-line sequences are contained in a single
is shared by all users. The
code reaches on out-of-line sequence through
transfer instructions, rather than through the standard

"operator" segment which

tics of

fore, if

of

length of the object program

extensive

external

number

by large object prorrams.

sentation.

initialize

references to the

same

one to reference that data

in-line

mechanism. We believe that the time
overhead associated with the transfers is more than
ledeemed by the reduction in the number of page faults
caused by shorter object programs. System performance
is improved by insuring that the pages of the operator
subroutine

segment are always retained in storage.

it-

The stack
Code generation

The code

Multics

generator scans the internal representation

transforming

it

into 645 machine instructions which

it

outputs into the text segment. During this scan the
code generator allocates storage for temporaries, and
maintains a history of the contents of index registers to
prevent excessive loading and storing of index values.

PL

1

object programs utilize a stack segment

for the allocation of all automatic data, temporaries,

and data associated with on-conditions. Each task
(Multics process) has its own stack which is extended
(pushed) upon entry to block and is reverted (popped)
upon return from a block. Prior to the execution of each
statement

it is

extended to create sufficient space for

Code generation consists of three distinct activities:
address computation, operator selection and macro
expansion. Address computation is the process of

any variable length string temporaries used in that
statement. Constant size temporaries are allocated at
compile time and do not cause the stack to be extended

transforming the offset expressions of a reference node
into a machine address or an instruction sequence which

for each statement.

leads to a machine address. Operator selection

is

the

Prologue and epilogue

translation of operators into n-operand macros which
reflect the properties of the

645 machine.

A

The term prologue

describes the computations which

performed after block entry and prior to the

one-to-one relationship often exists between the
macros and 645 instructions but many operations (load

are

long string,

etc.) have no machine counterpart. All
macros are expanded in actual 645 code by the macro
expander which uses a code pattern table (macro

include the establishment of the condition prefix, the

skeletons) to select the specific instruction sequences

extension of the stack to allocate automatic data, and
the initialization of automatic data. Epilogues are not

for each macro.

execution of the

first

computation of the

source statement. These actions

size of variable size

automatic data,

needed because all actions which must be undone upon
from the block are accomplished by popping the
stack. The stack is popped for each return or non-local
exit

voject code siraiegies

go to statement.

The object code design
Accessing of data

The design of the object code is a compromise between
the speed obtainable by straight in-line code and the

Multics PL/1 object code addresses

all

data, includ-

The Multics PL/1 Compiler

ing

members

directly

of variable sized structures

through the use of in-line code.

If

and arrays
the address
stack storage

computed at compile time.
a mixture of constant and variable terms, the
constant terms are combined at compile time. Descripof the data is constant, it is

Procedure A enabled an
on-uni f for condition X
and cal led procedure 6.

for A.

If it is

on-uni

t

control

data for

X.

tors are never used to address or allocate data.
I

String operations

stack storage

/ for

All string operations are

done by

in-line

No

"transfer" type subroutinized code.

code or by

Procedure B enabled a
new on-unit for condition

B.

X and an on-unit for
condition Y.
It
then
colled procedure C.

on-unit control
data for X and

descriptors or

J

produced for string operations. The SUBSTR
built-in function is implemented as a part of the normal
addressing code and is therefore as efficient as a

Y.

calls are

stack storage

Procedure C did not
enable any on-units.

for C.

subscripted array reference.
Figure 7

String temporaries

A

A
way

string temporary or

that

it

dummy

is

designed in such a

appears to be both a varying and non-varymeans that the programmer does not

ing string. This

need to be concerned with whether a string expression, is
varying or non-varying when he uses such an expression
as an argument.

—Stack storage and the signal mechanism

signal for condition

X

causes the signal mechanism to search

rack through the stack until it finds the first enabled on-unit
for condition X.
An on-unit is compiled as an internal procedure. The execution
of an ON-.'tetement creates a block of on-unit control data. This
control datf. comkts of the name of the condition for which the
signal

mechanism

uses the procedure variable to invoke the on-unit.

All data

unit

was enabled and a procedure

variable.

associated with the enabled on-unit
of the procedure which enabled

Varying strings

reverts

The Multics PL/1 implementation

of varying strings

the

on-units

enabled

it.

is

The

stored in the stack storage

Normal popping

during

the

declared with

maximum

In these cases, the missing size information

The

i

used to

iteger is

of

the

procedure.

uses a data format which consists of an integer followed
by a non-varying string whose length is the declare
of the varying string.

of the stack

execution

unknown array bounds

or string lengths.

is assumed
by the argument which corresponds to the

hold the current size of the string in bits or characters.

to be supplied

Using this data format, operations on varying

parameter. This missing size information is not explicitly
supplied by the programmer as is the case in Fortran,

string;s

are just as efficient as operations on non-varying strings.

rather

On-conditions

The design of the condition machinery minimizes the
overhead associated with enabling and reverting onunits

and

statement.

it

must be supplied by the compiler as indicated

in the following example:

SUB: PROC(A);

MAIN: PROC;

DCLACHAR(*);

DCL SLB ENTRY;

most of the cost to the signal
data associated with on-conditions,

transfers
All

including the condition prefix,

is

allocated in the stack.

The normal popping of the stack reverts

all

enabled

on-units and restores the proper condition prefix. Stack
storage associated with each block

to the previous block.

The

is

DCL B CHAR (10);

threaded backward

signal statement uses this

CALL SUB(B):

thread to search back through the stack looking for the
first enabled unit for the condition being signalled.
Figure 7 shows the organization of enabled on-units in
the stack.
Since parameter

Argument passing
The PL/1

language

A

assumes the length of the argu-

ment B, the compiler must include the length of B in the
permits

parameters

to

be

argument

list

of the call to

SUB.
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declaration of an entry

name may

or

may

not

include a description of the arguments required by that
entry. If such a description is not supplied, then the

must be capable of bit addressing in order to implement
unaligned strings. Since descriptors contain no addressing information, they are quite often constant and can

program must assume that argument descriptors
are needed, and must include them in all calls to the
entry. If a complete argument description is contained

be prepared at compile time.

in the calling program, the compiler can determine
descriptors are needed for calls to the entry.
In the previous example the entry SUB was not fully
declared and the compiler was forced to assume that an

Our experiences both as users and implementors of
PL/1 have led us to form a number of opinions and

calling

if

B was required. If the entry
had been declared SUB ENTRY (CHAR(*)) the
compiler could have known that the descriptor of B was
argument descriptor

for

actually required by the procedure

SUB.

SUMMARY

insights
1.

Since descrip-

tors are often created by the calling procedure but not
used by the called procedure, it is desirable to separate

the argument information which is always
used by the called procedure.
Communication between procedures written in PL/1

may be

of general interest.

but difficult, to produce efficient
the PL/1 language as it is curfor
code
object
Unless
a considerable amount of
denned.
rently
compiler, the object
in
PL/1
a
invested
work is
will
generally
be much worse
generates
code it
or COBOL
Fortran
most
by
produced
than that
It is feasible,

compilers.

them from

2.

The

difficulty

of building a compiler for the

language has been seriously underestimated by most implementors. Unless the
current

and other languages is facilitated if the other languages
do not need to concern themselves with PL/1 argument
descriptors. The Multics PL/1 implementation of the
argument list is shown in Figure 8. Note that the
argument pointers point directly to the data (facilitating
communication between languages) and that the
descriptors are optional, also note that PL/1 pointers

which

markedly improved and simplified
this problem will continue to restrict the availability and acceptance of the language and will
lead to the implementation of incompatible
language

dialects
3.

is

and

subsets.7

Simplification of the existing language will
it

more

suitable to users

make

and implementors.

We

believe that the language can be simplified and
PROC;

TAS»

still

retain

its

"universal"

character

and

capabilities.

OCLAMO) BIT(N).BCHM(7).CMEA(K>24);
4.

CALL X(A.8,C>;
ENO;

experience of writing the compiler in PL/1
convinced us that a subset of the language is well

The

suited to system programming. This conviction
on
is supported by Professor Corbato in his report
as an implementation language
8
for the Multics system. Many PL/1 concepts
and constructs are valuable, but PL/1 structures

the use of

11m argumat H>|
praperad far tha

cad

te X.

PL/1

and list processing seem to be the principal
improvement over alternative languages.*

poiatars to tha actual
values af A, B and C.
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This paper describes one of the numerous areas of an
operating system which must be carefully thought out to provide a
is the
The topic
interface.
human
uniform,
wel -engineered
processing of terminal input and output so that programs see a
standard implementation-independent terminal, while typists see a
simple, easy-to-learn method of communicating with the system, no
matter which terminal device they happen to be faced with. Since
the system has been used with perhaps 25 different kinds of
terminal equipment the considerations described here cannot be
ignored.
(Note, however, that we are here dealing with a set of
say,
the
concepts which are a notch below the importance of,
Multics
virtual
memory strategy.)
The paper
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conventions one should refer to section 1 of the Reference Guide.
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impact of today's computer system is felt far beyond the
and computer printout is (or should be)

INTRODUCTION

specialist,

There are a variety of considerations which are pertinent to the design of the interface between programs
and typewriter-class remote terminal devices in a
general-purpose time-sharing system.

The conventions

used for editing, converting, and reduction to canonical
form of the stream of characters passing to and from

remote terminals

is

the subject of this paper.

The

particular techniques used in the Multics* system
are presented as an example of a single unified design
of the entire character stream processing interface.
The sections which follow contain discussion of character set considerations, character stream processing
objectives, character stream reduction to canonical

form,

line

deletion, and other
appendix gives a formal de-

and print position

interface problems.

An

scription of the canonical form for stored character
strings used in Multics.

received

by many who have

a routine function. Recently, on-line documentation
aids, such as RUNOFF,* Datatext (IBM Corp.) or
RAES (General Electric Co.) have attracted many
users. Especially for the latter examples it is essential
to have a character set encompassing both upper and
lower case letters. Modern programming languages can
certainly benefit

PL/I in using a small set notwithstanding.
"
Probably the minimum character set acceptable
4
today is one like the USASCII 128-character set or
IBM's EBCDIC set with the provision that they be
fully supported by upper/lower case printer and
terminal hardware. The definition of support of a

almost as important as the fact of
one should be able to use the
support. To be
program or data
composing
set
in
same full character

designing the syntax of programming languages, the
a comprehensive general purpose time-sharing
system implemented on the General Electric 645 computer
system. A general description of Multics can be found in Ref1

is

a programming
and to
embedded
names,
as
symbolic
library routines requiring
character strings in program linkage information, and in
files,

Although for many years computer specialists have
been willing to accept whatever miscellaneous collection of characters and codes their systems were delivered
with, and to invent ingenious compromises when

erence

availability of a variety of special

fully useful,

CHARACTER SET CONSIDERATIONS

Multics

from

characters as syntactic delimiters, the ingenuity of

character set

*

neither time nor patience

to decode information printed with inadequate graphic
versatility. Report generation has, for some time, been

is

in literal character strings of

language, in arguments of calls to the supervisor

input and output to typewriters, displays, printers, and
cards. However, it may be necessary to place conversion

packages in the path to and from some devices since it is
rare to find that all the different hardware devices
attached to a system use the same character set and
character codes.

or 2.
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— Escape conventions for input and output

USASCII from an EBCDIC

typewriter

and acute accent

circumflex, left slant,

leaving the

IBM 2741

respectively,

unable to represent six

USASCII

graphic characters. For each of the six missing char-

Normal

Alternate

ASCII Character

ASCII

EBCDIC

"edited"

Name

Graphic

Escape

Escape
i

Right Square Bracket
Left Square Bracket
Right Brace
Left Brace

i>
i<

]

[

Tilde

dfc

=fc

two character sequence beginning with the
is defined, as shown in Table
I. The escape character itself, as well as any illegal
character code value, is represented by a four character
sequence, namely the escape character followed by a
acters a

software escape character

I

i)

-4-

3-digit octal representation of the character code. Thus,

1

i(

-4-4-

it is

t***

it

Grave Accent

all

A

i'

possible

from an

IBM

the characters in the
similar,

full

2741 to easily communicate

USASCII set.

though much more

painful, set of escape

conventions has been devised for use of the Model 33

and 35 Teletypes. The absence of upper and lower case
on these machines is the principal obstacle;
two printed 2-character escape sequences are used to

CHARACTER STREAM PROCESSING

distinction

CONSIDERATIONS

indicate that succeeding letters are to be interpreted

The treatment

of character stream input

and output

may

be degraded, from a human engineering point of
view, unless it is tempered by the following two
considerations:
1.

If

a computer system supports a variety of terminal

devices (Multics, for example, supports both the

IBM

Model 2741 s and the Teletype Model 37«)
then it should be possible to work with any program
from any terminal.
2.

from the printed
page, without ambiguity, both what went into the
computer program and what the program tried to
It should be possible to determine

printout.

To be fully effective, these two considerations must
apply to all input and output to the system itself (e.g.,
when

logging

in,-

choosing subsystems,

etc.)

as well as

input and output from user programs, editors, etc.
As an example of the "device independence" convention, Multics uses the

USASCII

character set in

and provides standard techniques
for dealing with devices which are non-USASCII.
When using the GE-645 USASCII line printer or the
Teletype Model 37, there is no difficulty in accepting
any USASCII graphic for input or output from any
user or system program. In order to use non-USASCII
hardware devices, one USASCII graphic (the left slant)
is set aside as a "software excape" character. When a
all internal interfaces

non-USASCII
with an

device (say the

EBCDIC

IBM

print element)

is

2741 typewriter
to be used, one

possible,
first makes a correspondence, so far as
the
graphics
available
on
device
and
graphics
between
sure
that
some
character
of the
USASCII,
being
of

in

a specific case

shift.

Note that consideration number two above, that the
printed record be unambiguous, militates against character set extension conventions based on non-printing
and otherwise unused control characters. Such conventions inevitably lead to difficulty in debugging,
since the printed record cannot be used as a guide to the

way in which the input was interpreted.
The objective of typewriter device independence
also has

some implications

Multics strategy here

is

for control characters.

The

to choose a small subset of the

possible control characters, give

them

precise meanings,

and attempt to honor those meanings on every device,
by interpretation if necessary. Thus, a "new page"
character appears in the subset; on a Model 37 teletype
it is interpreted by issuing a form feed and a carriage
return; on an IBM 2741 it is interpreted by giving an
appropriate

number of new line characters.*

Of the 33 possible USASCII control characters, 1 1 are
defined in Multics as shown in Table II.
Red and black shift characters appear in the set
because of their convenience in providing emphasis in
comments, both by system and by user routines. The
half-line forward and half-line reverse feed characters
were included to facilitate experimentation with the
Model 37 Teletype; these characters are not currently
interpretable on other devices.

One

interesting point

is

the choice of a "null" or

"padding" character used to fill out strings after the
last meaningful character. By convention, padding
characters appearing in an output stream are to be discarded, either by hardware or software. The USASCII
choice of code value zero for the null character has the

device corresponds to the software escape character.

Thus, for the IBM 2741, there are 85 obviously corresponding graphics; the EBCDIC overbar, cent sign,
and apostrophe can correspond to the USASCII

•This interpretation of the form feed function is consistent with
the International Standards Organization option of interpreting
the "line feed" code as

"new

line"

including carriage return.

Remote Terminal Character Stream Processing

interesting side effect that

random

storage area)

output stream,

sumed

all of

is

if

an

uninitialized string (or

the zeros found there will be as-

and discarded, possibly leaving no effect
at all on the output stream. Debugging a program
in such a situation can be extraordinarily awkward,
since there is no visible evidence that the code manipulating the offending string was ever encountered.
In Multics, this problem was considered serious
enough that the USASCII character "delete" (all
bits one) was chosen as the padding character code. The
illegal,

unassigned code values, and

is

along with

all

other

set,

control function not appearing in

the printer-on/printer-off function

(to allow typing of passwords) is controlled

which must be inserted before the next

information. This choice

is

dictated

by a

NAME

BEL

BEL

Sound an audible alarm.

BS

BS

Backspace.

MULTICS MEANING

column.

HT

Such a status report can be returned as an
on a special call; there would be no convenient way to return such status if the function were
controlled by a character in the output stream.**
off.

CHARACTER STRINGS

New

>

control characters of the USASCII and EBCDIC sets.
^Although most characters imply "type a character in
the current position and move to the next one,"
characters,

RRS
BRS
VT

SI

VT

Red Ribbon

do cause ambiguity.
For example, suppose that one chooses to implement
an ALGOL language in which keywords are underlined.
The keyword for may now be typed in at least a dozen
different ways, all with the same printed result but all
with different orders for the individual letters and backunreasonable to expect a translator to

accept a dozen different, but equivalent, ways of typing
every control word; it is equally unreasonable to require
**

The

initial

Multics

character codes for

implementation

USASCII

ACK

and

temporarily uses the

NAK

for this purpose,

an implementation expedient. In addition, a number of
additional codes are accepted to permit experimentation with
special features of the Model 37 Teletype; these codes may
become standard if the features they trigger appear useful enough
to simulate on all devices.
as

Shift.

Move carriage to
next vertical tab stop. Default tab

Vertical

Tabulate.

stops are assumed to be at lines 11,
21, 31, etc.

DC2
DC4

New

DEL

Page.

Move

carriage to the left

edge of the top of the next page.
Half-Line Forward Feed.
Half-Line Reverse Feed.
Padding Character. This character is
discarded when encountered in an
output line.

HLF
HLR
PAD

A similar dilemma occurs in a

manuscript editing system

if

the user types in under-

and later tries to edit them.
An answer to this dilemma is to process all character
text entering the system to convert it into a canonical
form. For example, on a "read" call Multics would
lined words,

return the string:

— (BS)f_(BS)o__{BS)r

(no line

feed)

is

carriage to left edge

Shift.

Black Ribbon

NP

FF

namely back-

horizontal tab, and carriage return

spaces. It

Move

printed record (or later protestations of the compiler)

Probably the most significant impact of the constraint
that the printed record be unambiguous is the intera
action
of that constraint with the carriage motion

space,

Line.

of next line.

what he has done wrong.

commonly provided

carriage to

that the typist do his underlining in a standard way
since if he slips, there is no way he can tell from his

CANONICAL FORM FOR STORED

three

Move

11, 21, 31, 41, etc.

NL

LF

for the cur-

error code

implies over-

next horizontal tab stop. Default tab
stops are assumed to be at columns

"

rently attached device, the printer cannot be turned

back one

carriage

Horizontal Tabulate.

read

to get

Move

The backspace

striking rather than erasure.

HT

special

call to

by the need

back a status report which indicates that

on and

MULTICS

NAME

SO

the character
call

USASCII

printed in octal whenever

encountered.

As an example of a

Control Characters as Used in Multics

unintentionally added to the

nulls,

zero code is considered

TABLE II—USASCII
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in Multics

(where

{BS )

canonical

is

backspace character)

the

character

string

representation

as

the

of

the

image of for independently of the way
in which it had been typed. Canonical reduction is
accomplished by scanning across a completed input
printed

a carriage position with each printed
graphic encountered, then sorting the graphics into
line, associating

order by carriage or print position.
graphics are found in the

same

When two

or

more

print position, they are

placed in order by numerical collating sequence with
backspace characters between. Thus, if two different

streams of characters produce the same printed image,
after canonical reduction they will be represented by

Any program can thus easily
compare two canonical strings to discover if thev
produce the same printed image. No restriction is
the same stored string.

Spring Joint Computer Conference, 1970
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human being at his console; he is free to
type a non-canonical character stream. This stream will
automatically be converted to the canonical form before
it reaches his program. (There is also an escape hatch for
the user who wants his program to receive the raw input

The

placed on the

from his typewriter, unprocessed in any way.)
Similarly, a typewriter control module is free to
rework a canonical stream for output into a different
form if, for example, the different form happens to
print more rapidly or reliably.
In order to accomplish canonical reduction,

it

is

determine unambiguously what precise physical
motion of the device corresponds to the character stream

coming from or going to

it.

In particular,

it

must know

the location of physical tab settings. This requirement
places a constraint on devices with movable tab stops;

Multics implementation allows the horiif

typed, to sneak through the

canonical reduction process and appear in a stored

A

string.

more elegant approach

to

this

problem

is

to devise a set of conventions for a text editor which
allows one to type in and edit tabular columns conveniently, even though the information
strictly canonical form. Since the

storing a symbolic program

is

is

stored in

most common way of

in tabular columns, the

need for simple conventions to handle this situation
cannot be ignored.

necessary that the typewriter control module be able
to

initial

zontal tab character,

It is interesting to

note that most format statement

such as those commonly implemented
for FORTRAN and PL/I, fail to maintain proper
interpreters,

column

when handed character
embedded backspaces, such as

alignment

containing

strings

names

containing overstruck accents. For complete integration

the tab stops are moved, the system must be

of such character strings into a system, one should

informed of the new settings.
The apparent complexity of the Multics canonical
form, which is formally described in Appendix I, is a
result of its generality in dealing with all possible

expand the notion of character counts to include

when

combinations of typewriter carriage motions. Viewed
in the perspective of present day language input to

computer systems, one may observe that many
alternatives are rarely,

most

if

ever, encountered.

of the

A

For example, the value returned by a built-in string
length function should be a print position count if the
result is used in formatting output; it should be a
storage location count

is

used to allocate

AND PRINT POSITION DELETION
CONVENTIONS

LINE

message consists of strings of character positions

New

Carriage motions consist of

Line or Space

characters.
3.

the result

In fact for

separated by carriage motion.
2.

if

space in memory.

input, the following three statements, describing a

simplified canonical form, are completely adequate
1.

print position counts as well as storage position counts.

Character positions consist of a single graphic or an
overstruck graphic.

A character position representing

overstrikes contains a graphic, a backspace character, a graphic, etc., with the graphics in ascending

Experience has shown that even with sophisticated
editor programs available,

ventions are very useful for

two minimal editing coninput to a computer

human

system. These two conventions give the typist these
editing capabilities at the instant he is typing
1.

Ability to delete the last character or characters

2.

Ability to delete

typed.

collating sequence.

Thus we may conclude that
canonical stream will differ

most part, the
with the raw input

for the

little

all

of the current line typed

up

to

the point.

must

also be avail-

stream from which it was derived.

(More complex editing

A strict application of the canonical form as given in
Appendix I has a side effect which has affected its use in
Multics. Correct application leads to replacement of all

able,

horizontal tab characters with space characters in

editing conventions in the language of the canonical

appropriate numbers. If one
information,

by the

it is

is

creating a

file

of tabular

nossible that the ambi^uitv introduced

horizontal tab character

is

in fact desirable;

if

a

expanded, words
in that entry move over, but items in columns to the
right of that entry should stay in their original carriage

short entry at the

left

of a line

is

later

position; the horizontal tab facilitates expressing this

concept.

A

character.

similar

comment

applies to the form feed

but they

fall in

which can work with

capabilities

the domain of editing programs
lines previously

By

as the current input stream.)

form,

it is

possible to preserve the ability to interpret

unambiguously a typed
that editing was required.

The
(in

first

typed as well

framing these two

line

editing convention

image despite the
is

fact

to reserve one graphic,

Multics, the "number" sign), as the erase character.

When

this character appears in

a print position,

it

erases itself and the contents of the previous print
position. If the erase follows simple carriage motion,

the entire carriage motion

is

erased. Several successive;

Remote Terminal Character Stream Processing

an equal number

erase characters will erase

print

positions

simple

or

of preceding

motions.

carriage

Since

the "overstrike" escapes of Table

blank space so that they

in Multics

I,
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or else left as a

may be drawn in by hand.

erase processing occurs after the transformation to

canonical form, there
position

no ambiguity as to which print
is always the

is

erased; the printed b'ne image

is

Whenever a print position is
motions (if any) on the two sides

erased, the carriage

guide.

of the erased print

position are combined into a single carriage motion.

The second

convention reserves

editing

another

at" sign) as the

graphic (in Multics, the "commercial
kill character. When this character appears in a print
position, the contents of that line

the

kill

up

to

and including

character are discarded. Again, since the

kill

processing occurs after the conversion to canonical
form, there can be no ambiguity about which characters

have been discarded.
erase, so that

it is

By

convention,

kill is

not possible to erase a

done before

kill

character.

other conventions which can smooth the

human

printing in special cases. If the system-supplied terminal
control software automatically does whatever speedups
it

can identify, the user

not motivated to try to do

is

sections have discussed both the background considerations and the design of the Multics
remote terminal character stream interface. Several
years of experience in using this interface, first in a
special editor on the 7094 Compatible Time-Sharing
System and more recently as the standard system
interface for Multics, have indicated that the design is
implementable, usable and effective. Probably the most

important aspect of the design

who has not

is

that the casual user,

yet encountered a problem for which

canonical reduction, or character set escapes, or special

character definitions are needed, does not need to

counters one of these needs, he finds that a method has

interface on character stream input and output are
worth noting. The first is that many devices contain
special control features such as line feed without
carriage movement, which can be used to speed up

them

The preceding

concern himself with these ideas; yet as he expands his
programming objectives to the point where he en-

OTHER INTERFACE CONVENTIONS
Two

CONCLUSIONS

been latently available

all

along in the standard system

interface.

There should be no assumption that the particular
set of conventions described here is the only useful set.

At the very

least, there are issues of taste and opinion
which have influenced the design. More importantly,
systems with only slightly different objectives may be
able to utilize substantially different approaches to

handling character streams.

himself and risk dependence on the particular

control feature of the terminal he happens to be working
with. For example, the system can automatically insert

tabs (followed by backspaces

if

long strings of spaces, and it also can type centered
short tabular information with line feed and backspace

sequences between

lines.

The second convention has been
If character string

input

alluded to already.

highly processed for routine

is
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Multics, there are three

modes
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mode
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of character handling

provides character escapes,

canonical reduction, and erase and

kill

editing.
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edited
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The Multics canonical form

carriage

To

describe the Multics canonical form,

of definitions of a canonical message.

followed by a discussion of

its

we

Each

give a set

definition is

from the lowest character of the preceding print

position.

implications. PL/I-style

["[HLF]--

simple motion

:

:

=

{SP}---

[HLR]--

at a small cost in precision. In the formal defini-

stand for the control

tions, capitalized abbreviations

characters in Table

The

canonical

motion.

—

lAnmoffA

msviis-tr*

[[print position]-

Typewriter input

is

•

I

'[carriage motion]]*

• •

usually delimited by action char-

acters, that is, some character which, upon receipt by
the system, indicates that the typist is satisfied with the

previous string of typing.
character, or

The

basis for the

represented

II.

form deals with messages. A
message consists of a sequence of print positions,
possibly separated by, beginning, or ending with carriage
1.

= {NL}---

position to the highest character of the next print

formal definitions are included for the benefit of readers
who find them useful. 7 Other readers may safely ignore

them

:

:

The system must translate vertical tabs and form feeds
into new line characters on input.
4. Simple motion consists of any number of Space
characters (SP) followed by some number (possibly
zero) of vertical half-line forward (HLF) or reverse
(HLR) characters. The number of vertical half line feed
characters is exactly the number needed to move the

Corporation

APPENDIX

motion separates lines.
Gross motion consists of any number of successive
Line (NL) characters.

subscripts. Gross

New York

6 Model 37 teletypewriter stations for

}

simple motion

:

gross motion simple motion'

1965

Corporation

and top to

bottom. Between the graphic characters appear only
the carriage motion characters which are necessary to

Most commonly, the new

some variant,

is

line

used for this function.

amount

always

is

the

of simple carriage

horizontal

and

motion
vertical

distance between successive graphics that appears on
the actual device. In the translation to and from the

canonical form, the system must of course take into
account the actual (possibly variable) horizontal

tab stops on the physical device.
In some systems, a "relative horizontal tab" character is defined. Some character code (for example,

US ASCII DC1)

is

reserved for this meaning, and

by

convention the immediately following character storage
position contains a count which is interpreted as the
size of the horizontal white space to be left. Such a
character

fits

smoothly into the canonical form de-

Remote Terminal Character Stream

scribed here in place of the successive spaces implied

by the

definition above. It also minimizes the space

requirement of a canonical string. It does require some
language features, or subroutines, to extract the count
aa

an

integer, to determine its size. It also

character comparison

is

means that

harder to implement; equality

a character with one found in a string may mean
hoped for character has been found or
it may mean that a relative tab count happens to have
the same bit pattern as the desired character; reference
of

Processing in Multics
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Note that all possible uses of a backspace character in a
raw input stream have been covered by statements
about horizontal carriage movements and overstruck
graphics.
7.

A

graphic former

is

a possibly zero-length setup

sequence of graphic controls followed by one of the 94
USASCII non-blank graphic characters.

either that the

to the previous character in the string
distinguish the
5.

is

{one of the
graphic former

94

UASCII

:

required to

two cases.

characters

A print position consists of some non-zero number

of character positions, occupying different half line
vertical

positions

position. All

in

but the

position are followed

same horizontal carriage

the

last character position of a print

by a backspace character and some

8.

A

graphic setup sequence

is

a color

shift or

a bell

(BEL) or a color shift followed by a bell. The color shift
only appears when the following graphic is to be a
different color

from the preceding one

in the message.

number of HLF characters.
print position

:

:

=

[BS [HLF] •
6.

A

RRS

character position
• •

character position consists

graphic formers separated

[BEL]

character position] •
.of

• •

a sequence of

by backspace

(The

first

graphic former contains the graphic

with the smallest code,

etc.)

containing the same graphic
same character position.
character position

:

:

=

Two

will

BEL

characters.

The graphic formers are ordered according to the
USASCII coded numeric value of the graphics they
contain.

BRS

setup sequence

graphic formers

never appear in the

in the absence of

message

is

a color

shift,

the

first

graphic in a

printed in black shift. Other control char-

are treated similarly to bell. They appear
immediately before the next graphic typed, in the

acters

order typed.

By
graphic former

[BS graphic former] •

virtue

characters
• •

of the

above

HT, VT, and

canonical stream.

CR

definitions,
will

the control

never appear in a
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The Multics Input / Output System

Reprinted from
Feiertag and E.I. Organlck.
Principles,
System
Operating
Symposium
on
ACM Third
35-U1,
October,
1971,
pp.
California,
Palo Alto,
with permission.
by R.J.

the
describes
paper
up-to-date
generally
This
Its
system.
Multics
of
the
device- independent I/O interface
which
can
problems
of
wide
range
in
the
significance lies mainly
be easily solved using a simple elegantly designed mechanism.
in
reading between the lines, one may also deduce that
different
drastically
the function of the I/O system is
Multics,
handling,
Interrupt
in
most operating systems.
from that
they
since
here,
scheduling, and file formatting do not appear
from
apart
are considered to be general responsibilities required
only the
left with
is
thus
The I/O system
I/O operations.
in
a general
strategy,
problem of buffer management and device
framework which encourages device independence.

By

As an example of the flexibility of the Multics 1/0 system,
since this paper was written the M.I.T. Multics site has been
attached to the ARPA computer network, with the relatively minor
addition of a special network demultiplexing module at the base
of the I/O system.
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Feiertag
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts
R. J.

and
E. I. Organick
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah

ABSTRACT
An I/O system has been implemented in the Multics system that facilitates dynamic switching of I/O devices.
This switching is accomplished by providing a general interface for all I/O devices that allows all equivalent
operations on different devices to be expressed in the same way. Also particular devices are referenced by symbolic names and the binding of names to devices can be dynamically modified. Available I/O operations range
from a set of basic I/O calls that require almost no knowledge of the I/O System or the I/O device being used to
fully general calls that permit one to take full advantage of all features of an I/O device but require considerable knowledge of the I/O System and the device. The I/O System is described and some popular applications
~"
of it, illustrating these features, are presented.
.

Introduction
In many early operating system designs the software known as the input/output control system (IOCS)
played a central conceptual and functional role. In
the pre-multiprogramming, batch operating systems,
many supervisory functions had to do with input/output
control
e.g., control over queued jobs, control for
management and operation of secondary storage, control
for operation of display devices and other peripheral
equipment, etc.
A system programmer (or subsystem
designer) for such operating systems could hardly
prove his professional competence without acquiring
a reasonable familiarity with the intricacies of the
By contrast the role
IOCS for his "installation".
played by the input/output control system in a Multics
system is decidedly secondary, at least from a concepIn fact, many or even most subtual point of view.
system designers are able to achieve their respective
objectives while remaining entirely oblivious to the
IOCS details of Multics.

—

This is possible partly because two operations
sometimes associated with the IOCS have been separated
into separate functional units which are made use of
by other parts of the system as well as the IOCS.
First, the file system [1] makes known and dynamically
links files that are stored within the system to proIt
cesses that legitimately request this service.
does not matter on what storage device these files
reside at the time of the request. The users (or for
that matter other supervisory modules) are unaware
of any explicit data movement in accessing these
segments even though physical transfer from actual
secondary devices to central memory may occur.
Secondly, the traffic controller [2] handles all multiplexing of processors including the relinquishing of
a processor by a process and the awakening of processes which have been waiting for I/O transactions to
What remains for the IOCS is strategic
be completed.
control of I/O devices and the binding of these devices
Figure 1
with symbolic names used to represent them.
illustrates the interrelationships of these modules.

*Work reported herein was supported in part by Project
MAC, an M.I.T. research program sponsored by the
Advanced Research Projects Agency, Department of
Defense, under Office of Naval Research Contract N001470-A-0362-0001. Reproduction is permitted for any purpose of the United States Government.

The secondary role of the I/O System does not mean
that Multics attempts to erect a barrier that prevents
the (system or user) programmer from acquiring and
exercising full control over I/O devices. On the contrary, user processes are able to "negotiate" with the
system administrator, who controls distribution of
I/O resources, to acquire particular I/O devices. Then,
with user code, the user process may program the control of these I/O devices and operate them with the
full freedom that is normally accorded a system programmer
.

In brief, the Multics I/O System has been designed
using two important guidelines:
a)

the simplest, most commonplace use of it
requires only a minimum of knowledge and
skill
and the overhead for such simple
(common mode) use is also minimized.

—

b)

to extract more tailored (special purpose)
services there is added cost -- both in the
time that must be committed to understand
how the tool works and in the actual overhead that will be incurred in execution.

The system to be described here stresses symbolic,
hardware independent references to input/output deviThis scheme permits programs to be written
ces.
largely independently of the devices they use and
allows the devices to be assigned at the time the computation is performed and changed dynamically during
the run.
Although other systems [3,4,5] have made use
of symbolic referencing, the Multics system attempts
to provide extreme ease of modification and almost
total device independence, to the limits possible.
The I/O System does not in itself provide formatted I/O such as that typically found in many langAlso, the details of
uages and library subroutines.
operating specific devices are relegated to a minor
role.
What remains is an intermediate level of I/O
software that forms the conceptual heart of the 10
System in Multics and will now be described.

Overview of the I/O System
A primary objective of Multics is to make the
input/output operations stated in the programs or ser
vice procedures that a user writes specifv onlv those
device functions that are required for the application
at hand, leaving to the system the responsibility for
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gauging the degree of device independence implied by
Che user s request.
In this way a user who invokes
such, service procedures is free to designate substitute devices as may be appropriate, while adhering to
the device dependencies that are implied by the stated
10 function requests. For example, a program may
output a long string of characters.
If the device
currently associated with this output is a typewriter
the I/O System should insert carriage returns when the
end of the carriage is reached. However, if the output
device is a tape then no carriage returns are necessary.
For this reason user-coded I/O operations should
ordinarily be independent (or as independent as feasible) of the particular device and model, or even of
the type of device, e.g., typewriter, as opposed to
teletype or paper tape.
There are two clear motivations for this crucially
important objective. First, we must presume that at
any given time a system will generally accommodate
several types of I/O devices and models. Each is
likely to require different programmed control. Each
may have different character sets, and may be intrinsically different in various respects (e.g., line
printers are not backspaceable magnetic tapes are;
some tapes cannot be read backwards as well as forwards, while card readers are never designed to read
cards backwards, etc.). It is, however, desirable to
be able to run programs using devices other than those
for which they were originally written. Second, we
presume that I/O devices become obsolete and, over
time, are replaced by new models of the same or
different types, e.g., video keyboards may replace
typewriters. Clearly, if programs are to be usable
over long periods of time, if programs are to be
repeated with minor or no variation in the nature or
effect of their I/O operations, then recognition of
device independence must be a planned part of the programming system for I/O operations.
,

One approach to design for the needed device
independence is to regard the I/O resource needed to
complete any given I/O operation not as a real or
physical resource, as for instance a particular card
reader, but as a virtual (pseudo) I/O resource that is
described in terms of the functions it must be capable
of performing, which is mapped by the system to a
particular real resource at run-time. Such an approach
implies that all available input devices, regardless
of type (or location) are in some sense acceptable
equivalents and all output devices are correspondingly
equivalent.

The user must, when he so chooses, be able to
decide what I/O devices of the ones available to him
he wants used. In other words the user must be able
to specify which physical resources the pseudo
resources correspond to.
It may also be necessary
for the user to provide detailed I/O coding for the
control of a device if such a device is not already
known to the system.
The particular design approach taken in Multics
based on two practical requirements, one having to
do with the system's responsibility for dispensing
and recovery of all real I/O devices, and the other
having to do with the run-time mapping of valid
user-coded I/O operations, regardless of their degree
of specificity, onto specific devices and in the
manner and with controls appropriate to those specific
devices
is

First, it is recognized that at any given time,
as a consequence of the I/O device needs of a process,
certain specific I/O devices (or device capabilities)
-iust be exclusively allocated to specific processes

or sets of processes.
The question of how the I/O
System decides how to allocate devices, how to reclaim
devices, and how to insure exclusive use of a device
by the intended processes is largely independent of
the central theme of this discussion, the structure of
the I/O System, and, although important, will not be
discussed here.
Second, any programmed I/O operation should at
source level, at least, be expressed (coded) in a
general way that specifies the I/O source or sink,
not by its device designation but only by a placeholder name for that source or sink.
(Moreover, as an
added convenience to users, it may be possible to code
certain standard I/O operations so that even this name
may be inferred from context.)

For example , [and here we illustrate only schematically], rather than use a specific device designation such as in the following form:

read from "card_reader_2" into area_23
or
read ("device 35", area_23)

(1)

we might instead say:
read from the stream named "Billy" into area 23;

(2)

or

read ("my_console", area_23)

depending on the syntax of the coding language being
used.

Here in example (2), "Billy" and "my_console" are
simply identifiers for sources of data. For such a
read statement to have any meaningful effect, the
specific device represented by that identifier must
be bound to or "attached" to (i.e., associated in some
way with ) "Billy" or "my_console" at some time after
the device is allocated to the process and before the
read statement is executed. The Multics I/O System
is responsible for maintenance and supervision of these
device-source name associations. Similarly for output,
names for sinks are used in write statements rather
than actual output device designations. Thus by analogy to the read examples in (2) above we could conceivably picture something like

write ("his_console", "format 12", area_22)

;

(3)

in which "his_console" is here intended to suggest the
name of some sink (output device) . The attachment at
any given time may be to one of a set of several
(different) devices. Thus, if a single process had
several consoles allocated, the process could simulate
a "party_line" conversation on the several consoles

where the name "his_console" could be attached and
reattached, possibly cyclically, among the several
different allocated devices.
The name chosen for elements of the set {source,
sink} is stream
Conceptually, the attaching of a
stream name to a particular device is a form of parameter binding. The device designation plays the role
of the actual argument and the stream name that of
In order to apply more than one
the formal parameter
"argument" to the same "parameter" Multics provides
for the detaching of a device (designation) from a
stream name so that subsequently another device can be
attached to the same stream name.
.

.

To carry out a read or write operation (call) of
the type suggested in (2) and (3) above, the following
steps can now be visualized.
The system module that
received and is responsible for "interpreting" this
call must first perform a table look-up to determine
the device designation (and type of device, constraint
rules, if any, for use, etc.) that is currently
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associated with the named I/O stream parameter.
In
principle, assuming the I/O call parameters are consistent with the data kept in this so-called Attach
Table , this same I/O control module can then convert
this request into an I/O action
i.e., by initiating
the desired I/O operations after generating the required channel commands, etc.
Because the system
must be capable of supporting an open-ended number of
devices, device types, and controllers, considerably
more modularity is called for.
So, in actual fact,
the I/O control module (called the I/O switch) merely
transmits the now more specific I/O request as a call
to an appropriate "specialist" module, a Device Interface Module (DIM), for each type of device.
A list
of DIMs currently in general use in Multics is given
in Appendix B.
This DIM in turn takes charge of
getting the I/O request accomplished as suggested in
Figure 2.

The I/O System is implemented by a set of subroutine calls, twenty at present. The stream-DIM
association is established by the attach call:

—

therefore, the function of the DIM to convert the I/O request into a set of specific channel
commands for the particular device associated with this
DIM.
The DIM knows both the conventions of the I/O
System and the conventions of a particular I/O device
and functions as a translator from one set of conventions to the other.
In order that all devices may be
fully exploited it is necessary that the I/O System
"language" be carefully chosen. The I/O System calls
of Multics are described more fully later and in
Appendix A.
It is,

call attach (stream_name, DIM_name, device_name)

This call creates an entry in the Attach Table for the
stream identified by stream_name, if one does not
already exist, and associates the DIM identified by
DIM_name with it. The DIM itself is then invoked to
initialize (establish communication with the device
and prepare it for further transactions) the device
identified by device_name.

Once the device has been attached it may be
utilized by issuing a read or write call:
call read (stream_name, buffer)
call write (stream_name, buffer)

Where stream_name identifies the stream with which
the desired DIM and device are associated, and
buffer indicates the area from which data is to be
written or into which data is to be read. The I/O
switch, upon receiving a read or write call, finds
the entry in the Attach Table associated with this
stream and invokes the associated DIM at the read
or write entry. The read and write calls represent
the primary means by which all data enters or leaves
the system.

In order to dissolve an attachment the detach call
is used.

Description of the I/O System
The Device Interface Module converts a generalized
I/O request into specific instructions understandable
by a particular device.
In doing this, it must compile
a program for the hardware General Input Output
Controller (GIOC) [6] which it can in turn supply to
the target channel.
The compiled program reflects
the idiosyncracies of the particular device to which
the stream is attached.
It (the program) may include
line controls in the case of remote terminals,
select instructions in the case of tapes, and so forth.
In addition, the DIM may need to convert the internal
character code used by the system into an appropriate character code for the device. Typewriter
terminals for example, come in many different varieties. Virtually every different variety has different
character codes

The Device Interface Module after compiling a
program for the GIOC, calls a module that serves as an
interface for the GIOC to start the I/O using this
GIOC program. It is the DIM's responsibility to interact with the GIOC Interface Module (abbreviated as GIM)
until this I/O request has been completed.
The GIOC Interface Module is responsible for the
overall management of the GIOC. Thus, the GIM is
also responsible for overall monitoring of the operation of the GIOC.
This requires answering interrupts
(i.e., that its code acts as an interrupt handler for),
recognizing completion of tasks, and transmitting
to its caller status information deposited by the
GIOC.
It may be necessary for the DIM to wait for a
particular I/O operation to complete and/or be awakened when it does occur.
For this purpose an entry
is provided in the traffic controller that causes the
process to be suspended until it is reawakened.
When
the awaited operation completes, the GIM (which is
invoked by a hardware interrupt from the GIOC) calls
the traffic controller to awaken the suspended process.
This is the interface between the traffic controller
and the I/O System.
All multiplexing of processors
is, therefore, accomplished by the traffic controller.

call detach (stream_name)
This call causes the association of the specified
stream with any DIMs and devices to be dissolved.
The I/O switch invokes the associated DIM which in
turn terminates (releases the device and ends communication with it) the associated device or devices.
When the DIM returns control to the I/O switch the
stream-DIM association in the Attach Table is deleted.

There are many other I/O System calls which
concern aspects of the I/O System that are not of
immediate concern to this discussion. These include
calls to set device modes (readable only, writeable
only, forward spaceable only, etc.), calls to operate
devices synchronously or asynchronously (e.g.,
readahead and writebehind) , calls to establish input
delimiters, calls to determine the current device
status, and calls to reposition the current read or
write position of a device (e.g., tape spacing).
A short description of these calls is given in Appendix A.

A final I/O System call that is of interest here
the order call.
This call provides the escape
mechanism when an operation not implementable by any
of the other generalized I/O System calls must be
is

performed.
call order (stream_name, request_name,
other_information)

This call is transmitted by the I/O switch to the
appropriate DIM which performs the operation indicated
by request_name making use of data supplied in
other_information if necessary. Examples of order
requests might be to repunch a card on a card punch
or lock the keyboard of a console.
Up to this point discussion of input-output has
been in terms of communication with physical devices.
It has been shown that the only software th:it deals
specifically with any single device is the DIM associated with that type of device. The I/O Svstetti,
other than the DIMs, knows nothing of devices.
It,
therefore, follows that the I/O System does not
necessarily have to communicate with a physical device
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but that DIMs may be written to operate on the data to
be input or output in any manner whatsoever.
Such
DIMs are said to be associated with a virtual or pseudodevice and are termed pseudo-DIMS.
The most important pseudo-DIM is the File System
Interface Module (FSIM) which treats a segment in the
Multics File System as an I/O device. When a segment
in the file system is attached to a stream via the
FSIM, read and write calls on that stream will cause
data to be read from or written into the segment. The
FSIM provides the interface between the I/O System
and the File System in Multics. However, unlike many
systems this interface is not heavily used because the
File System is usually called directly.

Another class of DIM is one that translates one
I/O call to another I/O call, i.e-, its pseudo-device
is a stream.
A stream that is used as a pseudo-device
is termed an object stream.
The most important of
this class of DIMs is the "synonym" module. When an
attachment is made via the synonym module the specified device is another stream. Any subsequent calls
to the first stream is transformed by the synonym
module to the same call on the latter stream. The
stream names are, therefore, synonymous.
Applications
In the Multics system certain stream names are
established, by convention, for normal use. The
first of these is "user_i/o". This stream is normally
associated with the user's primary I/O device, e.g.,
in a normal console session "user_i/o" will be attached
to the user's console. Two other stream names are
also established: "user_input" and "user_output".
These streams are normally attached to "user_i/o"
via the "synonym" module as illustrated in Figure 3a,
i.e., they are made equivalent to "user_i/o".
Since
at present most programs that perform I/O intended
to do so with the user's console, the stream names
"user_output" and "user_input" are the ones used in
calls to the I/O System in these programs. This
illustrates one of the important purposes of the
"synonym" DIM, to permit the manipulation of stream
attachments without having to attach and detach physical devices. The streams "user_input" and "user_output"
could normally be attached directly to the user's
console as shown in Figure 3b. However, this would
force the console to be detached whenever these streams
were attached to some other device. Detachment and
subsequent reattachment implies that certain, physical -. -.
hardware action has been taken with regard to the
In the use of a console this might include
device.
termination of communication with the console and
subsequently having to reestablish this communication.
It would not be difficult to indicate to the DIM to
keep the device active, however, the use of synonyms
is more straightforward and makes more visible the
states of various devices, i.e., if they are attached
In other words, synonyms are an
they are active.
easy, efficient method of changing the binding of
streams to devices. Because of this use of synonyms
the "synonym" DIM has been highly optimized for the
simple switching described above.
Some important and heavily used features of
Multics serve to illustrate some of the advantages
of this organization of the I/O System. A user of
Multics may sometimes desire to redirect the output
that could normally appear on his console to some
other device.
This situation usually arises because
the output is lengthy and would require excessive
amounts of time to print on a console. The Multics
systeni provides a service by which the contents of
segments in the file system may be printed on a high
speed printer. Therefore, it is a fairly common

occurrence for a user to redirect his output to a segment in the file system using the FSIM mentioned above
so that it may be printed by the high speed printer or
examined using a text editor. To do this the following
I/O System calls must be made:
call attach ("f ile_output_stream", "fsim",
"segraent_name")
call detach ("user_output")
call attach ("user_output", "synonym",
"f ile_output_stream")

The first call causes the segment, "segment_name", to
become the receiver of all subsequent data directed to
the stream "f ile_output_stream" by a write call.
The
second and third calls cause the stream "user_output",
the stream on which all standard write calls are made,
to be disassociated from "user_i/o", the stream associated with the user's console, and instead be
attached to the new stream "file_output_stream".
Again the use of synonyms is not mandatory but is
included for the reason mentioned earlier. All subsequent output that would normally have appeared on
the user's console would now be placed in the segment
"segment_name". This new situation is depicted by the
graph in Figure 3c.
There are many instances in which a user wishes
to issue the same set of commands (a command is a
line typed at a user's console requesting some action
to be performed by the computer) many times
Rather
than doing so manually he may instead put the set of
commands in a segment and then cause this segment to
be read as input one command at a time.
This may be
done by the following I/O calls:
.

call attach ("f ile_input_stream", "fsim",
"input_segment_name")
call detach ("user_input")
call attach ("user_input", "synonym",
"f ile_input_stream")

The segment whose name is "input_segment_name" contains
the commands to be executed. The action performed by
these calls is analogous to those performed by the
above calls concerning output. All subsequent standard
read calls will cause input to be taken from the segment "input_segment_name"
Consider now the situation that results when
both the standard input and output streams are attached
to segments simultaneously.
In this case direct communication with the user has been eliminated. The user
controls his process only indirectly through the input
segment.
A process that is in this state, i.e., whose
standard input and output streams are attached to segments rather than to an interactive console, for its
entire lifetime is called an absentee process (see
Figure 3d)|) Absentee processes are the means by which
background or batch jobs are implemented in Multics.
The advantage of an absentee process from the system
view is a better allocation of resources since absentee
jobs may be scheduled at periods of low interactive
demand. The point of interest here Is that an absentee
process, as opposed to an interactive process, is
obtained by a few slightly different calls to the I/O
System during process initialization and that no other
special user or system programming is necessary.
In order to restore the situation to the interactive state just two I/O calls are necessary for each
of the standard input and output streams.
Thus for
the input stream there would be:

call detach ("user_input")
call attach ("user_input", "synonym", "user_i/o")

Upon completion of these two calls the standard input
stream is again attached to the user's console. The
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stream "f ile_input_stream" remains attached to the
input segment.
The "synonym" DIM, as mentioned earlier, is one
example of a DIM that uses another stream as the device
upon which it acts.
Such modules are effectively
spliced into the flow of control in that each such
module gains control and in turn passes control onto
another DIM invoked as a consequence of its call to
the I/O System on its object stream.
The "synonym"
simply results in an identical call to the object
stream.
However, such a DIM could easily perform
some useful operation before passing the call on.
A
good example of such an operation is code conversion
on the data to be read or written.
A simple example
could be to reformat a string of characters meant to
be written on a console with a wide carriage for
writing on a narrow carriage by properly placing
carriage returns in the data.

general mechanism. Some users, however, write their
own DIMs making use of the order call to specify
special requests.
The applications described earlier indicate some
of the most common uses of the I/O System.
The facilities of file input and output and absentee are
achieved easily both conceptually and in practice and
could not have been provided, in such a general manner,

without device independence and stream switching. The
I/O System has also proved very useful for system
development, e.g., when testing a program that normally
uses the high-speed printer it is advantageous to use
a less critical more accessible device than one of the
two printers available.
The capabilities present in
the Multics I/O System, as described here, have, therefore, proved well worth the careful design effort
necessary for its development
Acknowl edgemen t

Similarly such an intermediary could be used to
make one device appear as another device. For
example, if a light pen were to be added to the system
as a new input device, a DIM could be written to make
data read from a segment via the FSTM simulate the
input from the light pen in order that all the associated software may be checked out before the actual
installation of the device.

A final example of such intermediate modules is
the broadcaster.
This DIM allows fan out of I/O System
calls. Rather than having one stream as its object,
the broadcaster may have several .
A call on a
stream attached via the broadcaster is transmitted to
all streams attached to this stream via the broadcaster.
This is simply an extension of the synonym
module. For example, a user may wish to record all
the output typed on his console in a segment of the
file system. To do this he simply attaches the stream
"user_output" to both "user_i/o" and "f ile_output_
stream" as indicated in Figure 3e.
Conclusion
It is the purpose of the Multics I/O System to
permit I/O operations to be specified in a device
independent manner, thereby permitting easy interchange of devices while programs are in execution.
The designers of the I/O System have been able to
achieve this goal largely because certain functions
associated with I/O (file system, processor multiplexing) have been provided as independent facilities
in Multics which are invoked by the I/O System as well
as other programs.
The method used to attain device
independence is to define a set of I/O calls which are
used to specify all I/O operations in a general manner.
All devices are addressed symbolically by stream name
and the binding of streams to devices can be modified
dynamically.

The modular structure of the I/O System facilitates introduction of new devices.
In order to logically add a device to the system, a user or system
programmer need only provide the detailed I/O coding
for that device in the form of a Device Interface
Module. This ability to add new devices is necessary
to assure the system's longevity.

Users of the I/O System, may if they desire,
bypass the general mechanism.
Instead of making a
general I/O call, programs can invoke Device Interface
Modules or even the GIOC Interface Module directly.
The user who takes this approach loses the switching
capabilities, device independence, and other advantages that the general mechanism provides.
So far,
no Multics user has needed or chosen to bypass the

During the many years since the Multics project
began a great number of people have contributed in
the formulating of ideas for the I/O System.
People
who have contributed significantly to this effort are
F. J. Corbato, R. C. Daley, S. I. Feldman, E. L.
Glaser, D. Levenson, J. Ossanna, D. Ritchie, J. H.
Saltzer, and V. L. Vyssotsky.
The authors would also
like to acknowledge the work of S. Dunten, N. I. Morris,
T. Skinner and D. Widrig for their work in designing
the GIOC Interface Module.
Appendix A
The following is a list of general I/O System
calls and a brief description of their functions.
This list serves only as an indication of the type
of operations that are thought to be necessary in
Multics, not as a complete description of their
operations. Complete descriptions are given in [7].

attach
establishes an association between a stream
name, a device's control software (DIM), and a deviceAll subsequent operations on this stream will invoke
the associated control software and will be performed
on the associated device.
detach
call.

destroys an association created by an attach

read
causes input to be taken from the device associated with the given stream and placed in the indicated
buffer area.

write
causes output to be taken from the indicated
buffer area and written to the device associated with
the given stream.
seek
modifies the current position of the read and
write pointers for the device associated with the
given stream.
tell
returns the current position of the read and
write pointers for the device associated with the
given stream.

changemode
changes the current mode of the device
associated with the given stream and returns the old
mode. Modes determine attributes of a device such as
whether reading or writing is permitted.
readsync
determines whether or not the DIM associated with the given stream will perform read-ahead
on the associated device. Performing read-ahead is
to read input from a device before the read call is
issued.

writesync
determines whether or not the DIM associated with the given stream will perform write-behind
on the associated device. Performing write-behind is
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to write output on a device after
the write call has

returned
resetread
erases all currently accumulated readahead from the device associated with the given stream.

resetwrite
erases all currently accumulated writebehind intended for the device associated with the
given stream.

worksvnc
determines whether the device associated
with the given stream is in workspace synchronous or
asynchronous mode. Being in workspace synchronous
mode means that when a read or write call returns,
the I/O System is finished using the provided buffer
area associated with this call. If the call was a
read call the desired input has been placed in the
buffer area. If the call was a write call the data
has been taken from the buffer area. Being in workspace asynchronous mode means that buffers may still
be in use by the I/O System after the call has returned. If a read call then the buffer area may not
yet contain the desired input, but it will be filled
in- at some later time.
If a write call then the data
may not yet have been taken from the buffer, but the
I/O System will do so at some later time. Workspace
asynchronous mode allows programmers to perform asynchronous I/O transactions and multiplex their I/O
calls.

upstate
returns the current status of a specific
asynchronous transaction on the device associated with
the given stream.
iowait
returns the current status of a specific
asynchronous transaction on the device associated
with the given stream. The iowait call will not return
until the indicated transaction is complete, i.e., the
I/O System is finished with the buffer area.

as user consoLes in Multics.
These include Teletype
Models 33, 35, and 37, IBM 1050 and 2741, Datel 30,
ARDS, and Terminet 300.

Synonym DIM

- causes two streams to become synonymous,
all I/O calls (except attach and detach) on
either stream result in the same I/O operations being
performed.

i.e.,

File System Interface Module - causes segments of the
file system to be treated as input and output devices.

Multics Standard Tape DIM - is used for reading and
writing tapes in Multics standard tape format.
Nonstandard Tape DIM
tapes in any format.
Card DIM
cards

setdelim
modifies the current break characters and
read delimiters for the device associated with the
given stream.
getsize
returns the length, in number of bits, of
the size of a basic element to be read or written on
the device associated with the given stream. For
example, Multics uses seven bit ascii right adjusted
in a nine bit field as its standard character set so
the element size for character oriented devices is 9.

is

used for reading and writing

is used for reading and

-

Printer DIM
printers.

-

punching punched

is used for writing to the high speed

ARPA Network DIM - is used to input and output from
the ARPA Network of which the M.I.T. Multics installation is a part.
Communications Line DIM - is used to read from and
write to a dedicated PDP-8 over a high speed communications line that is connected to the M.I.T. Multics
installation. This PDP-8 is used for monitoring of
Multics and for graphics.
"
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abort
causes the indicated transaction or transactions on the device associated with the given stream
to be aborted.

getdelim
returns the current break characters and
read delimiters for the device associated with the
given stream. Break characters define the extent of
canonical ization and erase and kill processing of
input [7]. Read delimiters determine on which input
characters a single read call is to cease reading.

-

setsize
modifies the element size for the device
associated with the given stream.

When a specific function on a specific device cannot
be logically specified by any of the above general
calls the order call is used:
order

Users and rest
of system

is used to specify device dependent requests

to be executed by the DIM associated with the given
stream.
Examples include locking the keyboard of a
console and unloading a magnetic tape.
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The following list briefly describes the Device
Interface Modules (DIMs) generally available and
widely used in Multics. Detailed descriptions are
given in [7]
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CHAPTER
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO THE USE OF MULTICS

September 20, 1973
There are a large number of ways to use Multics.
You may,
find that you are using a program preparation
facility, or a program debugging facility, or a memorandum typing
facility,
or a management
information facility.
One of the
interesting properties of Multics
is
the
for
ability
a
knowledgeable programmer to construct a single program which
makes use of several
of
For
these facilities at once.
the
beginner,
however, the problem is simply to figure out which one
of several ways of doing something
is
appropriate for his
In
project.
this chapter will be found a guide to typical ways
of using Multics and its most commonly used
and a
facilities,
number of examples of sessions at the terminal, to give a feel
for the way one fits things together to achieve useful
results.
We must begin by exploring a number of issues having to do with
the simple mechanics of using the system.
at different times,

Mechanics

Ihs.

o_f

Terminal usage

Although there are several different varieties of typewriter
or graphic terminals which can be used with Multics, they all are
used in similar ways; the way in which Multics normally expects
these terminals to be used
is
our subject here.
Note that
Multics permits a subsystem designer flexibility to change
conventions
which
are
not exactly
suited to his needs.
Therefore, we will describe here the standard conventions which
apply to ordinary use of Multics, and which are also used by most
programs.
Indeed, an important property of Multics is the extent
to
which the mechanics described here are universally used by so
many different parts of the system.
Most computer terminals are designed with flexibility to
allow use with different kinds of systems. This flexibility is
expressed in the form of switches whose setting must be correct
For example, the IBM model 27M
if proper operation is expected.
two
switches on the left side, one
terminal may have one or
labeled "com-lcl" (which must be set to com ) ,
and
the
other
(which,
if there, should be set to
labeled "inhibit auto-eot"
see the MPM
For switch settings on other terminal types,
on)
Reference Guide section, Protocol for Logging In.
.
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is
The
the computer
to
terminal
connection
the
of
accomplished by ordinary telephone lines, and by dialing the
usually
is
This number
telephone number of the computer.
equipped to automatically connect you to the first free line into
inform potential
Multics is designed to
the computer system.
users that
it
is
fully loaded by printing a message on the
telephone or
ansv/er
the
to
terminal rather than by refusing
returning a telephone busy signal. Either of these latter two
responses to dialing Multics is a symptom of trouble and should

be reported.

Communication of keyboard characters with the computer is
accomplished by conversion of these characters into sequences of
tones which can be sent over the telephone line. The piece of
hardware which does this conversion is called a dataset or modem
there must be one modem at the
(for mo dulator- demo dulator )
terminal and another at the computer.
Two types of modems are
those
frequently found associated with computer terminals:
directly attached to the telephone line/ and those which are
acoustically
coupled
by
the telephone handset
inserting
devices
physically into the modem.
The directly attached
normally come with a special telephone set which has a row of
buttons; one of these buttons must be depressed in order to get a
dial tone to start the call.
In contrast, the
acoustic coupler
is designed to work with any ordinary telephone anywhere.
:

After dialing the Multics telephone number, you should hear
The next
one or two rings, and then the computer will answer.
step is to complete an electronic handshake sequence, first
between your modem and the one at the computer, and then between
your computer terminal and the Multics terminal controller. The
computer starts the sequence immediately after it answers by
placing a tone which you can hear on the telephone line. You
should then press the data button on the modem, if the modem is
directly attached, or else insert the telephone handset into the
acoustic coupler. The handshake sequence should then proceed to
completion all by itself, with, a characteristic pattern of clicks
soon
learn to recognize as normal
and gurgles that you will
operation, ending with a printed message from the computer.
which the handshake
There are several
possible ways
in
Before giving, up, check the following list of
sequence may fail.
possibilities:
1.

initial
Are you sure the computer answered and provided the
tone?
If not, check to see if Multics is in operation.

2.

Is

the terminal

3.

Is
in

the cable connecting the terminal to the
place?

k.

Is the modem plugged in?
(If it
may have to be turned oji also.)

plugged in and

is

its power switch on ?

is

modem

properly

an acoustic coupler,

it
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modem

correct

5.

Are all the switches on the terminal and
position?

6.

Did you dial the correct telephone number? Generally there
types and
are different numbers for different terminal
Check your telephone number list.
speeds.

7.

Has the terminal in question ever been used
If
before?
not/
possibly
it
is
missing
required for use with Multics.

8.

Has this telephone line ever been used with
this
acoustic
coupler before? Possibly the line is too noisy or weak for
too much
or maybe
there
is
the brand of coupler used,
amplification in the telephone line and one of the modems is

in

with
some

Multics
feature

being overloaded.
9.

With the
Try hanging up and dialing again once or
twice.
array of equipment between you and the computer, flukes are
common.

If all of these checks fail
turn to expert help.

to turn up anything,

it

is

time

to

Assuming that the handshake was successful, it was completed
with the printing of some message from the computer, e.g.,
the
"Multics version 15.11".
You are now in communication with
and anything you
type on the keyboard will be both
computer,
Whenever Multics or any
printed and heard by the computer.
program prints anything to you, the keyboard will be temporarily
other
At
all
locked, thus preventing you from typing anything.
times, the keyboard is unlocked, and you are free to type.
Generally,
you will type messages with the intent that they
be read and understood by some program; you should always keep in
mind just exactly which program will be interpreting each message
you type.* To start with, the system has arranged
your
that
input lines will be directed to a login program which will insist
that
you
type
information properly identifying yourself. The
login program will, at one point, exercise a special
feature of
your terminal
by disconnecting your keyboard from your printer,
so that you may type a password without producing a printed copy.
(If your terminal doesn't have this feature,
the
login program

important to realize that you are allowed to type even
some previously initiated operation has not finished yet and
technically the system or subsystem is not ready for another
typed
line
from you.
If
you can anticipate your next input
lines, you may type them at any time;
be
they will
stacked up
in
and used,
order,
to satisfy future requests for input from
you.
This feature permits you to work ahead of the computer, and
overlap your thinking and typing with waits for response from it.
*

if

It

is
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will
instead print some random letters on the paper in the place
program is
login
When
the
you are to type your
password.)
satisfied that it knows your identity, it will start a program
supervise your
to
known as the
istener which is usually used
entire terminal session. The listener interprets lines that you
Whenever the listener
type as names of programs you wish to run.
pommand
be
at
to
is listening for input, the terminal is said
level .
The programs which you ask the listener to call are known
as
commands . Command level is an important reference point, and
ideas may
of
these
we will use this term frequently.
Several
come
into better focus
in the example terminal sessions which
appear later in this chapter.
1

so
It is common, as well as human, to make typing mistakes,
two correction
conventions are normally in operation at all
and then
times.
One of them allows you to erase, so to speak,
retype small typing mistakes, and the other allows you to simply
discard more extensive typing disasters.
The erase convention
uses
number sign (#) character. Whenever you realize that
the
you have typed a character in error, type as the next character
after it the number sign.
When the line is read, it will be
scanned for number signs; if one is found, it, and the character
before
will be discarded; the resulting line is then assumed
it
Two consecutive number
type.
to be the line you intended
to
signs will erase the two immediately preceding characters, and so
Note that you do not correct errors by backing up and
on.
overtyping, as
in
some systems.
If
you do backspace and
overtype,
the system will presume that you want that particular
combination of overstruck characters to be in your input line.
In
this connection, note that the system is more concerned with
the appearance of the final printed line on your terminal than it
the
for example,
is with the order you typed things in.
Thus,
order in which you produce overstruck characters is unimportant,
and extra up and down case shifts are ignored.

line you
If you notice a serious error farther back in the
are typing, you could correct it by typing enough number signs to
erase everything back to and including the error, and then
this
time
correctly.
retyping everything that was erased,
However,
it
may be simpler to just type a ki 1 character (the
commercial at sign, @). When this character is encountered in an
left
of
it
are
line
the
input line, it, and all of the
to
The corrected
discarded.
line is then retyped directly to the
right of the kill character.
Several
examples of the use of
erase and kill characters appear
in
the
annotated terminal
scripts later in this chapter.

program which has arranged
Unless one is using a special
things differently,
the unit of communication with the computer
for the typist is the
completed line, ending with the function
key which returns the carriage to a new line.
Thus, typing "new
line" is the signal that the typist is satisfied with the line as
characters,
and kill
it stands;
the line is scanned for erase
and then passed along to satisfy the next request for input.
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Some
terminals do not have all of
the
96
different
in
characters which can be typed
to
Multics programs.
For
IBM
27^1
example,
the
terminal does not have square brackets.
There is a set of conventions which allows one to type something
the same thing.
else which means
All of these conventions use
one special character as an escape character to indicate that the
next character is to be interpreted differently than usual.
On
271*1, the escape character is the cent sign (£).
a
If one types
a cent sign followed by a "less than" sign, these two
characters
together will be taken to mean a left square bracket. A complete
set of
escape conventions which apply to your terminal may be
found in the MPM Reference Guide section, Typing Conventions.
Finally, two emergency measures should be mentioned.
Every
terminal
has
somewhere on
it a special button which is always
pressable, even if something is being printed and the rest of
the
keyboard
is locked.
This button is called the qui t button,
and, when pressed, will cause the system to stop whatever program
was running and return to command level.
In this
even
if
way,
you have started a runaway or incorrect program, you may always
keep positive control of the situation.
Note that when the quit
button
used,
is
the work
in progress, while halted, will not
necessarily be saved if you begin doing
something
else.
Generally,
unless you take special measures, you will find that
pressing the quit button discards all work which was done since
the previous time you were at command level.

The second emergency measure is the terminal disconnect.
If
you should happen to turn off the terminal power, or hang up the
telephone while logged in, the system will
first perform the
equivalent of a quit, then it will automatically perform a logout
command.
Of course, it can not print the usual logout message on
your disconnected terminal.
In general, you need not worry about
disrupting the system by such an abrupt disconnection, but your
own work may be lost back to the last time you were at command
level.

A Multics Terminal Session
Having accumulated some familiarity with the basic mechanics
of
using Multics, the easiest way to proceed to familiarity with
the system itself is to look over the shoulder of an
experienced
but cooperative user,
and pester him with questions about what
seems to be happening. The closest alternative we can achieve
here is to walk through some sample terminal sessions, explaining
in
some detail
the various pieces of an emerging picture.
To
start with, we will
consider one of the simplest possible
in
sessions,
which a user logs in to the system, checks on the
latest news and notices, uses the system as a desk calculator
to
balance his checkbook,
and then logs out.
Later examples will
illustrate typing and editing information and use of the Multics
storage system.
To
begin with,
however, the simple terminal
session illustrated in Figure 3-1 will allow us to decouple from
those considerations the purely mechanical issues underlying all
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I
2

#

3
4
5*
6

Multics 15.8; MIT, Cambridge Mass.
Load = 55.0 out of 60.0 units; Users
1 og
n W 1 1 ams
Password:
i

i

*

58

i

7*
8

9

10
II
12

13*
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

09/29/70 2139. 4 edt Tue
Williams Apollo logged in:
Last login 9/28/70 1633.2 edt from terminal "209"
pl/l_status, tty_bug, news
New or updated help segments:
12.070
231
3.914
r 2139
help nes#ws
(10 lines follow)
09/29/70
The following changes were made in the on-line system today:
The editor command, edm, was replaced with a new version
1)
which eliminates a bug encountered when input lines
overflow its input buffer.
2)
A new command named change_default_wdi r (abbreviated cdwd)
was installed. This command changes the user's default
working directory for the duration of the current
process or until the command is issued again.
(end)

26(*) more help?
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
"5k*

35

36*
37*
38*
39*
40*
41*
42*
43
44
45*
46
47

48*
49
50
51
52
53
54

(68

yes
lines follow)

Following is a summary of all system changes made 9/1 to 9/28:
Replaced PL/I compiler, removing varying string bug.
9/28
9/26 Added 12 million words of disk stora
QUIT
1.667 4.760 110
r 21U2

decam
Go
«0

+14791
+38525
-2741
-3482
-49768
p

-2675
q
r

2148

.515

4.040

135

logout

Williams Apollo logged out 9/29/70 2149.1 edt Tue
CPU usage 5 sec
hangup
Figure 3-1: A Sample Terminal Session.
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take
we will
each of our examples,
In
use of the system.
down
numbers
add
line
replicas of actual terminal sessions, and
have placed an
We
the left side so that we may refer to them.
the remaining
user;
asterisk (*) beside those lines typed by the
communicating
he
is
lines are those printed by whatever program
starts at an IBM 2741 terminal, immediately
The session
with.
following the dialing of the Multics telephone number.

fairly large
raises
a
The login sequence, all by itself,
Let us examine this script, line by line.
collection of issues.
Line 1 was printed as a consequence of the electronic handshake
In
sequence between the typewriter control program and the 2741.
order to establish what kind of terminal has called, thecontrol
a
attempting to elicit
experiments,
program tries several
One of the experiments caused the
response from the terminal.
being
experiment
That
number sign.
a
to print
terminal
identified, and the system
terminal
type was
the
successful,
printed a greeting message on lines 3 and 4, after putting in a
(line
2) to insure that the carriage is at the left
blank line
is
edge and that anything accidental ly printed by the experiment
Note that a line from the computer
separated from the message.
usually ends with a "new line", so that the next message, whether
typed by the user or the computer, starts at the left edge of a
The second line of the greeting message (line 4) tells
new line.
number
of users currently logged in, and the load they are
the
1.0
load of
placing on the system. The average user places a
this example the hardware
and
in
the system,
load units on
configuration in use will support 60 units, or 60 average users.
restricted command repertoires may be rated at
Some users with
Since the
less than 1.0 load units; others may be rated higher.
limit,
60.0, we will have no
below the
well
is
load,
55.0,
we
limit,
the
to
equal
If the load were
trouble logging in.
might still
attempt to log in; it may be that some part of the
to
load can be deferred or some low priority user could be asked
After printing line 4, the system unlocked the
stop working.
typewriter keyboard, and the user had two minutes in which to log
giving
Thus, on line 5 he typed a login line,
in to the system.
identified throughout the
is
name by which he
the
personal
lower case
system.
Note that the distinction between upper and
If he had
is
significant in Multics input and output.
letters
typed his name without the initial capital letter, it would not
have been recognized.
Such
Some users may type other things after their name.
more
on
works
user
if
the
only
extra input items are necessary
than one project or charges his usage to more than one account,
and then only if he does not want to use his standard billing or
project identification for this terminal session.
On
the
login program responded by requesting the
line
6,
At
private password which is associated with the user's name.
mechanism
printing
program turned the terminal
the
point,
this
line
7,
off and although our typist typed in his password on
he
usual,
that,
as
Note
it.
is
no printed record of
there
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signaled that he had completed typing by typing a "new line",
the next message from the computer was printed on line 8.

so

Lines 8 through 12 are the response of the login program to
records the
Line 8
the successful identification of the user.
The
and project affiliation of the user.
name,
time,
date,
project affiliation refers to a grouping of users who are working
together on a single project and therefore require frequent
As we shall see in the
access to each other's information.
example terminal session exhibiting storage system usage, since
the privacy system recognizes the existence of such groups, one
can grant access to all members of a group by stating just the
Line 9 tells the user of the
project name of the group.
that he may
so
session,
conditions of his previous terminal
discover If someone else is using his password.

This message is
is called the message of the day.
Line 10
important news for users.
updated frequently to reflect any
Rather than printing the details of the news here, though, the
message usually refers the user to information files which may be
printed with the help command. We will see examples of how to
use this very handy facility in a moment.
lines printed as a result of
the
last
Lines 11 and 12,
appearance
its
since
ready
message,
logging in, are known as a
indicates that the terminal is now at command level, and that the
command language interpreter is ready to start interpreting
commands. The four numbers printed in the ready message have the
following meanings:
the

nearest

minute

2139

Time of day, in 2k hour form,
(e.g., 9:39 p.m.).

3.9H»

Number of seconds of central processor time used
the last visit to command level.

12.070

to
last visit
A measure of the memory used since the
It is intended to measure memory usage
command level.
in a manner that is independent of system load.

231

(102*»
word blocks) of information
Number of pages
primary memory since the last visit to
in
to
brought
command level

to

since

is printed as part of
successively
between
separation
provide
the ready message, to
is printed
message
ready
a
we
shall
see,
As
typed commands.
ihe
level.
command
returns
to
terminal
every time that the
to
addition
in
in
ready message,
printed
the
information
is
output,
terminal
providing an occasional time stamp on one's
of
a
cost
relative
the
estimating
in
handy
frequently
another
with
cost
the
comparing
just-completed operation, or in
for the uninterested, there
(Note:
way of doing the same thing.
used to suppress the ready
be
which
can
feature
special
is
a

A blank line,

in

this case on line 12,
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message.
For details, see the write-up of the ready_off command
in the MPM Reference Guide Command section.)
the system has now created a process for
the
A process may be thought of as a private computer, working
in its own memory, or address space , under control of the user at
his
terminal.
The
process has
begun running in the listener
program, so any line typed by the user will be interpreted as
a
command ,
that
is,
an
instruction to call some program either
belonging to the user or else in the Multics library.
Our sample
session continues as the user types his first command line.

At this point,

user.

The command line typed on line 13 illustrates three things:
invoking a
library program by name,
passing that program an
argument, and correction of a typing error.
The user chose
to
follow up the suggestion given by the message of the day back on
line 10, so he typed the name of the help command.
That command
is capable of giving help on a variety of topics; one selects the
topic by giving
the help command an argument , which names the
desired topic* The help command takes that argument as the name
of a file of information which it then uses as a source of
text.
In
this
case, our user wanted to see the latest system news, so
he tried to type the argument "news" following the
command name
"help".
Unfortunately, he slipped up, and typed "nes". He then
noticed his error, and typed the erase character (#) followed by
the
correct letters. Thus the line actually interpreted by the
listener reads "help news".
The help command then replied by printing,
on
line
Ik,
a
notice of how much output was coming, and then on lines 15-21* the
latest message from the on-line news file. After completing that
message,
it
inserted a blank
improve
line
(line
25)
to
readability, and then asked the user if he wished to see more.
This question, on line 26, illustrates that some lines printed by
the
computer need not end with a "new line". After printing the
question mark, the program printed two spaces,
stopped to
then
await the reply of the typist.
The parenthetical asterisk to the
left
of
line 26 is intended to call attention to the fact that
the typist only typed the last part of
line,
namely the
this
letters "yes", and the "new line".

Then, on line 27, the help program again printed a notice of
how much output was coming, and proceeded with the next older set
of news.
Our user,
not wishing
wait while 68 lines of
to
information were printed, allowed the printing to proceed only
until
he saw news he had seen before, on line 30.
In the middle
of that line he pressed the quit button.
system responded
The
immediately by printing a "new line", the word QUIT on line 31,

he
If one does not even know enough to name a topic on which
needs
help,
typing "help" with no arguments will provide a
tutorial on the on-line information currently available.
*
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terminal
The
and a standard ready message on lines 32 and 33.
was thus forcibly returned to command level/ the help command
ready
The user was then
having been suspended in mid-operation.
to type his next command, on line 34.

There our user typed in the name of a desk calculator
This command turns
command program found in the Multics library.
so
machine,
adding
simple
kind
of
terminal
typewriter
into
a
his
The desk calculator
he
can balance his checkbook.
that
acknowledges that it is listening for input by printing the word
"Go" on
line 35.
Our user, being experienced in the use of the
proceeded
calculator,
to type in a whole series of requests to it
add and
to
then
memory,
its
36-41,
first
to
clear
on lines
that he
Note
checkbook.
found
in
his
subtract several numbers
did not wait for a response to one request before typing the next
one; he knew that the calculator does not reply to requests^ for
In
fact, it is
memory clearing, addition, and subtraction.
likely that he typed at least some of his input lines before the
calculator was ready for them; he and the desk calculator were
making effective use of the Multics type-ahead ability mentioned
Finally,
on
line
before.
42, he typed a request to print the
time,
he
This
result of all that addition and subtraction.
waited for the response, which the desk calculator printed on
line 43, followed by a blank line for readability on line 44.
and
Our user was then finished with the desk calculator,
in
order to return to command
to type more commands;
desk
the
to
level, he typed the request q (short for "I quit")
calculator on line 45.
The calculator program responded by
returning to its caller, and the terminal was returned to command
level as the ready message on lines 46 and 47 attests.

wanted

Our user, having solved his immediate problem (there seems
little Multics can do about the negative balance in his
be
to
The logout
checkbook), then typed the logout command on line 48.
49-53,
lines
addition
to
printing
the
messages
on
in
command,
updating
such
as
chores,
housekeeping
various
of
took care
accounting records and removing the user's name from the list of
in.
It also triggered a telephone line
those currently logged
disconnect sequence, which caused the minus sign to print on line
for
almost ten
in
Note that although our user was logged
54.
he used only five seconds of the central processor's
minutes,
Such ratios are the basis for developing a time-sharing
time.
system which is to be used by a large number of people
simul taneously.

With this example, we have now walked through an entire
terminal
session.
If you wish, you might want to try to imitate
substituting your own
in,
this session the first time you log
thing that you would
of
user.
One
that
our sample
name for
ready
that
the
surely notice if you tried that experiment
is
messages would not be exactly the same as in our sample script.
It is normal to observe a variation in the
amount of processor
time or number of page movements required to accomplish the same
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The variation
arises because
job several times.
the
system
attempts, as often as it possibly can, to run your program on the
coattails of other users,
utilizing pages in common. To the
extent that such sharing is successful, the charges to individual
users may be reduced, but the size of this effect will vary with
circumstances.
Also,
when
the system is heavily loaded, it is
harder to locate the resources required to
run
a
program;
the
extra effort required shows up as a charge to the user who asked
for them.
In addition to the commands illustrated here, you might
try
typing the help command with no arguments, and you might also try
the who command.
The Reference Guide gives complete information
on many options and variations
on
these as well
as
on
the
commands illustrated in our sample scripts.

lYP'nfi

MM

Editing Information

Probably the single most common activity of a user of a
time-sharing system is typing in and editing information, with
the
intent that the
information be stored for later use.
One
important property of a system which is normally approached by
means of a remote terminal must be that it can store information
from one usage session to the next.
If
this
property were
lacking,
it
would be unreasonable to use it to tackle any
information processing job which could not be completed
in
a
single sitting.
Since
that
kind of restriction is unwanted,
Multics provides an extensive system for storing and organizing
information, the Multics storage system.
The unit of information which is stored, named, protected,
and shared in the Multics storage system is known technically as
segment.
a
One or more segments containing related information
is usually called a f 1e .
Typically, a segment might contain a
complete program written in the PL/
language, or a memorandum,
or a collection of closely related data.
We will return later to
a variety of examples
of how segments are named,
protected,
classified,
and shared;
for the moment we are merely interested
in the mechanism by which one creates
a
brand new segment or
modifies the contents of an old one. This mechanism is important
because most subsystems which require substantial quantities of
input expect to find their input in segments.
For example,
one
uses
the
Multics PL/I compiler by first constructing a segment
which contains the desired PL/
source program.
Then
he
instructs
the
compiler to translate the source program found in
that segment.
i

I

I

Segments which contain only strings of characters, and thus
can be printed by a standard printing procedure without decoding
their format, are known as printable segments;
a
PL/
source
program is an example of a printable segment.
All other segments
may be categorized as binary segments, which is just a way of
saying that they consist of a collection of bits which somehow
information
represent
in
way different from the standard
a
I
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read
Usually, binary segments are created and
printable form.
Because they can be easily printed, printable
only by programs.
segments are creatable, modifiable, and readable by human beings
as well as by programs.
For the purposes of creating and editing printable segments,
The two
general -purpose edi tor commands are available.
several
is easy
edm,
standard editors are named edm and qedx. The first,
facilities
repertoire of
its
to learn and use, but limited in
when complex but methodical changes to a segment are needed. The
qedx,
is
more powerful and is controlled by a concise
second,
master at
to
input language, but is somewhat more difficult
provide
APL)
BASIC and
(for example,
Some subsystems
first.
minimize the
order
to
in
their own built-in editor program
distinction between program creation and execution. We will here
concentrate on the simpler of the two general-purpose editors.

before,
it
is
easiest to explain the operation of an
the example
In
editor by looking at a sample terminal session.
a
containing
Figure 3-2, edm is used to type in a new segment
in
from
1,
We begin our
reference line numbers
short poem.
the user who typed in this segment
that
of course,
realizing,
must have first logged in as in our earlier example. As before,
we have marked with an asterisk lines typed by the user.
As

On
line 1, our user typed the command to invoke the editor.
Since the editor is willing to edit any text segment in the
necessary to indicate which segment is to be
system,
it
is
edited. This indication is made by typing the name of the
segment as an argument following the name of the editor command
itself.
In this case, our user has chosen the name, poem, as the
name he would like to use for the segment he is about to create.
On line 2 the editor replies with the observation that it did not
find a segment named poem already in existence, so it assumed
that it was supposed to create a new segment with that name.
line
3,
To understand the message printed by the editor on
we must realize that this editor operates in one of two modes:
everything typed
In the input mode,
input mode, and edit mode.
typist is presumed to be information to be stored in the
by
the
taken
to
In edit mode, the typist's lines are instead
segment.
Since
segment.
stored
be requests to make changes to the already
segment had not yet been typed in, the editor assumed we
the
signified by printing
which
should start in
it
input mode,
As we shall see, when the editor detects
"Input." on line 3.
him off
that the typist is working on an old segment, it starts
in edit mode instead.

Lines i*-8, then, are the intended information content of the
Note the use of an erase
supplied by the typist.
segment,
o,
to an
character near the beginning of line 5, to change the
and
kill
character used on line 7 after noticing a blunder
the
Even though only one character was in error
earlier in the line.
the
type
was necessary to
it
(the r should have been an e),
i
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edm poem
Segment not found.

3

Input.

k*
5*
6*

There was a young lady from Niger
Who ri#ode with a smile of a tiger.
They returned from the ride
With thr ladyQWith the lady inside
And the smile on the face of the tiger.

1*

7*

8*
9*
10
11*
12*
13
Ik*
15
16*
17*
18
19
20
21
22
23
2k

25*
26*
27
28
29*
30
31*
32
33*
5k
35*

36*
37*

Edit.
t
1
smile
Who rode with a smile of a tiger.
c /of/on/
Who rode with a smile on a tiger.

t

p 1000
No line.

There was a young lady from Niger
Who rode with a smile on a tiger.
They returned from the ride
With the lady inside
And the smile on the face of the tiger.
EOF
w
q
r

202U

5.284

225

edm poem
Edit.
tiger
1
Who rode with a smile on a tiger.
1

And the smile on the face of the tiger.
anonymous
i

—

t

38

input.

39*
40*
kl*
kZ
43*
kk*
k5

A poem:

k6
U7
kS
49
50

1.280

Edit.
t

p 1000

No line.
A poem:

There was a young lady from Niger
Who rode with a smile on a tiger.
They returned from the ride
Figure 3-2:

An Example of Typing and Editing Information,
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51
52
53
5k

55*
56*
57
58
59

With the lady inside
And the smile on the face of the tiger.
-- anonymous
EOF
t

/tiger/giraffe/
Who rode with a smile on a giraffe.
And the smile on the face of the giraffe.
c 1000

EOF

60*
61*
62
63*

d

t
1

anon

6l»*

w

65*
66
67
68*
69
70
71
72

q

73

A poem:

r

2026

—
.875

2.132

anonymous

150

print poem

poem

10/31/70

2026.7 est Sat

7i»

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

There was a young lady from Niger
Who rode with a smile on a giraffe.
They returned from the ride
With the lady inside
And the smile on the face of the giraffe.
r

2025

.377

1.298

37

Figure 3-2 (continued)
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you may recall,
entire line over again because,
line.
the
same
left
on
to
its
everything
deletes
character
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kill

Having completed the initial typing of the poem, our typist
Now he was up against a
now wished to switch
edit mode.
to
was
supposed
to be stored in
slight problem:
everything he typed
editor
program his
the
the segment.
How was he to communicate to
might
expect,
a trick
intent to stop using the input mode? As we
When
The editor checks each line typed in input mode.
is used.
line containing nothing but a period, it takes that
it
sees a
does not
and
it
line to mean that the mode should be changed,
(Note that this
store
line
in the segment being created.
that
period
a
means that one cannot store a line containing only
while in the input mode.
However, one can create such a line in
edi t mode.
10
Thus, on line 9, we see only a typed period, and on line
we see the response of the editor, saying that "Edit." mode is
now in operation.
At this point, our typist, having looked over
printed copy of his input, noticed that he made an error on
the
To make
"on".
line 5
the word "of" should have been typed as
the editor maintains a pointer ,
such changes easy to manage,
in
the
stored segment.
which is always pointing to some place
The
typist may move this pointer from line to line, by issuing
various requests. Thus, when our typist issued the request to
switch to edit mode, the pointer was pointing to the last line he
The t (for
top--most edm requests are one letter
had typed.
mnemonics) request on line 11 moved the pointer to the top of the
The 1 (for locate) request, on
segment, ahead of the first line.
line 12, started a search for the next line containing the string
editor
the
it
found such a line,
of letters "smile".
When
and left the pointer pointing to that
printed it on line 13,
line.
This operation of moving the pointer by searching for a
string of letters is known as editing by context .

—

Having got the pointer set to the line which contained the
line
error, our typist then issued a c (for change)
request on
14.
The change request is designed to avoid the need for typing
characters
the whole line over, by mentioning first a string of
which appears
in the line, and then giving another string which
is to replace the first one.
What the typist wanted to express
the notion
is
"change the string of letters 'of to the string
'on'".
Since, in general, one or both of the strings may contain
blank spaces, we must invent some convention for communicating to
used for
is
be
the change
to
request exactly what string
matching, and what string is to be used in the first string's
typist to choose any
The convention used is for
the
place.
character he wishes that is not in either string -- his choice is
(The slash mark is often used
called the del imi ter character.
that character
since it is convenient to type.) Then he types
the
between.
Thus,
in
three
times,
with the two strings
c,
name
the
request
by
typing
edm
substitution was expressed to
of
delimiter
the
string
first
(/),
followed by a space, then the
characters to be matched (of), then a second delimiter, then the
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string to be substituted in place of the matching string
return for
In
(on), and finally a third delimiting character.
this
input
editor performed the requested
the
sequence,
substitution, then printed the changed line to verify that the
correct change occurred.
new

(Note
that while editing by context is very convenient,
context is often ambiguous, and one must constantly check to
Thus, the word "of"
insure
that the correct context was used.
change
the
might have appeared twice in the line; in that case,
If one wanted only
request would have changed both occurrences.
a
larger
the second occurrence changed, he would have
to
type
identification string, one which uniquely matched the single
usage of "of" that was to be changed.)

our
correct,
is
segment
the whole
Next, to verify that
typist moved the pointer back to above the top of the segment
with the t request on line 16, and then he asked the editor to
(with
the
print
p request) the next 1000 lines of his segment.
Although he knew that his segment did not contain 1000 lines, he
did not want to count them; when the user asks for a larger
number than necessary, the editor merely prints to the end of the
segment contents
Thus, we have the final
segment, then stops.
printed on lines 19-23.
The comment "No line." on line 18 is
for
inserted whenever the pointer is not pointing at a line;
example, when it
is
pointing to the top of the segment.
Similarly, the comment EOF on line 2k
is
printed whenever any
request causes the pointer to run past the end of the segment.
Our typist then typed the request w (write) on line 25, which
means "put the segment away in the storage system".
Being
The editor
finished with the editor he then typed q, for quit.
responded by returning to command level, as shown by the ready
message on line 27.
To illustrate the ability of the editor to modify a segment,
In
this
lines 29 through 83 are a typical
editing session.
the
session,
typist made some changes to the segment containing
the poem that had been typed in before.
The typist started from command level,
just as before,
typing the name of the editor and the name of the segment to be
This time, since the segment already existed, the editor
edited.
began in edit mode rather than input mode. The typist wanted to
add a line following the last line, so he had to move the pointer
to the last line.
Noticing that the last line contained the word
"tiger",
on
line 31 he typed a request to locate that string of
characters.
Now it becomes apparent why the editor always prints
there were
the line it has moved the pointer to, as on line 32
two lines containing the word "tiger", and the editor had located
the first one.
The typist should have used the request:

—

1

the tiger
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string of
the
line contains
last
on line 31, since only the
Seeing his mistake, the typist took
characters "the tiger".
request
if he types a locate
advantage of a special convention:
the previous locate request will be
with no character string,
repeated, with the effect in this case that the next instance of
This he did on line 33, and
string "tiger" will be located.
the
the
line of
the
last
line
3k with
the editor responded on
(insert) request, which inserts a
using the
segment.
Then,
line after the pointer, our typist on line 35 added a single line
to the end of the segment.
i

Next, he decided that his poem needed a heading, so he moved
segment with the t (top)
the
the pointer back to the top of
heading
is to be more than one
Since
the
request on
line
36.
mode by typing
line, he decided to switch temporarily to input
only a single
containing
the mode-switch
a
line
character,
two
lines
to be stored
period, on line 37.
followed
this
with
He
(which
in
in the segment following the current pointer position
is
line
^0
Note
that
segment).
this
case was at the top of the
completely blank presumably the typist wanted a blank line in
his segment
at
that point.
Having now finished typing the new
material, the typist switched back to editing mode, went back to
and on line hk requested that it be
top of
the
segment,
the
45-5^,
segment appeared as
the
printed.
As we see on
lines
except for the three added lines, two at the start and
before,
one at the end.

—

Next, our typist exhibited one of the most powerful features
he
On
line
56,
of this editor, its multiline change request.
by
the
string
replaced
requested that the string "tiger" be
"giraffe" everywhere it appeared on the next 1000 lines following
the
entire
in
the pointer.
Thus, every occurrence of "tiger"
For
was
sought out and changed by the editor.
segment
(lines
and
line
57
verification, the editor printed each changed
segment
58), and then reported that it encountered the end of the
line saying
(line 59).
Finally, the typist decided that the
"anonymous" was superfluous, so he first moved the pointer to it
he
Finally,
(lines 60 and 61), and then deleted it (line 63).
wrote out the resulting edited segment, and then asked the editor
to return to command level.

independent check on the contents of the resulting
edited segment, he then typed the print command, as shown on line
it
first
68.
This library program will print any text segment;
time
prints
a header giving
the segment's name and the date and
(line 70), then it prints the contents of the segment.
As

an

With this brief introduction, the next steps to familiarity
with the editor are to read the edm command write-up in the
Reference Guide, and then to type in and edit a small segment of
your own.

Some pointers:
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1.

changes
all
is useful to remember that the editor makes
when
Only
original.
copy of the segment, not on the
on
a
your
overwrite
editor
you issue a w (write) request does the
types
user
the
If
original segment with the edited version.
It

(quit) without a preceding w (write), the editor warns him
be
that editing will be lost and the original segment will
request.
the
unchanged, and gives him the option of aborting
q

2.

3o

i».

5.

6.

7.

8.

Don't ever press the quit button while in the editor, unless
you are prepared to lose all of the work you have done since
If you press quit while a w
request.
(write)
last w
the
the original
request is in progress, you may even damage
version of the segment.
one has a lot of typing or editing to do, it is wisest to
occasionally (say every 10-15 minutes) issue a w request, to
up to that time is permanently
the work
all
that
insure
(e.g.,
a
Then, if some accident should occur
recorded.
will
you
disconnects),
system failure, or the telephone line
lose work only back to the last w request.
If

Some requests are more expensive in computer resources than
frequent movement of the pointer
particular,
In
others.
If
back to the top of the segment should be avoided.
much
do
as
to
and
try
is
best to plan ahead,
it
possible,
editing as possible with a single pass of the pointer
segment, the more
the
larger
The
through the segment.
important this consideration becomes.
The request to move the pointer backward, while very handy,
is
very expensive to use, since the editor actually has to
then
move the pointer to the bottom, then back to the top,
to the correct location.
Be sure that you have switched from input mode to edit mode
before typing editing requests, including the requests to
editing requests will
If you forget, the
write and quit.
You
be stored in your segment, instead of being acted upon.
will then have to locate and delete them.

The only frequently-used requests which have not been
illustrated are the next (n) and backup (-) requests. The
remaining requests are less important and you can safely
ignore them to start with.
As one becomes more and more familiar with the use of edm,
he may conclude that it provides verification responses more
often than necessary, thus slowing him down. The requests v
At about
and k are used to control the editor's verbosity.
two
the point where one feels confident enough to use these
probably time to begin
is
it
requests constructively,
The qedx
qedx.
studying the more sophisticated editor,
the user with a repertoire of more concise
editor provides
and powerful requests, which permit more rapid work.
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the Multics Storage System

text
segment may be
In the previous section we saw how a
In this section, we will explore some of the
created and edited.
features of the system which allow such segments to be organized
and stored for later use.

The user in our last example chose the name poem for his
Multics tries to allow the user as much flexibility as
segment.
possible in choosing names for segments.
Since the system has
many users, who may be strangers to one another, this need for
flexibility suggests that the segments belonging to any one user
grouped in such a way that he can choose names without worry
be
that some other user has already used
that name.
This grouping
is
accomplished by an entity known as a di rectory
A directory
may be conveniently thought of as a segment containing a list of
names of other segments.*
.

Typically,
each user has a directory for his own segments.
Within a single directory, each segment must have a different
name, but two different directories may contain segments with the
By a simple extension of this convention, directories
same name.
are also given names, so a user's directory may contain the names
not only of his segments, but also of additional directories he
has created.
These additional directories may contain the names
of more segments.
When a directory name is found in a directory,
it
is
said to be an inferior directory; the naming directory is
said to be superior to it.
A user's motives for putting some
of
his segments in inferior directories may be several:
He may have two segments to which he wants
give
to
same name;
they must not be in the same directory.

the

He may have many segments, and would like
to
keep them
grouped by category. As we shall see, he can ask for a
in
list of all the names in any one directory, and
thus
one of his categories.

He may wish to protect a certain group of segments all in
the
same way; when he creates a new such segment, he can
protect it the same way as the others by putting it
in
the
appropriate directory; he need not think through the
protection specification again.

Although a segment is technically only named by a directory,
common terminology to refer to a segment as being stored in
directory.
Of course, the segment is actually stored on some
disk or drum storage device; only its location on that device
is
stored
in
the
directory.
This distinction is important in the
case of
inks - which name segments stored in
other directories,
rather than providing for their storage directly^
*

it
a

is

1
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search
a
Whenever a program asks for a segment by name,
controlled
is
search
This
is undertaken for the segment.
Thus, he may
list of directory names.
by specifying a
create several directories in order to arrange that the
search proceed in a fashion he prefers.

.

should be clear, then, that the concept of a directory is
different features of the Multics storage
a
key to several
is
inferior directories
superior and
of
idea
The
system.
the
in
directories
the
all
that
requirement
the
extended by
system together form a hierarchy , or tree . The directory at the
base of the tree, which is superior to every directory of the
system, is called the root directory.
It

The root
directory arrangement.
a typical
are
which
of
both
entries,
two
contains
example
directory in that
directories
two
these
of
One
directories.
names of other
contains the library of system programs, while the other, named
(for user_directory_di rectory) contains one entry for every
udd
user of the system, namely Smith and Jones. These two users each
have a directory with their names on it, and in addition. Smith
chosen to add another directory inferior to his own, named
has
in
and z
y,
old_dir; he has placed three segments named x,
o 1 d_d r

Figure 3-3

is

i

Whenever a Multics program wishes to read or change the
contents of a segment, it is required to specify the name of the
Every segment has a oath name which is formed
segment it wants.
directory structure down from the root to
the
trace
as follows:
in order the name of every directory
writing
the desired segment,
Now,
name of the segment itself.
the
finally
and
path,
on
the
the
placing
name,
long
single
into
a
names
these
concatenate all
the
Thus,
names.
individual
the
between
"greater than" character
path name of the edm command, found in the library, would be
root>l ibrary>edm
By convention, since every path name would begin with the letters
left off, so one would use the path
letters are
these
"root",

name
>1

ibrary>edm

to refer to the edm command.

lp.pl

1

Similarly,

Jones*

has the path name

>udd > Jones lp.pl

1

and Smith's segment named

>udd>Smith>old_dir>x

x

has the path name

segment

named

USING THE MULTICS STORAGE SYSTEM

root:

udd

library

•

udd:
library:

edm
who
print

decam
sqrt_

oo
oo
o

Jones
Smith

Smith: poem

a.pll

old dir

old dir:

Figure 3-3:

Typical Multics Directory Hierarchy.
Directories are rectangles;
segments are circles.
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which

is

clearly

distinct from Jones' segment

x,

which has the

path name

>udd>Jones>x
To avoid the need for typing full path names, which may not
be
easily remembered (or even known, in some cases), the system
remembers for each logged in user the path name of one directory
in
which his activity is centered: his working directory . All
names which do not begin with a "greater than" sign are
considered to be relative to his working directory. Thus, for
example, Smith might choose as his working directory the path
name

>udd>Smith

which case when he uses the name

In

poem
he will be referring to the segment with path name

>udd>Smi th>poem

and when he uses the name

old_dir>x
he is referring to the segment with path name

>udd>Smith>old_dir>x
chooses an initial working
automatically
system
The
change
to
but he is free
in,
when
he
logs
user
directory for a
in
directory
other
any
to
directory
working
his
path name of
the
several
of
one
invoking
by
this
change
makes
He
the system.
interaction with the storage system. As
commands used for
before, it is easiest to understand these commands by following a
series of sample scripts, which are based on the directory
organization illustrated in Figure 3-3. Suppose that Jones has
logged in, and the system has assigned him the directory
>udd>Jones
as his working directory to start with.

(The script may be found

Figure 3-k.)

in

print_wdir, which merely
On line 1, he typed the command
-* «
r\rx
.1.
—£
i _
._. _ « ~ n *
i.ia
AXire*r*+r\ir\i
-•
...- V
&».«. «• /
~«- lino
mi
xuimh&
luiiciu
prints tne pain name ui nia
needs
or
he
is,
where
forgets
if
one
(This command is quite handy
confirmation that he typed his last command to change directories
correctly.) Next, on line 5, he typed the list command, which
On line 7 the list
prints the contents of the working directory.
Jones'
contents.
directory
the
of
summary
command printed a
•

m- i_

t_

.

*• I* I

i

.
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1*
2
3

print_wdir
>udd>Jones
.137
1210
r

.812

27

4

5*

list

6

7
8

Segments

9

r

10

re

11
12
13

r

14*
15
16
17*
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27*
28
29
30*
31
32

33*
34
35
36

w

=2, Records

1

Ip.pll

3

x

1212

.216

=

1.762

33

3.728

77

4.

create foo
1213

r

.320

list

Segments
r
r

w
w

foo
lp.pl

1
3

re

created!
r
1216
1218

1

1.856

.202
r

49

my poems
.151 1.482

my poems

change_wdir
r

* 4.

x

1215

r

Records

3,

.089

.306

17

print_wdir
>udd> Jones >mypoems
1219

r

.119

.056

14

37*

list

38

directory empty

39
40

r

41*

copy >udd>Smith>poem limerick
53
r 1220
.311 1.732

42
43

1219

44*

list

45
46
47
48
49
50

Segments
r

r

w

.147

1,

1.406

42

Records =

1.

11 imerick
1220

.219

2.162

51*

changejwdir >udd

52
53

r

1221

.067

.646

41

30

Figure 3-k: Example of Use of the Multics Storage System.
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54*

list

55
56

segments

57
58
59
60

-a
*

links *

Directories

2,

Records

-

2.

61
62

s

63
64
65

sma

Smith
Jones

1
1

r

1222

67*

cwd

68

r

Smith>old_dlr
.136
1.406
1222

.077

.304

9

66

69
70*
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

80
81
82
83*
84
85
86*
87
88
89*
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
«•**••

J.U1

102
103
104
105
106

42

status x
x
names:
type:
date used:
date modified:
branch modified:
bit count
records used

segment
11/29/70 1657.6 est Sun
11/23/70 2104.5 est Mon
11/2/70 2104.5 est Mon
1596

mode

rw

.439

1223

r

1

3.402

62

1.110

41

change_wdlr
1224

r

.111

link >udd>Smi th>old_dir>x Smithx
r
1225
.178
1.788 41

listnames -a

Segments

3,

Records

»

4.

foo
lp.pll
x

Directories

1,

Records

1.

my poems
i

•

_

LIHKS

—

*

X.

Smithx
r

1227

.626

2.154

43

Figure 3-4 (continued)
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9
the three-column list of names of
line
is
Starting on
the
Working back from the right,
segments in this directory.
(32 characters or fewer in
is
the segment name
third column
number of storage records
is
the
length), the second column
occupied by this segment, and the first column tells the mode of
Up to three
access this user is permitted to this segment.
indicating an
letter
column,
each
in
appear
this
letters may
additional privilege:

r

The user
segment.

(read)

may

read

the

contents

of

this

e (e_xecute)

The user may run this segment as a program.

w (w.rite)

The user may
segment.

rewrite

the

contents

of

the

We will return later to the subject of setting these access mode
merely observe that they
For the moment, we will
indicators.
that different users may have different access mode
exist,
indicators for the same segment, and that the system enforces the
access mode restrictions.

part
as
On line 9 is listed a segment which has a "period"
allow
to
happy
system
is
the
In general ,
storage
of
name.
its
any character except the g reater than" sign in a segment name,
the storage system may wish to attach some special
The user of
meaning to some character, and one such system-wide convention is
illustrated on line 9:
as egment name may consist of components ,
separated by periods. As f ar as the storage system is concerned,
the name is one long string of letters with interspersed periods;
It is
the user by convention atta ches meaning to the components.
given
be
programs
to
for
example,
source
language
for
customary,
The first component is chosen by the user,
a two-component name.
is
the name of the source language.
and the
second component
Thus, the name Ip.pll is ev idently attached to a program written
language.
in the PL/
I

the
user typed a command which creates a new
On
line
Ik,
we see
segment, and upon reissuing the list command on line 17,
that
the
listing.
Note
in
the
included
created
segment
the newly
w".
Note
of
"r
mode
indicator
access
create command attached an
the
segment
in
also that since no information has been written
occupied
space
is
0.
yet, its

the user created a directory inferior to his
line 27,
named mypoems, and on line 30 he typed the command which
As
changes his working directory to the new inferior directory.
name
of
his
print
the
working
a check, on line 33 he asked to
On

own,
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directory/ which is now
>udd> Jones >my poems

When
37,

he tried to list the contents of his new directory/ on line
he received an appropriate error comment.

To illustrate a typical use of segment names, on line kl
typed a copy command.
The copy command works as follows:

he

copy a b
The segment named a fs located in the hierarchy.
A segment named b is created.

The contents of a are copied into b.
Both

the

names

a

working directories.

and b are subjected to the conventions about
Thus, on line kl, the name a is

>udd>Smi th>poem
is
which/ since it begins with the "greater than" character,
The
interpretation.
requires
no
and
full
path
name
a
taken to be
name b is
1

imerick

starting with the "greater than" character, must be
not
which/
Thus,
interpreted relative to the current working directory.
is
be
b
for
this
case
taken
to
name
>udd > Jones >mypoems>l imerick

A segment of that path name was thus created, and the contents of
Smith's poem were copied into it. To prove this, the user next
typed "list", and found one segment, named limerick, in his new
Its
directory.
size was nonzero, so something must have been
written into it by the copy command.
that
copying of
We should pause at this moment to observe
is
the
exception,
rather than the rule, in Multics.
segments
Normally several different users will share the same copy of a
either by giving the full path name when they wish to
segment,
it,
or by placing in their working directory a link to the
access
Copying
is performed only
if
one wishes to make a
segment.
modification to a segment/ but keep the original version also.

Continuing our example, on line 51, the user began exploring
the
rest of the directory structure by typing, commands to change
directory hierarchy.
his working directory to one higher in the
He then on line 5k listed the contents of this directory.
command presumes that most often one wants only a
normally
it
so
directories,
list of segments, not of inferior
The

list
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If the argument -a (for all) is
does not print directory names.
will
it
given to the
list everything
list command,
in
the
56-63,
segments.
Thus,
on
lines
we
see
directory,
just
the
not
and
names of the
summary of contents,
the
two
directories
inferior
udd.
to
Note that Jones has more access to his own
directory than he does to Smith's.
If Smith
were to try this
same
experiment,
he would probably find that he has more access
to his own directory than he has to
Jones'.
Access modes for
directories are described below under Access Control
n Mul tics .
?

Next, on line 67, Jones switched his working directory
into
Smith's own
inferior directory, and used the status command to
find out all he could about segment x.

Finally, he returned his working directory to
the
place
where he started,
by typing the command change_wdir with no
arguments.
The change_wdir command has tucked away the name of
his original
working directory to allow such a move to be
specified easily, since it is very common.
Next, the user placed in his directory a
Smith's
link
to
segment x,
as referred to above.
Note that one can make a link
to another directory, if desired, also.
This feature allows one
to
talk about any entry in that directory with a name briefer
than the path name from the root.

Finally, he listed just
the names of
directory.
3-5
illustrates the
Figure
structure.

everything in his
modified directory

for
While the sample scripts described here are useful
getting a flavor of how the system is typically used, much
additional insight can be gained by experimenting with the system
itself.
For example, the following series
of
experiments
is
suggested:
1.

Log in

2.

Print the name of your working directory with the print_wdir
command.

3.

List the contents of your working directory with the command
"list -a".

k.

Switch to the directory immediately superior to yours with
the change_wdir command.
Give as the name of the directory
last
to switch to, the name printed in
step 2,
with the
component stripped off.

5.

Repeat steps 2-k until you have reached the root directory.
(To
enter the root directory, use a "greater than" sign for
its name.)

6.

Explore downward from the root to see how far
into other parts of the directory hierarchy.

you

can

go
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root:

udd
library

udd:

library:

edm

who
print
decani

sqrt_

o
oo
o

Jones
Smith

Jones:

lp.pll

foo
Smith:

poem
a.pll
old dir

o

my poems

Figure 3-5:

o

Smithx

mypoems
old dir:

oo
limerick

oo
o

Directory Hierarchy of Figure 3-3 (After Manipulation
Directories are rectangles;
by Example Script).
segments are circles.
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Finally,
we have not yet mentioned three commonly used
convenience features of the Multics storage system:
1.

Any time a segment name must be typed,
one may specify
either the path name from the root, or a relative path name
starting from the current working directory.
We
have
already seen two examples of this feature above, in typing
names of segments located below the working directory.
One
can also give relative path names for segments not below the
working directory by typing an initial "less than" sign for
each level up in the hierarchy needed to get to the segment
in question.
Thus, if the working directory is

>udd>Smith
Then the relative path name

<Jones>lp.pll
is

taken to mean

>udd>Jones>lp.pl
2.

Any segment, link, or directory may have several
names,
if
desired.
The addname command is used in this connection.
Multiple names are handy in cases where a new name is
wanted,
but some programs (or users) still use the old one.
Also, a segment with a long name may be given
a
second,
shorter name for typing convenience.

3.

There are conventions for talking about groups of segments
with similar names, using an asterisk to specify the parts
of the name that vary within the group.
Thus, the
command
list *.pll

would list all segments in the current working
which have two-component names ending with .pll.

directory

these
More details on
three
features,
as well as many other
storage system features and options which are
less
commonly
exercised,
may be found in the MPM Reference Guide sections on
Using the Multics Storage System, and the MPM Reference Guide
section. Constructing and Interpreting Names.

Access Control

in Mul tics

In the examples given above, each segment had an access mode
which
indicated the user's ability to read or write in a given
segment.
The access modes are not universal;
Multics permits
different users
to
have different access modes for the same
segment.
Further, careful control is maintained over who may set
or change the access mode of a segment.
These facilities
permit
of privacy of
control
information in a large variety of ways,
features for controlling
Multics contains some very powerful
which
allow
of
access
construction
restricted
access
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privileges.
general -purpose subsystems by users with no special
Though
may not immediately see a use for the fully
he
sophisticated mechanism, the casual user should be familiar with
some of the more routine aspects of access control.

The most important piece of the access control mechanism is
its
Every segment has
the access control list , abbreviated ACL.
An ACL consists of a list of names of users who are
own ACL.
execute,
permitted to use a segment, along with the modes (read,
or write) which they may use. To make ACLs meaningful, every
user of Multics is registered, which means a standard name,
different from everyone else, is recorded for him. The password,
typed at login time, is a check on the authenticity of a user
For convenience in specifying
claiming that he is registered.
access control, users may be organized into groups who are
Each such group is given a unique name also,
working together.
purposes of controlling
For
known as a project identifier .
access,
the name of a logged in user is the concatenation of the
user's registered name and his project's name. Two typical
access control names are:
Will iams.Apol lo.a

Jones.MathSim.a
The third component of the name can be different for each
instance of a particular user, if he has two jobs in the system
An ACL consists of a series of
at once, or is logged in twice.
names, followed by the mode of access allowed to
access control
that name. A user can access a segment only if his name matches
For example, the ACL
one of the entries on the ACL.
Wi

1 1

iams.Apol lo.a

Jones.MathSim.a

re
rw

would grant access to just those two users, and no one else. To
grant access to all members of a given project, one of the ACL
entries may specify anyone by placing an asterisk in the field
normally occupied by the personal name. Similarly, asterisks may
be placed in the other two fields, Thus the access control list
Wi 1 1 iams.Apol lo.*
*. Apollo.*

rew
rw

*.*.*

r

would permit Williams, when working on project Apollo, to access
segment with all modes of access, all other Apollo project
the
members with slightly restricted access, and all other users of
the system, with read access only.
lists are constructed and modified with the
Access control
listacl.
and
deleteacl,
three commands:
setacl,
of
based on a simple
is
Permission
use
these commands
to
lists.
directories also have access control
hierarchical rule:
Permission to modify a directory carries with it the permission
Thus, most
to set the ACLs of segments stored in that directory.
he
users are assigned a directory by their project supervisor;

aid
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the directory to allow the user to modify the
the ACL of
sets
over who may
directory, and the user then has complete control
access segments he places there.
the project
that
is
interest here
One minor point of
supervisor must have had permission to modify the next higher
directory in order to create the user's new directory, as
level
user to modify the new
well as to set the ACL permitting the
in the same way, by an ACL
derived
is
permission
That
directory.
This general pattern
controlling the next higher directory.
continues up to the root directory, which has an ACL which
permits only the system administrator ability to modify its
contents.

using
of
ways
several
among
Multics distinguishes
these
indicates
directory
for
a
intended
ACL
and
an
directories,
The
segment.
of
a
modes
the
access
analogous
to
ways in a manner
directory access modes are:
(.status)

The user may list the contents and find
out the attributes (such as ACLs) of the
entries in the directory.

m (modify)

The user may delete entries from the
directory and may modify the attributes
of entries in the directory.

(append)

the
to
The user may add an entry
directory, but he may not later delete it
unless he also m access.

s

a

"a" access mode is handy for implementing mailbox facilities
in which the only form of access is to leave a message.

The

order that the user not be plagued with constant need to
each directory contains an initial access control
specify ACLs,
list (inital ACL) which is automatically placed on every entry
most standard facilities for
Also,
added to that directory.
creating segments routinely specify appropriate access for at
Thus, a common strategy
the user who created the segment.
least
the
entries
ACL
inital
is to place in the
In

*.*.* re
*.*.* s
thus allowing all other users freedom to explore, but not change,
the segments and directories contained in the user's directory.

printing
Finally, certain system services such as off-line
and backup copying of new and modified segments are
of segments
any
to
processes which must have access
system
performed by
are
entries
ACL
Appropriate
or
copy.
print
they
segments
takes
user
the
unless
segment
every
on
placed
automatically
explicit steps to prevent them from appearing.
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Where la £o from Here
This chapter has
typical
usage of some
illustrated the
commonly used commands. However/
even a beginning user will
rapidly
develop needs for many of the more sophisticated
facilities available.
cover-to-cover
On
the other hand,
a
reading of the Reference Guide
probably not the most
is
efficient method of gradually expanding one's grasp of system
facilities.
Reading the following sequence of material from the
Reference Guide may be useful in getting started:
1.

Read the Reference Guide section entitled The Multics
Command Repertoire to become familiar with the kinds of
commands available/ and their names.

2.

Peruse the remaining parts of Section 1 of the Reference
Guide
(The Multics Command Language Environment) so that
you will know what kinds of questions are answered there.
Detailed study of these parts can be deferred to the time
when a need arises.

3.

Read the Reference Guide section/
The Storage System
Directory Hierarchy/
and skim the remainder of the
sections on Using the Multics Storage System.

h.

Read the following command descriptions;
they
the set which will be most used, at first:

edm
print
dprint
delete
help

link
unl ink
list
1 istacl

login
logout
rename
Pll

setacl
mai 1

getquota
who

represent

5.

Read the first few pages of the description of the debug
command.
This facility
is
extremely powerful/ but a
beginner will find that there are a lot of
ideas
to
master before he can use debug to its full effectiveness.

6.

Read Chapter Four for an introduction to the
enivi ronment.

7.

Look at the Reference Guide section/
List of System
Status
Codes
and Meanings/
see what kinds of
to
information are listed there.

8.

At the next level down,
lie a/4

r*

nmm ^ A c
w%

ai»A

copy
hold
start
new_proc
release

program_interrupt

al cs\

the
trr\*\A

+•**

change_wdi r
print_wdi r
archive
status
where

following less
\sr%r\t*>
akAnf
•

programming

frequently

WHERE TO GO FROM HERE

9.

10.
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Before beginning to write programs in earnest/ review the
Programming Environment/ and
section on The Multics
especially the part entitled The Subroutine Repertoire.
Finally/ read the section on Use of the Input and
Faci 1 ties.

Output

i

The set of section and command write-ups suggested above
should provide a thorough introduction to both the facilities
available on Multics and also the kinds of reference material
found in this manual.

CHAPTER
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PROGRAMMING IN THE MULTICS ENVIRONMENT
September 20, 1973
simply a
as
A programmer may, if he wishes, treat Multics
BASIC,
or
LISP machine, and contain his
APL,
FORTRAN,
preferred
in
his
activities to just the features provided
On the other hand, much of the richness of
programming language.
involves use of system
programming environment
the Multics
the
in
facilities for which there are no available cons tructs
general
it
s
features,
these
To
use
ly
languages.
usual
subroutines.
r
superviso
library
and
upon
necessary to call
simple description of how to ca 1 a subroutine
Unfortunately,
a
The
intended to be used.
is
may give little clue to how it
which
in
1
ways
typica
illustrate
is
to
purpose of this chapter
programming
the Multi cs
one utilizes many of the properties of
envi ronment.
PL/I,

i

1

The programmer choosing a language for his implementation
should carefully consider the extent to which he will want to go
beyond his
language and use system facilities of Multics which
one may say
As a general rule,
missing
from
are
his language.
well-known
some
languages
matches
Multics
the
that each of
or
IBM).
.RSI
(e.g.,
standard for completeness of that language
programmer
the
languages,
going beyond the standard
However,
in
will find that Multics tends to be biased towards convenience of
For example, if one plans to write programs
the PL/I programmer.
Multics storage system privacy and
call
the
which directly
protection entries, he will be asked to supply arguments which
If he is writing in FORTRAN or BASIC,
are,
in PL/I, structures.
Note that
express
such structures.
way
to
he has no convenient
stay
which
Programs
hopeless,
however.
is
situation
not
the
trouble.
no
with
within the original language can be written
in
many cases, one can construct a trivial PL/I interface
Also,
subroutine, callable from, say, a FORTRAN program and which goes
arguments and invoke the Multics facility
on to reinterpret
desired.
Using such techniques, almost any program originally
prepared for another system can be moved into the Multics
envi ronment.
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quickest way for an experi enced programmer to
the
get a feel for how to program in a new environment is to examine
This chapter consists of several examples of
sample programs.
Each program is annotated with comments
programming for Multics.
programs do not always
Unfortunately,
reader.
to guide the
for understanding, so the
order
best
the
in
invoke features
if
comment,
read each
you
as
following strategy may be useful:
check
implications are clear and you feel you understand it,
its
your
to
in
does not fit
If you encounter one which
it off.
Later
image of what is going on, skip it for the moment.
mental
later
will
as
situation,
comments may shed some light on the
of
core
hard
a
Finally,
MPM.
reference to other parts of the
advice
the
case
which
in
obscure points may remain unexplained,
Be
experienced Multics programmer is probably needed.
of
an
to
trivial
from
warned that the range of comments is very wide,
to
obvious
from
and
from simple to sophisticated,
significant,
extremely subtle.

Probably

The notes presume that the reader
Only those aspects of the
language.
provides some unusual implication are
have been printed out on an IBM 2741
the ASCII circumflex character appears

familiar with the PL/I
language for which Multics
programs
The
mentioned.
so
typewriter,
(golf-ball)
overbar.
hooked
as a
is

"good
for
comments provide suggestions
subjective,
usually
programming practice." Such suggestions are
Nonetheless, the concept of choosing
and often controversial.
among various possible implementation methods one which has
valuable,
is
clarity, is consistent, and minimizes side effects
for the
point
starting
suggestions are provided as a
the
so
programming
good
reader who may wish to develop his own style of
practice.
some

Finally,

Basi c Address ng Techniques
i

difference between the Multics
significant
most
programming environment and that of most other contemporary
computer programming systems lies in its approach to addressing
online storage. Most computer systems have two sharply distinct
resident file storage system in which programs
environments:
a
are created, and translated programs and data are stored, and an
(actually
consisting of a processor
environment
execution
allocated in short time bursts) and a "core image", which
Supervisor
contains the instructions and data for the processor.
procedures provide subroutines for physically moving copies of
programs and data back and forth between the two environments.
The

—

ami!
4-t->aca
i.ir>
mnnpntc
ha<» been
»_..»..—
—
mi- ji- %.»»>-<
u»vc<=i
uc i-i.mnn
line k.«
deliberately blurred, so as to simplify program construction:
most programs need to be cognizant of only one environment rather
i_

III

... i j. s

nu Lit5/
i

I

*-u_

knc

i:-»rv

*-

i

-
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two.
This blending of the
than
by extending the processor/corethe
share of the processor
image is abstracted into what is
user when he logs in is assigned

and

a
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two environments is accomplished
image environment.
In' Multics,
is termed a process , and the core
called an address space
Each
one newly created address space,

single process which can execute

.

in

it.

A Multics
address space is not like the usual core image,
however:
it is larger, and it is segmented*.
A segment
may be
of
any size between
and 256K 36-bit words and an address space
may have a large number of segments -- a typical Multics process
has
about 200 segments.
(The hardware places a limit of 256K
distinct segments, but table sizes in the current software
limit
an
address space to a number closer to 2000.) Typically, each
separately translated program resides
in
different segment;
a
collections of data which are
large enough to be worthy of a
separate name are placed in a segment by themselves.

The segment is also the unit
of storage of the Multics
catalogued file storage environment.
(Called the Multics storage
system ) These two environments, distinct in many other systems,
are automatically mapped
together on demand,
by the Multics
virtual memory system.
When a program already appearing
in
the
current address space calls
to
another one which is not yet
there, a dynamic
inking faul
occurs, the supervisor locates the
needed procedure, and maps it into the current address space,
assigning
it some as yet unused segment number.
Similarly, data
segments are mapped into the address space.
In contrast to
many
other systems,
this
address space
is retained throughout the
login session,
and
its
contents gradually are increased as
different programs and data objects are accessed.
(Facilities
are also available for starting over with a new address space, or
removing items no longer needed in the address space.)
Finally,
all
supervisor procedures and commands called by the user are
mapped into the very same address space. Thus, there is a great
uniformity of access methods, to user-written programs, to data,
to library or supervisor programs, and to items never before used
but catalogued in the storage system.
.

1

As will be seen in the examples which fol.low, the effect
of
the mapping together of these two environments can range from the
negligible (programs can be written as though there were a
traditional two-environment system, if desired) to a significant
simplification of programs which make extensive use of the

This
discussion presumes that the reader is familiar with
the purposes of and mechanisms which allow memory
segmentation.
For
further background in this area, see the bibliography at the
end of Chapter One and the first parts of Chapter Two.
In
addition,
books by Organ ick ( The f.ul t ics System
an Explanation
of
Structure ) and Watson
ts
Shar ng
( Tinp
System
Pes ig.n
*

:

i

Concepts ) motivate segmentation.

i
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catalogued storage system. We begin with seven brief examples of
programs which are generally simpler than those encountered in
practice/ but which illustrate ways in which on-line storage is
accessed in Multics.
The following program
Automatic Variables.
Internal
terminal
lines of
successive
four
"Hello"
on
the
word
types
1.

output:
procedure;
fixed binary;
declare
= 1 to it;
do
put list ("Hello");

a:

i

i

put skip;
end;
return;

end a;
storage class "internal
is by default of PL/
The variable
in Multics it is stored in the stack of the current
automatic":
process and is available by name only to program "a" and only
It is declared binary for
caller.
to
its
until
"a" returns
clarity, so that there will be no question in the reader's mind
whether or not a presumably slower decimal addition is involved.
i

I

Internal
Static Variables. The following program, each
2.
been
has
it
times
time it is called, types out the number of
cal led:

procedure;
declare j fixed binary internal static initial(l);
put list (j, "calls to b.");
put skip;

b:

j

-

j

+

1;

return;
end b;

The variable j is of PL/I storage class "internal static";
later)
in Multics it is stored in b's linkage section (discussed
Its value is
available by name only to program b.
is
and
procedure b is
preserved for the life of the process, or until
,

The "initial" declaration
recompiled, whichever time is shorter.
initialized at the time this
be
to
the value of
j
causes
procedure is first used in a process.

Suppose we wish to set a value
External Static.
and k.
by some other program in the
printed
and
have
it
program
from one
same process:
3
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procedure;
declare z fixed binary external static;

c:

z

=

4;

return;
end c;

procedure;
declare z fixed binary external static;
put list (z);
put skip;
return;
end d;

d:

the variable z is of PL/I storage class
In
both programs /
particular
in
a
it
is
stored
"external static"; in Multics
and
is
but changeable)/
(named stat_ by default/
segment
until
the
available to all procedures in a particular process,
is destroyed.
External static is analogous to COMMON in
process
are
items
FORTRAN/ but with the important difference that data
in
a
name rather than by relative position
by
accessed
declaration.

form generates a
this
Each variable which is accessed in
is
used.
Later
first time it
linking fault
the
dynamic
references to the variable by the same procedure on that or
subsequent calls do not generate the fault. A more complete
discussion of dynamic linking appears in a later section of this
chapter.

Intersegment References. The following program
5.
Direct
prints the sum of the 1000 integers stored in the segment w:
e:

1
2

3
k

procedure;
declare w$(1000) fiixed
declare (i, sum) flixed
sum - 0;
do
1 to 1000;
sum = sum + w$ ( )

biinary

external

biinary;

>

5

1

6
7
8
9

*

i

»

end;
put list (sum);
put skip;
return;

10
11

end e;

The dollar sign is recognized as a special identifier by the
is
constructed which
compiler/ and code for statement 6
Upon first
anticipates dynamic linking to the segment named w.
search
and
triggered/
a
execution/ a dynamic linking fault is
If one Is found, the link is
undertaken for a segment named w.
"snapped/" which means that all future references will occur with
a single machine instruction.
PL/

I
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dynamic linker will
the
no segment named w is
found,
As
return
to
report an error to the user.
command level
and
described later, it is possible to create an appropriate segment
named w, and then continue execution of the interrupted program,
If

if

such action is appropriate.

6. Reference to
The
Named Offsets.
calculates the sum of 1000 integers stored
at the named offset u:

following
in segment x

procedure
starting

procedure;
declare x$u(1000) fixed binary external;
declare (i, sum) fixed binary;
sum =0;

f:

do

i

=

1

to 1000;

sum = sum

+

x$u(

i

);

end;
put list (sum);
put skip;
return;
end f;
is
The difference between this example and the previous one
that segment x is presumed to have some substructure, with named
To
initially create a
called offsets.
internal
locations,
segment with such a substructure, one normally uses one of the
compilers or assemblers, since an inbound linkage section must be
constructed for the segment to indicate to the linker where
within the segment the offsets may be found. Unfortunately, the
structured segments
PL/I language permits specification of such
only for procedures, not for data. The ALM assembler can be used
for creating structured data segments.
(It is expected that in
the future better techniques will become available.)
In
External Reference Starting With a Character String.
cases, one starts with a character string representation of
In those cases, a
the name of a segment which is to be accessed.
map
to
call to the Multics storage system is required in order
segment
into
the virtual memory and to obtain a pointer to
the
7.

many

it:

g:

procedure(str ing);
declare string character(*);
declare p pointer;
declare (i, sum) fixed binary;
declare v(1000) fixed binary based(p);
call hcs_$make_ptr (string, p);
sum = 0;
do

i

*

1

sum
end;
return;
end g;

to 1000;
=

sum + v(

i

);

A PROGRAM WHICH TESTS FOR PRIME NUMBERS
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is
simplified from
The calling sequence to hcs_$make_ptr
requires
specification of
calling
sequence
The
real
life.
real
(This
is
the only sample
unimportant
to
us
here.
options
several
typed
in
literally
shown.
See
will
not
work
if
as
which
program
hcs_$make_ptr in the subroutine section of the
the write-up of
MPM for the complete calling sequence.)

One may also use, in place of hcs_$make_ptr / another storage
system entry named hcs_$ ini tiate. When using hcs_$ini tiate, one
directly specifies the path name of the segment desired: no
search is undertaken for the segment as in the case of a dynamic
This procedure differs greatly from the examples
linking fault.
An intermediate situation,
above, in which a search is involved.
used to construct a tree name
in which library routines are
starting with an entry name, is found in the "simple text editor
example, which appears later in this chapter.
11

A.

Program Which Tests for Prime Numbers

figure k-1 is a typical small PL/I program, which may be
In
involving
simple calculations not
for many
used as a model
is confined
The program
Multics system properties.
special
entirely to the PL/I language; presumably it would run unchanged
on
any computer system which has a PL/I, assuming that all the
The program is organized
necessary PL/I features are available.
assuming that input and output will go from and to an interactive
console.
The comments following are keyed to the line numbers
the
source program
(Note:
printed to the left of the program.
wi thout
line numbers.
We have added them here to
in
typed
is
indicating
lines
facilitate making comments, with an asterisk
typed by the user, as in chapter 3.)
1

ine
5.

comment
identifiers are explicitly declared, to be sure that no
easier the job of
and
to make
suprise defaults occur,
reading the program for someone else who is asked to
maintain t.
All

i

7.

in
the
identifiers are not explicitly used
These two
program,
but they are implicitly involved in the put list
and get list statements.

9.

Character and bit strings are delimited with
double quote mark in the Multics PL/I language.

9.

lower case
letters are
case and
Note
the upper
that
strings,
literal
comments,
in
different,
whether appearing
or identifiers.

13.

all
the
The underscored word not will properly go through
If
we
had
used
end.
other
mechanisms and come out the
format statements) we
edit-type I/O statements (that is,
problem:
the
character
minor
one
noticed
have
would

the

ASCII
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print primetest.pl

1

2

procedure;

3
4

primetest:

5

declare prime_input fixed binary;
declare <sqrt,mod) builtin;
declare (syspr int^sysin) file;

6
7

8

");
put list ("Type prime to be tested:
get list (pr ime_input);
if prime(prime_input)
then put list (prime_input / "is a prime.");
else put list (prime_input, "is noi a prime.");
put skip;
return;

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
Ik
35

36*
37
38
39

40*
41(*)

prime:

procedure(trial_prime) returns (bit(D);

declare trial_prime fixed binary,
trial_factor fixed binary/
last_factor fixed binary;
sqrt(tr ial_pr ime);
last_factor
2 to last_factor;
do trial^factor
if mod(trial_j>rime, trial_factor) =
then return ("0"b);
end;
return <"l"b);
end prime;
end primetest;
r

1406

1.712

9.359

176

primetest
pll
PL/I
r 1409
7.041 56.437

1217

primetest
Type prime to be tested:

121

121

42
43
44

r

45*
46(*)

primetest
Type prime to be tested:

47
48

r

1410

2.960

10.627

397

1410

.305

Figure 4-1:

3.172

is

not a prime.

557

397
is a prime.

98

A program which tests for prime numbers.
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position counts in format statements are in terms of storage
print
than
locations occupied by a character string rather
Thus the
positions required to print the character string.
rather than
spaces
in
a
3,
string not would require 9/
(Three letters, three backspaces, and
format specification.
three underscores.)
17.

This internal procedure is not recursive, and meets several
the compiler to generate a very
other rules which permit
Storage for
it.
fast (1-instruction) calling sequence to
variables of the internal procedure is actually allocated in
automatic storage area of primetest itself for this
the
procedures are
Thus, non-recursive internal
special case.
quite economical organizing tools.

23.

The algorithm used to test for primeness is actually quite
brute force: the only work reduction technique it employs is
to
note
that at least one factor of a number must be less
than or equal to the square root of the number.

23.

involves
Note that the use of the sqrt built-in function
conversion from integer to floating-point representation,
These conversions are automatically supplied by
and back.
PL/I,
but
the
programmer should be aware wherv he invokes
them, so as not to trigger unnecessary conversion.

ready
the
the examples of use of the program, note that
cost of use is substantially larger the first time the
is
is invoked.
(Compare lines 43 and 48.) This effect
dynamic linking of the procedure to its
due
the
initial
to
environment, including primarily the input and output mechanisms
invoked by put and get.
In

message
program

Checking on the Performance

ojF

j.

Program

Often,
after putting together a new program, one wishes to
The simplest performance measuring tool
improve its performance.
A
the
ready message.
in
available in Multics is to be found
slightly more sophisticated approach can be taken by using the
if
one
For
example,
compiler.
"profile" option of the PL/I
wished to compile the primetest program using this option, he
would proceed as in figure 4-2.
are
profile
the
in
printed
The
numbers
the
of
times
that
number
of
the
statement-by-statement counts
language
of
machine
number
and
the
statement was executed,
The
latter number (in the
involved.
instructions which were
sum
of
two
parts,
the
the
column headed "COST") is shown as
PL/I
of
out
to
number
transfers
inline instruction count, and the
Thus, line 23 (containing a
support subroutines
("operators").
point modulo operator) was
use of the single-precision fixed
executed 30 times; it apparently consists of 13 machine language
the operator which
to
instructions, one of which is the call
in parentheses at
The
names
the mod builtin function.
performs

1

1*
2

3

pll prime test -profile
pi 1/ Vers ion
r 1605
9.089 «*0+758

«

1

i*

5*

6(*)

prime test
type prime to be tested:

8
9

10*
11
12
13
1U
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2k
25
26
27

997
is a

997

7

2.U09

1605

r

prim*

1U+177

T3

73

O
o
73
>

print_j5rof le primetest
i

LINE

STM

COUNT

PROGRAM

COST

o

primetest
5

1

29

7

1
1

6
7

1
1
1

21

i»

7

7

2
1

1

13

3

8

9

12
13
21
22

1

25

1

TOTAL
r 1606

3

(stream_Io
(stream_Jo
(stream,.!©

<stream_Jo
(return)
(fxl_to_f!2

put_l ist^al
get_J Ist^al
putjl Ist^al
put_end)

put^end)
get_end)
put_1 ist^al

390
240

30
30

1.703

+

pyt^end)

rn

3

C
caU_ext_out

fl2_to_fxl)

7

1

23

3

30 (mod_fxl)

727 + i*6
151

U.991

r-

O
to

m
z
<

O
;z
3S

m
z

Figure

«».2:

Use of the execution profile feature.
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the right are those of the operators involved.
For example, line
21 of the program
takes
the
square root of a fixed binary
integer.
Operator fxl_to_fl2 converts the integer to floating
point representation for
the
square root routine.
Operator
call_ext_out performs the call to sqrt, and operator fl2_to_fxl
converts the result back to integer form.

Other performance measuring tools
include
the
page_trace
command, which prints out a list of recently-used pages.
Various
clock
subroutines
may be used to time the execution of
subroutines to microsecond precision.
Debugging, Programs on Multics
A variety of debugging tools are available on Multics.
The
most powerful of these is a program named debug, which permits
source- language breakpoint debugging of
PL/
and
FORTRAN
programs. The debug command also has many features useful to the
machine language programmer,
but we will concentrate here on a
small subset of its features which
can
be quickly
and
easily
applied to a PL/I program.
I

To understand the examples given below, one must first know
little about the Multics stack.
The stack
is
essentially a
push down list used to contain the return points from a series of
outstanding interprocedure calls.
It is also used for storage of
automatic variables.
If one were to stop a running program and
trace its stack, he would find, starting at the oldest entry
n
the stack,
a
record of the procedures used to initialize the
process, followed by the command language
interpreter,
followed
by
the
procedure called at command level and any procedures it
has called.
If an unexpected error occurs (or the
user presses
the
Quit" button), the system will mark the stack at its current
level,
push
it
down,
and call a new invocation of the command
interpreter.
Three special
commands may
then
be
invoked:
release, hold, and start.
If the user types release, the command
interpreter will
unwind
the
stack back to
its own previous
invocation, and discard the intervening stack contents.
If
the
user
types
hold,
the
stack contents will
be
preserved
indefinitely.
If the user types start, the system
will
attempt
to
return to the
interrupted computation to continue
it.
Depending on the nature of the error, and what the user has done
since the error occurred, the restart attempt may or not succeed.
The user may also type any other command, but upon completion of
that command, the command interpreter will automatically
perform
a
release operation, unless a hold has been requested.
A common
response to an unexpected error
is
to
type
hold,
use other
commands and debugging tools to discover and repair the error,
and then type start, if it still makes sense to continue
running
the program.
a

i

Consider,
now,
the
script of figure k-3:
The program
printed on lines 3-11 scans the automatic array named "a",
using
illegal
negative subscripts.
Since the program does not specify

;

1*

print blowup. pll

^

2

3

blowup:

procedure;

5

del

(j,e(10),loop.Jndex> fixed binary;
• -1 to -100000 by *li
a(loop^index);

do loop index

7
8

j

9

10
11

-o

end;

o
p
>

5 + U3

5
o

end;

12

1839

1.250

13
Ik

r

15*

pll blowup -table
PL/I/ Version 2

16
17
18
19
20
21

22*
23
2k
25

26

z
x

N

has been referenced but has ntver bftn *tt.
The ia?iable "a" CJ.TCC
in n
in
1C1
10l351 5+355
r" 18U0
..

i.

|
Zt

o

blowup
Error; out_bounds_e rr by blowup 16
referencing stackJH 777777 (In process dlr)
3+35
1.087
r 18U0
1

debug
/blowup/16&t,s
j

30

31*
32
33
34

Figure 4.3:

Z
<
73

O

27

28*
20*

rn

- a

( 1

oop_J ndex

loop_index
113
1U13

>

-769

.Q
r

18U1

.840

t> .

277

120

debugging.
A simple example of source language

2
"
h
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that subscript checking should be done by PL/1, the compiled code
the
negative subscripts,
will attempt to do something with
in
in the stack until the bottom is
this
case scanning downwards
reached; a hardware trap will then catch the errant program.

Note that, in preparation for debugging a new program,
the
"table" option of the compiler is used, on line 15.
This option
requests the compiler to leave its symbol table embedded
in
the
program,
for
run-time use. A warning of trouble is provided by
the compiler on line 19, but this does not deter us
from trying
the
program,
on
line 22.
As predicted, an out-of-bounds fault
occurs when referring to the next location
in
the
stack after
location zero.
A standard Multics notation for memory locations
is exhibited twice in the error message,
and
once on
line
2k
again on line 25.
On line 2k we see the string:

blowup 16
|

which
is
interpreted as "in the segment named blowup, at offset
16 (octal) locations from the base".
(This notation should be
read "blowup offset 16".)
Thus line 2k gives us the address of
the offending
line
tells
us
instruction, while
25
the
out-of-bounds address which it attempted to reference.*

The message on lines 2k and 25 is printed by the Multics
"default error handler" which means that the program which was
running had not expl ici tly arranged to respond to the particular
error which occurred.
(A PL/
"on condition" statement is used
for explicitly catching such errors.)
The following errors are
commonly encountered:
*

I

out_bounds_err

1

inkage_error

record_quota_overf low

an

out

of
range
subscript
or
uninitialized
subscript
or
pointer
variable was probably used, leading to a
reference to a legal segment number but
an
illegal
word address within the
segment.

occurred to a
subroutine which
could not be found.
It is possible to
type
"hold",
write
the
missing
subroutine, compile it, and then restart
the program which got the linkage error.

a call

The user's secondary storage allocation
has been exceeded.
If one types "hold",
he may
then list his directory, delete
something, and then restart the program
which ran into the overflow.

For the cause of and recovery from other errors, the MPM sections
on handling of unusual occurrences and condition names shoul
b«
consulted.
'
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we now use the debug
To find out what has gone wrong,
is
command on line 28:
there is no reply when the command name
typed, so the next line, 29, contains the first request to debug.
The syntax of debug requests is straightforward, though cryptic
then
at first.
One specifies first a Multics memory address,
string
the
line
29,
On
what
do
that
address.
to
at
starting from segment
"/blowup/ie&t" specifies the address:
named "blowup", go to the 16th location in the text. The string
",s" after that address specifies that the contents of that
location should be printed out, in symbolic (source-instruction)
format. Thus we see, on line 30, the line of code which caused
the out-of-bounds fault to occur.

inspect
individual variables to see what has gone wrong,
one merely mentions them by name, as on line 31, and debug will
print out their position (1M3 locations from the base of the
in
stack, 113 from the current stack frame base) and value (-769
of
form
follows
general
the example.)
Note that this request
the
are used
debug addressing requests,
but
that defaults
all
in the absence
last one
profusely.
of
the
a
segment name,
mentioned
(/blowup/)
the
absence of specific
is
used;
in
instructions for output format,
format appropriate to the
a
variable (decimal
integer) is used; in the absence of any other
In the place where
the
instruction, output printing is assumed.
variable name is typed, an arbitrarily complex identifier may be
Thus, if the program contained a based,
two-dimensional
used.
array named x, one could look at an element of that array by
typing:
To

p->x(i, j)

evaluate
The debug command would look up each variable in turn,
using
in
question,
then
fetch
element
the subscripts,
the array
"p"
the current value of
as a base.
Finally, having satisfied ourselves as to the status of
the
All
program, we exit debug by typing the request on line 33.
debug requests not related to memory locations are preceded with
period.
Since we did not type hold following the error, the
a
command language interpreter will release the stack contents upon
for
the errant
We have no further use
return from debug.
program,
and for this example it makes no sense to repair it and
continue, so a stack release is the appropriate action.
As an example of breakpoint debugging, consider the pair of
programs in figure k-k. According to plan, one calls the program
"trev" with a string of words; trev calls recursive procedure

__:,.«-,.
~c wui-J>.L. _ _
us :_
111
cm cm
l piiiils
u
ine a 11 ng f it
we obtain
the reversed string.
When we try to run the program,
the
particularly discouraging comment on line 29 -- apparently
the recursive procedure has run wild, and run out of stack space.
A new process, with a new stack,
is
created automatically but
unfortunately the current version of Multics discards the old
process and its stack, which contain most of the clues needed to

i„„.. II
1

cv

».„

iu

__..__-_
c vci at
1

«.u~
liic

4.

i

ur uei

1

:
1

.

:

i

«.
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1* print trev.pll
2
3

trev:

procedureCstr ing)

k
5

declare

string characterC*) unaligned,
rev entry(character(*) ) returns(character(32) varying);
put skip 1 ist(rev(string) );
put skip;

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

;

end;
r

1819

1.732

I*.

670

106

Ik* print rev.pll
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

rev:

procedureCstr ing) returns(character(32) varying);

declare

string characterC*);
= indexCstrlng," ");
=0 then returnCstring);
if
else returnCrev(substrCstring,i))M"
(substrCstring,l, i)));
i

1

22
23

"|

|

end;

2k

25
26

r

1820

.513

«*.0l*0

133

27* trev "now is the time"
28
29
50
31
32

Fatal error.
Process has terminated.
New process created.
r 1820
2.006 5.263 127

Out of bounds fault on stack.

33* debug

/rev/&a5<
Break
of rev set at 3k from
3k
36* ..trev "now is the time"
37 Break
at line 5 of rev, 220|3**
38* string
39
3561
-kk7 "now is the time"
3ii*

35

1*0*

.c

at line 5 of rev,

i*2*

Break
string
1*372

-6 " is the time"

U

1*3
i*i**

.c

1*6

Break - at line
string;. c

1*7

1*9

50
51
52
53

220|3«*

.be string; .c

1*5*

1*8

600100236100

i*5i*2

-6 "

is

Break - at line
string;. c
1*112

QUIT
r 1822

5

of rev, 220|3i*

the time"
5 of rev, 220 3k

-6 " is the time"

13.873

1*1.1*26

Figure

557
i*-i*:

Breakpoint debugging

ldq

sp|100
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(Future versions of Multics will save some
debug the program.
information about the defunct process.)
is
Since there is no clue as to why the recursive procedure
line
on
properly stopping its recursion, we enter debug and,
not
(The
Ik, place a breakpoint in procedure rev at program line 5.
"<"
means set a break.)
string "&a5" means line 5, the character
it
location
the
of
contents
old
printing
the
by
Debug responds
Now,
us.
to
interest
of
not
is
information
this
had to modify;
we call, from inside debug, out to procedure "trev", on line 36.
command or program may be called from withindebug
(Any Multics
periods at the beginning of the request line.)
two
by typing the

the
know,
Now, debug calls to trev, and the next thing we
prints
which
debug,
into
back
us
putting
reached,
break point is
to see what
We look at variable "string
the message on line 37.
Since the
argument.
an
has been handed to the subroutine as
type .c
we
string printed on line 37 is exactly what we expected,
point
break
UO, meaning "continue the program until the
line
on
the
and
Again the break point is encountered,
is reached again."
now
type
we
Being impatient,
string inspected, and t looks OK.
"whenever a break
kk:
line
"macro" request on
special
the
occurs, print the contents of "string", then continue." We again
start the program on its way, and its faulty behavior immediately
the
U6-51
lines
becomes apparent as the debugger prints
iteration.
argument string is not changing after the second
b ank
the
Inspection of the program reveals the trouble;
]
"string
of
front
character should have been stripped from the
before recursively calling; changing the second argument of the
1 will fix the program.
first substr in line 21 to
i

:

,

i

we have exited from our looping program by
line
52,
This leaves us at a higher stack level, with
of
it.
out
quitting
debug command
the
invocation of
both our program and our
It also leaves program rev with
somewhere earlier in the stack.
To be careful, we should now
code.
its
in
inserted
a breakpoint
which will return us to the
command,
program_interrupt
type the
reset the
that we may
debug,
so
of
invocation
most recent
reset the breakpoint would
to
Failure
breakpoint gracefully.
ran
later
lead to mysterious difficulties ("mme2" faults) if we
we
can
course
program without using debug to control it. Of
the
also recompile the program, in which case we also get a new copy
Figure k-5 continues the example of figure
without breakpoints.
using the program_i nter rupt command to return to the
k-k,
looks
stack
the
see what
to
55.
Now,
line
on
debugger,
stack contents, with
the
trace
request debug to
we
like,
Lines 60-78 are the^ successive
56.
line
request on
the .t
<-~:~,The
^..^^
nn
«-i., „«
fha
c*-^i~v
witf-h
-t-ho
pnlTv first.
wi—— w»~.---^
wk-w AlHoct
w
blic
u v»
CI C / w
U
t^llll ICO
60-63, represent the procedures
lines
on
first four entries,
provided by the Multics system to set up the standard command
right now, exceptto
us
to
and
are unimportant
environment,
On line
notice that line 63 is the command language interpreter.
typing "debug" back on
6k is the debug command, the result of
called out, on line 36, to the
we
debug,
in
While
33.
line
On

V*

I

I

I

I

I

I

.?

t.

rx

**

*

i

i

-

-

-
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54
55* progrcim__interrupt
56* .t
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Depth Segno

1
2
3

k
5

6

67

7

68
69
70
71
72
73

10
11

74
75
76
77
78

12
13
Ik
15
16
17
20

21
22

79*

•

80

r

200
200
200
200
216
200
231
231
232
220
220
220
220
220
220
220
220
220
220

Offs

Name

»t

rea1_ini t_admin_| 15771
process_overseer_| 15057
1 isten_|2304
command_processor_| 3127
debug 6651
command_processor_l 3225
ful l_command_processor_| 3006
bound_full_cp_|2366
4010 trev|117
120
260
460
760
1300
2630
3150
3600

4230
4400
4550
4720
5070
5240
5410
5560
5730
6100

|

rev 115
1

rev|115
rev|115
rev
rev
rev
rev
rev
rev
rev

J

1

|
|

1

1

j

115
115
115
115
115
115
34

q

1825

2.,438

7.611

Figure 4-5:

257

Tracing the call stack.

program we were debugging. The debug command called out to the
standard command language interpreter, since line 36 contained a
standard Multics command line. Thus, line 65 describes a second
generation of the same program we saw earlier on line 63.
Note,
however, that the location
in
the
stack (the column labeled
Offset)
is
different for the two generations of the command
language interpreter: the
two generations will
therefore use
different copies of automatic variables.
The command
line
typed on
36 provides as a single
line
argument a string (including blanks) enclosed in quotation marks.
The command language interpreter is organized in several modules,
such that for the most common (and simplest) syntax, only a small
part of the interpreter is needed.
Whenever a more elaborate
syntactical structure is encountered, a more elaborate section of
the
interpreter
is
invoked.
In
the case at hand, the quoted
string argument triggers a need for
the
more
elaborate
interpreter,
line
66
so
on
we
that
program named
see
a
f ul 1_command_processor_ was called, and it
entered an
internal
block which debug has tagged with the name bound_ful l_cp_.
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Finally, the command language interpreter constructed a call
Program trev
program being debugged, on line 68.
to
trev,
the
times
several
recursively
then called rev, which called itself
number
of
the
than
Notice
before we hit the quit button.
is
example)
this
recursive calls to rev found in the stack (10 in
were
greater than the number of times that debug breakpoints
encountered on lines 35-U9. Recall that on line ***», debug was
at
stopping^
without
run
instructed to let the program
breakpoints,
except for printing the contents of the variable
named string. The Multics typewriter output package operates
typing an output
begins
it
asynchronously, which means that
process
the
to
simultaneously returns control
and
message,
originating the message. The process can then go on to its next
which the typewriter
step, perhaps producing more messages,
package collects in a queue for the typewriter. Thus in our
example, the program had gotten well ahead of the typewriter when
both it and the typewriter output were stopped.
An alternative way of examining the contents of the stack is
command trace_stack, which provides a wealth of
to use the
the arguments used in the
information about each stack level:
call from the last level, the symbolic instruction which caused
list of enabled on-condi tions at the stack level,
a
the call,
The MPM
etc.
details of any faults or signals which occurred,
write-up of trace_stack provides more details. The trace_stack
situations where something
for
command is especially useful
mysterious has happened, which requires help from an expert who
is
The output from trace_stack
is not available at the moment.
diagnosis
often sufficient to diagnose, or provide clues in the

of very complicated problems.
The reader should not feel that these two short examples
ins and outs of using the debug
have completely explained the
command. However, until he has had time to more thoroughly
review the MPM write-up of debug, he may find the samples useful
to imitate while debugging his own programs.

significance:
is
of
One final comment about symbol tables
(created by the "table" option of PL/I) is
symbol
table
stored in the end of the program, in an otherwise unused area.
not explicitly used, as by the debugger, then it will
is
If
it
however use up
will,
It
not cause any extra paging activity.
Thus, it is recommended that while a
secondary storage space.
new set of programs is being debugged, the table option be used
in
all compilations.
After one is reasonably satisfied that all
recompile
of his programs are working properly, he may wish to
without the table option,
to save long term secondary storage
the

^•4-i -a *» *r «e»
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Guide
The reader should also refer
the MPM Reference
to
section on the Multics Command Repertoire, where a list of other
useful debugging tools is provided.

ABSENTEE USE OF MULTICS

Absentee Use of Mul
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A
common programming pattern
is
to
develop a program
on-line,
using debugging tools and the ability to interactively
try a variety of test cases to check on a program's
correctness.
After the program
is
working, one may wish to do a large
"production" run.
Since the production
run may
produce much
output or take much time, the programmer does not wish to wait at
his
terminal for the results.
For such cases, he may develop an
absentee job, and submit it for execution.
This
technique has
several implications:

The job is not under control
of a
terminal,
so
absentee job control segment must be constructed.

an

Since there is no terminal
available,
all
input and
output must come from and go to the storage system.
The absentee job is placed
in
queue and run as
a
background to the normal
interactive work of the
system.
This
technique
provides
a
buffer
of
pre-emptable resources for interactive peak loads, and
meanwhile helps keep the system fully utilized.
For
these reasons,
the charging rate for absentee jobs is
normally substantially lower than for interactive work.
The job control language of the Multics absentee facility is
identical to the command
language typed at the console.
In
general,
an absentee job is given a name, say "a".
When run, an
ordinary Multics process is logged in, but its
input
stream is
attached to a segment named a.absin, and its output stream to a
segment named a.absout
Thus to control
an
absentee job, one
must first create the absentee input segment which contains the
commands to be executed.
.

In figure k-S is a version of
the
primetest program used
before.
It
has been modified to be a "production" program by
adding a do loop. One might interactively start this program to
check that it is producing the expected results:
primetest
1
2

is a
is a

3

i

k
5

6
7

QUIT
r 1519

5.831*

s

prime.
prime.

a pr

itne

is not a pr me
is a prime.
is not a prime.
is a prl
i

20.1U7

1061

submit the job for absentee execution,
the
user first
constructs a control segment to be used for
input
to
the job.
in
The only
input
this
case
is the command line required to
To
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procedure;

primetest:

declare
declare
declare

IN

prime_input fixed binary;
(sqrt,mod) builtin;
Csysprint) file;
do prime__input = 1 to 150;

prime(prime_input)
is a prime. J;
then put list (prime_input,
"is
noJt a prime.
(prime_input,
else put list
put skip;
if

.

end;
return;

prime:

procedure(trial_prime) returns (bit(D);

declare

trial_prime fixed binary,
trial_factor fixed binary,
fixed binary;
1 as t_f actor

sqrt(trial_prime);
last_factor
2 to last__factor;
do trial_factor
if mod(trial_prime, tria1_f actor) =
then return ("0%);
end;
return ( w l"b);
end prime;
end primetest;

Figure U-6: Production version of the primetest program.

);

DYNAMIC LINKING AND BINDING

execute program primetest. Thus,
prime. absin, using an editor:
1*
2

*
3

4*
5*
6*
7

8*
9*
10
11
12*
13
14

he

creates

4-21

a

segment

named

edm prime. absin
Segment not found.
nnn
Input
I

1"

-

primetest
logout
Edit.

w
q
r

1537

2.373

27+214

enter_abs_request prime. absin
23 already requested.
1538
4.841 9.083 319
r

And now,
he may go about his business, whether working at
his terminal or logging out, as he chooses.
Some time
later,
after the jobs ahead of his are processed, a new process will be
logged in and his two commands will be executed. When the job is
finished,
a
segment named prime. absout will
his
appear
in
directory, which he may print on his terminal, or send to the
high-speed printer, as desired.

Our example absentee job uses only the most
rudimentary
features of the absentee facility.
One can also supply arguments
substituted
inside
the
to be
absentee control segment, make
absentee job steps conditional,
delay absentee work until
a
time,
chosen
and develop a periodic absentee job which is run,
say, once every two days.

Sometimes, a very elaborate absentee control
segment
is
constructed,
and
user may wish to verify that his absentee
the
job will operate properly.
One useful technique for checking out
an absentee control segment is to use it as a control segment for
the exec_com command, a macro_command facility which accepts
the
same kind of control segment as does the absentee facility.
The
MPM Reference Guide sections on enter_absentee_request
and
exec_com contain further information on these facilities.
Dynamic Linking and Binding
A
particularly potent programming tool of Multics is the
dynamic linking facility.
Dynamic linking consists of delaying
the
search for and mapping of a subroutine (or data segment)
until the first call for that subroutine (or use of
that data
Dynamic linking is accomplished by having the
segment) occurs.
compiler leave in the object code of a compiled program a special
bit pattern which,
if used in
an
indirect address
reference,
causes a machine fault (trap) to the dynamic linker. The linker
inspects the location causing the fault, and from pointers
found
there,
locates
the symbolic name of the program being called or
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the
locates
then
It
data segment being referenced.
appropriate segment, maps it into the current address space, and
replaces the indirect word with a new one containing the address
program or data entry point, so that future references
of
the
will not cause a dynamic linking fault.

the

There are many ways in which dynamic linking can
but the following three are probably most significant:

be

used,

programs
initial debugging of collections of
coded.
completely
before the entire collection is
to permit

to permit a program to include a conditional

call

to an

elaborate error handling or other special-case handling
without invoking a search for or mapping of
program,
that program unless the condition arises in which it is
actual ly needed.
a
permit a group of programmers to work on
each
one
that
such
programs,
collection of related
obtains the latest copy of each subroutine as soon as
it becomes available.

to

Whenever related subprograms are separately translated, they
are normally linked by the Multics dynamic linker at the time
known
to
is
If a set of
related programs
they are executed.
binder
the
known
as
program
links,
then
a
certain
require
always
may be used to pack them into a single segment, permanently link
any cross references, and condense any common outward references
of
loss
return for the
link.
In
into a single outbound
reduces
binding,
one
permanent
comes
with
such
flexibility which
both the space required for the programs and the number of
library searches which must be undertaken to run the collection
In
addition,
binding of separately translated
of programs.
advantages of separate
of
most
the
retains
subroutines
collect the
be
to
(An alternative scheme would
translation.
procedures together into a single giant procedure, and then
disadvantage that a
the
recompile. This alternate scheme has
very long recompi lation is needed for every one- line change to
any part of the collection of programs.)
dynamic
the meaning of
To provide a brief example of
figure
k-7
of
session
console
the
sample
consider
linking,
console,
the
from
integer
Procedure k, on lines 9-lk, reads an
Only one of
then calls one of three different subroutines.
and
line
On
written.
been
has
subroutines,
named
actually
these
y,
which
value
input
and
the
is
k
invoked, it asks for input,
30,
provides
Line
32
causes y to be called is typed on line 31.
on
statement
the
evidence that y was called. Note that, although
to
call
and
a
line
11 was executed, the conditional test failed,
occur.
not
did
procedure x (which has not yet been written)
linking
is
Since
done on demand, and no demand for x occurred,
of
its
non-existence has not kept us from running our
the fact

procedure

y.

DYNAMIC LINKING AND BINDING

!*

print k.pll

2

k:

procedure;

declare
declare
declare

(x,y,z) external entry;
fixed binary;
(syspr int,sysin)
file;

.

5

6
7

!

8

9

put list ("What now? ");
get list (i);
= 1 then call x;
if
=
if i
2 then call y;
if i = 3 then call z;
return;

10
11

i

J2
13
!**

15
16
17
18
19

end k;
r

927

1.075

20*

print y.pll

21
22
23

yj

30*
31(*)

r

178

procedure;
declare sysprint file:
put list ("y has been called.");
put skip;
end y;

21*

25
26
27
28
29

3.994

927

1.806

.699

79

k

What now?

32
33

r

35*
36(*)

What now?

2

been cal led.
2.012 112

y has

928

.858

k
3

37
38

39
•*0

M

Error: Linkage error by k$kJ165
Referencing z|z.
Segment not found.
r 928
1.318 5.855
252

k2
i»3*

hk
kS

hold
r 928

Figure k-7

.199

:

2.062

38

Dynamic linking example.
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46*
47

edm z.pll
Segment not found.

1*8

input.

49*
50*
51*
52*
53*
54*
55
56*
57*

z:

procedure;
declare sysprint fMe;
put list ("Z has been called");
put skip;
end z;

Edit.
w
q

58

r

59
60*

929

1.280

5.274

pll z
PL/I, Version 2
r 930
7.036 20.651

61
62
53

64*

start

65
66

r

223

263

been called
150
2.132

Z has

931

.875

Figure 4-7, Continued.

invoked again, this time with a request to
Since z does not yet exist, the default error
procedure z.
call
message on lines 38, 39, and 40 explains that a linkage error
occurred, when subroutine k attempted to reference subroutine z.
uote, by the way, that line 38 uses one convention, k$k, to refer
uses a different
line 39
while
to segment k, entry point k,
These two
point
z.
convention, z|z, to refer to segment z, entry
from a
arose
(One
conventions should be considered equivalent.
standard
standard compiler syntax, while the other arose from a
assembler syntax.)
On line 35,

.

k

is

illustrate that a linkage error is normally recoverable,
a hold command is typed on line 43, and then a program named z is
4-7,
figure
(See
46-62.
lines
in
and compiled on
typed
the
that
we
see
typed on line 64,
is
start
When
continued.)
has
subroutine
z
original call (from line 14 in procedure k) to
now succeeded.
To

more
information on the details of dynamic linking and
binding see the MPM Reference Guide sections on object segments,
system libraries and search rules, and the command bind.
For

A

S

i

mp

1

e

Text Ldi tor

is a text editor similar to, but
Our next sample program
is
a
It
simpler than, the edm command used in Chapter Three.*
the
of
example of an interactive program which makes use
typical
the
In overview,
Multics storage system via the virtual memory.
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to
editor creates two temporary storage areas, each large enough
It copies the segment
hold the entire text segment being edited.
into one of these areas, so as not to harm the original and then,
as
user supplies successive editing requests, constructs in
the
When the user
the other area an edited version of the segment.
finishes a pass through the segment, the editor interchanges the
When
roles of the two storage areas for the next editing pass.
finished the appropriate temporary storage area is then copied
back over the original segment.

For this example, we have available
a
program listing as
produced by the PL/
compiler.
The program itself is derived
from the edm command of Multics,
and
exhibits several
it
different styles of coding and commenting, since it has had many
different maintainers.
I

The reader will also notice that some comments appear to be
critical
of
the
program style or of interfaces to the Multics
supervisor. These comments should be
in
taken
the
spirit of
illumination of the mechanisms
involved.
Often they refer to
points which could easily be repaired, but which have not been in
order to provide a more interesting illustration.
Most of
the
points criticized are minor in impact.
Finally, some comments
mention effectiveness of compiled code for certain constructs.
Experience has shown that as PL/ compiler technology advances,
the range of constructs which
produce efficient compiled code
increases.
Such comments,
should be considered to be
then,
dated, and subject to change.
I

The program begins on page kO following the comments.
Line number

first
unnumbered
line

fourth
unnumbered
line

1

into
compiler both records here and encodes
time of
binary object program the date and
compilation
and
the version of the compiler used.
print
the
to
The print_l ink_info command may be used
in the object
date and time of compilation stored
If it is not identical to that printed at the
program.
top of the listing, then the listing is for a different
compilation, and should be suspected as being possibly
a different program.

The

the

typed
command
"pi 1 eds
-map -optimize" was
fact
that
line records the
the
console.
This
at
The
map
used.
options
were
the
map and optimize
map
storage
be
option caused a listing and variable
to
was
used as
produced.
A
source segment named eds. pi 1
segments named
input; the compiler constructed output
eds. list
(containing the listing) and eds (containing
the compiled binary program.)

The

here,
No explicit arguments are declared
should be called with one argument.
eds

even
though
The argument
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instead picked up with a library subroutine which
if
the argument is
indication
error
an
can return
good
it is a
command,
Since eds is used as a
missing.
for
explicitly
check
human engineering practice to
to
feature
has
no
language
missing arguments; the PL/I
8«i-89.)
lines
(See
accomplish this check gracefully.
is

performed
is
To avoid errors when program maintenance
variables
all
coder,
by someone other than the original
This practice not only avoids
are explicitly declared.
but also gives an opportunity for a comment
surprises,
to indicate how each variable is used.
One default which is used here (and is subject to some
is that the precision of fixed binary integers
debate)
fixed binary(17).
is not specified, leading to use of
This practice has grown up in an attempt to allow the
and
compiler to choose a hardware supported precision,
might
specification
that an exact precision
fear
in
cause generated code to check and enforce the specified
most
fact,
In
precision at (presumably) great cost.
Multics
relevant
the
to
such considerations are not
with
variables
aligned
implementation;
for
all
the
binary(35)),
(fixed
word
one
less
than
precisions
hardware
word
length
uses
which
generates
code
compiler
precision specification.
the
does not enforce
and
Ideally, one should consider the expected range of each
variable and specify an appropriate precision for it,
implementation
rather than depending on a forgiving
than
precision
more
supplies
accidentally
which
requested.

program are declared
this
Most character strings in
aligned so as to insure that the fastest possible
The only exceptions
accessing code will be produced.
are character strings which are to be used as arguments
supervisor entries which require unaligned strings.
to
this
In programs such as
(See lines 25, 62, and UUO).
aligned
the
of
use
due
to
loss
space
the
storage
one,
generally
is
attribute on a few character variables
compared with the space required to hold
trivial
it.
accessing code and time required to execute
Obviously this comment might not hold in a case where
many hundreds or thousands of character strings are
i

nvol ved.

long typed
All line buffers are designed to hold one
with the
input
terminals
line
(132
characters for
of
number
moderate
widest
plus
a
lines)
memorandum
support
To
backspace/overstrike characters.
typing, the buffers permit a 70-character line which is
that
the current
Note
also
completely underlined.
which
defect
has
a
typewriter input conversion package
and
erase
line,
before
input
requires that the original
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kjll^ editing,
and before overstrike canon ical ization,
fit into the character buffers provided by the user for
correct conversion to take place.
10

h e variable named code has precision 35 bits,
since it
J
is used as an output argument
for
several
supervisor

entries which return a fixed binary(35) variable.
It
would seem appropriate, on a 36-bit machine,
to
use
fixed binary(35) declarations everywhere.
However, use
of
fixed b?nary(35)
variables for routine arithmetic
should be avoided since, for example, addition of two
such variables
results
in a fixed binary(36) result,
forcing the compiler to generate code for double
precision operations from that point on.
One must be
careful of the PL/I language rule which
requires
the
compiler
to
maintain full
implicit precision on
intermediate results.
12

Automatic variables with
initial
values are set to
their initial values every time the program is entered.
This method
is
at
least as effective as a series of
initialization statements at
the
beginning of the
program, and perhaps clearer to the reader.

17,18

All editing is done
by direct
reference to virtual
memory locations.
The variable from_ptr
is set to
point to a source of
text,
and
the
based variable
from_seg is used for all reference to that text.

18

The general operation of the editor is
copy the text
from one storage area to another, editing on the way.
The names from_seg and to_seg are used for
the
two
storage areas.

25

It is necessary for this program to know the I/O
stream
name on which
input will
be typed.
Programs which
perform less sophisticated input operations can often
get along with system supplied defaults for the I/O
stream names.
(See comment on line kkO.)

3If

The p L/l language provides no direct way
to
express
literal
control
characters.
The technique used here,
while adding clutter to the program listing at
least
works and is machine independent.

36

One set of supervisor
interfaces calls
for
24
bit
integers; this declaration guarantees that no precision
conversion is necessary when calling these interfaces
(See
ine 97).
1

1,0

Supervisor entries generally use fixed,
rather
than
varying,
strings.
(In
an
earlier
compiler
implementation, varying strings were very
inefficient,
and based varying strings were forbidden.)
Thus, when
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occasionally
is
it
calling older supervisor entries
using a t.xea
necessary to simulate a varying string by
of characters
string and an integer count of the number
the s.ngle
for
93
and
84
lines
(See
string.
the
In
example in this program.)
a
ioa_ are^ called with
Subroutines com_err_ and
not
feature
a
time,
each
different number of arguments
Mu
The
PL/
in
permitted
normally
such
permit
to
feature
has a
however,
implementation,
the
warns
clause
The "options"
calls to be compiled.
th.s
for
used
be
to
is
compiler that the feature
subroutine.
external
1

52

^

.

«

Joa

are
subroutines other than com_err_ and
the
that
guarantee
to
completely declared in order
in
agree
passed
being
comp ler can check that arguments
subroutine.
the
by
a«r bSte with those expected
ler finds
Warning diagnostics are printed f the comp.
argument conversions to be necessary.

All

i

52

53

utility) has
The procedure cu_ (short for command
PL/I
Mult. cs
The
different entry points.
several
objects
external
of
compiler specially handles names
The dollar
which contain the dollar sign character.
name
segment
a
between
sign is taken to be a separator
1'nkage.
ledexternal
and an offset name in the compi
name arg_ptr
Thus, this line declares the entry point
in the segment name cu_.
entry Point
the segment name and
perm ts the
so
a
er
comp!
so the
identical,
name are
to
identically
handled
briefer form cv_dec_, which is
For many procedures,

cv_dec_$cv_dec_.
55

supervisor entries are all
The hardcore (ring zero)
entered through a
easily identifiable since they are
"cs
en
Se
hcs_.
single interface segment named
J
the
to
on
transfers
of
just a set
of
consists
to
used
is
vector
transfer
A
subroutine wanted.
all gates to
isolate, in one easily available location,
in princ pie
is
it
Also,
Multics supervisor.
the
routine,
supervisor
possible to dynamically replace a
instruction.
by changing a single transfer

^

56

takes
hcs_$make seg
entry
supervisor
Note that
three
first
its
for
strings
character
unaligned
be a
to
turn out
This property will
arguments.
suorounne
library
the
nuisance later (line 95) since
hcs -$ make - se *;
for
which constructs the arguments
u
comments on
the
See
returns aligned character strings.
lines 93 and 95 for more information.
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67

This implementation-dependent declaration
is
based
a
designed to overlay on top of a 64K Multics
structure/
segment, and thereby allow construction of a pointer to
the midpoint of the segment.
The declaration
depends
fixed binary variables of precision less than 36
on
bits occupying one word each.

68

The comment on this line consists of a single ASCII
control
character,
for form feed
(octal Git).
The
closing syntax for the comment appears at the top left
edge of the next page.
Such "vertical punctuation"
between major parts of a program is recommended for
program readability.

73,74

The segment name is copied into an intermediate storage
space since
it may be used in an error comment.
Note
that we should not use the variable ename as the second
argument in the call to hcs_$make_seg, since ename
is
aligned and hcs_$make_seg requires unaligned input
arguments.

Ik

The first step in the program is to obtain a pointer to
a "scratch" or temporary segment in which
intermediate
copies
of
the
text
being edited may be stored.
Subroutine hcs_$make_seg will create a segment, if one
does
not already exist with the specified name.
The
binary string specifies that if a segment is created,
the system should permit read and write access to the
segment.
The system creates the segment, maps it
into
address space of this process,
the
returns a
and
pointer in the variable from_ptr.
The first argument
to hcs_$make_seg specifies the name of the directory in
which the segment should be located. A null string, as
in
this
case,
indicates
segment is to be
that
the
created in the process directory, a suitable home for
temporary segments.
The third argument is a place for
a reference name, which would
be
if
there
specified
were
be
to
later
references
the
segment to be
to
accomplished by dynamic linking.
Since
no
such
reference will occur, a null string is specified.

7k

Although our program has no declared static variables,
the
segment
eds_temp
is
now
effectively
a
program-created static variable.
If, for example,
one
were to quit out of the editor, issue a "hold" command
to maintain the stack
and
level,
then
reinvoke the
editor at a new,
deeper,
stack
level,
the second
invocation of the editor would, upon encountering line
7k,
obtain a pointer to the same segment, eds_temp,
that
is
being used by the
earlier,
interrupted
invocation.
If the second invocation of eds overwrites
eds_temp,
upon
later
return
then
to
the
earlier,
interrupted invocation one would probably be
in
deep
techniques could have been
trouble.
Three different
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used to avoid this trouble: 1) document the restriction
that the editor cannot be used recursively/ or 2) put a
check in the editor to see if a previously created
and give warning if one does, or 3)
eds_temp exists,
implement an automatic, rather than a static, temporary
(Multics
segment, by using a guaranteed unique name
subroutine unique_chars_ can be useful here) for the
temporary segment.
75

segment,
trouble creating a buffer
If
there was
It also returns
hcs_$make_seg returns a null pointer.
non-zero status code is
a
a status code, but since
in some non-error cases (e.g., when a segment
returned
named eds_temp was already there) the easiest test for
a disastrous error is on the returned pointer.

77

The subroutine com_err_ should be called to print out
error message associated with the returned status
the
so
However, the calling sequence is quite long,
code.
an internal subroutine, called from many places in eds,
minimizes the amount of generated call setup code.

78

One exits from a Multics command by simply returning to
(See also line 351).
its caller.

80

Here, in an economy move, we
(See comment re line 67).
create a pointer to the midpoint of the segment just
two
need to create
the
thus avoid
We
created.
temporary segments for editing. At this point from_seg
points
to the base of the segment and to_seg points to
be
The two halves of the segment will
the midpoint.
Note that this
for editing.
used as
two buffers
strategy restricts the maximum size of a segment which
may be edited, yet the editor nowhere checks to see if
unfortunate
an
being exceeded,
this maximum size is
check could cause
of
Since
lack
a
omission.
overwriting of data, a program with this defect would
not be considered acceptable for the Multics command
1

ibrary.

84

When a user types a command such as "eds alpha" the
first string of characters is taken as the name of a
procedure to be called, while succeeding strings are
taken as character string arguments to that procedure.
Rather than declaring eds to have one argument, which
would not permit a graceful exit if no argument were
subroutine
with
the argument
pick up
we
typed,
cu_$arg_ptr, which returns a pointer to the beginning
of theunal igned character string representation of the
first argument, which eds considers to be the name of
the segment to be edited.

85

For

many
indicates

subroutines,
that

the

non-zero
any
subroutine could

code
status
properly
not
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In
this
complete, and recovery action is appropriate.
case,
the most
likely error is that the argument is
mi ssing.

88

When an error occurs now, we do not immediately return,
since we have created a temporary segment,
and
should
clean up after ourselves first.
Thus the transfer to
quitl rather than a return.
(See line 348.)

93

Assuming that a pointer to an argument was returned, we
must now convert that argument to a standard (directory
name, entry name) pair.
The subroutine expand_path_
implements
the
system-wide
standard practice of
interpreting the typed argument as either a path name
relative to the current working directory,
or
an
absolute path name from the root, as appropriate.

93

The third and fourth arguments
to
expand_path_ are
(unnecessarily)
required
be
to
pointers
to
the
character strings in question, rather than the strings
themselves.
Because pointers are the formal arguments,
neither the reader, nor a mechanical argument checking
program, can detect whether or not the
real
arguments
being passed behind the pointers match in type with
those expected by
the
writer
of
expand_path_.
Examination of the MPM write-up for expand_path_ tells
us that aligned character strings are required for
the
third and fourth arguments, and an unaligned character
string for the first one.
(This
interface
is
a
left-over from a time when character string arguments
In such
cases,
were very expensive to pass directly.)
it
is
good practice to represent the arguments as
a
shown, for clarity, rather than by setting and passing
pointer variables whose purpose
is not clear to the
next maintainer of the program.
In general,
it
is
a
good practice to consider pointer variables to be
escapes around missing language or system features, and
therefore to isolate their use in a way which makes
clear what
is
being escaped around.
This program
follows this practice whenever possible, but some older
supervisor interfaces force a departure.

95

We now call hcs_$make_seg again, to either create or
get a pointer to the source segment to be edited, this
time specifying the directory and entry names
returned
by expand_path„.
As mentioned earlier, hcs_$make_seg
requires unaligned character strings in its first three
arguments, but ename and buffer are the aligned return
values from expand_path_.
Therefore,
the compiler,
noting that the declaration on line 56 disagrees with
those on
lines
9 and 15, will automatically generate
code to copy the aligned strings over
into unaligned
temporary variables for the duration of the call.
The
compiler will normally print a warning diagnostic when
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generates such code, in case the programmer doesn't
To
forcing a type conversion.
is
realize that he
arguments
two
first
suppress the warning message, the
parentheses, which
to hcs_$make_seg have been placed in
for
are taken by the compiler to be an explicit request
printed.
conversion; therefore no message is
it

bad
encounter an extremely
Occasionally one will
argument
practice which has been used to get around the
subroutine hcs_$make_seg may be misdeclared
copying:
the
that
Since it happens
to take al igned arguments.
is
strings
implementation of aligned character
Multics
on
start
which
identical to unaligned character strings
work.
to
happens
a word boundary, the misdecl aration
of
subset
a
This mapping together of aligned and
PL/I
other
unaligned does not necessarily hold in
does not hold in Multics for
it
and
implementations,
In any case, use of such
variables other than strings.
constructs is an outstanding example of bad programming
first, it relies on obscure
practice for two reasons:
implementation; second, one
properties of the local
would like to have available a mechanical technique for
arguments;
mismatched
accidentally
detecting
intentionally mismatched ones would then frustrate
mechanical verification.
97

97

99

103

a
The storage system provides for every segment
by
segment,
For a text
variable named the bit count.
count contains the number of
the bit
convention,
information bits currently stored in the segment.
Subroutine hcs_$status_mins obtains the value of the
bit count.

and
Clearly, the calls to expand_path_, hcs_$make_seg,
subroutine
hcs_$status_mins could have been a single
three
all
performs
subroutine which
a
to
call
need
the
eliminate
Such an interface would
functions.
storage
provide
for this procedure to care about (and
the number of characters in the
things as
such
for)
directory
the
typed argument string, and the name of
about
hassle
The
containing the segment being edited.
too.
avoided,
aligned and unaligned strings could be
the segment to be edited did not previously exist,
segment
(that is, the call to hcs_$make_seg created the
the
then
it)
to
rather than merely returning a pointer
is
that
assumes
bit count will be zero, and the editor
should start in input mode.
|f

This statement converts the bit count to a character
Note that we have here embedded knowledge of
count.
this
in
hardware bits per character
the number of
store
If the system-wide standard had been to
program.
not
character count with a segment instead, it would
a
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have been necessary to have an implementation-dependent
stored character
a
Unfortunately,
statement here.
count would get the system into the business of
segment's
the
of
interpretation
maintaining an
currently does not do. A still
which
it
contents,
better strategy would have been to store a character
itself, say in the first word,
in
the
segment
count
its
thus maintaining the view that a segment maintains
own interpretation.
103

The PL/I language specifies that the result of a divide
operation using the division sign is to be a scaled
the
integer division,
To get
fixed point number.
instead.
is
used
divide built-in function

10U

features of
Here, we invoke some of the most powerful
simple
assignment
This
memory.
Multics
virtual
the
be edited
segment
to
source
entire
statement copies the
Highly
from_seg.
buffer
named
temporary
into the
copy
loop.
performs
actual
the
optimized machine code
as a
segment
entire
text
Note that we are regarding the
regard
may
We
of
length
csize.
simple character string
because the storage representation for
it this way
permanent text segments
is chosen to be identical to
string.
of
PL/
fixed
character
a
that
I

program,

106

Be sure to read the comments embedded in
too.

109

It
Subroutine ioa_ is a handy library output package.
FORTRAN
and
PL/
similar
to
provides a format facility
format statements, and it automatically writes onto the
normally
is
I/O
stream named user_output, which
used
When
attached to the interactive user's terminal.
of
end
as shown, it appends a new line character to the
concerned
Programmers who are more
the
string given.
other
with
about speed than about compatibility
operating systems use ioa_ in preference to PL/ "put"
facility
general
less
statements, because ioa_ is a
storage
many
distinct
as
touch
nearly
which does not

the

I

I

pages.
Ill

(unnecessarily)
interface which
Here we have another
argument.
first
its
in
requires use of a pointer
is
that
Again, one result of this obsolete practice
is
not
possible
complete type-checking by the compiler
I/O
Some of the more sophisticated
for that argument.
system entries use a pointer in the same position, but
can
transmit
those entries
with a better reason:
variables of various types on different calls, so no
single variable declaration could suffice.

Ill

Subroutine ios_$read_ptr is often used for input rather
(sysin)
into
than the PL/I statement "read file
.

.

.
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ios_ entry has fewer options and
again because the
PL/I
The
touches fewer storage pages.
therefore
facility ultimately calls on the Multics ios_ package
(Again, if one wished to write a program which
anyway.
be
he would
systems,
would also work on other PL/
instead.)
statements
I/O
PL/I
the
to
use
advised
better
I

112

the
For human engineering, blank lines are ignored by
Since complete input lines from the typewriter
editor.
end with a new line character, the length of a blank
line is one, not zero.

Ill*

The code to isolate a string of characters on the typed
internal
so an
places,
input line is needed in four
This subroutine is not recursive,
subroutine
is used.
which makes it possible for the compiler to construct a
internal
the
one-instruction calling sequence to
variables of
(e.g.,
Certain constructs
procedure.
adjustable size declared within the subroutine) will
For details,
force a more complex calling sequence.
PL/I
Multics
on
the
documentation
one should review the
implementation.

116

Although the dispatching technique used here appears
into very quick and
really compiled
is
it
costly,
-line
for each
instructions
machine
h
effective code
is
there
table,
dispatching
short
For
such
a
of
PL/I.
elaborate.
more
anything
developing
in
really no point
table were larger, one might use subscripted
!f
the
label constants for greater dispatching speed.

121

type out
to
the typist is forced
Human engineering:
request
editing
"powerful"
the
one
of
name
full
the
of
overwriting
could
cause
mistake,
if
by
typed
which,
segment before that overwriting was
the
original
intended.

131

?oa_
The format and decimal conversion facilities of
The "not"
in
a simple way in this example.
are used
sign in the format string indicates where a converted
variable is to be inserted; the character following the
sign indicates the form (in this case, a character
not
The
string) to which the variable should be converted.
remaining
string,
format
first argument is the
arguments are variables to be converted and inserted in
the output
ine:
1

T n
uz
i

~U,
_
I*-..„„,l
tin
<-\»r%
c
JC
nuiv.ii
ms
is
i/hcu ...U
W k-->«iiie:>:>ci&t:
wnenever
o
probably not expecting, it is good practice to discard
error
the
that he may examine
so
any type-ahead,
this
of
light
the
lines
in
message,
and redo the typed
new information.
t
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138

follows:
as
editor
is
the
The general strategy of
from the
typewriter go into the variable named
lines
Another buffer,
"buffer" until they can be examined.
named "line" holds the current line being "pointed at"
Subroutine "put" copies
by the eds conceptual pointer.
to_seg/
while
end of
line onto
the
current
the
subroutine "get" copies the next line in from_seg into
the current line buffer.

142,143

ios_$read_ptr returned a varying string rather than
fixed string and a count, these two statements could
More use of varying or
reduce to "line = buffer".
simplify the
probably
would
strings
adjustable
appearance of this program quite a bit.
If

a

150

The procedure get_num sets up the variable n to contain
integer on the request
typed
the value of the next
Such
side-effect communication is not an
line.
especially good programming practice.

152

lines
The delete request is accomplished by reading
from from_seg,
but failing to copy them into to_seg.
If deletion
might be
were a common operation,
it
worthwhile to use more complex code to directly push
ahead the pointer in from_seg, and thus avoid a wasted
copy operation.

161

is
More side-effect communication:
the variable edct
always pointing at the last character so far examined
in the typed request line.

177,187

All movement of parts of the material

accomplished by a simple
appropriate indexes.

is
being edited
string substitution, using

206

index
The locate request is accomplished by use of the
unedited
built-in function,
used on whatever is still
in from_seg.

319

in
request results
A negative number in
the "next"
moving the conceptual pointer backwards. The resulting
code is quite complex for two reasons:
a)

The eds editing strategy requires interchanging the
scanning
before
input
and
segments
output
backwards, so that the backward scan is with regard
to the latest edited version of the segment.

b)

no
At the time this program was written, there was
PL/
perform an "index" function
feature
to
starting from the end of a character string rather
The "reverse" built-in
than
the
beginning.
function could now be used.
I
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348

Before exiting from the editor, the temporary segment
The question of whether the
should be cleaned up.
deleted or merely truncated
be
temporary segment should
almost
is
editor
the
Since
is a slightly fuzzy one.
the
process,
in
a
times
several
certain to be used
later
that
so
it,
delete
not
choice was made here to
in a faster
result
invocations of the editor will
used a
had
we
line
on
74,
If,
response from make_seg.
should
we
then
segment,
unique name for the temporary
for a
ask
ever
will
no
one
since
surely delete it here,
segment by that name again.

362

Another human engineering point:

363

If the
Note a small "window" in this sequence of code.
362
lines
between
"time-sharing")
editor is delayed (by
362
line
on
message
the
that
possible
is
it
and 363,
by
responded
have
will
user
will be completed, and the
line
before
all
lines,
input
revised
typing one or more
discards all pending input. Although in principle
363
fixable by a reset option on the write call, Multics
currently provides no way to cover this timing window.
enough that most
Fortunately, the window is small
for years without
literally
interactive users will go
input
on
failure
timing
a
of
example
encountering an
read reset.

429-431

are
areas
buffer
and output editing
input
The
is
an
Here
statements.
three
interchanged by these
to
variables
pointer
of
use
example of localizing the
allow
to
escapes
as
used
being
are
make clear that they
interchange of the meaning of PL/I identifiers.

kkO

ios_$read_ptr which
To go along with the entry point
Multics does
default,
by
used stream name user_input
default
a
with
entry
reset
not have a corresponding
stream
the
embed
must
we
result,
a
As
stream name.
program.
name "user_input" in this

446

Calls to com_err_ and ioa_ take more setup than most,
because each requires passing of argument descriptors
so that the subroutine at the other end can figure out
how many and what type of arguments have been passed.
to
Since this editor always uses the same arguments
subroutine
internal
com_err_, a single call in an
call
argument setup
the
avoi'ds~havTng multiple copies of
code.

457

be
to
This editor considers typed-in tab characters
blanks.
are
as
just as suitable for token delimiters
editor,
the
Ideally, tab characters would never reach

user may
the
since
message
error
the
ahead,
lines
have
typed several
tell
can
he
that
includes the offending request, so
retyping.
start
to
where
and
which one ran into trouble
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instead having been
replaced by
blanks
by
the
typewriter
input
routines.
Such
complete
canonical ization of the input strean would eliminate
lines
U57-4G1*,
but
would
also
require a more
sophisticated strategy elsewhere to handle editing of
text typed in columns.
^77

The cv_dec_ library routine is used here rather than a
PL/
language feature,
because cv_dec_ will always
return a value, even if the number to be converted
is
ill-formed
(in
which case it returns zero.) Thus the
editor retains complete control over the error comments
and messages which will be presented to the user.
Such
control
is
essential
if
one
is
to
construct
a
we
-engineered
interface which uses consistent and
relevant error messages.
I

1

1

The items printed after the program listing by the compiler
not have line numbers.
They are referred to in the following
comments by name.
do

The listing of all
variables
includes a cross-reference
listing,
by
line number,
to facilitate locating all uses of a
given variable.
This cross-reference listing is also useful
for
discovering unnecessary variables, which are set and never
referenced, or perhaps never referenced at all.
Any variable
which
is
referenced only once is suspect, except for external
subroutines which may happen to be called only once.
Variables
never referenced at all appear in the immediately following list.
Note that structure names used only as qualifiers (e.g., a.b.c)
do notcount as uses of the outer names (e.g., a and b).
Passing
an entire structure as an argument,
or
structure substitution,
would count as a use.
(See
listing of identifier alt_lth).
The default precision
for fixed binary numbers is 17 bits with no fractional part.

"THERE WERE NO NAMES DECLARED BY CONTEXT OR
IMPLICATION".
comment was the result of the consistent practice of
explicitly declaring everything.
If some identifier had not been
declared, it would appear
in
a
separate list here,
and
the
compiler would also print a special warning message to the user.
This

"STORAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS PROGRAM".
The result of
compiling the above program is the creation of two segments:
the
listing segment (printed here) and a segment containing a binary
machine language program,
known as
the
object segment.
The
object segment actually contains several different parts,
in
a
format which is interpreted by the mechanisms used for linking to
and executing procedures.
The numbers printed under this heading
require
the
following
picture of an object segment for
interpretation:
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location
text

definitions

object

•<

static

link

symbol

object is the entire segment.
text is the binary machine language program,
def ini tions is a set of character string names of entry
points to this segment and procedures which it cal Is.
into
link is a prototype linkage section, to be copied
first
is
the linkage/static segment when this procedure
used.

static is the part of the prototype linkage section in
static variables are allocated.
internal
which PL/I
Initial values for such variables are stored here.

contains relocation bits for the text and
Symbol
be
to
is
case this segment
in
areas,
linkage
permanently bound together with some other object
also contains other things such as the
It
segment.
table option
date and time of compilation and, if the
symbol table, for
a
specified to the compiler,
is
horo
nnt
11<*P
the
-J„U..~~
n
Tk/>
nv^mnln
chnun
A
»•»»
— A
—
lie CrttllllK ^ •>"«"»
UCUUgglllgt
table option, so the symbol section is quite small.
:

*.

I

I

1

•

All of the numbers describing storage requirements are printed in
example, the binary machine instructions occupy
for
so,
octal,
the
Since
locations,
or 15^9 (decimal)
locations
3015 (octal)
source
each
statements,
executable
315
about
program contains
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program line has apparently expanded to an average of about five
machine language instructions. The program is shown as using two
words of static storage / despite the lack of variables declared
of
static storage are
two words
The
to be internal static.
allocated by the compiler for use by program trace and debugging
packages.

Following the object segment description are details about
internal procedures except
All
automatic storage allocation.
main editor program,
with
the
automatic
storage
get_token share
calls
are compiled to them.
that
fast subroutine
which means
but
Subroutine get_token could have used a fast subroutine call,
internal
compiler, noting the call to get_ token from another
the
subroutine (on line U75) conservatively chose to use a full call,
since a back call from get_token might have caused recursion.
Future versions of the compiler may attempt to trace the flow of
such cross calls to guarantee lack of recursion, and thus permit
fast calls in more cases.
"THE FOLLOWING EXTERNAL OPERATORS ARE USED BY THIS PROGRAM."
Many frequently used PL/I features are implemented in a library
segment named pll_operators_, and are used by fast subroutine
It is useful to get a feeling
into the program.
calls compiled
by
for what kinds of linguistic constructs result in such calls,
examining a detailed machine language listing some time.
The
list of
numbers at the end of the program provides a
complete map of the machine instructions generated by each
This map is useful when debugging following the
statement.
unexpected printing of a message such as "Out of bounds fault at
location 110^ of segment eds."

Although it was not printed here, it is also possible (by
compiler print out the
to
the
using the -list option)
have
Such a
detailed machine
language program which it generated.
printout is useful for reviewing the performance of a program,
since it may provide clues about use of PL/ constructs which are
inherently expensive to implement.
I

(text continues on page 55)

:

I

O
COMPILATION LISTH'G OF SEGMENT eds
Compiler, Version
Compiled by: Multlcs PL/
Compiled on: 09/07/72 2155.0 edt Thu
Options: optimize map
I

1

eds

procedure;

/*

internal variable declarations.

2

of 15 Aueust 1972.

2

3
It

73

*/

O
a
73

5
6
7
8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15

It
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

2b
27
28
29
30
31
32
3 3

declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare

34
35 ");
36 declare
37 declare
38

declare

39 declare
40 declare
ill

declare

42 declare
1*3

44
45
46
47
48

declare
declare
declare
declare
declare

fixed binary;
character(l) aligned;
fixed binary;
character{210) aligned;
fixed blnary<35>;
fixed binary;
fixed binary Inltlal(O);
fixed binary;
characterO) aligned Inl tlal ("eds");
character( J2) aligned;
pointer;
pointer;
character(131072) aligned based(f rom_ptr);
tolcen_lth fixed binary;
globsw
bit(l) aligned;
fixed binary;
ij
fixed binary;
fixed binary Inltlal(O);
indf
fixed binary Inltlal(O);
indt
character(lO) Ini t lal ("user_lnnut");
ioname
fixed binary;
j
fixed binary;
k
fixed binary;
1
line
character(210) aligned;
fixed binary Inltial(O);
lngth
fixed binary;
located
fixed binary;
m
fixed binary;
n
character(l) al igned Initiate"
nl

alt;_lth

break
brkl
buffer
code
count
csize
edct
ednm
ename
exptr
from_ptr
from_seg

/*
/*
/*
/•
/*

•/
Hold* position of n«xt tab.
Wolds break char for change.
Holds In^ex of change hreak char.
Typewriter Input buffer. •*/
•/
For returned status codes.

/•

of the editor, for comments.
*/
»/
Holds name of segment helng edited.
Temporary pointer holder, */
*/
Pointer to current *rom_seg.
Fdltlng Is from this segment, */
*/
length of token.
•/
On If "g" option used In change.

/

2
Z

o
/*
/*

/*
/•
/*
/•

"nrne

tempi
tlin
tkn

to_seg
to_ptr

bi t(l)

al igned;

character(210) aligned;
character(8) aligned;
character(131072) allrned hased(to_ptr);
pointer;

-I

X

C
I—

i

out_count fixed binary (24);
pointer;
out_ptr
character(131072) aligned hased(out_ptr);
out_seg
fixed binary init ial (210);
pre
sname_lth fixed binary;
sname_ptr pointer;
bit(72) at igned;
status

z

/•

Stream name for resetread.

/•

Holds line currently helng edited.

o
(A

*/

«/

m
z
<
73

•/
Literal "new tine" character.
Holds segment hit length. */
*/
Pointer to out_se«,
Outside segment for read or write.
*/
Size of alt buffers.
*/
Length of source segment name,
*/
Pointer to source segment r>an^.
•/
To hold I/O status.

*/
Ruffer to hold output of change.
Holds next Item on typed line. «/
Fdltlng l« to this segment, */
*/
Pointer to to_seg.

O
Z
m
*/

i»9

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

/*

external subroutine declarations.

declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare

com_err_
cu_$arg_ptr
cv_dec_
expand_path_
hcs_$status_mlns
hcs_$make_seg

declare
declare
declare
declare
declare
declare

hcs_$set i.bc_seg
hcs_$t runcate_seg
loa_
los_$read_ptr
los_$resetread
los $wrlte_ptr

*/

entry opt lons(varlable);
entry(flxed binary, pointer, fixed binary, fixed blnary(35));
returns(f Ixed binary);
entry(character(*) aligned)
entry (pointer, fixed binary, pointer, pointer, fixed blnary(55));
entryCpolnter, fixed binary, fixed blnary(24), fixed blnary(35));
entry (character^), character(*), character(*), fixed blnary(5),
pointer, fixed blnary(35));
entry(polnter, fixed blnary(2t»), fixed blnary(35));
ent ry(polnter, fixed binary, fixed btnary(35));
entry opt lons(varlable);
entry(polnter, fixed binary, fixed binary);
entry(character{*), blt(72> aliened);
entry(polnter, fixed binary, fixed binary);

6I»

65 declare

(addr,

67 declare
68 /*

1

divide.

Index, mln, null, substr)

mid based <from_ptr),

2

bulltln;

space(327G?) fixed binary,

2

see(32767) fixed hlnary;

>
„

^
-o
f-

m
H
m
x

o
73

I

J

*i

'*
70
71 /*

'

Set up Buffer segments.

ename

«
"
"

T?'fr«yr?M!Tf

to_ptr

-

(

""'

" ert

„
no
H
a

loi
:„i
102

/

i-

*- temp "< ""•

'""*> '*J»'. «•*>,

If

cV

ar8- ptr(1 ' sname -Ptr,sname_lth.code>;
code^-0 then do;
ename « i... ;
call call.com;
qu,ti;
i° d

'?!"
,

f error:

_
5
O
JO
$
X
S
~
s

Input argument* was given */

r

91 /* Now get a pointer to the
segment

9b

.

addr(mid.seg);

/* How check to see If an

as
90

93
9*

.

call call_com;
return;
end;

oc

"

*

then do;

H
°b

'

"eds temp";

«

'*

8b

.

*/

7i

82

PROGRAM

'

__

Z

to be edited ./

If'codT^VfhV.o^ferr^

I
m
_.
*

c
ke
buffer) ' ( am* ) '""' olonb ' out ~',tr ^«-);
??' '
-?? 8 then
*Tr^ nun
u t pt
*° to 'error;
,? !r
c
s atus -m,ns<out -M''*» ou t_count,co<1e);
^e
£
cod

""
Hf
.

V

*

^

r

then go to ferror;
then do;
ca "
oa_( "Segment 'a not found.", ename);
8° to Plnput;

=:

out_count

.

•

o
CO

end;

....*/'

106 /* Main editing loop
'
107
i- *
108
109 pedit:
call loa ("Edit.");
110 next:
fall los_$read_ptr(addr(buffer), pre, count);
\]\
l the
nu,
" *° t0 ne " t;
""• « h «" *•« «««•••• !••••*' '•"n't ***»% .rrcr t/
113
edct°"T
/.
«
Sit
up eountir t« icm tMi 11m,
'
"
1U
*l
can g«_to*en,
get' token/#
M< ntIfy „„,, tok#fl# ,,
115
lib
If
tkn
"I"
*l.
then «° jo Insert;
117
f
t^ . » r »
*° !°
118
"1"
f
kn
t
Itl go
""
then
to locate;
*
iiQ
p
"
th * n «° to » r,n t;
120
f
tl"
121
lf
tkn - "save"
then go to file;
"

" "

"'•""•'

»

,

.

™ tyw

'

<
—
73
2
25
m
5
-*

:

122
123
12U
125
126
127
128
129 /*
130
131

;

:

tkn
tkn
tkn
tkn

"

=

H

•

"d"
"w"

*

c

then
then
then
then
then
then

ftfll

"b"

tkn
tkn

s

II

It

none of the above then not a request

If

go to change;
go to del 1 In;
go to wsave;
go to t6p;
go to bottom;
go to pinpi.it;

*/

",

call loa_(" , a' Not an edit Request", substr(buffer,l, count-]
call resetread;
go to next;

132
133

,

))

13i»

135 /* ********* input mode ********* */
135
/* Print word
137 plnput:
call loa_(" Input .");
138 input:
call ios_$read_ptr(addr (buffer), pre, count );
139
If substr(buffer,l,l) - "."
1U0
2 then go to pedlt;
then If count
11*1
put;
cal
ll»2
substrd ine,l, count) = substr(buf fer,l, count );
143
Ingth « count;
Ikk
go to Input;
1U5
146
li+7 /* ********* delete ********* */

Input */
/* read a

1

In© */

>

/* check for mode change */

1

/* move line
/* reoeat

inputted Into Intermediate storaue */

'til

CO

"." */
-o

I—

m

11(8
Ik'i

150
151
152
153
15i
155
156
157
158
159
160
101
162
163
16U
165
166
167
168

del

1

m
x

in

get_num;

call

do

I

/« do for each line to he deleted */
/»
fiet next line, overwrite eurrpnt one,

= 1 to n-1;
call get;

*/

end;

/* null Ify last

lngth
0;
go to next;

1

/********** insert **********/
Insert:
retype:

*><** current
/*
line to output segment.
This Is also the retype request.
*/
substr(buf fer,edct*l ,cnunt-ed.;t );
/* add replaced line */

m
a

o

*

put;

call

Ine */

*/

/*

lne,l,count-edct
count - edct;

substr( 1
lngth
go to next;

)

/* ********* next ********* */

nex

1

i

169
170

171
172
173
171*

175 n_eof

n

cal

get_num;
<
then go to backup;

1

If n

m,j
call
do

-

/* save where you are */

Indf;
put;

to n;
1
I
If j>=csize then go to n_eof ;
k « index(substr(from_seg,j+l cslze-j ),nl );
if k-0 then do;
If lndf>=cslze then go to ©of;
..

/* once for each nl */
/* check for eof */
/•locate end of line */
/* no nl (eof) or lot eof «/

I

.

17 ^

lngth

i«

go^tVeoff

-

0;

"'"

+

181
162
!83

*"

•

"

"

m;

*

j

+

j

185

lngth «

/* Increment

'

196
197
J98
199
200

j

,

m

-

ndt
Indf;

n

-

cslze-lndf;

/• «"•*< ">r ola.n "| »l« .,
/•
Skin deii»lter.
*/
/# Initialize oolnter* for tn^ex
.

,

">,

'*

S " v,>

/

cur «"t line.
,

"

-

j

'

-

j

2

Indf+l'to

-

k

i

568 '

h«

i

1

-

-

0;

^^
..

.

end;
k

elie n

1;

.fsuCs^rlf^seLSij.o,

»|!

f|-),

*/

type seerc* */

1
Z
°
_
-.
=

H
X
m
__

IfV^^*'^'™do

-

0;

end;

:.

219
220
221
222
"23
22U
225

nCmP,t;

Put;

205

207
20i

Pointers and move In top «f

|

??i
202
203
20U

l\l

'

.

(cslze-0)
(n<-0)
then rf o;
call switch;
If j>0 then n

if

hy lenrtfc of line */

g
O
>

,

<=a"

J

'

n
6
t0
8
edct°" edct" J" " °
*'

i«

**

'*

k;

go to next;
J89
191 /* ********* locate
192
193 locate:

211
212
213
21U
215
21C

Pointers ./

|^

end;
indf » j;

18l»

2

•«

end;

then

„

'*
to

,

""*

"
- nl;

"—
/*

l

/*locete./
found then do
In, of , Ine .,

f

£
-

/

"~<

</>

0;

l_nl

do indf
t

r

?nl?h

i

ind t

k*l to esl.M-1 by

»

!

?ndf'
Indt

t* 1

,

:

^

"

end;
call
il 1
copy;
call
til
swltcl
switch;
go to eof;

'

k " m>

k?
k

"

wh. l.(,ufc,tr(f rom_.se-, |„df., >-.„,,

Substr<from- s '«''n+1 ' '-'">;/*
,

™v«

-

subst r(f rom_.se*, VI, |„„„>.,

„.

,„„ nf

flnr1

,

,

nf .,

In top of file */

- m;

sub.trdlne.l, lngth)
'

'

1

/. nut

W

„

,

j

B,

,„

,

|n# t/

ft f""t"t found line If wnnted */

|
2
O
z
2

22G
227
22S
229
230
231
232
233
23U
235
236
237
238
239

/* *********

print ********* */

print:
cal
If

get_num;
lngth then

1

/* print

indication of no tines */

do;

call ioa_("No line.");
go to nol Ine;

printl:
nol

i

ne

:

2**0

end;
call ios_$wri te_ptr(addr( Ine), 0,mtn(prc, lngth
n * n-1;
if n »
then go to next;
call put;
call get;
go to printl;
1

)

);

/* write the line */

/* any more to be printed? */

2U1
2i»2

/*

********* change ********* */

>

243
2UU change:
21*5
2

i+t>

2i*7

incmplt:

2"+8
2"*9

250
251
252
253
25"*

255
256
257
258
259
260 nxarg:
261
262
263
2bk
265
2G6
267
268 chl:

located = 0;
if count - 2 then do;
call
oa_(" Improper:
call resetread;
go to next;
I

CO
"a",

substr(buf fer,l,count-l)

end;

.

brkl = edct +2;
break » subst r(buffer,edct+l, 1);
/*
Pick itn the del Inl tine character.
» index(substr(buf for, brkl, count-brkl), break);
If i-0 then go to Incmplt;
index(substr(buffer,l+brkl,count-brkl-i ), break);
j
if j=0 then j = count-l-brkl+1;
edct - edct
+ j + 1;
/*
Continue scanning edit line.
*/
globsw - "0"b;
/*
Assume only one change.
*/
n » 1;
/* Assume only one line changed.
*/
call get_token;
"'" " then do;
if
tkn
/*
If token there, process It.
*/
if
tkn - "g" then globsw - "l"b;
/*
Change all occurrences.
*/
else call cv_num;
go to nxarg;
Try for another arc-urgent.
*/
/»

X

H

jn

2
T

I

If

end;
lngth

tempi

then go to sklpch;

=

/*

Skip changing

"0"b;

-

*i"Ptv

line.

then do;
tempi = "l"b;
located - 1;
substr(tl ln,l, j-1) • subst r(buffer, brkl* I, j -1 ); /* copy part to be added */
substr(tl In, j, lngth) • substr( ine, 1, lngth);
/* copy old line */
lngth - 1;
|j . j
go to cprt;
end;
k = index(subst r( 1 ine, m, lngth-m), substr (buffer, bfk J, -1 ) ); /»locate wh*t
to be changed
if k--0 then do;
i

f

1

ijj

/*to Indicate If anythin* was c'd on line
Indexes to strings */
fl Hd
to hefrlnlng of line */

™<

ij,
i-1

£2

*/

2tj9

275
27b
277
278 ch2:
279

*/

i

270
271
272
273
271*

~
*
"2
JZ
m
H
m

);

«/

/»
/*

1;

1

(

U

*/

**
vn

1

)

I

substrUl ln,lj,k-l) « substr( lne,m,k-l);
substr(t1ln f lj*k-l.J-l) - substrCbuffer,brkl + l,j-l);/.
m
l
Tj"= il
k I J l i.

111

HI

nu/

In

"

'

chang, ?/

^crt^M

Indies

I

28 5

•

CPrt:
2y?
i*i
2S2

"

J

•

+

j

Ingth

I.Vr??!'" ? ??l'
substr(Jlne,l,lj)
lngth

Sk PCh:

f
'

=

Ij;

1

th * n *°>

substr(

1 I

ne,m, lngth-m*l

,os * wr te - ptr<af,dr(t1In> '
-

r
!
substr(tl
In,

sometlng

*/

1,

1

J >

'

,

J>;

/. C or>y rrst of tin* */

;

^

/* wr, te

something chan-ed

"O
-X

O

*/

Ci

;

I* finished ./

„

then do;
ca

31

o"lr»

;jj

.^rlocated»0
A
if

1

.

- m;

6

'

290
,„,
297
298
299
300
3U1
302
303
30U
305
306
307
308
309
510
311
312
313

vu

.,

end;

substr(tlin,lj,lngth-m+l>

HI
' 03

III*
2s

'* ,r,Hlcatfi that

located -^'l^
If globsw then go to ch2;

286
287

^

/* copy ,|ne un to Cehan*#
'"" ./'

1

*

'!

call
end;

'o'-C'Nothlng changed by:
resetread;

"'a",

suhstr(buf fcr,

count-] >);/. If not located
./'
trl B

],

-

go to next;
end;
- n-1;
call put;
call get;
go to chl;
n

>
3
_
S
°
_
_

H
X

rn

/* ********* top ********* «/

S
H
O
in

.

top:

/*

call
call

copy;
switch;
go to next;

5E
~*

********* bottom ********* */

bottom:

copy;
lngth = 0;
go to pinput;

315
316
317 /-* ********* backup ********* */
318
319 backup:
= indt;
320
call copy;
3 2
ca
sw 1 ch ;

,,

I

1 1

iai
*"
325
J'"
327
329
330
331
332
333 newln:

m
Z
<
—
5
O
S

call

1*

d° n

'

" ve

,.
t
ptrs
*'

J?J

2j

1

n

t

Z
2<:
do
indf
-

,f

0;
-

,„,.,,.
lndf-1 to
by
1

substr(from_seg,lndf,l)

end;
If n '»

Note tn8t

n"

start *

newt

I

v*.

, t

=

nl

then go tc newln;

,

*/

ooM for K „, B n ,
,

then do;
"'

'* W ' nt ° ff tOD ° f

n"*^;"
Indt/ Indf
go to eof;
end;
end;

; *

-1;

=

0;

fMe

*'

ftf

,,„„

#/

:

33l»

335
336
337
338

b

t

dt)

t

df
do !Indf

?-?*5'Vh
lndt+1 by

1

"

substrMlne, lndf-lndt,l)
If

3 3'J

substr ( f <-°m-«8,l,lndt);/« move In top

to cslze;

substrCfrofOcg, Indf,

substr(from_seg, Indf, l). n

i

o/f ll'V"'""

"*

*"** *'

1

/* find end of line */
/* move Into 1 Ine */
/* search for end of line */

1);

then go to line~ end;

end;
340
Indf
cslze;
341 line_end: Ingth
indf - Indt;
342
go to next;
343
344 /* *****.**.*
"file" request ********** */
3l»5

346
347
3U8
349
350
351
352
353
354
355

file:

qultl:

/*

35

Finish copy,

*/

>

********** wr ]t e sa ve ********** #/

2

wsave:

354)

call copy;
call save;
go to next;

7

358
359
300
301
362
3b3
364
3b5
3bG
3b7
308
309

call copy;
/•
call save;
call hcs_$t runcate_se?:(f rom~ ptr,0,code);
"";
ename
If code -•
then call call com;
return;

-o
r*

I*

finish copy.

/*

Continue accepting requests.

*/

m

/* ********* eo f ***»*«*»* t
f

eof

call
call

toa_C"End of File reached by :"/"'», substr<buf fer,l,eouht-l
resetread;
go to next;

/* **********

F

mE

371
372
373
374
375
376 /*

);

m
o

SYSTEM ERROR **»***»#*.»/

O

error:

37(J

)

call call_com;
call resetread;
go to next;

73

««4

;

I

jp-

*/

377 /* *********
3

INTERNAL PROCEDURES

*********

°°

*/

78

379
380
381
382 copy:
383
38U
385
386
387
388
389
39U
391
392
393

orocedure;
substr(to_seg,lndt+l, lngth)

Ij

if

substrd

csize=0 then return;
csize - Indf;
then substr(to seg, lndt+1,
j >0
i

Indt
indf

/* copy rest of file Into to file */
Tony current line.
*/
/*

lne, 1, lngth);

Ingth;

indt - Indt
lngth ' 0;
if

»

Indt +

If new Input, then no copy needed.
/*
/* *o rest of file */
1

subst r(f rom_seg, ndf+1,

j )

I

1

*/

g
Jr

j )

/• set counters */

Ij;

\£

>
2
3E
—
Z
&
~
^

csize;

return;
end copy;

391*

395
396 save:
397
398
399
i*00

U01
1*02

Procedure to write out "to" buffer.
/*
procedure;
call hcs_$truncate_seg(out_ptr,0,code);
then go to error;
If code
substr(to_seg,l, ndt );
substr(out_seg,l, indt)
call hcs_$set_bc_seg(out_ptr, tndt*9,eode);
then go to error;
If code ""return;

*/

"

_j

I

X
rn
2
C
n
_

403

end save;

i*0i»

1*05
1*06
i»07

put:

uos

procedure;
substr(to_seg, lndt+1, lngth)
Indt

indt

1,09
ttlO
ijll
i*12

lngth = 0;
return;

"»13

end put;

+

lngth;

-

substr(

1

lne,l, lngth);

/* do move */
/* set counters «/
/*
Discard old line.

i^

m
Z
<

*/

30

O

i*ii»

1*15
1*16

get:

417
i*18
1*19

420
1*21

422
i*23

In <=rom_seg

Into "line".

*/

/* Get next line
*/
/*
Reset current line length.
*/
/*
If no Input left, give up,
if Indf >- csize then go to eof;
*/
Find the next new line.
/*
lngth - lndex(substr(from seg, lndf+l,cslze-lnrif ), nl);
/*
If no nl found, trwt end of segment as one.
then Ingth - cslze-indf;
if lngth
*/
Peturn the line to caller.
/*
substrd lne,l, lngth) - substr(from_seg, lndf+1, lngth);
*/
/*
Move the "from" pointer ahead one line.
Indf » lngth* Indf;
return;

procedure;
lngth - 0;

i*2i*

end get;

i*25

1*26
1*27
1*28
1*29

__
TJ

switch:

procedure;
exptr

/* make fron-flle to file, and v. v.

from_ptr;

»/

m

3j
as
*/

L

1*30

from_ptr = to_ptr;
to_ptr
exptr;
csl2e
indt;

431
U32
U33

indt, Indf
lngth • 0;
return;

1*31*

klS
1*36
1*37
1*38
**39

procedure;

!

1*1*0

/*
/«

call ios_$resetread(,oname, status);
return;

Call
In

»/

end resetread;

i»l*lt

i»i»5

l/o system reset rear" entry.
•/
ore place tn minimize c?l
setup eo«e.
1

1*2

1*1*3

cal l_com:

procedure;
com_err_(code,ednm,ename);
return;

**i*e
l*

0;

end switch;

resetread

it'll
l*

-

call

1*7

/*

Tall

/*

In

*.l»8

1(1*9

com^.err_ from standard place.
*/
one place to mlntmlie ca n setup
code.

>

end call_com;

1*50

to

1*51
1*52
i*53

get_token:

^Indf
token_lth

1*55

kbb

«««''•tr(buf? e r^*"t^l)

.

'•

*'

m
H
m
x
H
m
o

•

«)?

-

VTLk'^.

,

•

r/"^'

«»
.

1*65
1*66
l»b7
1*68

o

ed^^ed'cV^eVuh."
Uh

1*69
1*70
1*71

>

retC'n7

°

then

'

f

aTt - lih<tclk e n -""

«*"

edct - edct

-

I*

1;

If

Initial

tab,

hack up scanner.

/

end get_token;

get_numj

procedure;

cv_num:

call get_token;
entry;

U75

1*79
1*80
1*81
1*82
1*83

"e

'• B

sTa U^n

1*63
Itbl*

i*77

t0 C ° Uht Wh

*

,

.

l*bl
I*b2

U78

by

,,

^

1*1)0

i*7 6

^

t

lndex(substr(buffer,edct-eount»»»rtrH » »\. /«. ti
Sta. "
alt 1th . lndex( S ub S tr(buffer%dc?coSnt n
'' '»]
edc?)/''
t' also.
,
,rtok fftr *«*>
If token_lth+alt_lth »
'
,'„
*/
„. c . tr
u
,
l ".ll
then token_Tth - count - eHct;
Ct '
'""f'
*J
le
~
else do;
'
"»
of lln«.
•/
,,
(,„. „/
or both delimiters were found.
If token Ith-alt 1th ./
#/
then tokenjih- token., th-al t_,th-l;
I
ZVy\n7
else token.lth - mln(token_l thTal t_l th> '*•
*/,
-' -?. a I t - ,t h ,to ,.
1,
/*
Roth fourth, use smallest.
end
•/
token_lth - mln<8, token 1th);
substr(buff ^'^ct, token., th);

1*57
1*58
1*59

1*72
1*73
»7it

3C
t,
r*

procedure;

i«5i«

n = cv_dec_(tkn);
If n «
then n -

return;

/*

1;

Routine to convert token to binary
Integer.
./
/* Delimit the token. »/
/*
enter here If toK»n already available.
/*

Default count

Is

1.

*/

*/

end get_num;

end eds;
•PI

PU3

7

I

NAMES DECLAREO IN THIS COMPILATION.

IDENTIFIER

OFFSET

LOC STORAGE CLA6S

NAMES DECLARED' BY DECLARE STATEMENT,
addr

o
DATA TYPE

ATTPIBt'TES AND

bul It in function

internal del P c ref 80 03 93 03 03 110 110 138 13*
235 235 290 290
del 6 set ref i)'7
5 8
61 1)61 1)63 1*68 1*68
del 7 set ref 252 253 255
del 8 set ref 251 253 253 255 255 256 27? 271 281
del
set ref 93 93 95 110 110 131 131 138 138 1 3*
l')2 169 206 21)7 21)7 252 253 255 273 278 201 205
295 3C2 362 i»5i* 1)56 i>57 1)66
del 10 set ref 7U 84 95 93 91, 95 97 90 Jll8 35 n *n 7
398 1)00 1)03 I)it6
external del 51 ref ititf
del 11 set ref 110 112 331 131 138 130 14? 142 11* t
160 160 1C2 193 206 21)6 21)7 247 253 255 256 29<
295 362 362 454 t>56 1)57 1)58
Initial d c l 12 set ref 12 303 101* 101* 172 173 175
177 177 178 179 19? 200 212 336 31)0 12 386 3*7 3"n

alt_lth
break
brkl
buffer

000100
000101
000102
000103

automatic
automatic
automatic
automatic

fixed bln<17,0)
char(210)

code

000170 automatic

fixed bln(35,0)

com_e rr_
count

000012 constant
000171 automatic

entry
fixed bln<17,0)

csi ze

000172 automatic

fixed bln(17,0)

000011* constant
000016 constant

entry
entry
builtln function
fixed blnU7,0)

cu_$arg_pt
cv_dec_
divide

fixed bln(17,0)

chard)

edct

000173 automatic

ednm

000171) automatic

enarne

000175
000020
000206
000210

expand_path_
exptr
f rom_ptr

automatic
constant
automatic
automatic

ch*r(3)
char(32)
entry
pointer
pointer

it

ti

1)18
r

P^RFMCFS

1)19

1)20

1)32

O
a
>
z
z

external del 52 ref 84
external dcl 53 ref 7
Internal del 65 ref 1.03
1*

dcl

T3
70

-H

13 set

ref 113 160 160 1F0 162 103 305 105 206
206 251 252 257 257 1*51* 454 1)51) 1*56 456 1*57 1)57
1)58 1)66 1)67 M67 It68 1)68
Initial del 11) set ref lit 1U i>i>6
dcl 15 set ref 73 86 03 "3 <*5 100 3i>o U46
external del 51) rpf 93
dcl 1G set ref 1)29 1)31
del 17 set ref 71* 75 80 104 173 177 186 187 206
209 212 235 218 325 335 337 338 31)8 388
1
1)21

X

m
2

c
H
o

r-

(A

li

f

rom_seg

1)29

based

char(131U72)

globsw
hcs_$make_see
hcs_$set_bc_seg
hcs_$status_mlns
hcs_$truncate_seg

000213 automatic
000021) constant
00002C constant
000022 constant
000030 constant
000211) automatic

blt(l)
entry
entry
entry
entry
fixed blr,(17,0)

'j

000215 automatic

fixed bin(17,0)

index
indf

indt

builtln function

1)30

18 set ref 10«* 1.73 177 186 187 206 200 212 215
218 325 335 337 338 388 419 1)21
dcl 20 set ref 258 2f2 286
external del 56 ref 74 95
external del 53 ref l>00
external dcl 55 ref 07
external dcl 59 ref 31*8 397
dcl 21 set ref 97 151 171 206 207 208 253 251* 255
255 256 257 270 273 278 281 282 310 322
dcl 22 set ref 269 275 280 281 283 283 288 280 28 n
290 293 291 292 387 388 388 388 389
Internal del 65 ref 173 206 253 255 278 1)19 1*56
dcl

1*57

000216 automatic

fixed bln<17,0)

000217 automatic

fixed bln(17,0)

initial del 23 set ref 23 169 175 178 1 3
187 187
188 197 198 206 208 212 212 216 322 324 32U 325
330 331) 336 337 337 338 340 34] 23 387 388 3O0 1*18
i»

1*19

1)19

1)20

1)21

i>22

1)22

1)33

initial dcl 21) set ref 24 177 170 179 187 188 188
196 215 217 217 310 330 331. 335 335 336 337 341

m
z
<
73

O

m
z

1

3

ioa_

?™ 1*33
?2,
Hiz

3RI'

i8k 3S8 38 ° 389 39S 599

''00

t*08

409

(*0O

000032 constant

entry

external del 60 ref 100 109 131 137 232

000220 automatic
000031* constant
000036 constant
00001)0 constant
000223 automatic

char(10)
entry
entry
entry
fixed bln<17,0>

Initial unaligned del 25 set ref 25 25 1*1*0
external del 61 ref 110 138
external del 62 ref 440
external del 63 ref 235 290
del 76 set ref 160 172 373 173 182 182
181* 186 116
203 203 201. 255 256 256 257 273 273 274 275 281

000221* automatic

fixed bln(17,0)

line

000225 automatic
000220 automatic

fixed bln(17,0)
char(210)

Ingth

000313 automatic

fixe* bln(17,0)

located
m

000314 automatic
000315 automatic

fixed bin(17,0)
fixed bln(17,0)

n

000316 automatic

builtlh function
fixed b)n(17,0)

ilD ^13
288 289
Internal del 65 ref 235 235 463 465
s t ref 151 1GE 171 1!,
8 200 203 203 206 211
«i'«.
236 236 -237, 259 293 300 300 323 323 327 321
477

nl

0OO317 automatic

chard)

JnUlal

bull tin function

internal dc 1 65 ref 75 96
del 36 set ref 97 99 103
del 37 set ref 95 96 97 104 397 391 400
del 38 set ref 104 399
initial del 39 set ref 39 110 138 235 235
array level 2 del 67 set ref 80
del 40 set ref 84 93
del 41 set ref 84 93
At* 1
1.1
_ _~«
«

ioname

I6s_$read_ptr
ios_$resetread
los_$wrlte_ptr

1

Zo J

21*7

295

m

2S 3

IL^SlL

17 *
1S2 185 186 lg 6 186 208 201
2? J
215 21S 216 217 2J8 278 "9 280 280 281
III
III2 28 3
Zo
del 28 set ref 269
186 «• 235 235 274 278 2R0
»2 n , S ?l, r ?L 1 '!L 1

™

V

>
AJ /
288

min

nul

(A

1

out_count
out_ptr
out_seg

H

000320 automatic
000322 automatic
based
000324 automatic
based
000325 automatic
000326 automatic
000330 automatic

fixed bln(24,0)
pointer
char(131072)
fixed bln<17,0)
fixed bln(17,0)
fixed bln(l7,0)
Pointer
blt<72)
bulltln function

tempi
tkn

000332 automatic
000420 automatic

bit(l)
char(8)

tl in

000333 automatic
000422 automatic

char(210>
pointer

pre

seg
sname_l th
sname^ptr
status
substr

to_ptr
to_seg

100000

based

char(131072)

m

£*<••

H

-o
I—

m

78

del

*.

34 set

t.

ref 34 173 209 212 325 338 34

m
o
39

o
73

t.

t J 'J 4J1
del 46 set ref 177 187 215 335 383 388

399 408
I

VI

t

token

I

th

000212 automatic

fixed bln(17,0>

NAMES DECLARED BY DECLARE STATEMENT AND NEVER REFERENCED.
based
structure*
mid
fixed bln(17,0)
based
space

NAMES DECLARED BY EXPLICIT CONTEXT.
backup
002113
bottom
002110
002577
cal l_com
chl
001542
ch2
001610
change
001362
copy
002334
cprt
002007
cv_num
002771
del in
000645
000102
eds
eof
002275
error
002331
000226
ferror
file
002245
get
002501
get_num
002763
002626
get_token
001366
nemp
Input
000610
Insert
000664
001205
l_nl
1 ine_end
002241
001072
locate
000751
n_eof
002162
new In
000707
nexl In
000417
next

constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant

001353
001515
000404
000575
001311
001330
002460
002247
002560
000665
002413
002036
002543
002105
002272

constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant

1

1

no

1

1

1

ne

nxarg
pedlt
pi

nput

print
prlntl
put

qultl
resetread
retype
save
sklpch
swi ten

top

wsave

THERE WERE NO NAMES DECLARED BY COUTEXT OR IMPLICATION.

label
label

entry
label
label
label

entry
label

entry
label

entry
label
label
label
label

entry
entry
entry
label
label
label
label
label
label
label
label
label
label
label
label
label
label
label
label

entry
label

entry
label

entry
label

entry
label
label

11 set ref 456 458 458 461 461 461 463 463 465
465 466 466 467 468'
del

PI

VI
to

level 1 unaligned del 67
array level 2 del P7

ref 168 319
ref 126 313
del 445 ref 77 87 350 368 445
ref 268 303
ref 278 286
ref 122 244,
del 382 ref 222 307 313 320 346 355 382
ref 276 290
del 476 ref 263 476
ref 123 149
externa 1 del 1 ref 1
del 362 ref 175 180 224 331 362 418
del 3C8 ref 368 398 401
del 86 ref 86 94 96 OS
del 346 ref 121 346
Interna del 416 ref 152 239 302 416
Interna 1 del 474 ref 149 167 228 474
Interna 1 del 452 ref 114 260 452 475
del 247 ref 193 247 254
del 138 ref 138 144
del 159 ref 116 159
del 212 ref 209 212
del 341 ref 338 341
del 193 ref 118 193
del 175 ref 172 175
del 333 ref 325 333
del 167 ref 120 167
del 110 ref 110 112 133 155 163 189 237 249 298
309 342 358 364 371
del 236 ref 233 236
del 260 ref 260 264
del 109 ref 109 139
del 137 ref 101 127 137 315
del 228 ref 119 228
del 235 ref 220 235 240
Interna 1 del 407 ref 141 159 170 199 238 301 407
del 348 ref 88 348
Interna 1 del 439 ref 132 248 296 363 370 439
del 160 ref 117 160
Interna 1 del 396 ref 347 357 396
del 293 ref 266 293
Interna 1 del 428 ref 202 223 308 321 428
del 307 ref 125 307
del 355 ref 124 355

319
313
Interna 1
del 268
del 278
del 244
Interna 1
del 290
Interna I
del 149
del
del

-o
73

O
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>
O

1

H
X
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O
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STORAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS PROGRAM.
Start
Length

External
Internal
Internal
Internal
nternal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
nternal
1

1

Object

Text

Link
3162

Symbol
3224

Defs
3015

Static

3U56

3015

U2

217

145

2

procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure
procedure

3172

eds u:ses U96 words of automatic storage
copy shares stack frame of parent block
save shares stack frame of parent block
put sihares stack f rame of parent block
get sihares stack f rame of parent block
switclh shares stac k frame of parent block
reset read shares s tack frame of parent block
call_i.com shares st ack frame of parent block
get_t<oken uses 68 words of automatic storage
get_nium shares sta ck frame of parent block
:

:

THE FOLLOWING EXTERNAL OPERATORS ARE USED BY THIS PROGRAM.
r_e as
r_le_a
alloc_cs
call_ext_out
cal l_lnt_thls
return

shorten.stack
rpd_loop_l_lp_bp

blank_csa
rpd_loop_l_bp_1p

lndex_cs_co

move^csa
set csa
Indix cs ~ I co

csa_move
set_cs_co
ext_entry

cal l_ext_out_ripsc

2

THE FOLLOWING EXTERNAL ENTRIES ARE CALLED BY THIS PPORRAM.

com_err_
ncs_$make_seg

cu_$arg_ptr
hcs_$set_bc_seg
los_$read_pt

ioa_

>

cs_move_co
lnt„entry
r-

cv_dec_
hcs_$status.jTiihs
os_$ reset read
I

expand_path_
hcs_$truncate_seg

m

ios_$virlte_ptr

m
x

NO EXTERNAL VARIABLES ARE USED BY THIS PROGRAM.

m
o
LINE

LOC

LINE

1

000100
000122
000202
000256
000375
000441
000503
000572
000642
000GC3
000712
000754
001015
001075
001116
001201
001270
001312
001360
001422

12
39
84
95
103

34

80
94

Ul
114
122
132
143
155
lb9
176
184
195
203
210
218
230
239
251

116
123
133
144
159
170
177
185
196
203
211
219
232

240
252

LOC
000107
000124
000205
0002G0
000376
000445
000510
000574
000644
000664
000715
000755
001017
00107C
001124
001204
001303
001314
001361
001425

L

1

NE

LOC

14
73
85

000110
000126
000224
000327
000400
000452
000515
000575
000645
0006G5
000716
001003
001021
001100
001125
001205
001305
001327
001362
001435

96
104
117
124
137
149
160
171
178
186
197
204
212
220
233
244
253

LI*'F.

LOC

Lir»E

LOC

1.

1

"F

LOC

25

000114

23 000112
74 000134
8C 000226

24 000113
75 000174

77 000200

87 000231

S?,

000333
000404
000457
000522
000610
000C46
000703
000726
001005
001035
001102
001127
001231
00130C
001330
001363
001454

000350
000417
000464
000527
000625
000657
000706
000731
001011
001064
001105
001157
001233
001307
001353
24 7 001366
255 001456

97
109
118
125
138
151
162
172
179
187
198
206
214
222
235
246
254

98

99

110
119
126
13?
152
163
173
180
188
199
207
215
223
236

11?.

120
127
141
153
167
174
182
isn
200
20!?

216
224
237
24S
256

000232
000352
000434
000471
000534
000634
0006F0
000707
000747
001012
001071
001106
00116]
001261
001310
0013F5
001417
001476

L

1

"F

LOT

30 000121
78 000201

93
100
113
121
131
142
154
168
175
183
193
202
209
217
228
238
249
257

000233
000354
000437
000476
000541
000635
000662
000710
000751
001013
001072
001115
001167
001264
001311
001357
001421
001505

O
33

4=I

m

P-

258
266
27U
282
290
298
309
322
329
337

001576
001732
002007
002077
002107
002117
002155
002203

31*7

00221*6

001512
00151*0

358 002271*
382 002331*
359 0021*06
<*00
1*11
i*22

0021*37

002500

00251*0
1*33 002551*

002600
002703
U68 002753
U79 003013
Ui«6

1*57

259
268
275
283
291
300
313
323
330
338
3U8
362
383
390
1*01
1*16
1*23
1*31*
l*<*7

1*58
1*69

001513
00151*2

001611
001737
002027
002100
002110
002122
002157
002227
00221*7

002275
002335
0021*10
0021*55

002501
00251*2

002556
002621
002710
002762

260 001515
269 00151*3
276 001615
281*

00171*1*

292 002031*
301 002102

261
270
278
285
293
302
315
325
333

001521
00151*7

001616
09171*6

002111
002127
331 0021G1
339 002235
31*9 002263
363 002326
381* 002351

902036
002103
002112
002135
002162
31*0 002237
350 0022GC
361* 002330
385 002353

391 0021*12

396 002<(13

311*
321*

1*02
1*17
1*28
1*35
1)52
<*61
1*71*

I

262
271
279
286

001526
001552
001653
001750

263
272
230
288

291*

00201*2

295 0020UI)
307 002105
320 092115

303 002101*
319 002113
32C 002H7
331*
31*1

0O21EI*
00221*1

001536

261)

001551*

273
281
289
296
308
321
328 002151)
336 002172

001656
001752

327 002152
335 00216F
31*2

00221)1)

31)6

351 002271
363 002331
306 00235U
397 0021*11*

355
370
387
398

002272
002332
002357

357 002273
371 002333
388 002361
399 0021)32

0021*50
0021*75
002521*

002457
002502

1*07
1*18

0021*60

1*08

0021)01

002503

002506

1*09
1)20

00251*3

1*29

00251*1*

002557
002622
002721
002763

00251)6

I)U 002550

1*39

1)19
1)30
U<)0

002560
1*53 002633
U63 002731
1*75

002761*

001537
001556
001677
992003
002075
002106
002116

1)51)

1)65
1)76

002561
002636
902737
002779

itltl

002576
002P61

1*55
l*P6

00271*1*

1)77

002772

MO

00221)5

0021)77

1)1)5

002533
002552
002577

1)56

002661*

1)21
1)32

467 002751
1*78 003007
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HANDLING LARGE FILES ON MULTICS
Hand! ng Large
i

F

i

U-55

les on Mult ics

about Mult ics concerns the
A frequent point of confusion
handling of large data files within the segmented virtual memory
in
Multics terminology
file ,
is
environment.
A
(usually
a
structured) collection of data of arbitrary size.
A file which
is
happens to require less than 256K words of storage
usually
in a single segment of the Multics storage system, and is
stored
addressed by mapping the segment containing the entire file into
the
current address space.
Source and object programs, and
small, linear ASCII text files are examples of files handled this
A file which is larger than 256K words (or which is smaller
way.
but may someday grow that large) is
in
several
usually stored
segments in a single directory in the Multics storage system, and
is addressed by mapping relevant parts (records) of the file into
the
current address space.
The directory contains, in addition
file,
indexes needed to
any maps or
to the raw data of the
maintain
organization.
Three file management
its
internal
facilities (sometimes called Access Methods on IBM systems) are
available to handle the details of setting up, indexing, and
searching of files.
These are:
1.

Multi-segment files
(MSF):
There
is
a
system-wide
standard format for ASCII text files which require more
256K words of storage.
Most translators, for
than
example, are prepared to produce very
long output
listings for the printer using this format; the high
line printer
speed
facilities also recognize
the
format.

2.

File manager:
A general purpose, record-oriented
file
manipulation system provides sequential record files
and indexed (keyed) record files of up to 100 million
bytes.
The files are accessed using
the
virtual
index
memory: one calls to the file manager giving the
or key of the record desired; the file manager returns
a pointer to the location of that record in the address
space, and the program then can manipulate the contents
of
record using,
for example,
PL/
the
based
a
file manager provides
structure.
The
inter locking
facilities for multiple users,
and also guarantees
integrity of a file in the case where a system failure
The MPM
occurs while the user is updating the file.
reference guide section on the file manager, and
write-ups of a set of subroutines beginning with the
name fm_ should be consulted for further information.
I

3.

record-oriented I/O: The full ANSI standard PL/I
implemented on Multics*,
allowing
is
system
in
construction of a data manipulation system which is
Since
the
PL/I
I/O
independent.
principle system
PL/I
I/O
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system uses the iultics File Manager (2, above) very
updated, and
large files can be efficiently set up,
For further
language.
PL/
the
only
searched using
language
PL/
the
consult
should
information, one
specifications.
I

I

users with unusually sophisticated needs such
addition,
indexes on different
as completely inverted files, files with
facilities can easily
appropriate
etc., will find that
elements,
techniques
with
combined
memory
be developed using the virtual
It is
Manager.
File
Multics
similar to those used by the
while
Manager,
File
Multics
important to realize that the
organized as a protected subsystem, is written in PL/I, using
only Multics facilities which are also available to the user.
Thus, a user could construct his own version of the File Manager,
or a more elaborate file accessing system without recourse to
special privileges or need to modify the Multics supervisor.
In

Finally, the Multics I/O system, which is organized to allow
attachment of arbitrary source-sink I/O devices, may be used to
in
any of several formats, for
read and write magnetic tape
not
is
storage
on-line
applications in which permanent

appropriate.
there does not yet exist a suitable set of
Unfortunately,
annotated case studies on the use of the file management
The potential developer of a large file application
facilities.
begin by reviewing one or more applications
to
is advised
previously implemented on fultics and which use these tools.

